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Editorial

Plasmas, both in space and terrestrial, have historically been studied in their pristine state. By pristine
we mean that the plasma is composed of only electrons and ions, Ind free atoms and molecules.
In reality, the vast majority of space and terrestridl plasmas are not pristine, but are contaminated
by particles, dust and aerosols. The ubiquitous presence of dust in plasmas was first recognized by
astrophysicists. Reddening and polarization of light from distant galaxies and planet-forming HII regions
have been attributed to dust grains in interstellar plasmas.

As terrestrial plasmas were applied to high technology tools and manufacturing, the ubiquitous presence
of dust in plasmas was rediscovered, and its study expanded beyond astrophysics. Dust in high
technology plasmas first came to the forefront in the context of high pressure excimer and C02 electric
discharge lasers in which particles scattered light and caused plasma instabilities. Particles in low
pressure plasmas in the context of pulse power switching were also recognized early on as a source
of device failure and flashover. Premature breakdown and arcs in sraro gaps, and the diode regions of
accelerators and e-beam generators have been attributed to the presence of particles.

The main focus of the study of particles in plasmas during the past five years has been in the context
of the manufacture of microelectronics components. Plasma etching and deposition are essential
processes in the semiconductor industry for the fabrication of fine features for microprocessors, memory
chips and other devices. The presence of particles (tens of nanometres to many micrometres in size) in
the plasma not only contaminates the wafers, thereby reducing the manufacturing yield, but perturbs the
plasma in presently unpredictable ways The formation and nucleation of particles in plasma processing
discharges, the transport of those particles and their effects on the properties of the discharge are at
best poorty charactenzed Remedying our lack of fundamental understanding of these issues is not
only an intellectual challenge but has extreme economic implications The cost of particle contamination
through reduced yields in semiconductor maufactunng approaches US$100 million per year

To address these issues, the NATO Advanced Research Workshop on the Formation, Transport and
Consequences of Particles in Plasmas was held at the Chateau de Bonas, Castera-Verduzan, France
,etween 30 August and 3 September 1993 The purpose of the workshop was to gather together

experts from diverse fields of plasma physics. plasma-based manufactunng, cluster physics and aerosol
science to broaden the scientific knowledge base on contaminated plasmas The intent ot the workshop
was to help accelerate improvements in contamination control of plasma processing of microelectronics
by leveraging the expertise of researchers in closely aligned fields who may not be directly involved in
plasma processing. The workshop was attended by 63 researchers over 5 days 56 oral and poster
papers were presented on particle detection, nucleation and growth. chemical and electrical diagnostics.
clusters and aerosols, particles in astrophysical plasmas, and modelling particle behaviour in plasmas
This special issue contains the proceedings of the workshop

We would like to thank the organizing committee (Professors David B Graves Ove Havnes Mark J
Kushner and Yukio Watanabe) for their efforts in assembling a fine slate of speakers We would also like



to acknowledge and thank the sponsors of the workshop. The workshop could not have been held
without their generosity.
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Overview of growth and behaviour of
clusters and particles in plasmas

A Garscadden, B N Ganguly, P D Haaland and J Williams
Wright Laboratory, Wright- Patterson AFB, OH 45433, USA

Receives' 3 January 1994, in finAl form 25 January 1994

Abstract. A review is presented of the phenomena associated with partictes
in low pressure plasmas. Dust particles which are typically micrometero in
diameter have been observed by laser tight scattering in various low-.passure,
radioirequency-excited pla-mas. Experiments have been designed so that the
origin of the dust material is unambiguous and, to some extent, quantitafive.
The pcocesses involved in the appearance of the mesoscopic: dust particles are
outlined and compareri with our experimental cbser ations. The source material
and its required generation rate, nucleation, charging, growth mechanisms, growth
rates, and saturation mechanisms are discussed The mutual influences of dust
and plasma, particularly the role of goromefrr: and circuit boundary conditions in
laboratory pla~smas. are described
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- Table 1. Intertwined constraints on particles in plasmas.

* 1. Growth Radicals and ion fluxes
4 Bonds

Temperature
Desorption
Surface Charge
Sputtering

2. Charge Floating potential
Electron and ion fluxes
Electron affinity and work

function
Elect rostrict ion
Field and thermionic emission
Photoelectric charging

3. Position Electrostatic-gravitational
balance

Collisional drag f~om ions and
neutrals

E nsemble polarizability
Mass

4 Temperature Surface radical recombination
Surface electron-ion

recombintlaionSurface quenching of energetic
species

Thermionic emission
Pyrolysis
Radiation

Figure 1. Low voltage high reso~otion scanning electron Knrudsen or continouui cooiing
mncrogo-iph of a typical dost particle grown fromn a 1 Tnrr 5 Plasma periurbdtion Neutral iocornbinatior
15 kH,; He plasmna with graphite eiectrodes The particle effects Charged particle recombination
diameter Is 650 nrn See also 117 Particle scattering

2. Dust in RIF discharges Particle asymmetry
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Particles in plasmas

impact dissociation of the paient gas will produce scattered optical signal. In a te-t using a helium
a supersaturated vapour. Under such conditions .he discharge with graphite electrodes the light scattering
nucleation rate is very large and the onset of stable intensity initia'ly showed significant noise. After
cluster size is driven to small clusters of just a few 30 min there was no detectable fluctuation of the
atoms [161. This is importam because the r3te-limiting signal within the ten bit resolution of the digitizer.
steps of cluster formation are those early steps to form The sampling volume for this measurement was
molecules such as C2 and C3 if they are not provided as approximately 0.1 cm3 . The ratio of the fluctuations to
precursors. Whether the initial grain nuclei come from the total signal scales as N - 2 where N is the number of
hemogeneous or heterogeneous reactions is difficult to particles in the scattering volume 120). This experiment
quantify. Carbon is exceptional because experiments implies particle concentrations in excess of 107 cm'3.

indicate its condensation kinetics are much faster than
fok any other element. T;ie clustering reactions of
carbon have received a lot of attention with the fullerene 5. Grain nucleation considerations
synthesis of Kratschmer et al [171 and the ensuing
cyclore of literature. Recently Heath [ 181 haF calculated The growth rate at early times is very large-Watanabe et
the lifetime of the energized linear trimer C, using al 1141 report l0s. 100 nm particles per cubic centimeter
RRKM theory. He predicts lifetimes in the nanosecond after only I s and we have obtained micron sized
regime for this species, long-enough for collisional particles after seconds in CO/argon discharges. In
stabilization to form neutral C, at intermediate pressures. rare gas plasmas where the grain material can only
At the Torr pressures typical of our own experiments come from the electrodes such particles are observed
these stabilizing collisions would occur in each cubic after a few minutes. The similar sizes of the grains
centimeter of gas about once every thousand seconds, suggest the same starting conditions and time, while
The lifetime of the C. complex is expected to increase their spheroidal symmetry implies that growth is by
with the number of carbon atoms n due to the rising homogeneous nucleation, Growth by interception of
number of low frequency vibrational modes as clusters radicals is not adequate to give the measured early
grow growth rates. The very rapid growth rate at early times is

At mA cm - current densities sputtering yields of compatible with accumulation of mass by ion collection
10- ' atoms per ion give atom densities in the 10' cm 3 across the Debye sheath. Of course the growth is a
range, which are sufficient to account for the observed dynamic process with deposition and sputtering of the
growth kinetics :19]. Dust filrmation in a freshly cleaned the growing particle as well as some rearrangment (f
discharge tube takes tens of minutes. Once dust has the surface structure.
been observed in a tube, however, the induction time Some fundamental physics question. are raised for
is substantially less. The initial molecules may be this early growth stage. When does a negative ion
precursor, from the electrode sputtering. Whether initial become a cluster and achieve macroscopic properties?
nucleation arises from heterogeneous or homogeneous Gibson 1211 and Breslin and Fmeleus 1221 explored
chemistry is at the moment an open question. Under the criteria for the size and charge at which an ion is
our low pressure conditions it appears that negative ions more accurately described as a particle. They derived
must be invoked very early in the growth, or even the same transition size, about 10 ( cm. by two routes.
nucleation, to explain the rapid growth and long trapping First they obtain I0 7 cm by requiring a small number
times observed in the bouvded plasma. for the surface charge on small particles with typical

plasma conditions. The same size results by requiring a
symmetric sheath, the grain must not move more than

4. Light scattering from dust In laboratory a l)ebye length in an ion period. Finally, the transition
plasmas size c,'resonds It) conditions where bulk properties ot

the material change. lAw melting temperatures for small
ILaser light sattfring diagnostics fall into four cate. clusters are a result of most atons being at the surface
gories: ( I ) spatially resolved detection of the dust fromn This means that the surface mobility of adsorbed atoms
its Mie scattering using a broad area beam and C(t) is high.
video carieras, (2) angular vanation of scattered light Hlow di the very small particles survive Couilomb
intensit) tr1m a small tocal volume, (3) scattering depo. explosion) In tirder to) stay at the fltiating po)tential
larization using a polarized laser (or white light) beamn. the dust must acquire negative charge, buti not sO much
Tht Mie scattering formalism permits straightforward in that the radial electric "tress exceeds the tensile strength
ference of the particle size and concentration when the tof the material One way around this ctmnstrait is
complex refractive index is known, the dust particles are the homogeneous nucleaitirm suggested above, which
spherical, and the size distribution is monodisperse. Ex producesi a high ctiicentration, N, (i clusters These
viti examination of' the dust using st.Ms can be used tt bect,me negatively charged with surface charge Q The
erity ihe latter two asýumptions, making the analysis product NQ becomes sufticient to perturb the hlcal

unambiguous, electron density and hence the space plotential derer ises
A tfurth method infers the concentratito of the while the floating. potential becones less negatise I .

rarticles in-situ hby examining the fluctuations i(t the 4J. However, extreme reduction ot the floating pt,tential
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destroys the ion-sheath accelerated growth mechanism. WaWiaI
Particles may grow outside the main discharge region. Field E,
If they are large enough they can survive the charging
process. This mechanism is almost certainly at work in
etching plasmas, where large, irregularly shaped particles +
from the reactor walls are an important source of dust. 1+ +1

The spatial distribution of the dust particles in 1 1

the plasma depends on the several forces that act on I +
them. These forces have been summarized by Barnes 1+

et al 1231 and include gravitational, neutral and ion 2+ f I

drag, electrostatic, thermophoretic and pressure gradient I+ X. I+ ,x
forces. Which of these forces is largest depends in detail +
on the plasma conditions. The repeated observation 1+

of dust clouds at sheath edges would seem to impute I +
electrostatic and ion-drag forces under many conditions. I X
In our own plasmas whose geometrical boundaries areI +
symmetric and whose vertical electrodes reduce the It

dominance of the electrode sheaths we see unambiguous 1'0",,ti, Ion
evidence of assymmetry due to gravity.

Choi and Kushner [241, Daugherty et al 125] and
Boeuf 1261 have modelled the RF discharge with dust and
generally concluded that the particles will be negatively
charged and confined by the sheaths. Whipple et al [27], Figure 2. Schematic view of a dusty plasma showing

crisp spatial boundaries at the sheath edge and also in the
in describing dusty plasmas in planetary atmospheres, radial direction. Shaded regions indicate trapped dust.
conclude that the vacuum capacitance and floating
potentials for an isolatej particle are not appropriate for or the nuclei from which they grow are generated at
the dust ensemble. Rather the capacitance must be that the reactor walls. Large, aspherical particle, observed
of a particle immersed in the plasma as modified by the by Selwwn et al [291, Stoftels et al 31)1 and others
ensemble of nearby charged dust. The floating potential in halogen mixtures are clearly derived front etched
will be less negative than computed when ignoring the fragmerits. *1 he micrograph in figure 3 shows the surface
ensemble, so that fewer surface charges ate required. of a silicon wafer etched in an RF diode reactor using
Electron depletion effects are significant not only in Selwyn's recipe of high powers in a ( ,'(*e, gas
astrophysical environments but also in the estimation of mixture. If formed on an insulating surface particles
plasma conditions inside dust regions. charge negatively whtn the discharge is initiated The

The experimental results on Rl- discharges ate not electrostatic repulsion between the wall and the particle
quite ti agreement with all of the present theoretical and an electric field of the ion sheath can overcome
papers. Most of the differences are probably attributable the force binding the grain to the surface and inject
to the different boundary conditions imposed by the RF the particle into the plasma The negative ions and
discharge or by the circuit. If the discharge geometry the larger negatively charged grains are precluded from
is constrained then the dust influences the electron wall contact by the sheath and anibipolat fields It has
energy distribution function and the discharge impedance been suggested [311 that positive ion-molecule reactions
increases. If constant current is the circuit constraint, might be responsible for the rapid growth of grains ti
then the electric held must increat" and the local electron silane plasmas Howeser, the sante fields that trap anions
temperature increases as observed by Carlile and Geha guarantee a short residence time lot cations 'sern with
1281. In most laboratory plasma geometries the discharge ion-molecule reactions at L.angresin rates (I]O " cmn s I)
current can flow around the dust cloud by choosing one has time for only a few ion clustering reactions
a lower impedance path. This effect seems to occur before the positively charged species are neutrahled at
when the dust density is high or with low frequency a wall or electrode.
discharges l)ramaric Impedance changes, both resistive The site of the grains provides some clues about
and capacitive, have been observed. At high dust their origin X.tay analysis ot particles front the rare
concentrations the dusty region is sharply defined as gas discharge% show that they are formed toh carbon,
seen in figure 2 The boundary is visually film-like, which can only come frort the graphite electrodes The
lgloo formations abose wafers 1291 and sacs of dust transit time of I sputtered carbon atom tiasersing the
both within and outside the electrode region are easily interelectrode gap is ot the order of milliseconds ttor our
observed 1191 conditions. The neutral deposltion rate scales with the

surface area ,it the grow ing grain, w hich is only about
10 c m for a 5ii nni grain The ineascred grsl th

6. Morphology of tI,' dilst rate oif it0 alon•s per second would require unreasonabl ,
large partial pressures ofL carbon Howes•er oionc glow Ill

One oi the oibvious questions raised by the presence rates scale with the surface area ot the Ie'hse spherev
tit geometrical boundaries is whether the dust particles proportional to) 0 IOc 

4
cmK, w hich is sis orders (it
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Similar effects are expected for other radicals derived
from deposition and etching gases. The fractal structure

of the small growing grains means that the total surface
area of the dust oftetn far exceeds the surface area of the
electrodes. Thus dust will reduce the conceiitration ot

etching atoms such as chlorine and reduce the etch rate
and uniformity. In the carbon dust discharges we have
found that tCrc process of dust growth is self-limiting.

In silane dischiarges at higher pressures and powers
the dust grows ver6 rapidly and to larger diameters.
Calculations show that generally the dust temperature
should be close to ambient for typical reactor conditions.

There are somec interesting thermial effects forIrvery Smlll

grains. The radiation fromt small particles decicatsel
rapidly with increasing wavelength once the vavelengpth
is larger than the particle This effect reduce~s radlian e

Figure 3. Silicon wafer etched in ant Ar diode usingcilt gmrdrrttilIthsnlirtepniI Nay
a CCV~2.O2 plasma. Undercut features have broken mraterial clusters hrase rni.Jning tempetarure that deciease
off and presumably led to dust in the plasma reactor. rapidly with decreasing site Hence higher powers nra\
(Sample courtesy of Winfied and Eva Stoffels, Tecbnische remove dust since the stability of a liquid droplet ito
Universitert, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). electrostatic disruptior, is niuch less than that of a solid

magnitude larger ihan the Lcornerri(.al area Ani electronr graiin. At higher poNr ers and fii r~ctr Sic gases stilt is
densts'iif ll~cm ad,.ronrotrrr rte f II cmilane, thre surface wating canl cause p~iolN sis of the

imiply an Ionrizationi probsability of 1ll a s a sputtered parent gas

atomn moses front oine electiode to another. A carbon
atomn concentration of 10' cmn is required iti accouria 8Colcie nd o-dalp sm efct
for the ead ' groswth rate by anl ionic mrechanisnm Wiih 8 olcieadnnielpam fet
di~charge Ic irrertt densities ttt I riA cin- life required Ilse/i I IS otinedtts tIre .orlilfzollis titr vshtt f rh l
flitx of 10l'' cit -s% is ohtain,-d at a sputtering yield or )Il(ISIIpNI& Ud l t I I)JI 11)111 ' Ih

onN2 '. 0 atoipein
. imn tio f pantcles estracted frtom the sputtered rarrit liseo~er fthe ( tultrith errergý anrd the kineicI. erierg\

cd~hrlltr pListidt hN Ilt %s aiLIrd t'is rfertttstraics nitt nittis ,,,

perse sue distrihutitins 119 F he paiticlcs h~ise apiftprt
Irratelt, spfretrcal s' ttrrrtetr% Hmissc IsIr thlire tnt1 etirr

pMicki lol tteril III flie irtenl il t'gyresctld f-) 55 l 'iIC /, J Mi d If Mre Ifileg tlinl Lhlares rierpticiple.

ti-A ti fit hitiket itarlices Irirei 6t ott ref 111 hoIsttsis slistiri,. eitt,] kirtetit. 10rtltCrAture. rspectitel, Hfitl-i

rIacial Iti cislriftisse lilt( iesiure Ftll Itaiilal ttlunitirt he tems tteii fit itriris titf rthe fisiq1 1,1ttcrntr,iitorri

sUCrIcIrres ar0 I.ttrrssterit Asith ballisticI etttsi)Oittn 10 12
iarlterthat dJiffstIiiO huntied aggregalitti 1.1.1 Biallisltic f 111~ (~Ž
rrreCLharutsrs ristoiung tiris and tfre sheath lietf use (he 101 1l'
lar-ge ( 'Ion tittihulumy resptondinrg it) the insiartratretu,
local electric field tear tifre surf act Ifl the spintiting patti stt that tihen I us Iplre ithat 2, a (tiulitiurfi liquidI Is

tIeI C(tsrrrplI.it-a' t.-xttrcN, Intcludirng sell-alfine surtact', pedil~tfl, arid ssfrtrl I Cit eeds, 1701, 1 ( sriltniir solt1

nlay resultl IrtIlr ist10itrtlic dfifirsise Irixes tit ircitirI rad shttuld reitliu As .i-,sult itilt- laige / if i ussr

i-ls fto the pla~ini Iftisete flit- staltk radial ssrt~liiiietr tldasirtas this tAIIttt I ciii b Ilarge es~erilii fill tsl rigsc, 11'
sIt the parisII ls Is Mitre sirIIply etito!Ilairtd ssiih itt Itnic td Sser~al authttrs 1 ;0, 111 riseo sirggettsf that Ilie
&pottti irieliti iisrrFilTe I A tAl frAracteristIcS of 'lie jtarticle'. tiaprjsfiie In 1 fiskhlat es saitist lfit ktiditit is

grossingl grain ý itry t -t ai i irii nl imi-a oIii liritirir1  fitl fill phase tar1isiitir (0t liW (hilt erisert1ible Io I IIII l

s11r,11V Oldtaig 'surfaceI fCfetures ssill) Ir 'M,rrl F,IsIiS (If fnniltips cseit Il a st.Ilul

curs ttlIreis riri'n ll~l r1,1L' os il ViLetruc fields. perlirutuing Wfrelt exasirunutig file ss reoircri of light hutl O
1wtil e ls erru(11iNs l,n I nil es oiro s itt I' a ,r . 115 1 111 lrr sti l ~e jirrttistr WgtIr1 "I a dust klottiti sAC We fitlt es dIIlens

esttilufmnuutr tloatiru jinteutial 114 I icl relmtissittn frmnt ofI lilrtssrniir Iirtiotit flit hotsni'llirns of filt dkst
ssIL.kers inay irlth In sty, piereseir risrpitioni tot tit. riti Lnloud icsporid Ilt aetrttit t NSrit losh triclucrik is-

hsI.tuistirht Csplnosusti We first applied a hlrefl(L. t'ine p`Vr 11eri1 Aniiliissfs
rrisdilatitru ttt oti I S kii/ outis lieliirir "astiasll
ri.phliur Oct. tussles I lie- rIisishlrtit f ft -1111 It ',eict 5IA IC

7. Chemincal kinetics miodification by dust 1,1u11d 11r11 If I It SIII I I/ t~is 2 S s indrilhrt. s it(iere
liphft Aa~s Irmagetsftitiri dii edgie if the sftist stltiri

SAIVIVue i i Ill 111 1se% estik.IMDdtle r -~lrI eluiuef tut, a phfittiiuiplricll anid Ien."Isesl in e :o shunis
ICLI-11Jti'iIftttri if tttus fshN rttg)elu ii 1  :.tuils Ill slit both fite itturlituide rr 'Iinfulatwitn tI tile ma suti
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Figure 4. Amplitude modulation of the RF driving voltage
applied to a 15 kHz Helium plasma and the iesulting Figure 5. Ratio of the power spectra for the two traces
modulation from light scattered by dust near a radial cloud shown in figure 5. The linear increase of damping with
boundary (not the electrode sheath). velocity indicates a viscous drag on the dust ensemble.

.nt. the scttcred light modulation. The scattering is B
most ir.teatsely modulated at low frequencies. This
observation is quantified in figure 5, where the ratio of
the Fourier transforms of the modulated signals shows D
a transfer function which is inversely proportional to
frequeticy, as expected for a viscous damping force
proportional to velocity. No evidence of resonance Awas observed, though the sub-Hertz responses seem C

incompatible with independent motion of individual Figure 6. 2D fractal recursion for generating cauliflower
dust grains. We suggest that collective motion of the textures.
boundary or double layer which envelopes the dusty of the modified midpoint method, is shown in figure
region is constrained by surface tension and it is this 6. From vertex A construct any triangle. Next draw
force to which the lethargic motions correspond. Our a line from A through the midpoint of the opposite
own evidence for collective behaviour is given by a side BC and continue for a distance DE. Repeat this
visual sheath which surrounds s,,spended dust c!(euds contruction using ABE and AEC as the initial triangles
This sheath is thicker on the side facing the powered while scaling the distance by some fraction F times
electrode than it is on the side of the plasma region. the length DE. An example of this recursion applied
Motion of dust following extinction of the p!asma occurs to a hexagen is shown in figure 7(a), which illustrates
over seconds, more slowly than classical diffusion and the extreme sensitivity of the surface texture to the
other transport processes in glow discharges. Recently fraction F. In figure 7tib) we see the influence of
Thomas (381 has obtained direct evidence of a phase gaussian random fluctuations in F between steps in the
change of the dust. He introduced larger particles into a recursion. The structure is less symmetrical but retains
plasma with an ultrasonic nebulizer and obtained micro- a texture which is still sensitive to the average value
video recordings of the stabilized and reasonably crystal- of F. We suggest that this F, or the tractal dimension
like particle positions. derived from it, provides parsimonious descriptions of

the surface texture, Generalization of this approach to
solids embedded in three dimensions employs tetrahedra

9. Fractal texture in place of triangles and constructions which intercept
the center of opposing triangular faces. The tractal

The cauliflower morphology has been reported in a dimension is retained as a parameter whose subtle

wide range of reactive plasmas including our own varietion causes a dramatic change in the surface

I Torr noble gas plasmas with graphite electrodes 119], morphology. Th,- growth mechanisms can be fruitfuliy

diamond synthesis plasmas in a kilowatt-class cascaded compared with the observed fractal textures in a

arc reactor 1391, RF silane plasmas 1401, and low quantitative way through their fractal dimension.

power flowing afterglows used in synthesis of organic
thin films 1411. We have developed a simple fractal 10. Conclusions
recurs.on which summanzes the texture of cauliflowers
embedded in two and three dimensions. An outline Charged dust grains ti laboratory plasnias share
cti the 21) recursion, which is hased on a variation much with dust in planetary nebulae, hte tteistellai
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Abstract. The growth of particles in a radiofrequency (PF) (13.56 MHz) plasma at
pressures from 25 to 200 reTorr in mixtures of CF4, CF.CI2 and argon has been
studied experimentally. A planar configuration was used, with a silicon wafer on the
powered electrode. The electron density has oeen measured with microwave
resonance spectroscopy using a cylindrical cavity surrounding the plasma. The!, ame
geometry has been used to measure the density of various species of negative ions
by detecting the extra electrons created by laser-induced photo detachment. It
appears that the negative ion density is much larger in the case of CF.CIl than in the
case of CF,. There seems to be hardly any dependence of the negative ion
concentration on the CFCI Ar partial pressure ratio in the range where powder
growth occurs. However, the attachment rate to chlorine is found to be much higher
than to fluorine. Furthermore the gas phase discharge chermistry has been studied
using infrared absorption spectroscopy. Both a tunable diode laser system, and a
Fourier transform spectrometer have been applied. The CF . concentration appears
to decrease strongly when powder growth occurs. The SiF 4 concentration then has a
maximum. The results indicate that the presence of chlorine in the plasma feed gas is
essential. In CF4 no particle formation is detected. The wafer surface is blackened
during powder formation. SEM inspection indicates that this is caused by
micromasking. Considering all the information, we arrive ai the conclusion that
particle growth is initiated by micromasking at the Si surface combined with a highly
directional etching process. Due to residual isotropic etching the particles are
released from the surface and enter the plasma, where they start coalescing and
growing under the influence of CF, polymerization.

1. Introduction not in the clean rooom. Plasmas have a tendency to
charge small particles negatively due to the large mobil-
ity of the electrons in the plasma. They are then trapped

Powder formation in radiofrequency (RI-) low-pressure in the glow by the surrounding space charge region
plasmas is a research topic which nas gained consider- (sheath). Typically, non-uniformilics of the sheath geo-
able attention over the last four years. Basically, there metry occur over silicon wafers which are placed on the
are three main chemistries under study: halocarbons electrode. As, a result of this, the particles gather in
mixed with noble gases like argon, usually with a silicon regions above the wafer. In effect., the plasma acts as a
wafer placed inside the reector [1]: silane, argon mix- very effective particle transporter: any particle present in
lures [2. 3]: and noble gas plasmas struck between the plasma will be trapped in the glow and transported
graphite electrodes [4]. The first (CF,('I,,Ar) is related towards the wafer. After plasma extinction the particles
to the industrial problem of yield loss in semi'.:onductor will be deposiled on the wafer. The electrostatic force
processing due to particle contamination inside the ensures good adhcsio of the particles ito the wafer
plasma processing (generally etching) reactor, It appears surface. Recently. Selwyn and Patterson [5] introduced
that nowadays, particle contamination which damages the concept of the self cleaning plasma reactor:deliber-
processed wafers takes place inside the plasma reactors, alely introduced non-uniformities of the sheath re-
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particle-,. I he size distribution tern~ains mono-disperse
[ 71 T he particles arc thus genterated in the gas phase
on it timescale oif seconds1, the '.ut'ace is not beticeied set-up is gi-11 Ihe tnicroa ass are getneratesd h)
to pla'N aný role of intportance Ifhe third chermttr% ( itgatronics Modell 64tss uithesiser I or eachmnhcrowase
(Ar graphite) is u-.ed mainly for fundamental studies frequency the response oif the plasnma is measured its it

In this paper we will focus on the first chemintrs function of lime %ith it le'A lett Packard 5411 1 1)
CI-,Cl. Ar mnixtures with af silicon wafer niot~nted on digaitiing oscilloscope. t he thus obtained matrix is then
the Rt powered electrode. This chemistry has% been analysed tn t he nerpendicular direction: for each time
chosen for two reasons. CV,(l. is s~til used ats at feed gas samyple the resonance profile is recanstructed, and its
for plasma and reacttve ion etching. although tts use wtll shift from the undisturbed posititon is determined. In this
be forbidden tn the future by the Edict of Montreal. way the temporary increase of the electron density due
Furthermore, it oilers at convenient vehicle for studying to the detached electrons is measured. At a quadrupled
particle formation in low-pressure plasmas: particle laser wavelength 1266 nm) all negative ions will detach
growth appears to be very reproducible and compara- (Ul -, F , (iF,C'l;. ctc). At tripled wavelength (365 nm)
lively slow (timescale of tens of minutes). 'The main aim Cl- is excluded. At doubled wavelength (532 nm) F -is
of this paper is to find out whether the nucleation and also excluded. In this way one can obtain an impression
growth of the particles in this chemistry can in any way of the distribution over several negative ions by chang-
be compared to the abovementioned case of SiI-I 4jAr, i.e. ing the laser wavelength. The measurement principle
what roles do the negative ions, the plasma chtemistry and practical implementation is discussed in more detail
and the surface play. elsewhere [8].

For the tiR measurements BaF. or KRS-5 windows
are used. The beam of a L~aser Photonics tunable diode

2. Experimental set-up and diagnostics laser (roL) system is directed through the plasma. One
sitigle pass has been used. A mercury cadmitum telluride

The experim.-nts have been performed in a planar, (MCT) detector converts the intensity to an electric
parallel iRF plasma reactor. The diameter of the water signal. A I m monoichromaitor is used to select one of the
cooled electrode was 124 Mm. iRl power levels from tfo modes of the laser, 'The exact wavelength of the laý;cr
to 200 W have beeii used. The electrode separation was beam is measured with a combinazion of a gas reference
4cm. '[he gases were fed through mass flow controllers, cell tilled with N111, a germanium etalon. and a 0.5mn
'The pressure was controlled by a throttle valve in the path length Michelson interferometer. One arm of the
pumping line of a roots blower, Pressures of 25 to 206 Michelson interferometer is scanned, and the number of
mTorr were used. The reactor is equippeu viih exehang- fringes is counted and compared wtth the number of
able windows: for photodetachment quartz is used: for fringes from a ;tabilized IleNe laser interferometer
tic experiments BaF 2 or KRS-5 is used. The pressure is with identical path lengths. This gives the absolute
measured with an MKS Baratron pressure transducer, wavelength with a precision of about 10 2 In' The

For the measurements of the denisities of electrons absolute accuracy is increased further by interpolating
and negativc ions, the grounded electrode is extended to the fringes; of the Ge etalon between two peaks of the
enclose the plasma in a cylindrical cavity. Microwa'res absorption spectrum of Nil . The wavelength of the Tot.

are fed into, and extt acted from, the cavity with small 5s modulated, and the first derivative of the absorption
pick-up loops. The resonance frequency of the cavity signal is measured] with a lock-in amplifier. One
depends on the dielectric constant of the plasma for the measurement takes ahout 30 s. D~etails cf the set-up will
used frequency. The dielectric constant in this frequency be published elsewhere [9]. Since the gas and rotational
range is determined by the electron density. A laser temperatures of the plasma do not cha'nge during
beam is fired (Spectra Physics GCR 11) through a hole plasma ignition [10]. it is sufficient to study just one
in th-- sidewall of the cavity. In figure I a sketch of the rotational line. If the temperature changes, more lines
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. '.jhd hi-f~ hýr It~'cf~ -" ' .- fr~tcs Iir A dip, loried. with a laoler depth for iarger particulate

he~-. " A 1 r4Ie"s u'clonnratio.ns I be %heath seem% to behave like a mat.
1-,rl mt p es rr( acic im *oht J trukb.i If '5vb t rns. he r~st-vrtt introdtuced technique of laser esapor-

"towrut oicrfrr'-mcirr 41 tsi' k pratktlc .~ix-n cailng atio'n indt subses4ucni detec~tion using emissiotn of

iNc qvttt icr.m ie ais Jatireae 1hrough thk u m rinaruls thermal adiAtion lII II *a. used it) determine where the
f -nirs 'ia %a Y Jerirsrr %oh i RJ Ic-nt Ili h atirtle kcrc residing ini the plasma At 10*. ('F2 C1

aaýe~enswh ramili %.as Writ 14
4

11 kin, Again o'ne sinple 'nl% a si1iialIis obtained at the sheath boundary. indica-
gu%% was used I he Applied .r-LIFAl res%'tut.'r,1 %43% long that the particles are present only there. At the same

-I rn %gw'str atcr taken iti a ri'- of1ý I ll- ind locatioin scattering from .: IleNc laser is also observed.
usualt

. j few hundrrd Mptsra Acrc .,seraire to irpr.'se At loweAr ( I ( I ,, admixturts Ieg 3'.), a lase.r evapor-

the isinat I' noi.ic ritio 11sit's .iti.f signal is obtained eseryw hcre in the glow, al-

In o.der to ic able- I., inis~urc axial proh.til. the though nothing can then he seen with thc eye ot with
whol< reast.'r is m.'sablc in i serticat direction In this IleNe lasy'r scattering In the latter case abundant for-
%~a% the optical %%cm 11mt is. t.,ici.ni Im 11if) Ia max ioni of small particle'. (diameter m- 100nrm) takes
remnain ii place place

I he c.'mbincds ý siuns for itin and IIiiw infrared 1fIf FCI,2 is replaced hy ('F- 4 or CU'F,, no particle
measuremrents is depicted in figure 2 formation is founs'. Apparently the presence of chlorine

in the feed gas' miolecules is necetssary.
ScSLanning electroa microscope ISEM) pictures of the

3. Experdments and results surface of the silicon wal'er show a lot of hollow, needle-
like structures [12]. which show a close resemblance to

Discharge conditionts similar to those reportcd by Sel- the structures created on silicon wafers by micromasking
wyn et al/[I] were chosen these are known to guaran- in chlorine or H Br discharges [13]. Micromasking is the
tee abundant particulaze formation. A mixture of Ar and phenomenon that a very anisotropic (and at the same
CF,C'I, was fed to the plasma at a pressure of time very selective) etching process can lead to needle-
200 mtorr. In order to change. the CU',CI. admixture like structures if the surface is contaminated: the con-
ratio, the CUF,C1 2 flow and the Ar flow were varied while taminated spots locally block the etchiing. This indicates
keeping the total flow (30 scent) constant. U~suaily a that an anisotropic etching process (common to
power level of 100 W was applied. CCF2 CI 2 plasmas) is combined with some local surface

At a C172CI 2 admixture ratio of 10% when looking contamination (e.g. oxidation due to residual water or
through the sheath boundary, the formation of a shal- redeposition of spattered Al electrode material), which
low cloud of particulates became visible by the eye after initially locally inhibits etching and allows the creation
about 20 min. depending on tnc cleanliness of the silicon of a needle-like structure. After a while the 'mask' is
wafer (faster with a 'dirty' wafer, slower with a clean etched off by residual IF atoms (they will L'e present even
wafer). Given more time, the particles are observed to though the surface of Si subjected to CF- 2C12 plasmas
grow to sizes itudividuall) visible to the eye (order of a mainly consists of a SiCI, reaction layer [14]). The

millimetre). After an even longer time the largest par- silicon inside the needle is then also etched away, and
ticles can no longer be levitated by the sheath and begin the side. wall passivatton material remains to form the
to drop ontD the wafer. At the same time the sheath is hollow needle. Hollow structures like this have recently
observed to change shape: over th1c middle of the wafer been preparcJ by a s-milar process: etching a patterned

114

1 j)

M Dode lager-
2H-elamer

3 Monoebhromator 8 Air beating 1
4 54CT deteetor 9 M~ovable mirror
1, Reference ^ell tO0 Beam sptitter 7
8 Etalon Ii tIe-Ne lamer 13 Ptaanua etch reactor
7 Wave length me~er 12 iMCr detector 14 MiCT detector

Figure 2. Schomatic view of the experimental set-up used for in situ infrared
absorption spectroscopy using rTD as Welt as FTIR.
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Figure 3. Density of negative chlorine ions as a function of time (us)

CF 2C62 admixture. Plasma conditions: 200 mTorr, 30 sccm photodatechmen! CF 4,
total flow, 100 W RF power in 124 mm diameter electrode. - 20 mTorr

wafer, removing the mask, and etching the interior 8.74

silicon away [15]. (b)

The electron density and the density of negative X"
chlorine ions are given as a function of CF2CI2 admix- E 6.72
ture in figure 3. The density of negative fluorine ions a

appeared to be of the order of the electron density. The =. ".70

density of the larger negative ions CF',Cly appeared to C

be too low to be measurable (i.e. much smaller than the -_ _ _ _ _
electron density). One can sec that in the range where L.8
powd formation takes place (3 10%) the negative ion 0 10 20 30 40 50
concentration is roughly constant. This is not surprising

since a similar behaviour is seen for F ions in a time (us)

CF, Ar plasma (see figure 4). although the negative ion Figure 5. Decrease due to attachment of the densiy of the
density for CFC'Iz is much higher than for ('F4 . This electrons created by photodetachment as a function of time

for (a) CI and (b) F . Plasma conditions 200 mTorr, 30
leads us to the conclusion that an analogue of the sccm total flow, 100 W RF power in 124 mm diameter

abovementioned explanation for particle growth in electrode.
SiH,4 'Ar plasmas (increased attachment at higher elec-

tron temperatures in order to be able to create more
negative ions at low CUF(0, admixture), is not valid for inc is much faster: the timL"cale' differ by more than one

these discharge conditions, order of magnitude. Ihis difference is also cxpectd• to

In figures 5(ai and 5(hi the attachment of the olec- occur when chlorine or fluorine is incorporated at the

trons released by photodetachmcnt is shown for chlorine surface of a small particulate, albeit less pronounced.

and fluorine. It is obvious that the attachment to chhor- l'hereforc it is probable that attachment of an electron

to a particulate is more effectis-• if the particulate con-

tains chlorine. this may explain whý abundant particu-

E 025 mr

o . 40nTon
"€ , ph.... off Prf- 100 ltt

- " '22CM
- O - 10 iL
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Figure 4. Density of negative fluorine ions as a function of Figure 6. Infrared survey spectrum of the GF2 CI, Ar ilasma.
CF, admixture. Plasma conditions 200 mTorr. 30 sccm total The peaks asscAiated .•:ith the several plasma sp.,es are
flow, 100 W AF power in 124 mm diameter electrode. indicated.
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SCCI.F. Figure 9. The CF. density as a function of CF2 CI2 admixture
in argon. Plasma conditions: 200 meTorr. 30 socm total flow,

Figure 7. Intensity of the SiF. absorption as a function of the 100 W RF power in 124 mm diameter electrode.

CF.CI2 admixture ratio. The maximum occurs at the
discharge conditions where generation of large size powders
is most abundant, a function of CFCI2 admixture. In the range where

powder generation takes place (low percentages) the
late formation only occurs in chlorine containing plas- CF2 density drops dramatically. The drop is steeper
mas. than one would expect from the measured dissociation

Figure 6 shows an IR survey spectrum as measured degrees, which are obtained from IR spectra such as the
with the rrii. A measursment wi.;& 'plasma off" and one shown in figure 6. and which is reported elsewhere
.plasma on' is shown. It is obvious that the CF 2 (CI [16). This could be related to removal of CF, by
absorption peak is reduced substaniially when the deposition on the particles suspended in the plasma.
plasma is switched on. This indicates that the gas is very
effectively dissociated and converted to CF 4 and other
products like CF•CI. Also one observes the extra peak 4. Conclusions
of SiF 4, created from the etching of the silicon surface.
Figure 7 shows the Sil"4 peak intensity as a function of Based on the information given in the previous section,
the (F 2C'1 admixture. It is remarkable to observe that we suggest the following sequence for the creation of
the SiF 4 density shows a maximum where also large particles in the ('FCG2 ,Ar/Si system. Micromaskii~g in
particles are more abundantly generated. The Sil-, den- combination with anisotropic etching creates needle-like
sily is proportional to the number of Si etch reactions structures with side wall passivation layers. After a while
which occur at the wafer surface. Apparently the etching the mask is etched away and the needles become hollow.
of silicon plays an important role in the generation of When they become too long, they break off, and elec-
powders. trons attach quickly to the Cl atoms at the surface of the

Figure 8 shows a small part of the absorption needle. The needles are drawn into the glow by electro-
spectrum of CF, radicals as measuied with the T-L. The static forces. In the glow they are suspended and start to
first derivative of the spectrum is shown. The distinctive coalesce. Further growth may then occur due to deposi-
peaks are 0- irly recognizable. Separate measurements tion from (e.g. CF 2 ) radicals in the gas phase.
have showr that there is hardly any change of I c
rotational temperature when the plasma is ignited, o
the intensity of any of the peaks may be used to Acknowefdgments
calculate the density. Figure 9 shows the CF, density as
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Abstract. After having distinguished five successive steps in the temporal
evolution of a powder-torming SiH, radiofrequency glow discharge, we examine
the initial mechanism by which silicon clusters start grownig up to the point
where they suddenly aggregate into multiply charged particles and modify the
discharge regime. This induction' period can be much longer than the diffusion time
of positive ions and neutral radicals, which implies that custer growth involves
negative lons (anions). We provide a review of basic data concerning anions in SiH,
plasmas and analyse mass spectrometric data showing that anion molecule
reactions Si,,H,,,.. + Sill4 -. Si,,. ,H2., I + H, at relatively low rate (about 10
cml s '). and fast exothermic anion radical reactions SiH,, f SiHl, ,
Si_, H,, ,_, - qH, at Langevin rates (about 10 Qcml s '), initiate clustering. The
effective anion lifetime involves a succession of dissociative attachment to SiH,,
detachment or recombination, and attachment to neutral radicals or clusters
competing with diffusion out of the plasma. Anion molecule and anion radicalcluster
reactions at Langevin rates probably dominate the cluster growth kinetics below 100
Si atoms whereas anion neutral and neutral neutral condensation at size-scaling
collision rates govern the subsequent homogenous nucleation regime, At the end of
V'ie nucleation period (up to 1 0 Si atoms) the fraction of singly charged clusters can
reach 50%. The reduction of powder formation upon gas heating is attributed to a
cecrease of the rate of non-dissociative attachment to radicals and neutral ,.lusters.

List of symbols

d, dianmcer of a cluster of i ito.-ri A,0  eecltive bimolecular -ate constatit for the
A, clcetron affinity reaction between a monomer anion and a

IP ionization potential monomer neutral
k, effective attachment rate constant of electrons A, I I collision rate constant between neutral

on neutral radicals or clusters monomers

kA . attachment rate constant of electrons on A, i I Langevin collision rate between an anion
neutral radicals or clusters of i atoms monomer and a neutral monomer

kd, dissociative attachment rate constant of Al rate constant for the reaction between neutral
electrons on silane molecules clusters of i and j atoms

ka_,_ maximum attachment rate constant of kl rate constant for the reaction between an
electrons on a neutral cluster of i atoms anion of i atoms and a neutral cluster of

A,,d electron impact detachment rate constant of atoms
anions KAl, mutual anion cation ncutraliztlion rate

kd,. electron impact detachment rate constant of constant

anions of i atoms A,, mutual anion cation neutralizalion rate

kj,., maximum electron impact detachment rate constant for an ,inion of 4 :atoms
cionstant of an anion cluster of i atoms A, bimolecular ratt te.•iiimiii lii the ihiltialiaton

K,, effective bimolecular rate constant lon the of a traisien, tuhltal or inion cluster of (i + 1)
reaction between neutral monomers tihllrs bs -,llilioi k Ith gas ilfecules
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Cluster growth in silane discha.ges

f11  size scaling factor for the reaction rate between clusters start growing just after discharge ignition up to
neutral the point where they suddenly aggregate into multiply
clusters of i and j atoms charged particles is still obscure.

fi size scaling factor the reaction rate between The model of Choi and Kushner [I] offers a gen-
an anion of i atoms and a neutral cluster of eral framework of interpretation emphasizing the role
j atoms of negative ions (anions) in enhancing the effective

J. time-averaged electron current on the residence time of small clusters up to a critical size
electrode at which homogeneous nucleation develops. Neverthe-

J.. positive ion current on the electrode less. there are significi.nt variations in the detailed
J.,I amplitude of the RF current in the discharge physico-chemistry of cluster growth between, for
ri mass of a cluster of i atoms example, a sputtering discharge, in which particles grow
m, reduced mass from the atomic vapour sputtered from the walls, and a
n, electron density in the plasma bulk chemically reactive plasma. Fortunately. Hollenstein
n, positive ion density in the plasma bulk and co-workers [12, 13] have remarkably illustrated the
ni density of neutral clusters of i atoms role of molecular anions in powder forming SiH 4 dis-
nI density of anion clusters of i atoms charges by combining anior mass spectrometry and
n, total density of neutral radicals laser Mic scattering.
N gaý density Here we first present the evolution of a powder-
N, particle number density in the plasma bulk forming Sill4 discharge in live steps front a combination
N, 0  initial particle number density at the of experimental obscrvations. ['hcn, focusing on the

beginning of the aggregaion phase initia. steps, we analy.c the anion plasma chemistry and
P gas nressure propose some relinements in modelling of cluster forma-
pl,. stabilization probability of a transient tion. Next we discuss the effect of temperature on

neutral or anion cluster of Ii i j) atom-, powder formation. We linally evaluate other nucleation
r. mean radius of e particle schemes of Si cluslers in reactive plasmas that have been
14 the tF voltage amplitude between parallel-plate proposed recently

electrodes
1 translational temperature of neutral molecules,

radicals and clusters
1 electron temperature in the plasma bulk
71 ion temperature in the plasma bulk 2. A five-step scerarlo for particle formation In
Z, average negative charge number on a particle SIH, discharges
i symbol for the 'wave-riding' mechanism of

electron acceleration by the sheath and If bhe Hi voltage Iii or the pressure P of a pure Sill 4 R-

corresponding discharge regime uiischarge are continuously increaseed at a given tempera-
a polarizability of a neutral cluster of i atoms [tre 7' then a sudden change ii the power dissipation
fi ratio of positive ion to electron density in the regime occurs above some critical values t.( . P. T) or

plasma bulk. #i ii. it, P*-(VI./. ") [14. 15]. Iihs transition from collsonal
y' symbol for the "Joule heating' mechanism of "wavc-riding' at the shicath boundaries (Y regime) to

electrons in the plasma bulk and Joule heating' in Ihe plasma bulk (referred to here as the
corresponding discharge regime y regime) is associatcd with powder accumulation in the

0.- fraction of singly charged anion clusters of i plasma enhan,:ing by a facto- of 10 15 the clc,ýtron
atoms attachment rate [ 16] H lowever. if one ignites a (discharge

C'd autodetachment lifetime of an excited anion beiow these critical salues. the Iranstlion may be delayed
,,, it redissociation time of a transient neutral or [I., 17]. In ligure I we show the temporal evoittion of

anion cluster of (i f jI atoms IR,• and J., (Ri current) and of the spalially -esolved
opltcat emiPsion of Sil" at 414nm n i a pure Sit,

parallel-plate 13.5 6MIt, discharge IP 013 m.bar,
1. Introduction F --- 200 C. about 40roW cm '. lFigire 2 shows in

detail the first millisecond. illustratiig a perturbation
Concern about particulate contamination in industrial ( + 30%) o,' the Ri-averaged electron cut rent J, (incas-
plasma rcactors used for material processing by etching, tired using a grid probe at the wkall). whereas II. Jl ,
sputtering or Pti- vi) has triggered active research on the the ion current J . (measured with the same grid probe)
phenomena associated with particle formation in low- and the Sill* untensit and prolile remain steady within
pressure glow discharges. Lip to now most of the expert- 51".
mental (I 7] and theotctical [8 10] effort has dealt Ihe',e observationi. together with measurcments of
with the detection and dynamics of medium and large the time evolution of particle density and sice by Iho

t

size ( > 10 nm) particles, which are electrostatically sus- lcnstein et al [131 i] i ve similar conditions (pure Sill,.
pcnded in the plasma bulk and affect the discharge 0. 1 mbar, 150 C. 38 niW cm ') or Boufendi ci al [6]
behaviour. However, the initial mechanism by which (Si!l,(4V) Ar). rccal live successive steps
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J Perrin of a

u1M,, ,h,..r radicat s during their diffusion to the walls. This ern-
5111 (414 ttimt, " 0- hanced attachment is, however, much smaller than that

ctI _' ' which occurs when powder appears and does not modify
.significantly the regime of the discharge.

)" ' ' " (ii) During the second step it, from a fraction of a

d ~ second [6] to several minutes (40s here, as in [13]) the
discharge remains in the o regirre and no particles are

,=v ,yet detected by the most sensitive techniques (Mie
----- -.------ scatter ng. laser-induced fluoresceice or transmission

S........... • *" electron microscopy), but this is the stage at which Si
. .cluster growlh proceeds.

(iii) The critical step r, of a few seconds is 'he drastic

2 y transition in the discharge ,egime and the con-
,, - comitant onset of monodispersed particles whose den-

1ý<1, 40 4 t•, ,9 11.1 sity NP drops by two orders of magnitude (from 10' to
10' cm ' in range) while their radius r, increases by

Figure 1. Development of the transitiof; towards powder aggregation of primary clusters (2 5 am) [6, 13]. -n-
formation after plasma ignition in a Sil. 1356 MHz hanced ailac.hmcnt to multiply charged particles makes
radiofrequency discharge at 0.13 mbar and 200 C the plasma more resistive (IVai decreases and J4t in-
characterized by the evolution of the spatially resolved creases) [14. 16].
optical emission of Sill at 414 nm and of the ele,"wtrical
properties. The net radiotrequency powe, density fed to the (iv) During the next long step t, after the 2 .7

discharge changes from 30 mW cm I (f< I,) to 50 rmW cm 2 transition the discharge power dissipation is dominated
(t > t, + t.). Before the transition the ion density estimated by attachment to particks of rp ' 40 nm [S. 16]. "article
from PIC modelling is n, 100' cm I and/I nln.*; 15. aggregation has stopped. N, is fixed and grow~h slowly

continues by condcnstion of rad'cals.
(v) Eventually, for r. > 100ln, the increasing

charge on particle% makes the plasma unstable, which
leads to partial expulsion of particles. Then new gener-

(i) During the first step t, (figure 2) the fast electron ations of particle generation take place with dispersed
population is quickly established (in some 10ps) and particle sizes.
does not evolve, as revealed by the constancy of the
SiH* emission. However, the perturbation of J,, al-
though difficult to interpret, reveals that the cold plasma
electron density n, is affected within a few milliseconds.
Verdeyen et al [18] made similar observations by re-

cording SiHl emission and n, in a SiH, He discharge 3.1. Enthalpics and electron affinities
and invoked enhanced attachment to the primary SiH,.

Table I provides a review of measured or ah inihio
computed enthalpics of formation, onization potentials
(O) and electron aflinities (A,) of Si,,H, species. Notice
the general trend thai 4, increases with number of Si
atoms towards the work function of Si at 485 eV even
though so',ic local maxima appear at 'magic' numbers.

FRF

1 .3.2. Dissociative attachment on silane

0 tm From dissociative attachment cross sections for Sil"4
1 V 2 3 i i 7! is go and SiH, [ 19. 20] we derived rate constants by integra-

11 J+ lion over Maxwelliar' energy distribulions. The total
rates are shown in figure 3 F.ior 7 - 3eV. which is

2 - J, typical of hulk Sill 4 plasima. k4+lSi•lt,) is at most three

3 t times larger than /d,(Sil, 4 ). Since the Si,ll, concentra-
to tion is only a few percent. the enhanced attachment after

j Idischarge ignition cannot he attrihii'ed to build-up of
higher order silancs. The dominant primary anion is

Figure 2. Initial evolution of VWF. JWR and radiotrequency- Silt , with additional contrihutiin of the fast If reac-
averaged ion and electron currente J. and J. on the wall tion [21]
after plasma ignition (same discharge conditions as in
figure 1). Att quantities are in arbitrary units. H + Silt, - 11, .+ Sili k = 5 10 ''cm 1s
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Tabie 1. Enthalpies of formation, adiabatic electron affinities and ionization potentials.

Species SI,H,~ AN.,, (eV) A. (eV) Ip (eV)

H, 0 15.427'
H 2.2591 0.754a 13.5981

Si. 1-2,, 2  a,-1 SiH, 0.3551-0 < 0 11.004
n-2 Si,H, 0.82e' <0 9.74'
n_3 SiH, 1.281b < 0 9.28
n-=4 SiH,0  1.7461 < 0 9.01
n-5 SiY,H, 2.21 b < 0 8.91

Si,,H2,l, n=1 SiH, 2.0711 1.4061 At.01
n-2 SOH 2.4'44" ýý1.49' 7.601
n_3 n-SiH7 2.8A 1, b Ž1.479

i-Si3H, 2.766b ~ 1 .399
n-4 SiH, 3.222b Ž1.499
n-5 SiH-,, 3.67" Ž1.529

Gi,H2,,,Si,H2 n='1 SiH2 2.872" 1. 124" 9.02"
n-~2 H,SiSiH 3.28r7" 1.30' 8.40"

H2Si's. SiH2 2.911" b t0. 9' 8.09'
1-1Si'=SiH- 4.315
H3SiSi 4.26-P 1.545' 7.59'
H2Si-*Si 4.678b 1.650
Si(H,)Si 4.146' 8.20'

n.ý3 (SiH2)3 3.719"
Si2,HSiI1 3.717")
c-Si,Hs 2.638b
c-SiH(SiHI, 3.99
H,SiSiSiH 4.987b
c-Si(SiH2), 4.61 7"

Si,H n=1 SiH 3.904b 1.277" 7.91"q
n=2 SO, 5.608' Ž_1.751, ~2.0'

Si(H)Si 5.153c >_1.285' 8.10"

Si, n=1 Si 4.664a 1.385" 8.1511
n=2 Si, 6.114' 2.170' 7.94"
n=3 Si3 6.592' 2.33" 8.2'
n=4 Si. 5.98" 2.1 5r > 7.87"

n5 Si, 6.820 2.71 >71.87'
n=6 Si, 6.38" 2.0" > 7.8r"
n= 7 Si, 6.05 d 1.9" > 7.8 7"
n_~8 Si, 8.11"d 2.5' > 6.42 -- 7.87*
n-=9 Si, 9.6 7" 2.61 > 6.42 -7.87"
n=10 Silo 8.44d 2.40 > 7.8 7"

n- 12 Sil, 2.8" >F.42- 7.87"
nl t c-Si 4.85P 4.85P

*JANAF thermochemi,;31 tables,
"Sax A F and Kalche, J 1941 J. Ploys. Cloem. 95 17649.
'Ho P and Mewus C F 1990 J. Ploys. Gloem. 94 5120.
"Ilaghavaciiari K and McMichael Rohifing C 1988 J. Chem. i1rnvs. 89 2219.
'Nimlos M R and Ellison G B 1986 J. Am. Choem. Soc. 108 6522.
'The ab initio computation by Katcher J and Seax A F 1988 Chem. Ploys. Left. 150 99 shows that A.IH.SiSi) > A.(S) by 0 168eV. Since
A.(Si)>A.(SiH) by 0.108eV, substitution of Hl by SiH, stabilizes the elnclron by about 0.26eV. We adopt the rule ot thumb that
AI(H,SiSiH,, )kl.(SiH1,)il +-(in-11/3]xoO.26eV.
91Lower limits from the condition of exothermicity of the reactions Si, H, S;, i,H,_ H,.
'Kasdls' A, Herbst E and Lineoerger W C 1975 J Cloem. Ploys. 62 54 1.
'Assuniirg that H2&i&H, ar 1 H,SiSiH' have similar stabilities.
tKalcher J and Sax A F 1987 'Them. Ploys Leff. 133 135.
'From thie moin appearance potentials of aitonf, in the Si,H dissociative attachment cross sections measured in [2G].
'Estimated to be 0.2eV smaller tiari A*(Si,) c'ue to the effect of H bonding Indeed, single H bonding on a Si centre reduces
A.: A.(SiH) a A*(Siý - 0.11 eV, A.1H,S.iSH) a A*(H,:,iSi) - 0.25 eV
"kitsepoulos T N, ChiK* C J Zhao Y anti Neumark D M 1991 .'. Chem. Ploys. 95 144 1.
'Kitsopoulos T N, Chick C J, Weaiver A and Neumark 0 M 1390 J Cloom. Ploys. 93 6108.
"*[42). A ccnection of +0.2eV is applied to photoelectron thrisholos to dative adiabsitic A. asx sug~istec' in [43].
"Work function of built crystalline silicon.
"Berkowitz J, Creens J P. Cho H and Fluscic B 1987 J. -,hemn. Ploys. 86 1235.
'Ruscic B and Berk',wit' J 1991 J. Glom Ploys 98 2407.
'From thresholds of photoelectron spectra recorded b,, Bock H. Ersalin W. Feher F and Freund Rl 1976 J. Am LCnem. Soc. W 668
Applied to SiH, and Si2H6 s,' Ira this gives ionization potentia~s in agreerriont with the values of Ruscic anid Berkowitz.
'Ruscic. B and Bedtownz J 1991 J. Gloom. Phy's. 08 2416.
"-Curtiss L A, Raghdvachar. K, Deutsch P W and Pople J A 1991 J. Cloem Ploys. 96 2433.
'Chatilton C. Alt bail Mand Pefforet A 1975 C.R. H'ebid. Ss~ances Acad. Soy. Ser. C 280 1505.
"Trevor D J, Cos D M, Reichmann X C, Brickman Rt 0 and Kaldlor A 1987 J. Ploys. Gloom. 91 2598
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-o-,. should increase with cluster size. However, the fast

electron impact detachment rate k,d above A, also
9 increases with anion size. Upper limits scaling with the

10-.: sip, number i of atoms in large clusters are given by the
electron collision rates obtained by integrating a Max-
welhian energy distribution up to A, for k, and above A,

V 10 / for k,d, assuming a stepwise cross section:

"i k.in.,(cm' s' ) 7 1.7

10 .16 x I -0 
8 

TT7 
2 

i
2
' 

3  [ I + exp -

0 2.5 5 7.5
Mean electron energy (3/2) kT, (eV) k, 4d,,,(cm3 s -) ;:t 1.7

Figure 3. Dissociative attachment rate constants versus x 1 0 -T'2i2'3 I + exp - .
mean electron energy computed from cross sections for SiH4  i
from Haaland [19] (broken line) and Srivastava et al (201 (full
line) and for Si2H. from Krishnakumar et al [20]. (Rates
computed by Haaland were found to be too large by a 3.4. Mutual anion-cation neutralization
factor 7r.) Hickman (26] proposed an approximate formula for the

mutual anion cation neutralization rate constant k,, as

3.3. Electron attachment and detachment on radicals and a function of the reduced mass in, and A. of the parent
neutral clusters neutral species of the anion and the ion temperaure T,

The perturbation of n, after plasma ignition (step t1,) k, (cm' s ') = 5.34 x 10 " 'A ' 1 4
?,: 2(.i /300)--1 2

suggests that electron ai' ichment on radicals takes place with A, in electron-volts. 7; in kelvins and m, in atomic
in addition to dissociati e attachment to Sill.. More- mass units.
over, electron attachment to neutral clusters is a key Thus k,.m should slightly decrease with the number i
parameter governing evolution towards nucleation in of Si atoms of the anion, typically from k,,,-,t 9 x 10'
the model of Choi and Kushner. Fledderman et al (22] cm' s ' to k.,, z 4 x 10 " cm' s - ' for large anions
have determined a lower bound of 2.65 x 10- cnvm s (A, - 4.95 eV. r, in, ) for collisions with monomeric
for k. of monosilicon radicals Sil,, in a Sitl(I 5%/o) SiHi cations at T, - T ý 500 K.
He discharge afterglow at 0.4 mbar. T = 300 K and Instead of charge exchange. Ilaaland [19] invoked
T : 0.05 0.1 eV. At such low 7; dissociative attach- mutual anion cation association
ment to radicals is excluded and the only process is
three-body attachment, requiring collisionai stabiliz- Sill,' + Si,,1.1 -* Si,, 1H14,,,, + N:1H
ation of the transient excited anion stite to compete with 1t or 112 elimination to release excess energy (about
with autodetachment: 5 eV considering the iP and A, for Si.H. radicals in table

e + SiH, -Sit,,ll -+ SiH,, + e 1). Association was also proposed for ion clusters in-
volving polar molecules [27]. However, we calculated

Siff + M SiHll + M. that mutual association could represent at most a quar-
At low pressures the effective bimolecular attachment ter of the contribution of anion radical and radical
rate k, should be proportional to the gas density N and radica' reactions in our discharge conditions :it the early
to the autodetachment lifetime r., of the excited anion, stage of cluster growth.
Abundant results on molecular anions [23, 24] show
that k, decreases as a function of both T, and T mostly 3.5. Anion-molecule and anion-radical reactions
due to the decrease of rd, as opposed to the dissociative
attachment rate kd., which increases with both T, and 7. Mandich and Reents [28] have definitively excluded
Our SiH 4 discharge is at lower pressure, higher T and clustering by Si.tH* cation reactions on S'll,4 or Sill,
much higher T, than the post-discharge of F'ledderman above n m 6 or 7. Moreover radical molecule chain
et al, so we could expect a smaller k,. However, Silt, insertion reactions of Sill 11 Sill4 1 Sil_,,, Si1ll, and so
is probably a more efficient stabilizer than He. To on cannot develop far enough in our discharge condi-
explain the perturbation of J, in figure 2 the attach- tions. The mass spectomeitry studies of Perrin o-i al [29]
ment frequency k.n, to radicals of total density ri, in a low-pressure (0.(XX)13 0.013 mbar) ix multipole
should be at least 10% of the dissociative attach- discharge antd of Ilowling er of [12] in a f I mbar ki
ment frequency kdN on Sill,. Since kA, 7 N x discharge showing that Si. t1,, anions polymerihe much
lo- -2cm' s- and n,,N z: 1.5 - 10 ' in our condi- faster than Si, ilt cations (figure 4) suggest that anions
tions, k. z 5 x 10 ` cm3 s 1 are responsible for powder formation, in agreement with

For larger Si,H. clusters rT, is expected to increase the model of Choi and Kushner.
with the number of multiple bonds [25], whence k, little is known about anion reaction rates in S1114
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104 distribution in SiH.- mass spectra of figure 5 reveals
/ different reaction pathways depending on discharge con-

=P 103 ditions, although SiH3- is the dominant primary anion
1;n Iin both cases. In the 0.1 mbar RF discharge the main

1` pathway is obviously

SiH; +SiH 4 -.Si2H5-+ -2
r~10' Si.H2-.+ +SiH,-.Si,± Hj-(.-, 1+3+(t +q)H 2  qý-C.

Iwith rate constants of the order of 10 -12 cm3 S [ 13].
10 '~However, the dominance of Si - and Si, H- in the 0.013

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 mbar multipole dischargecahrdybatiuedo
number or SI atoms reactions with SiH., as was proposed initially [29].

Figure 4. Ratio ot negative to positive ions as a function of Instead, exothermic reactions at Langevin rates [31] of
number of Si atoms (normalized at n = 1) measured by the order of 10-1 cm 3 S- with SiH,. radicals and H
mass spectrometry in a 0.013 mbar multipole direct current atoms can explain the anion dehydrogenation:
discharge [29) (filled squares) and in a 0.1 mbar
radiofrequertey discharge [12] (open squares). SiH3- + SiH. Si, H,ý 3 -2. +0q1 2

except upper limits of 10-''' cm' s- fosr SiH 3 [19] H + SiH,~ H- Si, H~ + H-2.
and about 10 - " cm' s - for Si - and Si. H- (n -<7) Reaction rates even greater than Langevin rates were
[29, 30], consistent witti the fact that H-bare anions measured for St.- on the *radica!-like' polar NO, mol-
have the highest A,~ (table I) and have no exothermic ecule [32].
channels by which to react with SiH,. The H atom

('1 4. Cluster growth kinetics

Sy Choi and Kushner )nsidered for simplicity that cluster-
0.8 ing proceeds via anion neutral and neutral neutral

reactions involving only St. and Si,- clusters. 'They used
0.6 a common rate constant for neutral neutral and anion

nceitral reactions scaling as at function of the numbers
.4 (,j) of atoms of the part ners

I (11, 4 1i 3)2

4/[010f + i)]'

56 57 5 59 60 61 62 63 normalaicd to /I , 1
a. i. u.The effective bimolecular rate consta., k,,, is ihounded

by the ft, 1) monomer collision rate A, I ftr'cm 1
2.8 10 " fl1 I 2 1(1(T,30)' 2 where 1' is in kelvins and
d, ( A) andi tit, (amu) are the monomer diameter and
mass. k(, niay also involve termolecular collisional sta-

%1t ~ ~bilitation. 11, is maximirced for j<i or j >i, which
0.8 implies that large clusters preferentially grow by ac-

cretion oif small one%, leading to the homogeneous
nuLcleation phenomenon. [he key parameters of the
model arc k_, the attachment rate k. and a mitnimum
cluster size at which attachment take% place

-~~ I oi flu tre reti nemnie of the modelling we would like

- to make lour remarks

111 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I1 1 1 2 2 2 on neutral collisions arc governed hii langeiiin

iftotopic: scframblinig) frorn a 0,r 0?i nAr unuiipole dhrisct maiti*I f-inportiiii..l it) it, oiinicr ,If itonis ih,- ile
current discharge (2191 (black) and from a 0. 1 nbar om,ist.mi !,, he 1j, is :moin nrutral te.ictiin hould
radiofrepsiency dischargem 112?) greyf)i1c..
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15 - used for singly charged anions up to i z 5000 where the
i = 1 (i, 1) collision-limited rate k,, takes over. The maximum

ratio of electron-impact detachment to mutual neutral-
11 5 ization frequencies k, mn~m.n + ked.../km.fP cc

9 0.025 iP13 under our conditions (T, 7z 3eV, P7 15,
> 25 A,--4.85eV) exceeds I for i > 250, showing that elec-
AZ 7 5_ tron impact detachment can be neglected at small sizes

5 100 but probably not for 500 < i < 5000, where the anion
3 /lifetime would be controlled by the balance between k.,

and kd,.
(iv) To simulate the powder onset in a chemically

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 reactive plasma (SiH 4(90%) N., P = 0.26 mbar), Choi
number j of SI atoms In neutral cluster and Kushner [11] had to choose ko = 5.7 x 10 0 cm3

s- ' (corrected for the 4V/2 factor in f]), which exceeds
Figure 6. Ratio of the anion -neutral Langevin rate conctant kd I. This reveals the fact that anion SiH 4 and fast
and the neutral-neutral rate constant as a function of the anion-radical reactions play a leading role at the early
number j of Si atoms in the neutral species and for different stage of clustering, and that subsequent reactions be-
values of the number i of Si atoms in the anion or neutral tween small hydrogenated radicals or molecular anionspartner (T= 500OK). twc m ydrgntdrdcl rmlelrain

and large clusters do not need collisional stabilization

thanks to H, elimination to release excess energy.
k I j

1
1
2

/2 [i(i 4- A5. From singly to multiply charged particles

Here k0 is bounded by the (1, 1) Langevin rate k,-,
(cm s ') 3.3 x 10' (Oil/,n1 )1'

2 where o,2 (A') is the After the aggregation phase t 2, big particles bear al; the
single-atom polarizability. The ratio k, /k,1 is plotted in negative charge since P1 increases from about 15 to 100
figure 6 as a function ofj for different i, assuming no during the a -•,' transition [16] and molecular anions
need for collisional stabilization, so that k, = k,,, I have disappeared [12, 13]. Their average charge number
1.3x 10 'cm' s ' (T = 500 K) and ko = k,- I : 1.3 x Z, obained from the plasma neutrality: n, = n, +
10- ' cm' s-' (a t 5 A'). Small anions react much ZPN, is of the order of 100 during step r. since N, is a
faster than small neutrals and are scavenged by large few times 10' cm-' [13]. However, at the end of the
neutrals. The limit of the Langevin model for a point clustering step t, before aggregation, particles contain
charge (31] is attained when the Langevin cross section less than 10& atoms (r .< 5 nm), and N, is a few times
becomes smaller than the size-limited cross section of W cm- 3 [13]. Since n, ý l0") cm-' and fl z 15, at
the collision partners. In such case a lower bound of kA this s:a:c Z, = I 2, which means either that all clusters
is kO. This limit would be reached when k,, I f, 3,> are singly charged, or that most of the charge is still
k- 1 2fJ, namely when iP1 +j1 >! 2j''4(k•-i/i)'l

2
. born by molecular negative ions, or that a small fraction

Since (k,- ./k. 1) - 10 in our case, this condition showF -)f clusters is multiply charged. The latter hypothesis
that the Langevin cross section always dominates for a would explain the sudden triggering of aggregation but
small anion on a large neutral (i <<j) at least up to is unlikely during the preceding nucleation sequence in
j < 10'. For an anion and a neutral )f the same size which only singly charged anions are stable enough to
(i 7j), the limit is only reached for i > 10'. For a large survive electron impact detachment.
anion and a small neutral (i >>j) this would occur for A simple calculation can be made for !he
i > 2 50j"". This means that Langevin reaction rates homogenous nucleation regime, which develops for clus-
govern the cluster growth at least up to a few hundred ters of more than several 100 atoms in which there
atoms. remain only small anions and radicals and wonodisper-

(ii) If collision stabilization is needed k( and k0  sed anion or neutral clusters [1i]. For simplicity we
should also be size-dependent. Since the gas (SiH 4) has onl) consider a monomer anion density nI and i-cluster
roughly the same mass and polarizability as a single Si densities n,- + n1 = NPo where N0o is the initial particle
atom density at the very beginning of the aggregation phase

rI- I k'- I N rt. Then the steady-slate charged oensity of clusters at a
-.-' 1-L +rk' A1 -k k. o +Zp,4 1 kUf,, given average size is given by the balance . luation

where d,,1÷, is the redissociation time andp',-, P ,jA the '= (k,,n + kAin)n, - (kmin€ + k, 5,n,)n, 2 0
stabilization probability of the transient (i + j) cluster.

Since r'4,_ 1, and pl. 4i+j, usually increase wit' the number with the additional plasma neutrality condition n, =

of vibrational degrees of freedom, ko and ko would also n,+ni +ni =fipi,. From this esuation we derive the
be increasing functions of the cluster size. cluster charged fraction O[- n- /Npo for 500 < i < 10'

lIiii) As discussed above, k. and k.d should increase (rp _< 4 nm) under our Sill4 discharge condition P =
with cluster size. Hickman's formula for kA can be safely 0.13 mbar, T -= 500 K, n, = 10" cm", fi 15,
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0.5
0.4 k, . ,- k.,.. time (msec)

S0.3

0 0.2

0.1 = I- cm I.s- I 250C

o 
I . I I t t

500 2400 4300 6200 8100 10000 Figure8. Perturbation of the radiofrequency-averaged

number of Si atoms electron current at the wall, J., after plasma ignition at two
Figure 7. Charged frartion of large clusters in the gas temperatures, keeping a constant gas density
homogeneous nucleation regime for two hypotheses N = 2 x 10's cm - (0.13 mbar at 200'C) and the same

concerning electron attachment and detachment rates (see electrical parameters as in figure 1.
text).

Npo 6  5 x 10' cm-', with km, = 4 x 10-' cm' s' and thermally activated reverse decomposition of large
k k, ý ki213 /4,/2 = 2.3 x 10- " i2 " cm3 s '. Two silanes. Nevertheless, these opposite trends cannot ac-
extreme hypotheses are made for k,, and Ak,41: (i) low count for the temperature-dependence of cluster forma-
attachment rate on clusters, k=• = kAj = 5 x 10- o tion, which should be considered in terms of the anion
cm' s - and k1,8 = 0 as in the model of Choi and physico-chemistry.
Kushner; and (ii) maximum attachment and detach- The decrease of the mutual neutralization rate as
ment rates, k., = km.,_ 1.4 x 10-tR i. cm' s-' and k, ýx Ti-" z T- ,2 could reduce clustering via asso-
kcdi = ktdima, 1.5 x 10-8i213 cm3 s- ' for T. t 3 eV and ciative anion cation reactions but we have shown that
A, = 4.85eV. Figure 7 shows that 0, increases with this contributes at most one quarter of small cluster
average cluster size during nucleation, being larger when growth. On the other hand, decreasing k,. increases the
maximum attachment and detachment rates are as- anion lifetime, which should favour nucleation, in con-
sumed: 0, - k.jm..(k~,,,. + k.di1 ,.) : 0.5. The total tradiction with observation.
fraction of negative charge of the plasma born by Temperature should enhance the dissociative attach-
monomer anions remains larger than 60%. ment rate kd, to SiH 4 and thus the yield of primary

SiH1 anions but strongtly reduce the non-dissociative
attachment k, to radicals and small clusters due to

6. The Influence of gas temperature decrease of the autodetachment lifetime r=d [23, 24].
Howling et at [12] observed an increase of the flux of

Increasing the gas tcraperature reduces particle forma- molecular anions when heating the electrode, which is
tion in SiH 4 discharges [5,6]. This cannot be simply compatible with an increase of kA and a brake upon
attributed to thermophoresis [7], nor to a decrease in nucleation by a decrease of k,. Since we attributed to
gas density when working at constant P = NkT Thus attachment to radicals the perturbation of J, at the first
a close examination of the temperature- dependent rates step to, after plasma ignition (figure 2), we repeated the
of cluster growth kinetics at constant N is necessary, experiment at two gas temperatures and the same SiH4

Fast electron impact dissociation of SiH 4 into Sill, density. Figure 8 shows that the amplitude of the pertur-
radicals is not affected by T but the diffusion rates of bation is larger at 25 C than at 200 C, which tends to
these primary radicals and of all neutral clusters to the confirm that a decrease of k, might cause a reduction of
walls are proportional to N i T'T . Nevertheless, this powder formation.
should not affect the rate of condensation of Sill.
monomers on neutral i-clusters, kj[SiH,], since
kA, x T' 2 whereas [SiHl.,] - T- 2. However, radical 7. Evaluation of other cluster nucleation schemes
Sill4 reactions can be thermally activated. We have
recently demonstrated [33] that the increase of the Three other cluster nucleation schemes not based on
a-Si: H deposition rate between 100 and 250 C in a anion plasma chemistry have been proposed during the
powder-free low-pressure Silt 4 discharge at constant N last few years.
and power density could be attributed to toe thermally Anderson et ao [34] have studied the formation of
activated insertion reaction of H in Sill4 enhancing the silicon nitride particles from Sill4 NH, discharges.
yield of SiHM, radicals. On the other hand, we also They first analysed the possibility of gas-phase nu-
observed by mass spectrometry a decrease in the yield cleation from radical molecule reactions or cation
of higher order silanes (SiH, and SiH,), which sug- molecule reactions and argued that gas-phase mechan-
gests that the chair propagating sequence Sill 2 + isms cannot account lor their experimental observations.
Si.H,,., ,+ -M - St.+, H21,, .• 2 + M is hindered by However, they have forgotten to examine nucleation
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from anion plasma chemistry, which can apply to their pressure and constant power density under square-wave
case. Then they proposed a mechanism in which particle modulation in RF discharges. Moreover, only anion-
nucleation is induced by sputtering of silicon nitride assisted nucleation mechanism according to the model of
clusters from the deposited film on the wall. Although Choi and Kushner complemented by the present analysis
this mechanism is likely to occur in high-power dis- of anion cluster chemical kinetics c'in explain the temporal
charges, in which large sheath electric fields can develop evolution of cluster formation over several tens of Feconds.
on the cathode, it can be certainly rejected in our case
and in the experiments by Hollenstein et al and
Boufendi et al since we could obtain excellent reproduc- Acknowledgments
ibility of temporal evolution of discharge properties and
particle formation when igniting the discharge on clean
reactor walls or after thin film deposition under various Wre resul o A Howling and C nin forconditions, providing results of Mie scattering and anion mass

Mandich and Reents [35] have shown that the spectrometry prior to publication. We also thank

addition of a few mole percent of water vapour to SiH, A Bouchoule, J P Boeof and Ph Belenguer for fruitful
can lead to cluster growth of apparently unlimited size collaborations and discussions. This work was sup-

by cation molecule reactions. However, the water con- ported by the BRITE-EURAM project BE-4529 of the

tamination in our PtSCVD reactors has been checked by European Community and by a grant from the Centre

mass spectrometry and remains well below 0.1%. National d'Etude des T6lcommunications (CNET) of

Veprek et a; [36] have recently argued that the France-Telecom.

mechanism of cluster formation cannot proceed from
anion reactions but rather from SiH 2 radical insertion
reactions leading to the bailding up of large polysilanes. References
We reject their conclusions for several reasons. First, the
authors underline that the rate of primary anion produc- [I] Spears K, Robinson T M and Roth R 1986 IEEE Trans.
tion by dissociative attachment to Sill, is too low but Plasma Sc1. 14 179; Spears K G, Kampf R P and
they forget that anions are trapped in the plasma and Robinson T J 1988 J. PhIvs. Chem. 92 5297

therefore have a much longer residence time than ca- [2] Selwyn G S, Hteidenreich J E and Hailer K L 1990 Appl.
Phy.N. Lett. 57 1876; 1991 J. l'it Sci. T.'ihnol. A 9tions or neutrals. Moreover, we have here emphasized 2817

the role of non-dissociative attachment to radicals or [3] Wataiabe Y. Shiratani M. Kubo Y. Ogawa I and Ogi S
neutral clusters. Secondly, they have misunderstood the 1988 App/. Phyrs. Left 53 1263.
apparent anticorrelation between negative ion detection Watanabe Y, Shiratani M and Yamashita M 19q2 App/.

and powder accumulation in !he plasma reported by Phi,.S. Left. 61 1510
[4] Yoo W J and Steinbriichel (h 1992 J. 1a,. Si, Te7 litol.

Howling et at in square-wave modulated discharges A 10 1041

[12. 13]. Thirdly, the SiH 2-insertion reaction scheme r5] Howling A A. Hollensticn Ch and Paris P J 1991 Appl.
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Laure C 1991 J- Appl. Phv.a. 69 1991;
e+Si4 -,Si(v) -. Si, + H 2. Boifendc L, Plain A, Blondean J Ph, Bouchoule A, Laure

+ +H' and 'I oogood M 1992 App) Phyvs. Let. 60 169;

Unfortunately this dissociation mechanism has not re- Boufendi L, Btouchoule A, Porteus R K, Blondeau J Ph,
"Plain A and Latire C 1993 J. App/ Phvr. 73 2160

ceived any theoretical justification, contrary to what the [7] Jellum G M arnd Gra ,es D 3 1990 .I. 4 ppl. Phv o 67 6490Q
authors claim on the basis of their previous work. As a 1990 AppI t'tj Le't 57 20177,
matter of fact, modelling and diagnostics of' power Jelluni G M, t)aughcrty I E and Graves D B 1991 I

dissipation in SiH 4 discharges [37] show that the ro- App). P/nis. 69 6923
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Abstract The growth of particle size has been measured in a low-pressure
argon silane plasma using high-resolution transmission electronic microscopy. The
results show that formation and growth of dust particles is an homogeneous process;
the first generation size distribution is monodispersed: and the growth kinetics
reveals a three-step process from molecular ions to large particles. Together with
measurements of particle concentration obtained by laser light scattering, these
measurements give a clear indication that the growth proceeds through three
successive steps: (i) 'rapid' formation of crystalline clusters (as shown by dark-field
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy) with concentrations of up to
10"Ocm 3; (ii) formation of aggregates, of diameters up to 50nrn, by coagulation
(during coagulation P'e particle concentration decreases dramatically); and (iii)
growth of the particles with a constant concentration by surface deposition of SiH,
radicals, whilst the iumerical density remains constant. Laser-induced particle
explosive evaporation ha, been Fprformed using a XaCI (308 rem) laset. This
experiment allowed dstection of na;iocrystallitos and also the beginning of their
coagulation and gave clear evidence of the temperature effect on particle formation.

1. Introductlon,
The measurements werc carried out on particles pro-

Particles occurring in low-pressure discharges used in duced in a low-pressure argon silane RH discharge and
semiconductor manufacturing are considered as an in- performed by time-resolved statistical TIM analysis.
portant source: of device contamination [1]. They have The (R"/;';,) law (Rayleigh scattering), in the small
been observed in practically all plasmas used for etching particle size domain, leads to a size limitation of scatter-
[2,3], deposition [1.4.5] and sputtering [6 9]. Further- ing as a diagnostic technique, For example, using the
more, much effort has been devoted to production of blue 148) nm) line of the Ar' laser, the scattered inten-
materials based on plasma-synthesized nanoscale par- sity becomes observable at about 2s. At this time, as we
ticles [9]. In tids contribution we focus our interest on shall see, the particle mean size (diameter) is about
particle nucleation and growth. These two aspects ire 2, nm. Clearl.- the LtS method is not sufficiently sensitive
important, in terms of both fundamental knowledge and to deect 2 nm nanocrystals. We also present results
potential applications, obtained by laser-induced particle explosive evaporation

Many workers have measured particle sizes in the (LIPiT) (15]. This technique can provide useful informa-
range 10 1000nto [1 6. 10, 11]. Two experimental tion on the first step of particle growth.
techniques have been used: in situ laser light scattering
(Lts) and ex situ transmission electron microscopy (TIM)
[12]. However. foi scattering measurements, when the 2. Experimental set-up
particle radius is straller than the wavelength of the
incident light ;, the sca:tered intensity is proportional to The experimental set-up las been described previously
(Rx', ;); hence this method is extremely sensitive to any [4]. The Ri discharge is produced in a ear.hed cylindri-
large particles. Therefore care is required if a polydis- cal box (13cm inner diameter) equipped with a showei
pcrse distributioti, as observed in this work, is present. type Rij-powered electrode. A grid is used as the bottom
In previous work particle sizes were estimated from of the chamber to allow vertical laminar flow in the
photomm-rographs of particles collected at surfaces discharge box. I he discharge structure is surrounded by
placed in the discharge [13]. This mcihod indicates the a cylindrical oven. The gas temperature can be varied
range of particle Sizes but doe:; not provide timc-resol- from room temperature up to 200 C and is neasured in
ved information on formation and growth kinetics. In the gas firw below the discharge box by a thermocouple.
this report we present iesiults on particle size and con- Three vertical slits (2rmm width. 4,rm height) allow
centrathon kinetics in the preliminary step of formation, optical accesr to the plasma at 0 , 91) and INO around
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Particle size kinetics

the chamber. The whole systm is enclosed in a vacuum W' .. ...

vessel of 30cm height and inner diameter. Three optical
viewports on the vacuum vessel (5cm in diameter and
90' apart) are aligned with the observation slits.

For the TEM size measurements we use a particle ,
collection device, which is a rotatable multigrid holder C
[14]. An aluminium conical tube with a 3mm diameter
hole (collection hole) on its upper surface covers the
holder. The electron microscopy grid, in front of the ,,
collection hole, can collect particles swept down by the
gas flow when the RF power is switched off. The grids are
observed using JEOL IOOCX or Philips CM20 micro- . .. ; .. s i

scopes. Statistical analyses of the particle sizes are per-

formed on these micrographs for given experimental Particle size (nm)
conditions (gas flow, plasma duration and so on). Figure 2. Histogram of the sizes of particles collected from

The LIPEE experiment is described in detail elsewhere plasmas of 25s duration.
[15]. It was performed using an XeCI laser (Lambda
Physik EMG IOOMCS). The beam is focused in the ........
discharge box through a window and the fluorescence
signal is viewed at 90' to the laser beam through the
access slits by either a photomultiplier tube (PMT RCA
7265 with a SI photocathode) or an optical multichan-
nel analyser (OMA) (EG&G OMA III model 1460) with a
signal intensifier.

Throughout this work the experimental conditions LL

were: argon flow 30sccm, silane flow 1.2sccm, total
prezsure ll7mTorr, RF power lOW corresponding to
600V (peak to peak) and ambient temperature.'• ,, :, .,

Particle size (nm)

Figure 3. Histogram of the sizes of particles collected at
60s.

3. Results and discussion

will describe results obtained in the early initial part of
these size kinetics (t < 30s).

3.1. Size kinetics The evolution of particle sizes and concentration as

Figure I shows the time evolution of the mean particle generated for plasma durations from I to 30s is illus-
size for plasma durations in the range 0.5 300s. In trated in figure 4. The first result is the observation of
figure I we also present the standard deviation of the two well-defined phases. The first phase corresponds to
measured size distribution. Up to 30s, a monodispersed rapid increase in particle size (10nms ') and sharp
distribution is obtained with small and constant disper- decrease in concentration. In the second phase the
sion as shown in figure 2. For long plasma durations concentration stays constant while the growth rate slows
(>30s) we can observe the occurrence of several well- down to 2 rims '. From these results we deduce the
defined particle sizes, corresponding to successive (in total mass 1TiR3N.p representing the particles present in
time) particle generations (figure 3). In the following, we the discharge for this period. As shown in figure 5, where

w- have assumed a cotstant specific mass p, this utuan-

10• -- 5.OE,
/N

1
4

0 5 10 15 20 25-50

Plasma duration (s) Time ( %

Figure 1. Time evolution of particle size over the time scale Figure 4. Time evolution of particle sizes 1 x concentration
0.5 300s ( x, mean size; [xlstandard deviation). (0) and standard deviation ((xl) up to 30s.
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4 particles (R < 25nm) (figure 6(a)) while the 'big' ones
.. (R > 50nin) have a spherical shape with moss surface

S3- (figure 6(b)).
Detailed inspection of the TmM micrographs of small

2- particles (20-40nm) reveals the presence of crystalline
substructures of small size (2 nm). In order to investigate

1 -these structures they were examined using both electron
diffraction (figure 7) and dark-field TEM micrography

0[.... __...._ [16]. This confirmed that the particulate material, at this
0 5 10 15 20 size scale, has a nanocrystalline structure, revealed by

Time ( s ) the diffraction patterns and dense distribution of bright

Figure 5. Time evolution of the total mass of particles points in the micrographs. These nanocrystallites have a
present in the plasma, well-defined size (2 nm) and must be formed in the few

first milliseconds of the discharge, as will be explained
tity is almost constant in the first phase and slowly below.
increasing in the second one. This situation suggests In the previous experiment, the TEM grids were
that, in the first phase, the particle size growth is due to always placed 2cm from the axis of the reactor, while
an agglomeration (coalescence) phenomenon, while in the LLS measurements were performed in the centre of
the second phase, it is due to a surface deposition (SiHll the reactor. As previous work had shown the possibility
species) process on independent particles, of spatial segregation [10, 17] of part;w'es as a function

These results are confirmed by the morphology of of their size, we studied the radial vani.Jons of particle
the particles, as observed by HRTEM [16]. The successive size distribution, collecting particles coming from 19
steps of agglomeration are clearly seen for the small different radial positions using a linear grid holder.

Figure 8 presents the mean size of the three generations
of particles as obtained for long plasma duration (60s,
see figure 3). A small radial segregation effect is only

(a) visible for the largest sized particles whose growth starts
at t = 0 (first generation). This result shows that particle
growth is radially uniform. The LLS measurements per-
formed between the two electrodes along the reactor
axis show that the particle distribution is almost uni-
form [4]. So under our conditions, the formation and
,growth of particles is a homogeneous process in the
whole volume of the plasma.

V4

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Transmission electron micrograph of particles
formed in a plasma of 5 s duration. The particle mean
diameter here is 45 nm. (b) Transmission electron
micrograph of a partld formed after a plasma of 30 s Figure 7. Electron diffraction pattern from particles of ,_0 nm
duration. Its diameter is about 100 nm. size.
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200 -recorded, appears to be a powerful way to detect these

.E" •-" • very small entities.
150 To perform the LIPEE experiment we used the set-up

N represented in figure 9. The energy of the XeCI laser
) 1001 pulse (A = 308nm, 10ns pulse) in the focal region is

U a a - w a 0 6 a i 25mJ. The spot area has been evaluated to be about
"1.25mm'. The particles formed during a given plasma

0. 0 duration are irradiated 5 ms after the extinction of the
-7 --50 -25 25 50 ?5 plasma. All the particles localized in the focal region are

Radial position (mm) completely evaporated.

Figure 8. Radial distribution of the mean size of particles The hot vapour produced by the high power of the
collected at 60s (x, first generation; U, second generation; pulsed XeCI laser is already ionized when ejected. This
and M, third generation). plasma is characterized by atomic and ion line emission

and also by continuum emission due to recombination
and the Bremsstrahlung effect. Electron--neutral species
and electron -ion Bremsstrahlung is important during

RF discharge box

quartz window

quartz window

quartz lens

/ j . - ouemele,

optical tither
13 56 MHz

optical RF
filter UPEE generatortens emission

XeCI " -
electio-opthc

or converter .Nd:Yag 40oMHz • -

laser synchronization dgitizeL

laser •.

laser trgger e,.•ZLU.L.I.-M-\z

Figure 9. Schematic description of the laser-induced particle explosive evaporation
experimental set-up,

It is interesting to point out that the growth phe- "-
nomenon, as observed in this work in a three-dimen-
sional system, exhibits the same statistical evolution as

the 'breath figures' formed when water vapour con- "-

denses on a cold surface [18].

4-
3.2. Particle detection

C
Particles appearing in plasma processing devices, or -

laboratory plasmas, are in general detec~ed by light : 2-
scattering. This method has clear limitations in terms of
particle size. As reported above the smallest observable
size, in our conditions, have diameter of about 20nm for 0 ,

the Ar' line (488nm) while for the 647nm Kr* laser 35 40(j 450 500 550 C6)0 650 700

this limit is about 60nm. The Jo situ detection of the Wavelength (nm)
primary crystallites of 2 nm diameter is not possible with
these lasers. Figure 10. Laser-induced particle explosive evaporation

The LiPtiEt experiment where the light emission in- spectrum obtained for particles formet, in a 30s duration
duced by a XeCI excimer laser (power 200 M W cm -) is plasma.
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Figure 11. Typical laser-induced particle explosivu
evaporation signals. Figure 13. Temperature effects on particle formation.

the laser pulse, when the electronic density is high. The time evolutions of the intensity of these light
Figure 10 shows the LIKeE spectrum obtained with pulses are shown in figure 12. Figure 12(a) shows the
particles formed after a plasma of 30s duration, re- evolution of the signal corresponding to short plasma
corded using a spectrometer of 0.4nm resolution durations. Two well-defined phases are observable. The
(Jobin-Yvon UFS 200) and the OMA. The integration first corresponds to the crystallites, which occur rapidly
time is 100ns. (within a few milliseconds) when the discharge is

Typical signals of light emission recorded with . PMT switched on. The fast increase, observed here at about
are shown in figure I1, for different plasma durations. 150 ms, corresponds to the beginning of the coalescence

step. Figure 12(b) shows this evolution up to 30s.
To be trapped in the plasma, the crystallites must be

25 , negatively charged. This charge may come from hydro-
genated silicon negative ions, which are suspected to be

20- the precursors of these particles (19]. These nanocrys-
tallite particles have no effect on the plasma properties
[20]. Their effects begin at about 400ms, when the

15. particle size is about 5 nm.
I. The effect of temperature on particle formation has
Z0 been studied. Figure 13 shows the time evolution of

-LIPEE signal intensity for different temperatures. '[hez 5. most important conclusion that we can formulate is that
0 higher temperatutires delay the appearance of crystallites;

0, - 0 , 4- 0 but when they do appear, they grow as explained above.
0 5b 160 1,50 2(0 250 360 3k0 40 440 560

PLASMA DURATION (ms)

I I --- '-------- 1 4. Conclusion(b)• •
(5 0 se

15o00 6scn We have presented measurements of particle growth.
1.2sccm Particle formation follows three well-defined steps. The

• 2 4scorn *initial step corresponds to formation of crystallites
>. 10o0o- (2 nm) followeJ by coagulation leading to small particles

t: (about 50nm) that become increasingly negatively
z charged, which then grow by suface deposition pro-w
-z 5000o * cesses on independent particles. The first step nas been

clearly seen by excimer laser-induced fluorescence per-
forme on the particles. As yet the coalescence mechan-

0 .,A-.s------.- isms are not understood.
0 100o 20o00 300o It is well known that particles can strongly influence

PLASMA DURATION (rnm) discharge proper'ies but the most important informa-
tion that we get through both spectroscopic investiga-

Figure 12. (a) Time evolution of signal intensity over short tions and LIP.I- is that the beginning of these effects
plasma durations. (b) Time evolution of signal intensity up to occurs 3nly once the crystallites have aggregated to form
30s plusma duration. particles whose sizes arc 6nm.
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Abstract. The production, suspension and transport of fluorocarbon particulates in
capacitively coupled radiofrequency discharges are studied using in situ laser light
scattering and ex situ chemical analysis. The time evolution of the spatial distribution
of suspended particles is obtained by two-dimensional imaging of the scattered light.
The chemistry of the discharge is varied by use of a range of pure fluorocarbon gaces
and mixtures with argon, oxygen and hydrogen-containing molecules. Addition of
hydrogen to a fluorocarbon discharge increases the rate of formation of particles
although these powders are found by Fourier transform infrared measurements to
contain negligible amounts of hydrogen. Particle formation rates correlate with
polymer deposition rates and are independent of apparatus history. It is proposed
that this is a clear example of gas phase rather than surface processes leading to
particle nucleation and growth.

1. Introduction pressures and gas compositions are explored. It is ar-

gued that gas-phase nucleation and growth is the domi-

Fluorocarbon plasmas find widespread application in nant mechanism leading to particle formation.
industrial manufacturing, particularly in microelec-
tronics. Many plasma etching formulae for silicon or its
compounds call for use of CF4, C2 1F6 or CHF, alone or 2. Experimental
as a component of a gas mixture [1]. Unsaturated or
aromatic fluorocarbons, such as CF 4 and CF 4(CFz,,) The plasma apparatus is a moditied version of a cham-
are used for thin film deposition in a range of applica- ber used earlier for synthesis of silicon nitride particles
tions such as chemically resistant barriers, mould release [8]. It consists of a 46cm cubic aluminium chamber
and dry lubricants [2]. Plasma-polymerized C2F, is equipped with 15cm diameter parallel-plate electrodes
used to fabricate fibre-optic-based chemical sensors with 3cm separation. Gas is delivered to the chamber
[3,4]. For most of these applications, formation of either through the upper, grounded electrode in shower-
particulates is undesirable or unacceptable. head configuration, or directly through a single orifice

The chemistry of plasma deposition of fluorocarbon at the top of the apparatus. For most of the experiments,
films from C2 F. has been the subject of much study [5], the electrode temperature is not controlled, but, to study
although the details of the mechanism are not yet the effect of thermophoresis, the powered electrode is
known at the molecular level. Much less has been water-cooled. 13.56 MHz power is delivered through an
reported on fluorocarbon particulate formation. In an impedance-matching network to the lower electrode. A
early study by Liepins and Sakaoku [6], it was shown voltage probe monitors the Rl voltage and self-bias on
that particulates could be generated in a C,F 4 inductive- the lower electrode.
ly coupled plasma at elevated pressures (0.8 Torr). A 10mW helium neon laser is used to detect par-
Buzzard et al [7] reported production of particulates ticles in the plasma. T'I h laser beam is expanded into a
from a capacitively coupled C2F4 plasma at reduced plane by passing through a horizontal glass tube (diam-
pressure and high power. eter 1.66 cm). The resulting beam propagates 254 cm t(,

Several mechanisms for production of particulates in the electrodes with apertures to give a di .ergcnce in the
RF plasmas have been proposed, including gas-phase vertical plane of 6.5 , such that the laser fills almost the
nucleation and growth and surface-mediated growth, entire vertical space between the electrodes. Scattered
Here we report a study of thec formation of particles in laser lighi is observed in one of two geometries. A
fluorocarbon-containing plasmas. Laser light scattering charge-coupled device l(ul) camera views the plasma
is ued to monitor the appearance and trapping of through the quartz exit window and detects small-angle
particles. Particles are collected and analysed by Fourier light scattering. Additionally, monochromatic images of
transform infrared absorption (11tr) and transmission the scattered 632 nin light are obtained with an intensi-
electron microscopy (riV). A range of gas flow rates, lied tt(i) camera viewing the 90 scattered light through

0963-0252,94 03026& + 05519.50 ; 1994 lOP Publishing Ltd
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a monochromator. Imaging is achieved by equipping the gen, deuterium. oxygen, methane and trans-2-butene.
monochromator with both entrance and exit slits and Additionally, vinylidene fluoride (1,l-C 2H2F,) or CF4 is
using a single lens to focus the output onto the camera used as the fluorocarbon. The deposition rate of
[9]. The monochromator can also be tuned to specific fluorocarbon film is determined by placing partially
emission lines to obtain two-dimensional images of masked silicon substrates on the lower electrode, and
plasma emission. Particle generation rates are deter- determining film thickness by post-plasma profilometry.
mined by measuring the time from plasma initiation to Particlesamples for TM are prepared byextinguishing
first detection of particles by light scattering. the plasma immediately after first appearance and allowing

We obtain transmission FlR spectra of powder theparticlestocascadeontocarbon TMgrids. Inaddition,
samples removed from the apparatus and reflectance IR samples of particles that accumulate as wall deposits are
spectra of thin fi;ms deposited on copper substrates suspended in n-butanol and transferred to TEM grids.
placed on the powered electrode. After long plasma
operation times, the particles accumulate in thick de-
posits on the electrode assemblies outside the plasma 3. Results and discussion
region.

Particle appearance times are measured for a large Formation of particles in the plasma is readily
number of plasma chemistries. Most experiments use monitored by laser light scattering. Figure I shows a
C2F, mixed with a second gas including argon, hydro- sequence of monochromatic images (false colour)

A D
B E

Figure 1. False-colour monochromatic images of particles in a 1 ,1-C2H2F2 plasma. A is at first
appearance of particles at 11 s. B F are sequential at 30s intervals thereafter. Each image shows
scattering from a continuous plane of 633 nm lasgr light.
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appearance time becomes independent of pressure at
high pressures.

I A Also shown in figure 2(a) is the effect of added
deuterium gas. The presence of D2 in the plasma greatly

Saccelerates formation of particulates at a given pressure,
S 10 and lowers the pressure at which particles are first

observed. Figure 2(b) shows the particle appearance
time in mixtures of C2 F4 with CH. and 0.. The
acceleration of particle formation is very dramatic for

-u methane (and for rrans-2-butene, not shown). In con-
50- trast, 02 suppresses particle formation until much high-

er pressures are achieved. Also shown in figure 2(b) is

0 ;o 160 200 0 36o 5 the extreme behaviour of vinylidene fluoride, for which
250. - particle formation is very rapid even at low pressures.

Particle appearance time is independent of gas flow rate.
3 •1 8B Mixtures of C2 F, with argon (20% Ar) give appearance

times indistinguishable from those for pure C2F4 .
The FritR spectra of particles formed from each of the

is0- plasma chemistries are generally very similar to spectra
of thin films deposited on substrates placed in the

10 plasma (compare figure 3 curves B and C). In all cases,
the spectral features correspond to a fluorocarbon. The
major absorption, the C F stretch at 1170 1230 cmn
is broad with minor substructure. Surprisingly, addition
of CH4, D. or H2 to the plasma does not result in

0 10----• 20significant incorporation of hydrogen into the particles,
0 5o 150 POO 25D 3o00 AC as seen in figure 3 cur %es A and B (less than 1%). Only

Total P.- T,,e. •o,, when high concentrations of butene are added does the

Figure 2. Particle appearance times for various gas mixtures CH absorption appear in the FrIR spectrum.
(flow rates, f, in sccm). A: C2F4 (f = 20)(0), C.F 4 and D2 The TEM results show that the particles (figure 4(a))
(f = 20 and 2.5)(.), C2F4 and D. (f = 20 and 5)(+), C2F4 and are spherical and non-agglomerated with diameter in
D2 (f = 20 and 10)(-J); B: CF, (f = 20)(0), CF 4 and O2  the range 110 270 nm. Particles that accumulate on the
(f- 20 and 5)(-), CF4 and D2 (f= 20 and 10)(+), C2 F4 and walls during extended plasma operation (figure 4(b))
CH4 (f - 20 and 10)(DJ), t,1-C2H2F, (f- 20)(X). Lines are
drawn between pointo to guide the eye. have individual particle sizes also about 150 nm but are

obtained from a vinylidene fluoride plasma (0.027Torr,
15 sccm flow rate, 30W RF power, gas introduced at top /
of chamber). The time to first detection of particles is
II s. The particles develop in size and segregate into a
pattern, which evolves in time. The spatial pattern of
particles is sensitive to the electrode geometry, tempera-
ture and gas flow rates. For example, if the gas is A
delivered at high flow rates in shower-head configur- • --- /
ation, then the particles in this apparatus are found in ,

rings near the outer edge of the electrodes. Likewise, the 0
post-plasma behaviour of the particles is strongly af- -
fected by details offluid flow and electrode temperature. - 1
Images were recorded in which, at extinction of the
plasma, the particles move rapidly (8cm s ') upward /
under the influence ofa small temperature gradient. This /
effect is reversed by cooling of the lower electrode. c /

The time to first appearance of particles is found to
be relatively independent of the above conditions, but is
quite sensitive to the total pressure for the chemistries -- - , , , ,-2--0---1 --0 00 ,

studied here. In figure 2(a) is shown the first appearance Wavenumners
time of particle-s as a function of total pressure for pure
C2F4 gas (20 seem, 30 W). Typically, there is a pressure Figure 3. Fourier transform infrared ab sorption spectrae A

below which particle formation is not observed. The CpF o H i plasma; and C, thin film formed in a C2F, H2

plasma.
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steady state when the plasma is loaded with particulates.
A likely explanation is that the plasma-generated reac-

O tive molecules are strongly scavenged by the particles
in the plasma, reducing their flux to the substrate.

When the plasma is operated at pressures below onset of
particle formation, the film deposition rate is constant in
time. At 40mTorr C 2 F 4 pressure, very thick film

(> 8000 nm) can be deposited without the appearance of
particles. While particle shedding from electrodes or walls
may lead to particulates under some plzsma conditions, it
is clear that gas-phase processes predominate here.

It has been reported that hydrogen enhances the rate of

773K 3OOnt film deposition in fluorocarbon plasmas [II]. This effect
has been attributed to enhanced production of free radicals

by hydrogen atom abstraction of fluorine [12]. The

presence of hydrogen-contaitiing molecules in the plasma
significantly shortens the appearance time for particles. If
the major role is, indeed, to increase the density of C!' or
CF, this would qualitatively explain the lack of hydrogen
incorporation in particulates or films despite the enhanced
growth rates. The suppression of particles by oxygen can
be attributed to blocking of attachment sites by 0, or
scavenging of the gas-phase radicals needed for growth.

The formation of particles in these experiments is
independent of the apparatus history. [he first plasma run

after cleaning of the walls and electrodes has a particle
appearance time within seconds of those of later runs. [he

Figure 4. Transmission electron micrographs of electrodes and walls become coated with a fluorocarbon

fluorocarbon particles: (a) deposited directly on carbon grids, film and sub,,quent repetitions, ield reproducible times. It
from a CF, plasma at 140 mTorr; and (b) particles collected is diflicull to reconcile these ohserations with any
from electrode assembly, suspended in n-butanol and mechainsni that attributeN a large role to s•trfare fornmatlon
dispensed onto grids, of particles. While emission of (*-, [rnmltet es from the

electrosfti by sputtering may contribute to particle growth,
fused into strongly agglomerated chains. [he spherical the strong pressure-depicndence of particle formation poitts
shape suggests uniform radial growth in the plasma as to gas-phase nucleation ais the predominant miechatnisn.
opposed to spatially non-uniform1 growth on a surface. lit suntitt:irv, the combination of fiirnmatiotn t.of

"The observations reported here are qualitatively con- spherical particles at a rcpeatable, lixed tlne after
sistent with a gas-phase nucleation model, which slup- plasm a initiation, independent of thickness of pre-de-
poses growth of particles int the plasma by attachment posiled filmi andl exhibiting a strong prcsurC-depend-
of gas-phase reactants. Immediately upon planma igni- ence, all point ito a gas-phase gro t lf pro :cess I ftc at.il
tion. reactive radicals (ltich as ('C1, ('I, and ('F. ) are molecular sequeticc leading to nuclealion is not, hiss-
generatetf from the fluorocarbon. Although the chetnis- ever, inferrable frotm these experintnents.
tries of these species are not well known, it is probable,
based on hydtrocarbot 3t1atlogties.,, that (CI or (I :
addition to C, l-4 is facile Such collision cortiplcses hill Acknowledgments
be readily stahbitied by three-buody coltson% t"en at
these reduced pressures (Ibased on RRK M c;,icuilatiottsl. I he authors wi• h to expres, their apprec.ition for th-
As the particle grows, it will acquire a negative charge vahlable technical assi s tan'e of Paniela Ward and Alex
and become trapped [l10t, precluding hios through the 'linientef antd for the ,xpert tiM work by (bhuk Ihlls
sheath When the particle has grown to arotind 2M0 rnn. I fts work was performed at Sandia Nat'ional I abora
it scallers suflicient fight to be detectable (at high tiores and A.is supported b• the I. SA ID)epiritiicnt of
particle number dcnlites) I'nergy under (Contract 1). Af((4 ttI)IPX)7KIX

Ihe appecarance time for particles 111 a (4, plasita
at 140Mi lort is measured It be It10s, As•tuning a

conslant radial growth rate (and IMX) .,IX} nm diameter),
this correspotnd% to S 1 4 ni ' Intttt;il ithm film
growth on a substrate placed on the iower clect•ode
occurs at a similat rate of 2 nt % for the sarie plasmia OIlfi i 1 t indbsA / omi Pr--iti

conditions I he film depostion rate is, not Li IfuLort in I ", hwhi qt ct is 1 .t 1 k ..h .iss h .-I , il r lcetsh

time. I he ,nutal rate of . 2 nm s ' falls it 0 13 nnt s No 'Ji ih ?i
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Abstract. Particle formation has been studied in Ar sputtering plasmas and
CCI2 F2 -Ar reactive ion etching plasmas from Si and SiO2 substrates by laser light
scattering, scanning and transmission electron microscopy and optical emission
plasma diagnostics. Particles nucleate and grow continuously, and are swept out into
the exhaust under a wide variety of plasma conditions. Within a more limited range of
values for pressure and flow rate, particles grow large enough in the plasma so as to
form a particle cloud suspended above the substrate. Stability and position of the
cloud depend on the process conditions. When particles become visible by light
scattering, at a diameter of about 200 nm, they are essentially spherical and
monodispe;se in size, but the size distribution becomes much wider as the average
particle size increases with increasing discharge time. In sputtering, particles smaller
than about 10Onm are quite porous, have a somewhat more irrewlular shape and
exhibit a spherulitic (spherically columnar) mode of growth. Optical emission
spectroscopy of the plasma and compositional analysis of the particles indicate that
in all cases, Si atoms are responsible for particle nucleation and growth. These
observations are discussed in terms of possible mechanisms for generation and
transport of plasma species in the discharge, particle nucdeation and growth, particle
transport and particle cloud formation.

1. Introduction plasma species responsible for nucleation and growth of

particles. The results we shall report have been obtained

Maximization of the yieid achieved is a major concern mainly from laser light scattering, scanning (SliM) and
in present day microelectronics manufacturir.g. One of 'r ismission electron microscopy (Tr-M) and optical
the main factors limiting the yield is particle contamina- emission plasma diagnostics.

tion. The traditional way of dealing with this problem
has been to control wafer handling and the wafer
ambient. However, if the process involves a plasna, it 2. Experimental results
has become apparent that particle contamination may
be a mi.re or less unavoidable by-product of wafer Details of our experimental set-up have been described
processing itself [I]. previously [11, 12, 16]. The reactor is a conventional

Process-induced particle formation was lirst ob- parallel plate 13.56M Hz reactor with 5 inch electrode.;
served in plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition and Al guard rings to conline the discharge (figure I).
(PECVD) [2 10]. and later also in sputtering [II 20] Process gases are led in at the top plate on the right- hand
and reactive ion etching (RItM) [11, 12, 16 18,20 24]. In side and pumped out through theexhaust at the left-hand
all 4 this work, particle formation occurred in the side wall. Ar is used for sputtering and 10/% CCI2 F,
plasma itself, due to some undesired chemical reactions in Ar for Riiu. Light scattering from particles is performed
between plasma species, and was not primarily a ftic- using a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (beam diam-
tion of the cleanliness of the reactor or of wafer handling eter 16 mm, average pulse energy 17 mJ) and is obscrved
before and after the process. visually in a direction approximately perpendicular to the

In the present paper, we shall review recent work in beam. Particles large enough to settle onto the substrate
the authors' laboratory, focusing on process-induced are examined by siM. Very small particles are ,-ollectcd
particle generation in the sputtering and Rw of silicon downstream, between the substrate and the exhaust, on
and silicon dioxide [1I, 12, 16 18, 23]. Emphasis will be TF.t grid,. Optical emi'sion from a region near the shcath
placed on the plasma conditions under which particles edge is focused with a lens through a quarte window oito
form, the mode of growth of these particles and the a libre-optic cable connected to a ionoc;iion;aiorr.
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GI

S~ Nd-YAG

FIgure 1. Experimen',i set-up. DP, diffusion pump; MV, manual throttle valve;
MS. mass spectrometer; GR, guard ring; TEM, TEM grid holder; Gi, gas inlet; QW.
quartz window; FL, focusing lens; OED, optical emission detector; M, mirror; BS,
beam splitter; BE, beam-enlarging lens; LD, lazer power detector.

Our set-up differs from that of a number of other spherical and monodisperse in StiM (figure 2) [17, 18].
authors [13. 14. 21, 24] in that u~r substrate is of the Upon growing further, they show an orange-peel-type
same size as the electrode, so that only the substrate surface texture, which is due to their being made up of
(plus the guard ring) is exposed to the plasma and numerous cone-shaped pieces. Such pieces are often
thereby etched. This, however, causes a certain degree of observed as particle fragments in SliM samples (figure
non-uniformity of the discharge (and the etch rate)
along the substrate edge. In the other eases, the substra-
te electrode is much larger than the substrate and also
consists of a different material, so that the etch rate
across the substrate is quite uniform, but species etched
from the electrode are also introduced into the plasma.

Particles in the form of a particle cloud above the
wafer near the sheath edge arc observed under a variety
of plasma conditions (figure 2) [16 18]. We use a (a)
quantity called the onset rate, which is defined as the
inverse of the time at which the particle cloud begins to
be observable by laser light scattering, as a convenient
measure for comparing qualitatively different experi-
mental situations. If two of the three discharge variables
(pressure, gas flow rate and et- power) are held constant,
then we observe threshold behaviour for .he appearanec
of a particle cloud versus the third variable [16 18]1.
That is. no particle cloud is observed even after an
extended period of time unless the third variable exceeds
x certain value, An example of this is given in figure 3,
where the HF power and flow rate are held constant and
the pressure is varied.

With a particle cloud already formed, the shape and
position of the cloud depend on the pressure and flow (b)
rate. For example, if the pressure is reduced gradually at
a constant flow rate, the cloud moves to the left until it
reaches the edge of the wafer, at which point it is swept
out into the exhaust [18]. The pressure at which this
occurs coincides with the threshold pressure for the
cloud formation mentioned above (figure 3). Figure 2. (a) Particle cloud scattering laser light (and

When particles become visible by light scattering reflection on wafer). Ar sputtering of Si at t20mTorr. (b)
they are about 200 rim in diameter and appear fairly Particles depo.iited on wafer at onsqet of light scattering.
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A. 0.4- Si spmuttring

0.61

1 "

0,0 0

EC

pressure, mT

Figure 3. Onset rates versus pressure: Si sputtering in Ar (100W): Sin2 sputtering in
Ar (10W); Si RIE (200 W, 10% CCI2F2/90% Ar).

(a)

Figure 5. TEM of particles collected downstream from RlE of
SiO, (200 W, 100 mTorr, 10% CC12F 2/90% Ar).

Very small particles can be collected downstream
from the substrate on rttM grids either below or above
threshold conditions, but before a particle cloud be-
comes visible it. light scattering (18,23]. An example of
this is given in figure 5 (see also figure 4(b)).

(b) It is also important to note that particle formation is
much faster in sputtering than in RIE, although the etch
rate is much larger in RME at a fixed pressure (figure 3)
[17,23]. Furthermore, in sputtering the threshold for
cloud formation is correlated with noticeable redeposi-

3Onm tion over the centre part of the wafer (at which point
there still is net etching along the edge of the wafer) [17].

Figure 4. (a) SEM of a large particle with fragments, In RIF. of Si, cloud formation occurs only at fairly high
deposited on the wafer, from sputtering of Si in Ar. (b) TEM of pr'essures, i.e. considerably above the point of maximum
small particle collected downstream from sputtering of Si in
Ar. ech rate or, in other words, only when there is signifi-

cant polymerization in the plasma and polymeric de-
4(a)). The growth mode of these particles is elucidated position on the wafer [17]. No cloud formation is
further by TEM analysis. What appears as a spherical observed in the RIE of SiO 2 up to a pressure of
particle in srm actually displays a somewhat irregular, 60OmTorr in our system.
porous, overall amorphous structure in rEM showing In sputtering, the size distribution of particles de-
spherically columnar, or 'spherulitic', growth [25] for pends or. time and on the location within the cloud. On
the case of ,,puttering (figure 4(b)) [18]. the one hand, the average particle size increases and the
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Figure 7. Optical emission spectra. (a) sputtering of Si
0 (120mToff, 200W); (b) RIE Of S! (120 mTorr, 200W).
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particle diameter, pas
Figure 6. Particle size distributions versus location in a fully and SiO 2 , the species responsible for particle nucleation
developed cloud. The cloud appears at location c at the and growth are probably Si atoms. This follows from a
onset of light scattering, then expands with time, and combination of several observations. First, in the sput-
eventually covers about half of the wafer. tering of Si and SiO 2 the inost important 'etch' products

are clearly Si atoms. Hence it is notable that the onset
size distribution becomes wider with time [18]. On the rate for light scattering, the sputter etch rate (thus the
other hand, the 'oldest' part of a cloud, i.e. the location flux of Si atoms into the plasma), and the optical
where particles appear first, on average exhibits the emission intensity from Si atoms (thus the Si atom
largest particles (figure 6) [18]. corncentratlin in the plasma) are all higher in the same

The most important feature of the optical emission proportion far Si as compared to Si0 2. Second, in the
spectra is that Si atoms are detected only in sputtering, RIE of Si and SiO, the overall removal rate of Si atoms
and not in RI, (figure 7) [23], although, as mentioned is much larger than in sputter etching, y.-t particle
above, the etch rate is much higher in RIE. In addition, formation is much slower. However in RIE most etch
in comparing sputtering of Si and SiO -t a given products are volatile species of the form SiCl.,F,, where-
pressure, the ratio of the emission intensities from Si as Si atoms are at most a minor etch product and are
atoms is about the same as the ratio of the sputter etch present at a much lower concentration than in sputter-
rates or the ratio of the onseL rates [23]. ing, as is indicated by our optical emission results (figure

EDX analysis reveals that the major constituent of 7).
particles produced in sputtering is Si. Particles collected As a second conclusion, we wish to emphasize that
in RiE contain less Si but more Al (from the guard ring), particle nucleation and growth evidently occur continu-
as well as CI and F [23]. ously under all experimental conditions, ever, when a

stable particle cloud is never observed by light scatter-
ing. This follows from the fact that one can collect

3. Discussion and conclusions particles downstream either before the appearance of a
particle cloud over the wafer (above threshold condi-

The most important conclusion suggested by our results tions), or even below threshold conditions where no
is that, in thv systems studied, sputtering and RiE of Si particle cloud is ever detected. Furthermore, even in a
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well-developed cloud some very small particles can [6] Watanabe Y, Shiratani M and Makino H 1990 Appl.

always be found (figure 6). Phys. Lett. 57 1416

The formation of a stable particle cloud thus requires [7] Watanabe Y, Shiratani M and Yamashita M 1992 Appl.
Phys. Lett. 61 1510

that nuclei grow and become negatively charged fast [8] Bouchoule A, Plain A, Boufendi L, Blondeau J Ph and
enough so as not to be swept out directly into the Laure C 1991 J. Appl. Phys. 70 1991
exhaust. Confinement of the particle cloud in the direc- [9] Dorier J L, Hollenstein Ch, Howling A A and Kroll U

tion perpendicular to the parallel plate discharge elec- 1992 J. Vac. Sci. Technol. AIO 1048

trodes depends on a balance of electrical and ion drag [10] Anderson H M, Jairath R and Mock J L 1990 J. Appl.
Phys. 67 3999

forces on the particles [26-29]. The reversible changes [11] Durham J A and Steinbruichel Ch 1990 Proc. 8th Symp.
in cloud shape and transverse cloud position which can Plasma Process ed G S Mathad and D W Hess

be induced by changes in flow rate or pressure indicate (Pennington, NJ: The Electrochemical Society) p 207

that the neutral drag force on the particles is also very [12] Petrucci J L Jr and Steinbrdchel Ch 1990 Proc. 8th

important. In fact, it is ýrot clear yet what combination Syrmp. Plasmaw Process ed G S Mathad and D W
Hess (Pennington, NJ: The Electrochemical Society)

of effects gives risr to transverse confinement of a p 219
particle cloud, since clouds can form even over the [13] Selwyn G S, HeidenreiLh J E and Hailer K L 1991

centre of a wafer, where there arc no nearby geometric, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A9 2817

electrical discontinuities in the surfaces in contact with [14] Selwyn G S, McKillop J S and Hailer K L 1990 J. Vac.

the plasma [30]. Sci. Technol. A8 1726
[15] Carlile R N, Geha S, O'Hanlon J F and Stewart J C 1991

Our results also suggest some approaches toward Appl. Phys. Left. 59 1167
minimizing particle contamination. The threshold obser- [16] Yoo W J and SteinbrUchel Ch 1992 Appl. Phys. Lett. 60
vations for particle cloud formation indicate that there 1073

may be 'safe' regions for operating a certain process as [17] Yoo W J and SteinbrUchel Ch 1992 J. Vac. Sci. Technol.
AIO 1041far as deposition of particles on a wafer is concerned. [18] Yoo W J and Steinbriichel Ch 1993 J. Vac. Sci. Technol.

Also, a soft shut-down of the discharge is advisable, All 1258
whereby the pressure is reduced gradually before the RF [19] Jellum G M and Graves D B 1990 App!. Phys. Lett. 57
power is turned off. This will move the particle cloud, if 2077

any, off the wafer into the exhaust. Furthermore, if [20] Daugherty J E and D B Graves 1991 J. Appl. Phys. 69
6923

operating a process in a 'safe' region is not possible, then [21] Selwyn G S, Singh J and Bennett R S 1989 J. Vac. Sci.
it will be preferable to modulate or pulse the discharge Technol. A7 2758
power, the benefits of which have already been demon- [22] O'Neill J A, Singh J and Gifford G G 1990 J. Vac. Sci.
strated [6 8]. Technol. A8 1716

[23] Yoo W J and Steinbriuchel Ch 1994 J. Vac. S,'. Technol.
to be published

[24] Smadi M M, Kong G Y, Carlile R N and Beck S F 1992
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. BI0 30
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Abstract. Experimental identification of the precursors and processes leading to
particles is essential for understanding particulate contamination in deposition
plasmas. We have investigated particle formation in radiofrequency silane plasmas
using light scattering (elastic and inelastic) and quadrupole ion mass spectrometry as
complementary plasma diagnostics. Negative ions reach high masses (at least
500amu) and are the only elementary species with a residence time on the scale of
the powder formation time. Furthermore, a negative-ion polymerization scheme
shows that the densities of high-mass anions are strongly diminished at kilohertz
power modulation frequencies, at which reduced powder production is also observed.
We conclude that negative ions are the particle precursors and that initial clusters
grow by negative-ion polymerization in silane plasmas. In situ light scattering
techniques are described to determine particle size, number density and refractive
index self-consistently. Nove!, visible photoluminescence measurements from
particles suspended in the plasma are also reported. These diagnostics demonstrate
that particle evolution proceeds by an agglomeration phase and that the particle
properties are different from those of the bulk material early in particle development.

1. Introduction rates are slow [7 12]. [Tme-resolved mass spectrometric

measurements of the diffusion of heavy polymertzed

Particulate contamination formed in plasmas for indus- negative ions from power-modulated RIF silane plasmas are
trial applications presents a major problem by limiting modelled by a simple polymerization scheme to demon-
manufacturing productivity and device reliability [1 3]. strate the effect of modulation on precursor formation.
Suppression of particle formation in silane plasmas for Particle precursors are too small to be visible, al-
amorphous silicon deposition presupposes a knowledge though particles suspended in the plasma can be detec-
of the powder precursor identity and of the reactions ted by light scattering [1 3, 13 19]. The scattering is
leading from monosilicon process gas to particles con- often monitored simply as a guide to the amount of
taining millions of silicon atoms. In this paper we powder and onset rate [20J because the intensity is a
simultaneously use quadrupole ion mass spectrometry complex convolution of particle size, number density
and light scattering to investigate precursor formation and refractive index [21,22]. Different methods have
and particle growth in silane Rt plasmas. been applied to deconvolve the particle parameters

Various species could be involved in plasma poly- using angular dissymmetry [23] and polarization-sensi-
merization leading to particle precursor formation. tive diagnostics. In general, additional ex s-itu measure-
Polymerization could propagatc by insertion of silane ments [15] or assumptions (such as using the refractive
radicals into higher saturated molecules [4,5] or by index of amorphous silicon [18]) are necessary, In this
silane addition to positive ions [4,6]. Negative ions paper, we attempt to determine the particle siZe, number
are trapped in the plasma by the sheath potentials, density and refractive index self-consistently from 90
which suggests that plasma polymerization could also polarization-sensitive scattering and extinction measure-
proceed via negative-ion pathways even if the reaction ments. in additioii, visible photoluminescence from the
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suspended particles [24] is briefy described and pro- case). NP is the number density of particles present in the
posed as a potential in situ diagnostic. observation volume AV. Note that AV and the solid

angle AD must be sufficiently smaP' for the scattering
angle to be close to 900 and for the r irity of polarization
to be conserved. The incident intensities (10, Ig) at the

2. Experimental desription observation volume are corrected for any absorption
and scattering losses from powder between the source

The conventional parallel-plate RF reactor comprises and this volume. The experiment is also arranged to
two symmetric 130mm diameter electrodes with a avoid scattering and absorption losses between the ob-
25mm electrode gap, described in detail elsewhere [25]. served volume and the detector. The measured transmit-
Plasma parameters for good quality a-Si: H deposition ted power fraction WI/Wo is independent of polarization
were chosen: 30sccm pure silane flow at 0.1 mbar pres- and, for simple scattering, is given by
sure. The RF power of 4-10 W at an excitation frequency
of 30 MHz was capacitively coupled to the RF electrode.

2.1 The experimental method for light scattering where d is the path length of the visible beam in the
measurements powder layer suspended in the plasma. C,,p is the

Light scattering by a spherical, homogeneous particle is extinction cross section (sum of scattering and absorp-

described by the Lorentz-Mie theory [21,22]. For a tion) and depends on x and n.

randomly distributed ensemble the total scattered inten-sityis he um f th iniviualpartcleintnsiies 2.1.1. Experimental procedure. The scattered power issity is th e su m o f th e in d iv id u a l p a rtic le in te n sitie s m o i re d u n g p t cl g o w h i h b th h e s r e
provided that no multiple scattering occurs. For ident- mnitor during parti le gr w ith lothth sorcical particles, the power at the detector is and detector polarized parallel or perpendicularly, giv-

ing Wv and Wl' in consecutive experiments. Since we

W,' oc N AVA I Sj'I' (1) arrange that I1 = I•, we can define

and equivalently for W.I, where the polarizations are W. - W." ISI2- 1112
represented in figure 1. The terms S, and S are complex P - • W7 - = IS,12 ( 3)
elements of the amplitude scattering matrix [26] and are + W S + IS, 12

a function of the complex refractive index n, the size
parameter x = 21r/2 (r is the particle radius and A the which would be equivalent to the degree of linear
source wavelength) and the scattering angle 0 (90" in our polarization for the case of unoolarized incident light. Note

that P is a function of x and n only, and S, and SP which also
determine C..,, are calculated using the BHMIE algorithms

rnasLJ- [26]. The signal evolution has been demonstrated to be
,petr I'm 1m ter highly reproducible even down to the smallest features. P is a

t r atr-I id I multi-valued function of the size parameter and therefore an

estimation of particle size requires that the particle
Powder :development be followed from the beginning. The technique

-i I c on /i•e N,, therefore cannot be used for instantaneous measurements in
I-13e ran already-formed plasma particle system.

(Wt / Wv (632 , r)m, We find that there is no unique refractive index that
-71] can describe the time variation of P assuming particle

growth with continuous, monotonically increasing radii.
Therefore we must allow for a changing refractive index

detra 3,ty nt) during particle growth, and follow an iterative
f Titer hctom t " or procedure to determine self-consistently the parameters" Al ( v"N, x, n) as a function of time.

rte,•1r fer rr I. (i) Firstly, the P curve is reproduced using Sl(i) and
S,,(t) values calculated from an assumed step-by-step

I e i,• rrN, variation for the real and complex parts of x(t) during
IH I ) the particle growth phase, along with the corresponding

-size parameter variation xlt).
Figuie 1. Schematic plan view of the diagnostic (ii) The value of C,.,(t) is then calculated using these
arrangement in the planeof a powder layer suspendedin the S, and S, values, and the time-varying particle number
plasma above the bottom electrode. The light source is a density Nv(t) is estimated from the WI/Wo measurement
10mW He-Ne laser. and equation (2).
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(iii) Using equation (1) values for W. and W.1 are cleaned in acid after every few hours of exposure to the
calculated and compared with the experimentally meas- plasma.
ured W.L and W.1 signals.

The procedure is iterated until a reasonably accurate
self-consistent agrmement is found foi the measured 3. Results
values of IWI, W.1, WI} in terms of the particle para-
meters In, x, N.} over the whole time period inves- 3.1. Negative ions
tigated. Figure 2 shows the time-resolved behaviour of mono-

to hexasilicon hydride anions in an on-off power-
modulated plasma [12]. The double peak in the mono-.

2.1.2. Limitations of the technique. The method described duland prisic hydride aonbgrops is predited-b
is nn-prturatie, asy o istal in4 pasmareator di- and trisilicon hydride anion groups is predicted by

is non-perturbative, easy to install in a plasma reactor thmoeofvretea)(]:heistpkisdeo
and ive sef-cosiscri reultswitoutrequrin an ex the model of Overzet et al [29]: the first peak is due to

and gives self-consistent results without requiring any ex attachment in the decaying sheath after plasma extinc-

situ measurements. However, to follow the particle evol- tion and the second peak is due to negative ions diffus-

ution, it is necessary to arrange for the observation ing from the plasma bulk when the sheath has collapsed

volume to coincide with a position in the discharge ing 12. 30, 3l]. Fure 2ao shosthat onlypte

region where the particles form and grow without drift- [11 o hyd re 2nio s h ows that only sahe

ing out of the zone under observation. Displacement of monosilicon hydride anions have enough time to disap-

the particle cloud can be minimized by using an isother- pear completely at I kHz modulation frequency. Be-
mearlenviromen coud aelminateited by using anforcssother- cause of the mass-dependent diffusion loss rates [12] thereal environment to eliminate thermophoretie forces [27] modulation frequency influences the composition of the

and by using conditions that avoid rapid production of plasma. This point will be demonstrated by a simple

high particle densities leading to instabilities, which can

empty particles from the plasma, because light scattering polymerization model below.
Negative polysilicon hydride ionic clusters have been

diagnostics could wrongly interpret these effects as a real observed up to the 500amu mass limit of the mass
reduction in particle formation rates, spectrometer [32], corresponding to [Si,,H]-, indica-

Boufendli et al [ 15] have demonstrated that parti.s ting that negative ions could be precursors to larger
are mono-sized during the early stage of develop- clusters and ultimately to powder particles. These nega-
ment. Moreover, since the scattering cross section varies tive molecular ions are singly charged by incorporation
as r' for the smallest particles (Rayleigh scattering for of an electron into a molecular orbital; the con~epts of
x < 0.1 0.3, depending on the refractive index [28]) and sheaths and floating potential only apply when the
at least as r' for larger particles, our assumption of object is large enough for it to be statistically meaningful
identical particles is justifiable by considering that light to speak of electron and positive ion fluxes to its surface
scattering from the initial class of particles will dominate (9,33, 341. The positive-ion masses are limited to a mere
the detected signal during the particle devclopment 150amu, possibly because of the activation energy bar-
investigated here. ri.rs described by Mandich et al [35]. The positive-ion

The iterative data interpretation procedure is not size might also be limited because of ior, ion recom-
automatic, but requires a degree of judgement and siemgtaobelmedecuefio inrci-expertiece buto aeqi s in iden grthe pardmenter rnds bination losses, or because they are efficiently evacuatedexperience to aid in identifying the parameter trends

most likely to yield self-consistent reiults.

Si atoms

2.2. Ion mass spectrometry 1 04 
pc, anion

The differenti,!ly pumped mass spectrometer was a 2
Hiden Analytical Limited Plasma Monitor type HAL. ° - 3
EQP 500 (hiden Analytical Limited, Gemini Business o 4
Park, Warrington WA5 5FN, UK) for masses 1 5
500ainu. The ion extractor head in figumc I was post- 6> 6
tioned with its axis in the electrode plane 10mm beyond
the earthed guard screen [12]. In this work, therefore, 500 600 700 800 900 10001100 1200
ions were not extracted at the earthed electrode but at time (Ils)

the mass spectrometer head, which was at the same Figure 2. Time-resolved fluxes for mono- to hexasilicon
potential. Ions enter the monitor through a 1l010m hydride molecular anion groups measured at 1 kHz power
aperture in the extractor electrode. A + 40 V bias gave a modulation frequency. Time is referenced to the beginnir,g of
good negative-ion signal without creating a visible sec- a plasma period and the afterglow is from 500 to 1000 ,s.
ondary plasma in the extraztion orifice. For Jimc-resol- The heavy line repreients tne following plasma duration. For

each data point, the negative ions were counted with a 5us
Ved measurements, the channeltron pulses triggered by time window over 10000 modolation cycles. Pure silane at
ion events were registered by a gated counter [ 12]. The 0.1 mbar and 4W average power (SOmWcm 'during the
deposited film or powder can block the aperture [8] and plasma period) at 30 MHz excitaiior, frequency, electrode
the monitor extraction head had to be dismantled and temperature 15.0C.
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from the plasma across the sheaths. and adding the first N equations gives the mean poly-
3.1.1. Polymerization scheme for negative ions. Experi- silicon hydride anion density

mental results suggest that a polymerization pathway
proceeds via negative ion clustering; they are not simply -- K (6)

by-products formed by electron attachment to a neutral S, = g(

species pathway. Three reasons why the high-mass nega-

tive ions are not formed by attachment to heavy neutrals where it is assumed that there is no break in the

are the following [12]. polymerization sequence since all K. are taken to be

(i) No neutrals with masses as high as those of the non-zero. Equation (6) shows that the time-averaged

negative ions are detected in the mass spectra. plasma density of the polymerized negative ion SN is

(ia ) Negative ions and neutrals have very different determined by the monosilicon hydride anion produc-

abundance ratios. tion rate, the polymerization reaction rate KN for the ion

(iii) No attachment peaks exist in the time-resolved itself, and the total of the modulation-induced losses of

measurements for negative ions heavier than trisilicon
hydride anions (figure 2). 106

One possible polymerization pathway, which propa- (a) positive ions

gates via negative ions, is by silane addition [7], analog-
ous to the condensation reactions proposed for positive !2 . . .
ions [4, 6, 36] Ion ion recombination is the second !2

possible pathway for polymerization [37,38]. Since
heavy neutral species are not observed, it must be 104

supposed that they are re-attached and therefore ion 104 Si atoms

molecule and ion-ion reactions both eventually lead to per ion
staule higher-mass negative ions. The conditions for •" (b)

negative ion formation are discussed in more detail in i -

F12].
The qualitative behaviour of negative-ion polymeriz- . 3

ation in modulated silane plasmas can be described by ' 0 4
a phenomenological model [12]. In the following, tIe L 104 -- *- 5

term S.1t) designates the time-varying plasma density of
all the polysilicon hydride anions containing n silicon -

atoms. The conservation equation for the monosilicon 10
hydride anion density is (C) ont • mde

"•' ~ion model]

dSft)/dt = f(lt) - K ,S(t) - qlt) (4)

where f(r) is the monomer source term due to electron 140'

attachment on silane. K, is the reaction rate for silane C
addition and g,(:) is the monomer loss rate due to
detachment and modulation losses. In this model the - o ---- -0 1
aim is to study a simple clustering sequence. In what (d) negative ion model
follows, the phenomenological polymerization rate con-
stant K, includes all possible reactions such as ion ; 06
molecule, ion radical and ion ion recombination (fol-
lowed by re-attachment). The relative importance of
these reactions is discussed further in [12] For the - -

remaining equations we ignore formation of higher-mass V

negative ions S,(n > 1) by any process other than by 10.
polymerization from the preceding S_ 1 ion, to obtain

0 1 1 10 100

modulation frequency (kHz)
dS.(t)/dt =K., •S._ If() - K,,S,,(t - q,,(t). (5)

Figure 3. Dependence of (a) posit; e and (b) neg-tive ion
signals on modulation frequency. Each data point is

The function g,,(t) represents modulation-induced loss averaged over 300cycles. The negative-ion intensities are

rates due to sheath collapse, which are considered to be divided by the modulation frequency to give the loss counts
per cycle. The plasma parameters are as in figure 2. 1The

large relative to the weak transverse diffion losses calculated frequency deoendence of (c) the anion loss flux ii
from between the electrodes. Time-averaging over a shown for comparison, along with (d) the estimated anion

power modulation cycle under steady-state conditions densities in the plasma.
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all the preceding negative ions. This emphasises the 4 .

importance of power modulation for controlling the •.W
density of negative, highly polymerized species in the
plsma. We estimate the time window for anion loss 0
during afterglow by extrapolation from experimental o. 2

data as a function of modulation frequency and anion 1 w
mass [12]. Steady-state time-averaged negative ion den- d) 1

sities for a given modulation frequency are determined C W

by iterating equations (4) and (5) until the time-vari- (P)

ation of each ion density is the same in successive cycles.
Values for g. and K. were self-consistently chosen so WW
that the calculated losses gave a reasonable fit to the o

experimental data [12].
Figures 3(a) and (b) show how the time-averaged

negative- and positive-ion signals vary with modulation P o

frequency. Above 15 kHz the sheath does not have time -
to collapse sufficiently for any negative ions to escape. o 5 (b)
Figure 3(c) shows the modelled losses for comparison . . f ......... " ... 1

,el(aci~ve ndex 5 5,0 81 1 5,0 2511 3 5.0.1,with figure 3(b), and the corresponding calculated anion E 100 -a E
densities are shown in figure 3(d). The time-averaged E, I U

negative-ion densities in the limits of high and low o
modulation frequency are equal and half of the continu- 'D 60

ous plasma values for a 50% duty cycle [12]. In the 42 104
interm ed iate frequency range around I k H z the d ensities . .0.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I

decrease strongly for the higher masses. the implica- M. 20 E

tions for powder formation are discussed in section 4. 0 .( c) i _
30 40 50 60 70 80 90

time (s)

3.2. Light scattering results Figure 4. Results from light-scattering measurements
during powder development in a continuous wave plasma.

Figures 4(a) and (b) show the measured signals with the (a) The full lines are measured scattered intensities
fitted points from the iteration procedure superposed. (corrected for extinction) and symbols represent
Figure 4(c) shows the concomitant particle radius, self-consistent fitted data. (b) The measured transmitted
number density and refractive index. We can distinguish power fraction W,/Wo and polarization degree P. (c) The
several stages of particle formation, deduced particle radii, number density and refractive index

values at 632.8nm. Pure silane at 0.1 mbar and 30MHz withFor the first 35s after plasma ignition, no scattered 5W continuous wave power and 1OO°C electrode
signal is observable. ]The particle precursors and nu- temperature.
cleation centres are below the detection limit.

From 35 to 50s, only perpendicularly polarized light
is measurable, corresponding to Rayleigh scattering; the increase strongly concurrently with a fall in number
particle radius is less than 15 nm. density. The volume fraction of powder, defined as

From 50 to 80s, the fitting procedure gives a reason- Np4nr'/3, remains approximately constant up to this
able fit to the raw data (see figure 4(a)) for which the time and so this appears to be a second phase of particle
corresponding :n, x, N,} values are shown in figure 4(c). aggregation. This is supported by transmission electron

At least three different refractive index values are microscopy, which shows both single smooth spheres
necessary to Jescribe self-consistently the whole particle and aggregates of spheres; the latter having semblance
evolution. An initial rapid increase in particle radius is of a blackberry. During this aggregation, the measured
accompanied by a strong decrease in number density cross polarization intensity W," becomes non negli-
(50 53s), and could be interpreted as an agglomeration gible. Assuming that multiple scattering can be neglect-
of invisibly small porticle precursors. These particles ed, this indicatcs that the particles are no longer purely
show a high refractive index [39]. A particle growth spherical [41]; the fit is less accurate in this region.
period ensues with moderate increase in radius at almost Finally, the scattered intensities for both polarizations
constant number density. This general trend of an early fail sharply, coinciding with a rise in transmitted inten-
agglomeration phase followed by slow particle growth sity and accompanied by strong fluctuations in plasma
reproduces the observations of Bouchoule and boufendi light emission. This is due to instabilities of the plasma
[40], and the final number density is comparable to that powder ensemrile, which eject powder from the observa-
found in other work in silane-containing plasmas tion volume.
[15,18] 3.2.1. Phooluminescence measurements were carried out

As the particles grow further, the refractive index for the first time on particles suspended in the plasma by
tends towards that of amorphous silicon bulk material, illuminating with a 488 nm argon ion laser and monitor-
At 76s, there is an additioaal change, whereby the radii ing the spectrum at 9') via a 530nm high-pass filter and
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optical multichannel analyser (24] with an arrangement fraction and layer volume), for different modulation
similar to figure I. The visible photo:uminescence in frequencies. Powder formation is strongly reduced for
figure 5 is suggested to originate from quantum confine- modulation frequencies below I kHz, in agreement with
ment effects in nano-crystallites [24] and as such is a other work [8, 16-19].
probe for the particulate structure. The spectral shift The time-developments of ionic species and scattered
c"ith time as shown in figure 5 ieveals an evolution in light intensity arc compared in figure 7(a) for a square-
particle morphology during its formation. wave power-modulated plasma (50% duty cycle) at

2kHz modulation frequency. Both positive- and nega-
32L, Light scattering in power-modulated plasmas. Fig- tive-ion fluxes vary on a slow timescale similar to the
ure 6 shows the powder onset rate (defined as the inverse powder appearance time of 16 s b -ore reaching stwady-
of the powder appearance time) and the volume of state levels. Comparison with figure 7(b), for a 10% duty
powder material in the horizontal layer at the position cycle in oherwise identical plasma conditions, shows
of the laser beam (estimated from the product of volume that the negative-ion flux time-dependence is markedly

different in the absence of powder formation although

0- 19H. S,, I - U'. S N

2 o6s 6
(a)

10 12!

50 600 650 7008 150 800 850
wavelength (nm)

Figure 5. Photoluminescence spectra from particles I 0 o
suspended in a pure silane plasma for different times during __ •100

powder development after plasma ignition. Incident light at a ,

St0,

488 nm wavelength. The spectra are corrected for the

spectral response of the detection system and for
background plasma emission. Pure silane at 0.1 mbar, lo. . . . .. 10
20 kHz modulation at 5 W average rediofrequency power 0 50 100 ISO 200
(30 MHz) and 200C temperature. 1l-e (s)

Figure 7. Simultaneous measurements of ion fluxes and
powder development at 2 kHz modulation frequency for (a)
50% duty cycle and (b) 10%/6 duty cycle. No powder is visible

10" ....... . . for the 10% duty cycle. Plasma parameters as for figure 6.

0

61 0 1 0Q 501

> C - to

, scattered 1

00 1 10 100 , S + I - 1os •a

modulatior, frequency (kHz) .,I .I00'

Figure 6. (he powder onset rate and volume of powder " 0 0 4.. .61G a. 0o020 O 0 0 100

material suspended in the plasma as a function of duly cycle (%)
square-wave power modulation frequency, compared with
values in the coniinuous wave plasma. The powder material Figure 8. Powder onset rate, steady-state scattered
volume is estimated from (%4n,'r/3) x (powder layer intensity and ion fluxes for different duty cycles at 2 kHz
volume). Pure silane at 0.1 mbar, 4 W average power at modulation frequency. Pure silan6 at 0.1 mbar, 4 W average
30MHz and 100°C. power at 30MHz and 80°C.
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the positive-ion flux behaviour is relatively unchanged. polymerization of the polysilicon hydride anion itself
Figure 8 represents the steady-state ion fluxes, the total results in a strongly diminished density of the highly-
scattered intensity and the powder onset rate for a range polymerized anions (see equation (6) and figure 9).
of duty cycles at 2kHz modulatioa frequency. The Above IkHz, the sheaths do not fully collapse and
negative-ion loss flux is again anti-correlated with the high-mass negative ions reach significant densities. At
scattered light intensity and powder onset rate, all of very low rnodulation frequencies [10], the polymeriz-
which vary strongly compared to the positive ion flux. ation in a single plasma period propagates sufficiently

far (to clusters containing perhaps 30 or 50 silicon
atoms) to initiate particle growth. The onset rate in

4. Discussion figure 6 is a measure of the growth rate from precursors
to detectabli particles and consequently is an indication

Particles large enough to be visible by light scattering of the precursor density. Therefore the identification of
form in the RF silane plasma only after many seconds as negative ions as the precursors to particle formation
shown in figure 4 and 7. This delay is much greater than [12,42] is consistent with experimental observations of
the residence time for positive ions or neutrals in the powder reduction in plasmas modulated at kilohertz
discharge region. Negative species could, however, re- frequencies [8, 10, 12, 6, 17, 19, 42]. Similar consider-
main trapped by the plasma electric potential for this ations also account for the observations in figure 8. We

duration [9] and act as precursors for particle growth. can now speculate the followirng stages of particle forma-
Figures 3 and 6, using a simple model to interpret tion.

the experimental measurements, demonstrate that the (i) Dissociative electron attachment on silane creates
negative-ion density in the plasma is correlated with the the primary monosilicon hydride anions. Subsequent
onset rate and powder quantity above I kHz. Extrapo- anion chemical reactions with silane, radicals or positive
lation to higher-mass negative ions in figure 9 indicates ions yield highly polymerized structured anionic clusters
that the macjo-molecular anion densities would fall to [12,42], which are singly charged and arc trapped in the
near zero for a wide range of modulation frequencies discharge by the RF electrode sheath potentials during
below I kHz. This is because the plasma periods are then continuous plasma operation. These anions are the
too short for the polymerization chain to propagate precursors to cluster formation and ultimately lead to
from monosilicon hydride anions to highly polymerized particles; such processes are considered in the recent
species before almos:t all of the low-mass species are lost theoretical paper by Choi and Kushner (43].
in the subsequent 'off periods. Equilibrium between the (ii) These invisibly small negatively charged nano-
diminished supply from preceding negative ions and the particles remain trapped in the plasma and continue to

grew by physico-chemical accretion. The nano-particles
undergo an agglomeration phase and become large
enough to be visible by light scattering (figure 4).

(iii) At some point during particle growth [9, 33, 34],
equilibrium 3f electron and ion fluxes to its surface
results in a multiple electronic surface charge and a

I _.sheath forms around the particle. Probably because the
resultant micro-particles are composites of structured

/ nano-particles, they exhibit properties different from
:/ those of the bulk material, such as a high refractive

index [44,45] and visible photoluminescence [24] (see
figure 4(c) and 5). Particles continue to develop further
by processes analogous to film growth leading to par-

... , ticles with a-Si: H properties.
lion For plasma processing applic.tions, restriction of• • i" " •'•,,polymerization to iow-mass anions could conce-ivably

E suppress particulate contamination and improve deposi-
lion efficiency. Alternatively to power modulation, this

mod, a,, ,,eq~ony , z) could perhaps be achieved by illum inating the plasma

[32] with photodetaching radiation.
Figure 9. Estimation of time-averaged anion densities, as a
function of modulation frequency, extrapolated to anions
containing 25 silicon atoms (polymerization rates assumed
independent of size for anions of six or more silicon atoms). 5. Conclusions
Insets show the time-varying density during a modulation
cycle for three frequencies: at 100 Hz, the polymerization
chain has insufficient time to propagate to the highest The genesis and growth of particles in ,i silane plasmas
masses; at 1 kHz, the elementary anions are lost before has been investigated by a combination of light scatter-
significant polymerization can occur; and at 20kHz, all ing (for a self-consistent determination of particle size.
anions are trapped and high densities are reached. number density and refractive index) and ion mass
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spectrometry. Time-resolved measurements of negative [13] Spears K (G. Robinson T J and Roth R M 1986 IEEE
ion fluxes are interpreted in terms of a polymerization Thans. Plasma Sci. 14 179; Spears K G, Kampf Rt P
scheme. Based on this, a simple model shows that anion and Robinson T J11988 J. Phys. Chems. 92 5297

[14] Bouchoute A, Plain A, Boufendi L, Blondeau J Ph and
cluster densities are depressed for the kilohertz range of Laure C 1991 J. App!. Phys. 70 1991
power modulation frequencies corresponding to ob- [15] Boufendi L, Plain A, Blondcau J Ph, Bouchoule A, Laure
served powder reduction. In addition, the observations C and Toogood M 1992 App!. Phys. Lett. 60 169
that negative ions reach high masses and are the only [16] Watanabe Y, Shiratani M, Kubo Y, Ogawa I and Ogi S
species with a residence time on the scale of the powder 1988 App!. Phys. Letrt. 53 1263

[17] Watanabe Y, Shiratani M and Makino H 1990.Appi.
growth time combine to show that negative ions are the Phs Lett. 57 1616
precursors to particulate formation. Light-scattering di- [18] Watanabe Y, Shiratani N1 and Yamashita M 1,992 App!.
agnostics demonstrate that particle evolution proceeds Phys5. Lett. 61 1510
by an agglomeration phase and that the particles exhibit (19] Howling A A, Hollenslein Ch and Paris P-A 1991 App!.

proprtis dffeent romthoe o th bul maeril, uchPhys. Lett. 59 1409proertes iffren frm toseof he ulkmatria ' uch [20] Yoo W J and Sieinbruchel Ch 1992 J. Vac:. Sci. Tc'chnol.
as a high refractive index and visible photolutrinescence. A 10 1041

[21] Mie G 1908 Ann. Phisik 25 377
[22] Kerker M 1969 The Scattering of Light and Other

Electcromagnetic Radiation (New York: Academic)
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Abstract. Formation processes of particulates in radiofrequency power-modulated
SiH4 discharges have been studied using two kinds of laser light scattering, a
modified Langmuir probe and absorption methods. The results suggest that
particulates are formed by three phases of nucleation, rapid growth and growth
saturation. In the nucleation phase, the formation may be caused by short-lifetime
radicals such as SiH., Sih, or Si. In the rapid growth phase, SiHl (it = 0 3) ions
and or SiH 3 radicals seem to make an important contribution to particulate growth, if
only direct influx of the particles onto a particulate is taken into account. In the grow~h
satuation phase, the saturation may be explained by taking into account the
decrease in enhancement factor of the ion-collecting areas of particulates and the
increase in their toss due to the reduction of ambipolar field in the periphoty of the
discharge column. Power modulation in SiH4 radiofrequency discharges is found to
be practically very effective for decreasing the sizes of particulates.

1. Introduction suit, supporting our previou speculation that particle
species contributing to particulate nucleation may be

Since particulates in processing plasmas are serious short-lifetime radicils such as Sill, (In 1 0 2). Motli-

ohstacles to microelectronics fabrication, great attention vated by these icsults, we have been interested in

has been placed on clarifying their formation kinetics mneauring spatial profiles of radical species, especially

and suppressing their growth [1 7]. We have -hown ones of short lifetime, in the power-modulated RF dis-

that, concerning R1 staIMC (Sit 4.) plasmas, a power- ciharge. Recently, as the first step, an absorption method

modulation method is useful not only for suppressing has been applied to Si radicals, The results have shown

the growth of particulates but also in studying their an interesting close correlation bcLween their spatial

formation kinetics [3 7]. Our work has been earried out dcnsity profiles and those of particulates [10].
using two laser light scattering (ILLS) nethods co- We have also been interested in the formation pro-

iperativcly. ",ley have given the interesting result that ccses of particulates after their rapid growth, because

particulatcs jrow rapidly in a short period after turning their sizes are in the submicrometre to micrometre range

on the Ri- power and are localized around th," sheath for conventional (w Rit Sill.= plasmas, which is not so

edge The results have revealed some feature, concerning arge comonared with those observed in our work. Thus,
the growth processes of particulates and the force, observation usi og thc iv.t , methods ha- been performed

exerted on them. by prolonging the cl power-on period. fhc results show

While the LLS methods are useful for observing the sturation of parliculatc growth as expected.
behaviour of particulates in situ., ihey give information We haie pointed out that the it~ts intensity in the Ri

only tin those above a flew tens of nanomelurs i size. silan: discharge is suppressed b'ry the •i power modula-
Hence, anther maethod is necessar*, to gai,i in ight into tion. suggcsting a decrca•e in partuctul;ite amount [3]
their earl) formation processes. W,- have recently pm,,- Size and demusit) of partuculates have rcccnlly been
posied a modified I angmuur probe nclihod for thus mcasuticd scparately as parameters of the duty cycle

purpos.w, which detects cluster-like small particulates, [ I0] I lie results show that particle wes decrease •ýith
forimned during a Ri power-on period, as nega i,,, ions in decreasing dutyt ccle as predicted.
ait "Libscql.enlt Ri power -oil pertriod [X,91]. Prolinin a rr In this paper. we p.-sýcn some resuhs from a series
nmeasuremnents using this Method have gien some re- of recent experiients carried out using Ri power

0963-0252 94 030266 , 06$19 50 . 1994 lOP Publsrnng Lid
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4 modulated SiHl discharges, and, based on these results, 1010
discuss formation processes of particulates. -. 0.8s n 25

- 2500

"" 106 150 C•o

2. Expetimental 50

Experiments were carried out using two types of conven- 10 ;= ...2...........l I 2.0s
tional parallel plate RF reactors, A and B, which have f.,, - 256 "S
been described elsewhere in detail [6, 8]. For type A, 7 101 .2
stainless steel plane electrodes 10cm in diameter were -
placed at a separation of 4.3cm in a stainless steel M. ()61 ( 150

reactor 30cm in diameter. Reactor A was employed for r ) (9
both LLS measurements to observe particulate behaviour 04 C)"= 1 .. .. ... .. . .. ... .. .. . ...... ..1 11 4 50
and density measurements of Si radicals. For the LLS heaIO 20 30 40 h
messurements, 5% SiH,4 - He gas was used and an RF grounded position (mm) ----,4- -- _--
pow,-r of 20, 30 or 40 W was supplied during an RF electrode RF electrode

powe, -on period 7,. = 2 -8 s at intervals of RF power-off Figure 1. Spatial distributions of particle size and density
period Tar = 30- 60 s. For the Si density measurements, between electrodes on discharge column axis at t = 0.8 and
10% SiHl-Ar gas was used and RIF power 80W was 2s after discharge initiation. T_; = 2s, 40W, 5% SiH 4 He,
supplied during T_-. 0.08s at intervals T., =0.08s. 30sccm, 80 Pa.

For type B, a Pyrex glass tube 9.45 cm in inner diameter
was e'nployed as a discharge vessel and stainless steel 10 10' cm - during a short time of 1 2 s after the RF
plane electrodes 8.5cm in diameter were placed at a power being turned on; and particulates of a larger size
distan ! of 6.5 cm. Reactor B was employed to study the reside in a higher ixc field region near the electrodes.
growth process of small particulates in their early forma- Based on these results, qualitative discussion has been
tion phase. The gas used was 0.5% SiH 4 He and it was given on the formation processes of particulates [6, 7].
fed fro -n the RF electrode toward the grounded one at a To discuss the processes of interest in more detail, we
flow rate of 10- 170 sccm. A RF power of 60W was need information on the growth of smaller particulates
,.upplied during T., = 0.02 1 s at intervals T., > 60 s. in their early nucleation phase. For this purpose, Lang-
The Langmuir probe used was 0.6 mm in diameter and muir probe and Si line absorption measurements have
3 mm .n length and was movable between the electrodes.
Two p;obe currents wece detected at its bias potentials of
+ 27 V to the plasma potential I ms after RF power was
:urned off. The square of the ratio between these currents
is c,'nsidered to give the ratio between the mass of small 40
particulates, M and that of positive ion,;, M, [8]. 41 (a) Tn20 ms

The particulate behaviour was observed using two LLS 20('
methods, as reported elsewhere in detail [6]. They give 0.
time evolutions of spatial profiles of two-dimensional LLS 20-

i.tensity and the size and density of particulates. Spatial Si () c.---Q-o-
dtnsity profiles were measured by the absorption method, (c) 200 ms
using a spectral line (288.2 nm) from a Si hollow cathode 0 .
Ian p. Sheet-like light 20mm in width chopped at 25 Hz +
wam pissed parallel to the electrode surfaces twice. Spatial 6,) (d) 5(X) nis

rest lution along the discharge axis was about 5mm. 40)
Measurements were performed during a period in which 21)
the line absorption was not affected by particulates [10]. () co ,- .

6) (c) l(Xl) ims

40

C Results 20

0 10 10 30 41 50 060A 70
We have already reported the particuate behavior for A position (mni)
T.. = 2s [6,7]. Figure I shows a typical spatial profile grounded ' RF electr(de
( f particulate size and density obtained. The main points electrode gas floý

are summarized as follows: particulates begin to be Figure 2. Spatial distributions of M , M. for r, = 20 ms (a),
o )served around the sheath edge near the RF electrode; 100 ms (b), 200 ms (c), 500 ms (d) and 1000 ms (e). 60W,
particulate size and density amount to 60 18Onm and 0.5%SilH, He, 10seem, 80Pa.
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S25 50 together with those of Si emission and LLS intensities.

E T 2 One can see that the Si density is high around the region
"20 2 .40 ' where particulates are localized and its profile is also

1 very similar to that of the Si emission.

15 LLS !30 To study the formation processes of particulates for
S> RF power-on periods longer than To,, = 2 s, time evol-

•10 -1 20 • utions of the particulate behaviour were observed using
5;.• the LLS methods :n the range 2 s <7 T., < 8 s [10]. Figure

C3 • 4 shows time evolutions of the spatial LLS intensity
E - distribution (contours) between electrodes for T., = 4s.

6i "0 10 t 20 301 4(,1 0 u 0 0 One can see that particulate amoints are predominantly
grounded position (mm) rich around the sheath edges near the electrode, es-

electrode RFelectrode pecially the RF electrode. Just alter the RF power is
turned off, a group of particulates move toward the

Figure 3. Spatial piofiles of Si density, Si 288.2 nm intensity grounded electrode and then downstream 'right-hand
and laser light scattering intensity between electrodes. side of figure 4) with the gas flow. Thus, spatial profiles

=T,=80 ins. 80W, 10% SiH Ar, 20 sccm 13 Pa. of particulate amounts for T1. = 4 s are quite similar to

those for T.. = 2 s reported previously, except that their
intensity seems to saturate for r >_ 2 s. Figures 5(a) and

been carried out [8,9]. Figures 2(a) (e) show spatial (b) show LIS intensities and particulate sizes around the
distributions of MI/M, deduced from the ratio be- sheath edge of the RF electrode under the same condi-
tween the negative and positive ion currents as a func- tions: as in figure 4. It can be clearly seen that particu-
tion of T_.. It can be seen that the ratio MV/M, late growth tends to saturate after t ý-2s. In our
increases with T.. and becomes large in the sheath edge experiment, on decreasing the aR power, the growth rate
region 15 20 mm away from the si- electrode. This 'rend in the rapid growth phase decreased while the saturated
of localization becomes weak with increasing gas flow sizes were almost constant (not shown).
rate and, at a high flow rate over about 150sccm, the The LLS intensity measurements were also carried
region of large MI/M.- tends to shift downstream (not out as a function of gas flow rate. It can be seen in
shown). Figure 3 shows spatial profiles of Si density figures 6(a) and (b) that the particulate amount becomes

400 elcrd 4R ectro 300 300
200 zeO

VqiIz 00 <M0

1.5s 4.Os

RF off

Sectre grounded electrode

F elc0od R~lcto 4
F / l ////A300 300

200 200
I (K) 00

20s 4.2s

egrounded electrode ec

F4R F ~~~400 Reetoe 
4

•/elec!rode 300 eo,'
200 I?1ý44ZL Z (1t0100 1 xfs

310 5.Os

•�Zedl ctroide gunded electre

Figure 4. Time evolutions of laser light scattering irtersity distribution
(contours) for T_ = 4 s. Relative intensity of each conl( .ir is shown
beside the radiofrequency electrode in each part. 40W, 5% SiH4 He,
30 sccm, 80 Pa The laser beam is pased from jght to left at an angle of
135 to the gas flow.
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(a)(*) • {• ..•, •/d FFele ct rode a''
(a)0

1100

-_'4(1
y ' , rounaeectrod

" 40,
2 F electrode 200

9• -20 -I /-•t ' 150
1 2 3 4 5 100
t t(s) t50)

RIF on RF off 5()t) 1 2 3c

K =rne o T(b)
200

2010 -

0 40, 154 5

rich in thc downstream region, increasing with gas flow d at 1 mm below the radiofrequency electrode for positions
rate, and furtner, that the sizes become large in the 28mm upstream (A), 0mm (B) and 28mm downstream (C)

downtrea regon.from the centre for 7• = 4 s, 40W. 5% Sill, He, 60 sccm,downtrea regon.80 Pa.
We have proposed tI..• RF power-modulation method

to suppress the particulate growth and shown that it
brings about a drastic decrease .a LLS intensity. To verify plained by the balance between electrostatic and ion
this effect more quantitatively, dependences of the spa-
tial LLS intensity di~sributron and particulate size on
duty cycle were investigated [10]. Figure 7 shows spatial10
LLS intensity profiles 1.4 s after the RF power has been. ,.
turned on as a parameter of duty cycle L'. For D = 20°/, = 0%,-
the LLS intensity was too low to be observed. Decrease in .• to2  

10%
D makes the high intensity region shift away from the rF •,
electrode, and brings at~out a significont decrease in •
particulate amount. Figure 8 shows the dependence of =•1•," •)Y • •40(
t!,e particulate size on D. It can be setn thct the size-.E :,'",, *-,2,"-v" ,
becomes considerably decreased with de,:rearse in D.• ' •". . / / I

p I 22 t0 43 5

4. Discuss~lon grounded ~ I mini=)n ( r I lrr.)

tc ir(5 t'
As shown in mgure 1, particulates are n ainly observed Figure 7. Laser light scattering intensity profiles between
around the sheath edge on the Rt ele'rode side and electrodes at 1.4 s after the radiofrequency power has been
those of a h, rger ize reside in a higher is••c field part of turned on for D = 40, 80 and W00%. 40W, 5% SiH, He,
the regiom This spatiJ size distribution can be e 8- 30 seem, 80Pa.
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200 formation reactiong related to such radicals in this
phase, those between thefe species and SiHl may be

15 promising.
50T Particle species contributing to formation in the

100 rapid growth phase can be picked up, taking into
account their influx to a particulate. A particulate over
a few nanometres in size tends to be charged up nega-L50 7 7  io~n tively in a plasma and hence its positive-ion collection

area is estimated to be enhanced by a factor of (I - Vr/
0 ___,, __,__, __..... Tj) using the orbital theory of a Langmuir probe [15],

0 20 40 60 80 If(X where V,( <0) is the floating potential of the particulate

duty cycle (%) and T. the positive-ion temperature in volts. In conven-
Lional RF plasmas. it is possible that this factor amounts

Figire 8. Duty-cycle-dependence of range of particuiate to 200-300, which is large enough to account for the
size din the discharge space at t - 2s. r. - 2 s, 40w, 5% high growth rate ol interest. Positive ions reaching the
SiH,-He, 30scom, 80 Pa. particulate surface may be changed to neutral radicals

by recombining with electrons accompanying them
and/or present or, the surface. Neutral radicals can
contribute to particulate growth by their thermal

drag forces [11]. Further, it has beca established that motion. The growth rates from these particle species are
the -elevant Dic field becomes high with increasing estimated assuming relevant parametei values, r-.sulting
particulate amount, that is, particulate growth (12]. in 140nms-' for ncsitive ions, <3nm s-1 for SiH.
These facts mean that information on the growth of (n = 0 2) and < 20 nm s' for SiH3 . Such examination
particulates can be obtained in situ by observio-g their shows that densities of SiH * (n = 9 3) and/or SiH 3 are
behaviour ia the higher ix" field part. From figures 1, 2, high enough to explain tire growth r'te in the rapid
4 and 5, on the basis of such a standpoint, it can be growth phase [I11]. The iti" power dependence of 'he
suggested that the formation processes of interest are growth described in section 3 may be explained by the
composed of three phases, namely nucleation, rapid similar power-.lependence of the ion and/or radical
growth and growth saturation. densities generated in sR discharges. in the above con-

First, we shall discuss the nu,:eation phase basfd on sideration, only direct influx -if the particles onto a
the results shown in figures 2 and 3. Concerning small particulate is taken into account. It is necessary, for
particulates detected as negative ions using the prooe, more precise argument, to get information on the numb-
those around the sheath edge are considercd to be er of charge.; on a particu:ate and on coagulation of
electrically neutral during the RF power-on period, be- particulates.
cause negati,,ely charged ones would in this period be Next, we shall discuss the growth saturation phase.
pushed toward the plasma bulk region by th-e [c field The growth of particulates depends on both the particle
dev€eloped in front of the RF electrode, and, on the other influx to them and their 0uss out of the discharge space.
hand, those in the plasma bulk region may be already We have pointed out above tha; SiHll (ni = 0 3) ions
charged up durir.g this period. Hence, the result in and/or SiH 3 radicals may play an important role in the
figures 2(a) (e) that small particulates grow while local- rapid growth phase. If mainly the ions contribute, then
ized in the iheath edge region is interpreted as showing enhancement of the collection arer should decrease with
that they are ruclca:ed and grow there without being particulate growth. Estimation of the enha-cement fac-
charged. Further, in figure 3, the localized profiies are tor gives thai it decreases by about onc order or more
very similar not only to the Si density profile but also to during growth of particulates in a range of density ratio
that of Si emission, which is closc!y related •o produc- between them and ions of 0.02 0.2 in opir case [I I ]. For
tion of Si radicals. This means that the d.nsity of Si Si- 3, on the other hand, there is no mechanisn, to
radicals becomes high orly in their production region, suppress their influx.
becau-.e of ,hetr high reactivity. Actually, taking into Particilate ioss may be closely related to balance
account recent data on Si reaction rates [14], Si radicals between the drag force due to the gas flow and .he
are estimated to diffuse only about 0.01 mm at most electrostatic force due to the ambipolar field in the
before they ;eact with SiH,. Figure 3 also shows that the periphery of the discharge column. For reactor A, which
high LLS intensity region is located around the high- has gas flow parallel to the electrodes, the two forces are
density region for Si radicals. While our present radical opposite to each other in the downstream region of
density measurements are carried out only for Si atoms, interest. Particulate loss is considered to increase with
th-: other short-lifetire radicals, S;H, and SiH, are also particulate growth for !he following reason: for .-s plasma
expected to have similar spatial profiles. From the composed of positive ions, negative ions (or nega'ively
examinatioi, above, it is strongly suggested that short- charged parti-ulate,) and electrons, diffusion of ekec-
lifetime radicals SMH. in = 0 2) mainly contribute to trons becomes very fast relative to that of negative and
formation in the nucleation phase, while ,t is not yet positive ioils, when the aensity ratio between negative
clear wl,ici, one is more important among them. As and positive ions is close to or larger than unity during
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particulate growth (16). As the diffusion of electrons particulates may bring about their growth saturation.
becomes free from positive and negative ions, the am- The RIF power modulation has been found to be really
bipolar field tendf to be dominated by diffusion of effective in decreasing the size of particulates.
negative and positive ions, leading to the decrease in
itself; the decrease in ambipolar field weakens the elec-
trostatic force and hence brings about the increase in
particulate loss due to gas flow. The results in figures Acknowledgments
6(a) and (b) show that the gas flow drives particulates
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Abstract. Dust generation in plasma reactors used for PECVO is a general limiting
effect which occurs when trying to obtain high deposition rates in the fabrication of
thin films. In such dust-forming processes, for instance silane discharges, very high
concentrations of submicrometre sized particulates are readily produced. The
theoretical approach and the modelling of these dusty dense plasmas suggest that
they have very peculiar properties with spectacular effects concerning the plasma
equilibrium and the behaviour of the particulate cloud.

Well characterized dusty dense plasma situations have been obtained in
argon-silane or in pure argon RF discharges and experimental data obtained in these
situations are reported here, in connection with the theoretical predictions.

In terms of plasma properties the drastic modification of the free electron
population, induced by the presence of the particles, is one of the most important
results, with significant effects on the chemical equilibrium of the plasma,

In terms of the particle cloud behaviour the strong electrostatic interaction between
the negatively charged particulates is shown to be an order of magnitude higher than
their kinetic energy and this particle cloud has to be described as a 'Coulomb liquid'.

An overview of our experimental studies of these effects in a dusty dense plasma
situation is given, including the most recent results.

1. Introduction been obtained by using time-resolved optical emission
spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. The variation of
the free electron concentration associated with the pris-

In a companion paper (Boufendi et al) [I] the growth tine dusty plasma transition is determined by a micro-
kinetics of particles in a RF argon silane plasma are wave diagnostic technique.
described for particle sizes from 2 nm to a few 100 nm. As the particle size kinetics are known, this study adds
The experimental set-up, as well as the diagnostics complementary knowledge to the connection between the
developed for particle characterization (size and concen- particle size and the induced effect i on the plasma properties.
tratien) are given in that paper. These effects, in terms of plasma properties, are

This contribution will discuss the effects of this dusty observed when the particle size is significantly larger
situation on the plasma and discharge properties and than the initial clusters of a few nanometres and occurs
the particle particle interactions in the cloud. Dusty in the coagulation step of the growth of the particles (as
dense plasmas have already been observed and studied shown in the companion paper).
in various experimental situations [2 4]. so a specific The dusty situation is characterized by a severe drop
purpose of the present work was to take advantage of in free electron concentration and L strong enhancement
the well defined conditions obtained in our reactor (in of their mean eergy, such that an important overall
terms of particulate cloud characterization) for a more enhancement of the excitation and dissociation rates is
precise evaluation of the dusty plasmas properties, in observed in the plasma.
connection with theoretical prcdictions. As our results will be compared with theoretical

The results concerning the effects of the dust on the predictions of cloudy plasina behaviour some of the
RF discharge properties and the particle particle inter- relevant theoretical works will be briefly reviewed in
actions will be summarized here as they havs' already section 2 with a particular emphasis on the points where
been published elsewhere, comparison with experimental data has been made.

New results on the evolhtion of the plasma proper- In section 3 the transition of the plasma properties
ties when the particles are growing in size will be from a pristine to a dusty situation is studied experimen-
described in more detail in this contribution. They have tally and compared to model predictions.

0963-0252,94,030292 + 10519.50 ( 1994 tOP Publishing Ltd
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High concentration effects In dusty plasmas

Finally, in section 4 an overview of particle--particle However one question remains to be addressed: for
interactions as observed experimentally and previously given plasma conditions a critical particle size must exist
reported will be presented. below which these studies are no longer valid to describe

properly the actual time-varying charge of the particles.
When the fluctuations of the charge supported by the

2. Theoretical considerations particle exceed its mean value (with, therefore, possible
change of the sign of this net charge) the description of

Many theoretical studies of dusty plasma media have these fluctuations becomes of prime importance in order
already been published, including analytical and statis- to describe the particle particle interactions properly
tical Monte Carlo simulations. These studies are con- (e.g. the coagulation processes in the early step of dust
nected to typical situations relevant to laboratory formation).
discharges and extraterrestrial plasmas and concern sev-
eral physical problems such as:

(i) the electrostatic equilibrium of a single particle 2.2. Dusty dense plasmas
with respect to the incident charge flux from a given When the concentration of the particles is such that the
plasma medium, and size dependent effects [5, 6];

(ii) th,: effects of other processes (e.g. electron photo- elementary volume associated with each particle be-

emission) on this equilibrium [7]; comes of the order of the Debyc shielding volume, the

(iii) the effects of particle concentration on the plasma properties cannot be considered independently

plasma particle equilibrium and particle particle inter- and become connected with particle concentration. The

actions [8,9]; transition from the isolated particles situation to the

(iv) the collective properties (fluctuations, wave dusty dense plasma situation has been described [8] by

propagation) which are of most recent interest [11] (see using a capacitor model where the plasma parameters
Tsytovich [10]). (Ti , T7, n) are taken as given quantities. In this situation

the mean negative charge concentration in the plasma
A brief review is given here, with particular emphasis on becomes essentially represented by the negatively
the plasma particle equilibrium and particle particle charged particles, the relative participation of the free
interactions in the situation of 'dusty dense plasmas'. electrons to the charge neutrality becomes very small

and the charge on each particle in this situation is

2.1. Electrostatic equilibrium of a single particle simply Q. - (ntiN,)e.

immersed in a plasma This high dust concentration situation is relevant in
extraterrestrial plasmas as planetary ring environments

This equilibrium has been studied in a broad range of and high-concentration effects have been described
situations. The problem is treated through the theory of [7, 9]. In these studies the free electrons and negatively
a spherical Langmuir probe in the zero mean total charged dust concentrations are considered as given
current (floating potential) condition, parameters.

Illustrative examples are given by the study of the A self-consistent description of the problem has been
structure of the sheath surrounding a particle in a given, developed by Bocuf [1 I] with a particle-in-cell (Pic)
otherwise unaffected, plasma ambiance [5] and by the Monte Carlo (Mc) simulation where ihe only external
study of the influence of the collision-induced trapping parameter is the current dcnsity in the plasma. This has
effects of ions around a negatively charged particle [6]. been done for situations (argon gas pressure 100 mTorr,

In the first study the effective screening radius particles with diameters and concentrations 0.1 lm, 10'
around the particle was shown to be a sensitive function cm -' respectively) relevant to those studied experimen-
of the particle radius. It varies from the order of an ionic tally [13].
Debye length when the particle radius is much smaller The results obtained in this self-consistent model of
than this characteristic length to the order of several dusty dense plasmas show the following.
times an electronic Debye length when the p..rticle size
becomes much larger. In typical low-pressure discharge (i) The charge and surface potential of the particles
plasmas of interest here (concentrations n, = ni = are severely reduced in comparison with isolated par-

l IW cm- ", electronic temperature - 2 eV, ionic tem- tides.
perature <0.06 -V (argon)) this critical radius is of the fii) As a consequence, in 'dusty dense' plasmas,
order of 50.1m. This value is much larger than the alnrst all electrons car reach the particle surface and
particle sizes commonly present in plasma reaclors, so surface induced recombination is a major effect, while in
the ionic Debye length gives the right order of magni- the situation of isolated particles, as clearly demon-
tude of the extent r, of the sheath surrounding a particle. strated in previous modelling work [14], the particle

In the second study it is shown that the trapping surface potential is such that only the high-,.nergy tail of
effects could play an important role in laboratory dis- the tEr-F is involved.
charge conditions and this would have an important (iii) The lowering (by an order of magnitude) of the
consequence for the force exerted on a 'dressed particle' free electron concentration is more than compensated, in
by a macroscopic electric field [12]. terms of ionization frequency, by a strong increase in
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Table 1. Boeuf [9] model predictions for two situations of current density in the plasma
and two particle sizes, the particle density being 101 cm- 3.

JAmA cm-) d(pm) N,(cm-3) N.(cm- 3 T.(eV) v'(10' s-') QO(e)

0.5 0.1 3 x 10P 0.13 x 102 5.5 7 12
5.0 0.1 12 x 10( 0.10 x 10' :L5.5 8 50
0.5 0.3 x3 x 10' 0.045 x 10P 7.7 35 t12
5.0 0.3 -z12 x 10" 0.35 x 10' ,7.7 z35 tt,,,

electron temperature induced by the electric field which In a recent simulation of these ,;ystems (16], liqvid-
penetrates in the plasma (at a given current density). like behaviour was demonstrated through the pv-ir cor-

Typical parameters for this work are shown in table relation function of the par•;cle po,,tioni when the r
I for conditions close to those of the experiment factor was significantly higher than one but below the
(particle concentration : 10" cm -, diameter 0.2 1im, threshold value of selidification. The present study by
argon pressure ]OOmr'orr). In this table J is the those worters of the particle -particle interaction poten-
current density through the plasma, d is the particle tial as function of the mzan distance octween the par-
diameter, N, and N, are the argon ion and free electron ticles seems to point out a net uualitativ. difference with
concentrations respectively, T, is the mean electronic the Yukawa monotonic repulsive potenitial: the short
energy, vi is the electron impact ionization frequency distance repulsive interaction is changed .o an attractive
and Q, is the charge of each particle expressed in one when the interparticle distance is higher than a
number of elec'rons. critical value expressed as

The above data have been obtained for DC plasma
current densities as input parameters in the simulation, r (I + , 3 )Ln
while in our experiment the plasma is excited in a RF where L. is the characteristic Debye length for the
(13.56 MHz) discharge. As the plasma appears as highly background plasma. This, in addition of the particle
resistive for current transport this difference is not as polarizability cefects, could be of iniportance when con-
drastic as might be expected in the pristine argon gas sidering the natural propensity of particles to assemble
situation and the i, current density range selected in in clouds, as observed experimentally in a number of
the table corresponds to the RU current amplitudes situations.
measured in the working conditions of our parallel plate Of course, for the same reasons as given al ove, if the
discharge. particle diameter becomes small enough (in the 10nm

The data in table I show clearly that the influence range for example) these results on dusty densc plasmas
of particle size on plasma properties concerns primarily becomc questionable and statistical cha~ging effects
the concentration and energy of the free electrons and must be considered, which is out of the scope of the
this could be perhaps an interesting indication for di- present paper.
agnosis of particle size in a homogeneous dusty
plasma.

For these dusty dense plasma.s the electrostatic inter- 3. Experimental characterization of dusty plasmas
action between particles is not shielded, the mean inter-
particle distance being of the order of or less than the The experimental data on RF discharge prorerties,
ionic Debye length. Even when taking into account the piasma paramceers and particle pariicle intera:tions
effect of reduction of particle charge, as seen in the above presented here have been obtained at Orleans in the
studies, this interaction energy is easily higher than the same reactor where the growth proce:;ses of the par icles
kinetic energy of the particles. hive been -haracterized as reported in the compaiion

The thermodynamics of such plasmas are similar to paper [I].
the so called one component plasmas (o('Ps) where one
species of charged particles is considered in a slightly
modulated neutralizing fluid. In his work on dusty dense 3.1. RF argon discharge: a comparison of the pristine vnd

plasmas Ikezi [15] points out that a liquid solid tran.i- dusty situations

tion in strongly interacting particle clouds could be The comparison between model predictions and the
obtained in laboratory discharges. experimental uchaviour of dusty discharges has beiai

This phase transition is defined by the values of the made in a situation as simplc and well characterized us
two dimensionless parameters K = a/)i and F V i(a)! possible.
kT where a is the mean interpairticle distance, ;,i is the A dusty argon discharge is obtained in the following
ioii'c Debyc length and Via) is the particle particle way. A transient flow (few sccm) of silane is added to th,
interaction energy. permanent (30 sccrn) argon flow through th- dischargi

The critical value of the parameter F for which the box. After this transient addition of silane a giver
free energy of the liquid ard solid phases are equal is concentrat;on of particles with well defined sizes is
given as F, - 170. stored in the Ri< discharge while the pure argon gas
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Figure 1. Current density in puie argon and dusty argon discharges as a function
of the PF voltage. Comparison of the experimental results with a fluid and Pic Mc
models.

situation (110 mTorr) is restored. The dusly situation argon plasma with a diameter of 84 nm and a concen-
obtained is a function of the silane transient flow, of the tration of 10' cm -s
RF voltage applied during this transient flow and of the A detailed comparison of experimental data with
temperature of the reactor, model predictions has been made in pristine and dusty

Typical trans-n. condithconF are 5s a. 1.2 seem of discharge conditions and is aircady reportd. Figures I
silane flow and _J0 V peak peak, roon. temperature for and 2 (extracted from [13]) show that a good quanti-
the discharge. Under these conditions, a homogeneous tative agreement is obtained over a rather wide range of
distribution of monosized particles is obt.ined in the discharge excitation voltages both for the discharge
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Figure 2. Cosine of the current voltage phase shift, cos(qo), in pure and dusty argon
discharges as a furction of the RF voltage. Comparison of the experimental results with fluid
and Pic mc models.
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vacuum RF and gas input

":III& In the More details on this argon dusty plasma study ma, be
cylindrical found in the literature.
discharg. The data of table 1 show that the iEtFW must be
box

/_1 ,umping strongly affected by the presence of the particles and our
"experimental studies reported in the following section
"confirm this theoretical prediction.

"3.2. Evolution of the free electron population in a particle
forming plasma

3.2.1. Diagnostics. Several diagnostics (shown schemati-
opis., cally in figure 3) have been used in order to characterize

the electron population in the same RI discharge where

the particle formation kinetics have been studied.
"The free electron density has been determined by using

the whole reactor as a microwave resonant cavity. The

quadoupole mass spectrometer frequency shift of this resonator, induced by the plasma,
RF compensted has been used for determination of the electron density. A

opircal spocrmeier Langmulect probe network analyser (H P 8753 C), operating in the reflection
Idrq'ipiobe system.SOFIE Instr I mode, was used to measure this frequency shift.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the experimental As the plasma frequency remains an order of [nagni-
set-up and diagnostics. tude lower than the resonant frequency, a straightfor-

ward perturbation model gives the relation between the
measured frequency shift Af and the frce electron den-

current and the current voltage phase shift. sity N (assumed to be homogeneous over the plasma):
As shown in these figures, the presence of dust has a

strong influence on the resistivity of the plasma but the Af );(IN/N, Vn/V)

RIF current itself is not much affcctý.d, having mean where jf is the resonant freq iency without plasma. NO
absolute values comparable to those chosen in table 1, is the electron density whose plasma frequency is fI,. 1(,

L-1400

"'Ii,

C .. .

-55 ... . .•...... ....-- ......-57iTrr .-i~ is z0 30 40 .5o

Probe was (V)

Figure 4. Electrostatic probe characteristic obtained in pristine and dusty argon
plasmas. The external parameters are the same (RF voltage 300 Vpp, pressure
1 lamTorr). The dusty situation is defined by particle size (66 nm) and concentration
(4.3 x 10 cm "). The estimated slectroic density and temperature are n. = 5.1 X I0O
cm I and T. = 2.3eV for the pristine plasma and 3.5 x 100 cm 3 and 7.1 eV for the
dusty plasma. The electron;c temperatures as estimated by spectroscopy are 1 .7 eV
and 6.0 eV for pristine and dusty plasma respect; ely and the microwave
mcasurements confirm the drastic drop in electron concentrations.
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is the reactor volume and V is the volume occupied by measured by using a quadrupole mass spectrometer
the plasma betw-en the sheaths. whose entrance hole is located 10cm below the dis-

We used also a RF compensated Langmuir probe charge box in the vacuum vessel. The characteristic time
(SOFIE digiprobe system) for the determination of ion required to achieve a stationary situation in the vacuum
and electron concentrations and also for electron mean chamber (in terms of chemical equilibrium) is of the
energy evaluation. The probe current voltage charac- order of 5 10s. This prevents the observation of faster
teristics are scanned following an initial procedure of evolutions (I s or less) of the plasma- induced dissocia-
cleaning, allowing stable and reproducible results. tion factor of the silane flow in the reactor box itself.
Examples of probe characteristics are given in figure 4
for pristine and dusty argon plasma situations. The 3.2.2. VED1F evolution in a dust-fo.ming argon-silane
evolution of the electronic concentration and energy plasma. The modification of the EEDF due to the forma-
obtained by Langmuir probe, microwaves, and spectro- tion and storage of the particulates in the reactor is
scopy are in good agreement, showing a strong decrease deduced from both spectroscopic and microwave
of concentration and a strong increase of energy of the measurements. Some examples of the time evolution of
free electrons in the dusty plasma. the intensities of argon spectral lines after starting an

Optical emission spectroscopy has been used to argon silane RF discharge are shown in figures 5 to 7.
obtain quantitative information on the population of the In figure 5 the two situations of pure argon and
excited states of argon. Precise measurements of the silane argon discharges are compared. The same initial
intensities of several atomic spectral lines radiated per RF voltage is applied in both cases and the figure gives
unit plasma volume have been performed by using a the time evolution of the intensity of the 750.3 nm argon
simple method developed in the laboratory and de-
scribed elsewhere [171. An optical fibre, equipped with
a short focus klns, collects the light emitted by the
plasma volume contained in a small diameter (2mm) 150
cylinder parallel to the discharge electrodes and aligned
with the diameter of the reactor. =, 1`1

The end of the fibre is connected to the entrance slit , 1
ofa monoebromator and the calibration of the whole 0 100 1 0

system, in terms of photomultiplier output for a given A si- oa-a
photon flux in the spectral range of interest, is performed o

in a stindard way with a tungsten ribbon lamp.
"Ihe absolute population of radiative excited states of V) 50,-

C•, P.19 argon plas

argon is deduced from measurements of line intensities
with the assumption of a homogeneous concentration I , *."

along the plasma diameter. - 0
For optical trarsitions whose lower level is a meta- 0

stable state, the optical depth of the plasma is such that
reabsorption phenomena are not negligible. This effect
has been used in order to measure the concentration of Time (ms)
the 'P, metastable state concentration by comparison of Figure 5. Time evolution of the 750.3 nm argon line in pure
two argon line intensities in the following way [18]. argon and argon silane discharges.

Two transitions between the excited states
(4p) • '4s) of the argon atom are selected:

2pe, -3
p,(), = 800.6 nm, A = 0.468 x lO s 1)

and

2p, - 'P,(), = 763.5 nm. A = 2.74 x 10' s I.
100

They have the same 4p upper level but the first one is 1,,
connected toa resonant state with a transition probability ,
much lower than the second one which is connected to the
lowest energy metastable 'P, state. In our conditions the 50 -= , ,

plasma is optically thin for the first transition but '0 - ; - p , .*''•

reabsorption phenomena play a role in the plasma emission e-
ofthesecond line. The ratio of the line intensities measuredi 0 2500 5000 7500 1 _R0
for these two transitions is used for a determination of the =

metastable state concentration through a simple radiative Time ( ms)
transfer calculation assuming an homogeneous distribution Figure 6. Temperature effect on the time evolution of the
of the excited states in the reactor [18]. 750.3 nrn argon line. The vertical thick arrows show the

The dissociation of silane in the reactor has been beginning of the coalescence of the crystallites.
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Figure 7. Time evolution of the 763.5 nm and 800.6 nm lines and
their ratio. The ratio gives the 3P2 metastable concentration.

line. In the situation of an argon silane plasma the collisions is drastictally reduced. The quenchingeffect due to
particle appearance time, as viewed by laser scattering, is th. metastable particulate collisions is considered as a
indicated by an arrow. A strong increase of the popula- negligible effect in our experimental conditions: the total
tion of the argon excited level (2 p,) is clearly induced surface developed in the volume of the reactor remains
when a dusty plasma situation is created in the reactor. negligible (2%)as compared with the surface of the walls.

The fact that such an enhancement of the excitation The absolute concent;ations of argon excited (4p)
rate of the. a.-gon atoms is induced by the presence of levels have been determined by onýs in pure argon gas
particulates is confirmed by an analysis of the reactor and in argon silane discharges. These excited states are:
temperaturt cilccts on this time evolution. As reported
elsewhere [19] and in the companion paper the kinetics 750.3 nm), 2p,(., 800.6 nm)
of the particle growth in the discharge are characterized and
by a sensitive delay effect when increasing the tempera-
ture of "he reactor. Figure 6 shows that this delay effect 2p8 (A = 801.5 nm).

for particle growth is observed also for the enhancement By using microwave and o(u, data the evolution of
of the excitation rate of the argon upper levels. the electron and argon excited states concentrations

Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the intensities have been determined in an argon silane discharge as a
of the two emissions (800.6 and 763.5 nm) used for the functicn of time.
determinati. n of the '%' metastable state concentration. Table 2 shows the data obtained before it = 0.4 s)
The ratio of the intensities 1(753.5)/1(800.6) decreases and ifter it - 10 s) the formation of dust particles in the
with a delay of the order of 0.5s. This is a clear reactor. The operating conditions were+ Vt = 600 Vpp,
qualitative indication of an increase of the metastable d,, = 30sccm, ds,1 4 = 1.2 sccm, 1= 30 C. In Table 2
state concentration. N+, N_, N, are the concentrations of the electrons,

S hiseffect is indeed an important oneas the quantita- metastable ('P 2 ) and radiative (2p,) argon levels re-
t:veanalysis of the ratio oftheseline intensities leads to an spectively. N, and N8 are the concentrations of the 2p,
increase ofthe metastable state concentration from 4 x 10' and 2p8 argon levels respectively.
cm 'atearlytime( <0.4 )to3 x 10'"cm -foraplasma R6 and R. are the estimated contributions of step-
duration of 10s. The interpretation of this enhancement is wise processes (involving electron metastable state col-
straightforward: as shown below the electron concentra- lisions) fot the excitation rate of the 2p , and 2p, levels.
tion decreases strongly while the electron energy increases These values are deduced from a detailed collisional
when the particles are formed and the net rate ofexcitation radiative model of equilibrium of these two levels devel-
of the argon excited levels is increased; it isexpected that the oped previously [20]. The strong difference between the
metastable concentration equilibrium is moved towards cross sections for the excitation of these two (4p) levels
higher values because its quenching rate by electron by electron metastable collisions together with the

Table 2.

N N,. N, No R e T, .
(Cn 3) (cm 3) (cm 3) (%) (%) (O) (eV)

t<0.4s 4. 10' 3.2k 10" 1.5x 10' 0.44 29 9 2
t= los 3 - 10C 1.1 . 0ll 9.6 x 10' 1.07 20 6 8
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measurements of their concentration in the same seen that the plasma parameters remain unaltered. The
wavelength region ('-801 nm) is a key point in the critical size for which the particles induce a strong
precision and usefulness of this model, modification of the plasma appears to be of the order of

As the modelling of a dusty dense plasma [11] few tens of nanometres. A more precise time-resolved
suggests that the EEDF is close to Maxwellian the above study of the plasma evolution when the particles grow
data can be used for an estimation of the electron from the crystallite size (2 nm) to 50 nm diameter is now
temperature in the two situations. In what follows we underway.
assume that the population rate of the 2p, excited level The experimental resulc obtained when the particles

is equal to its radiative de-excitation rate (coronal are of much larger size (t> 100 nm) are in rather good
equilibrium). This hypothesis is reasonable in our situ- agreement with t..e modelling studies reported above.
ation: the radiative lifetime of that level is T I = 21 ns and In our situation the mean abiolute current density
the collisional de-excitations by electron or neutral col- installed in the gas is of the order of I mA cm -, as
IUsions remain comparatively negligible in our situation deduced from the RF current in the discharge. The
of gas pressure and electron density. predicted charge per particle is close to the above

The equilibrium condition of the 2p, level concentra- experimental determination and the ratio of electron
tion N, is defined by the relation and positive ion concentrations is 1.3/30 while the

experiment leads to a value of 3/40.
k_,c x N. x No = N,/r, x (I - RI) Nevertheless, a difference appears concerning the

where N. is the electron concentration, No the argon electron temperature. The model developed by Bocuf

atom concentration, k.,• is the excitation rate per elec- shows that this parameter is very sensitive to the particle
tron averaged on the energy distribution function and size for otherwise given conditions. In the above condi-
corresponds to excitation of ground state atoms by tions the expected value for the electron temperature is

electron impact. R, represents the possible contribution of 5.5 eV (table I) while the experiment reveals a signifi-
of a two-step process to the population of the 

2 p, state. cantly higher value of 8 eV.
This contribution, smaller than the corresponding A detailed study is now underway, both experimen-
values for 

2 p, and 2p 8 states, is in fact regligible in our tally and in modelling tile Ri discharge, in order to
conditions, obtain a more precise insight on the evolution of the

The value of k_ as a function of the electron t~i)r as a function of the particle size in the reactor. The

temperature has been determined in previous work [20] strong enhancement of the electron energy in the dusty
and is used here for the determination of the electron plasma situation is of prime importance for the chemical

temperature. In the two situations of table 2 the values equilibrium in the reactor. The dissociation of the silane
of k_ are 2 x 10 -2 and 2.5 x 10 'frcm 3s -) The in the discharge is indeed drastically enhanced when
corresponding electron temperatures are 2eV for pris- particles are formed in the reactor. Figure 8 shows the
tine argon discharge and 8 cV for the dusty situation, time evolution of the peak 30 amu as recorded when the

These deicrininations, obtained through spectro- silane flow is added to the argon flow. The Ri- excitation
scopi. data are in agreement with Langmuir probe of the discharge is started with a delay of few seconds, a
measurements: by the Rf compensated probe method the delay which is required to achieve stationary chemical
estimation of electron temperature in the two situations equilibrium in the whole pumping volume. rhis experi-

of pristine and dusty argon are respectively 2.3eV and
7.1 eV, These probe measurements also show that the
positive ion density in the plasma is only slightly in-
creased, by a few ten %, when particles are formed in the is . ...
reactor, while its initial value is close to the initial value 0 uS

of 4 x 10" cm " obtained for th " electron density by the t
microwave method. . i

The dusty situation achieved in the reactor at the .

time (10s) of the -. iHi determination is well character. : -,/
ized: the particle diameter is 86 - 4 nm and the co, :en- C , .

tration is 10
8

cm '. These data lead to a nrecise . tIrii,

determination of the particle mean charge in these - 8P4 Mrrui•

conditions which is of the order of 40 electrons anti that oo iIu i 1,A) o i00
value remains constant as a function of the particle siie
as soon as the particle charge density is much higher silt ,i,,• Tititi (.)
than the free electron density. Figure B. Time evolution of the 30aamu peak corresponding

The particle-induced plasma moihfication clearly re- to the SiH, radical coming from the dissociation of ilane
molecules in the ionization source of a mass spectrometer

quires a minimum particle size it) he effective. When iexlperimental conditions 0.• 30 seem. 0,• 1 2 scorn,
only small crystallites are present the plasma appears as Vý, ý 600 V (" PT ý 111 rmT, T - 393 K). At the time A the

unperturbed through ihese spectroscopic lieasurement, dscharge is turned off for I s During this lapse of time all the
(figures 5 7). The time where the coa tulation of these particles are swept out from the dischaige box by the gas

crystallites starts is indicated by a'i arrow, and it can be flow
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ment has been performed for a reactor temierature of
120 C. The delay of the formation of the particles in
these conditions is long eno~ugh to obtain a clt-ar obser- ",

vation of the effect of !he particle formation on the
dissociation level of the silane molecules in the reactor.
As expected from the above data the appearancie of the
particles leads to a strong enhancement (from 30%/ to 0
70%/) of the silane moiccule dissociation in the reactor. i
in spite of the drastically reduced concentration of the irj

free electron population. When the same experiment is
performed at room temperature the particle formation -~-~-_____

time is short -;. comparison with the mcasiircrnent time
constant andi the dissociation as measured by the matss Particte velocity Vz (mn s)

Figure 9. Histogram of the particle velocities in the plasmaspectrometer reaches (in one apparently immediate step) phase and when or is turned oft.
a high (80%) value. When the temperature is high
enough (200 C) to prevent the formation of particles for
plasma durations as long as 1(X)s the measured dis-
sociation level remains at a lower level of 22%. in the particle speed determ inat ions are shown in figure

The clear conclusion of these studies is that the 9. Oil the same tigtire are shown the particle speeds
presence of dlust in a discharge leads to a drastic mecasured immnediately after the extinction of the argon
modification of the iotioi with drastic consequences for plasma. Before the extinction thie speed distribution of
the chemical equilihrium in the reactor. In that sense the particles is characterizecd by a mean thermal velocity
dusty dense- plasmas appear ats a v'ery efficient way III of' 0.0119 cm s 'Immediately after the plasmia extinc-
order to achieve high efficiencies for electronic excitation tion. particle velocities can he measured in spite of the
and dissociation In plasma reactors, short timec allowed for that determination and it is clear

Besides; these 'chemical' considterationsatcomple- that the particles acquire the vertical speed oft the gas
mentarv attractive aspect concerns the physics of Suich flow in the reactor (0.21 cmn s I) as soon ats the plasma
dust) denise plasmas, The electrostatic interaction he- is Stopped.
iweeti the particles can play a niaj or role for the physics Whlen Itie p1 asnia is on, its the nicani quadra tic v elocit y
of the dlusty cloud. As already reported [ 21] at 'Couilotmb oi the particles is kntowin, an estiimati on of the specific
liquoil Sit ua tion has been cela rly evidnc ned iii otir con- mas, if i le particle material can he dedlutced if' thermial
dtitions. [Ihe following paragraph is de% oted to at short equilibriiun of the dust cloud v. th the gas in the reactor is
review of this aspect of our work, assumed. III the mneasii enen t conidit iotis the react or

temperature was room temperature atid the Specific niass
ats obhta iniid for the particle matterial is I1.9 g ciii ", a valute

3.3. Particle cloud as a '( ouloruib liquid' close to the specific mnass of deposited lay" ers of amor-
ph ous sili coil. I1 his res;ult is in agreement with the

lIi order ito compare diei Situation ichiesed in our descriptioii of particle growth ats given Ini the Companion
reactor Aitlb the theoictical predictions in torins of the paper where it is Shioiwni that the gro'wtht of particleS is
theriiiodvnaiiii1c Slate of the duosty plasnita, the imlportant achiexed through it deposition process ats soon a,; the
reles alit paraniiters fiase to be- determiuned. AS Show n in particle stiumeten is larger than at fewv tenls of utanonictres.
thie brief Surses of tlie theoretical works, the delerinima. I tider the Sante conditllionis the 'Ic silv of the: positive
lion of the svalue of the I factor is critical iii that respect. Io (A[ concentiraitioii has, beeni imeasuredt 1bs an elec-
Stich at determitnation his, been otah~ined for it dust% Irtistalic prohe andi is v. (i L Coll ci AS Shown above
plasmia Sittuation created iii our reactor iii tile followinug the free electron contcentraitiiin is less thani 10I"., of this
",ay kal tie mid the ii eun particle charge requiiired for chiarge

lhx using at laser lDoppler aliemioildter I lan~tec balance in the pla~ina is 41 electronts
LDlA(14t the ifistribUtioti liunclion of the vertical Speed )If II these conditions the ionic lDeh~e :entig has, at
ifie particles is cleternitneid Optical aceds. to the plasmna s ale of 4011 1ii aud is larger thant the imean diametieer of
is liiiited kv the small scrimlj, Slits Ini he eslindrucl, (the %olunie uf~cletd it) cacti particle l2(i ;snil I he dcic-
discha rge box and CxCl en y using an a rgoitn laniiser tro1.ilid ilIer~ittI0i Cl rrgy beiweeltih le particles Lan be
014ton11 the minitinuni p,.ru Cde ianitieci reCouircd ti ',tiinimutcd rout tile I)( I, model and is louind to ith 01.3 oX
lo DASpeedt Itcasurelnents is fliih~ to be 51 fiiii f lie per particle [ 'I1
corresponidinig pamrticle growth lone is -10, 111i the: ispiciil A good eS~liliikioli oh1 111C I actlor Is slehitteu fromt the
COIR1iiditio ti of ur airgonl silani discha~rge Ilie particlec uhbv, ;Ict teSlluom amid jt is I,01 4 be close to Ilit
speeds ht 1,1-C hii tinCaiel.CL for a d Sit l~tioltou 'A here uinder Our oldnonftIris liihis ranige it I %sALICS the CIloud
the particles fmiue growAn to a dhinloiCer ,1 2101 lb1 A1 chi~igci panltiles ini the jilasuuma is to be described as
s11iai li0e IS slopped whien OWi di~oinieter is obt inled It i( "W10i11b Iliuid thme theoreticail eslilillioliS IM it
a~nd time pairticlecs reiniioni ilaiped in mii argo,, Halasd i.i, slj lit

1 
tOildisHiOTii sh:M thatl 011s itaiisition requires

\%it it a dsncditri114'li of t10' ciii I fi resultý. btaiiied ritiucl hýIgher sa 1e 170 I 111 hi liquid latd raltter
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Abstract Particulate generation has been studied during reactiv,-ion etct ng of
oxide wafers in C.F.-CHF3 and CF,-CHF, plasmas using both a commercial etch
tool and the GEC reference cell modified to resemble the commercial tool. Under
certain discharge process conditions, copious amounts of submicrometre-sized
particles are shown to form due to plasma interactions with the oxide substrate. In the
commercial tool, particles were detected only by a downstream particle flux monitor,
whereas in the reference cell, paKicles were observed by both ,:r, situ laser light
scattering and downstream monitoring. In the commercial tool, wafers etched to
end-point were shown by post-process surface analysis to be contaminated by
submicrometre-sized columnar structures. Previous reports of similar such columnar
structureq formed during reactive-ion etching cf oxide films have attribited the
phenomenon to polymer micromasking. However, the results of this study clearly
contradict this conclusion and suggest that the presence of columnar oxide etch
residues is linked to process-induced particulate contamination. Laser light scitfering
measurements were made in the reference cell during rean'ive-ion etching of blanket
oxide waters and used to help clarify the complex processes of particu'ate nucleation,
growth and deposition during oxide etching. Polarization coagulatior, of sphe, ical
particles formed in the referrnce ccl

t 
is 9hew'- ic occwu presumably in the high-field

regions of the sheath, forming filamentous ,u, like particle aggregates. Th3
implications of this observation for wafer cortamination are Explored.

1. Introduction In this work, detailed investigatic i is made 1f the
pricess conditions in the Drytek tool that lead to

Watter particle contamination resulting fromr "dusty" particulate generation in fluorocarbon dischargCS used

plasma processes during ii fabrication :s now recog- for selective oxide etchinig. Utnde a variety of processing
nized as a miajor threat to Intcgra ted circuit manuifactur- r conditions, massive ant oun0t. of particles were detected
tng yields, as well as the reliability and performance of downstream of the chamber during etching, while post

completed devices [1 4]. Unfortunately, most commer- process wafer analysis revealed that the wafer surface

cial tools for plasma processing do not provide adequate became severely contaminated with columnar residues

optical access for diagnostics necessary for ftndamental The residues observed on the wafer surface in this study

dusty plasnma studies. As a consequence, a considerable appear in si•. photos to be nearly id;ntical to columnar
amount of effort has been expended to study particles in structures first observed by Ozaki and |firata [5] during
laboratory apparatus, while only a limited amount of reactive-Ion etching (RII I of oxide wafers. ()saki and
work has been performed in production line equipment Itirata reasoned in their study that an crodable polymer
with production processes. "his work is a report on mricromask was formed frpm a minuscule atount of

efforts to bridge that gap, through cromparative particle phtotoreiSt scuni centamtinalin nAf the wafer surface and
studies in the reference cell and a representative parallel that the subscqucnt inicromaskiig was responsible for

plate commercial etch tool, the t)r, tck Qiud Model 480 columnar residuei,. In this studit, the fact that unaiistalk-

single-wafer etcher, ably similar columnar residues were generated on blan-
ket, unpattcrned oxide w'afts, throws this explanation

:Vi.lilig .ioiil 0A t f hi,, the Natiiinal Ihisiiiie landa5iad=it,, rite grave doubt. Art alternative cxplanation for this
and T -e Ihgr, Llclrn hn rc IT fcertl0 , 1- rigini rhing t,,rn ,

ainhershbuig. Ml1rljnd 20t899, LISA tic of wafer contaminration must e.e found.

U463.0252 ,4 030302 , 08$1950 S 1994 lOP Publishing L id



Particulates in etching plasmas

Jellum and Graves [6] were the first to observe the line. The laser-baseu particle detector operates on the
fo.mation of rod-like structures in dusty (sputtered Mie light scattering pritr-iple, w'ith a lower detection
aluminium particulates) helium plasmas. These macro- limit of 0.3ai Ifnm. Particles are sized into five different
scopic rods were aligned with the sheath fields and bins, based on the intensity of scattered tight. Detector
located at the plasma sheath boundary, The mechan- particle counts were integrated over a 10s time period.
ism suggested as being responsible for rod formation By operating the particle detector wth and without a
in plasmas was polarized, field-a!igned particle co- discharge present and wit;, and without wafers being
agulation, a well-known phenomenon in aerosol science processed, it was determined that the downstieam te&1-
[7]. Both Selwyn et 01 [I] studying 0 2-CF, etch- tique does in fact provide quantitative informat~on or
ing plasmas and Jaiuath et at [8] studying BCI,-CH-4  plasma process-induced particle generation under typi-
depositior, •.lasmas have since observed macroscopic cal processing conditions.
filamentous structures f..-rming in a )lasma, presumably A response surface metholology (Rsv,) experimental
due to the same field effect. Graves [9] observed that. strategy was adopted for charactcrizing regions of the
occasionally, one of the macroscopic rod-like aggregates operational parameter space where the potential for
of his plasma would mysteriously slip through the generating particles was pronounced. To this end, a
plasma sheath boundary and impact on the electrode series of screening and centrn composite inscribed (c•I)
surface. No explanation for this phenomenon could be factorally designed experiments were selected and per-.
found at the time. However, the possible implication of formed. In the screening experiment., C2F,, alcne was
these findings for the problem of microscopic columnar used as the etchant gas, the total gas flow was fixed at
etch residues resulting from plasma processing is worth 50seem and only power and pressure varied. Following
exploring in much greater detail, the screening experiments, a series of two (ci -designed

experiments were performed to identify the influence of
hydrogen-bearing gases in the feed. Power, pressure and
percentage C'HF 3 in a C'F, ('HF' gas mixture .vere

2. Experimental varied while maintaining total flow at 100 scem.
2.1 Commercial etch tool studies In addition to measuring particle flux dow, nstream of

the etch chamber, pa ticlcs deposited on the wafer after
The effects of RF power, reactor pressure and feed gas etching were amilysed by a \ ariety of ev situ character-
composition on particle production rates were studied in ization techniques. A Tencor Surfscan 4500 laser wafer
a 13.56 MHz Drytek Quad Model 480 RifL single-wafer scenner was used to map particle distributions over each
etcher using 150mm, n-type monitor wafers with a wafer surface. Selected wafers were also analysed by s5iM,
blanket 63(0 A thermally grown oxide film. The wafers ii-M, Auger and XRi techniques for particle morphology
rested on the powered, water-cooled, aluminium lower and composition. In the case of riM analysis, the wafer
electrode. The C(2 F CHF3 feed gas mixture is intro- was back-side-milled to reveal thin layers of the silicon
duced to the chamber through a grounded shower head wafer surface hebivily contaminated with particles ,at the
electrode. Particles produced during dischai-e opetation end of the etch. Several partial etches of the oxide
were detected with a High-Yield Technology (HIYT) suhstrate were also conducted so that the oxide surface
Model 20 particle flux monitor installed in one of two could be examined at intermediate points in the etch
symmetricully located pump lines downstream of the process. Focused Auger analysis Ibeam size abiut 2 pm)
etch chamber (figure 1). Limited optical access into the and xSi were performed over heavily contamiiated
process chamber prevented meaningful efforts at detect- regions of the wafer surface. A large aggregazc sample of
ing particles by in situ laser light scattering (t.Ls) at this particles futtable for further che.ical anai;ygis %as also
stage of the research, collected from etched wafer samples by rinsing the wafer

lhe HYT particle flux monitor measures diode laser with mclhanol, drying and cotripcting the residue. An
light (780nm) scattered from particles transiting th,- -triR analysis was performed on these aggregate samplei
focus point of the laser in the detector plane of the pump

2.2 Reference cell studies

Gmded Gas .__d I [he reference cell used in this study has been described

if Power C•,_-_ , elsewhere [10i. Th,: contiguration of the cell i;is such

matcliln 17- n PVXT that the lower electrode was powered, the showerhead
etworkga-; inlet wits on the upper electrode, and the in~ailator

Controller was Telton. In this configuration, Ihe reference c-elf is

L -Y1 -- nearly ideiical in scale to a I)rytek parallel plate

Powte -Sensor reactor, except for the gap spacing. thie present:, of a
Electrode ;o quartz guard ring around the powered electrode and the

Ma .... :ol optical access windows. Io approxiniate more closely

Pum the Drytek tool. an electrode extension was machined
for the refcr,'nce cell to clo~c the gap space to abhout

Figure 1. Sch6matic diagram of the Drytek Quad reactor. I cm A quartz guard ring. 0.5 inch thick, was machinnd
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Figure 2. Schematic of the GEC reference cell, showing modifications and
particle traps.

to slip around '.he Powered electrode, feecl with the Spectroscopy ont the scatlercd light signal. In htotro-
plane oif th1e electrode surfatce. MilleIr and G reen berg dyne ph otont co rrelaliitio spiect roscoipy, fluictuat iotns in
[11] examined the electrical characteristics of the laser light scatteritig dtte to Brownian motion of
Dr 'vtek lool, and fountd by Ri- pro bc analysis that the particles in the scat tenring field are corrrela ted with the
actual poiwer espenienceu ;y the electrode in this toohl mean speed Or diflluStirn corefficientt for particle transport.
was approximately 5W o of that indicated by thie [)rytek Uinder certain conditions i a spherical particle ass urnp-
Rvt powet supply meter iover the range of conditions lion and ai ptiori kntowledge of the local tempercature).
relev artt to t h i. study. Typical peak -to-fpea k itt applited the dIiffusion coe)ficien t cani Inf turn be related to at

trltagcN foi peak particle pridr-)iction uinder tftese condi- particle diamteter [113]. 1 be same [IN'I I Mordel 201 par-
otinS in the reference cell corrsponlded to about 1250) V, t ice flux nioniii ir usedf in the D ryitek tool sItudies was

or about 325 W. In the referentce cell, If1) tonm hlanket. fitted to One rif the 'rMr sy mitretrc pump ports of the
rt-ty pe thermral oxide wafers II100MA tftek f were uised reference cell exhautst miantuold for downstream particle
ats su bst t ae-, Itchti ng gas mitutoe s uised int the reference fluxt mon itori ng.
cell were IaCF, F~

i o observe particles III situ in the referecei-, cell, we
employed at dynamic laser lighft techniutie bascf ciii 3. Results and discussion
h. inoilyne lihot ii conrela tioni spect rosco py ii the inan-
<icr 1`rcsttittslY desctribed by H uird arnd if [~12]. A [he results ni this sItulv ~ho"s dial, at least III llfý case
Cohe rent 1)PSS 532 series solid-state, d ode- purntped irf oixide sutbstirate etichintrg III 1icu.10ri ra rLoni dlshisctrges.

Nd r YA ( frequete vii -douItbled l asei wats user tol pmroduice there is an odr e el ing sintilt ar it , between pnuicess- iii
light at 532 num wavelengths, while at hro,ik havCI Miortdel dfrcetf plasmai iar ticke gerteritior, in the lDry tek and
131 203(0 A I digi talI, hi g~l- speed ph, iii tt tilt i p1Cte is ital rete rence cell reactoirs. F gutre 2 ill ust rates the mod r fied
prtcessor WW' used loi pci formi phiotoin Coiirelattoti reference -elf coiltigitoationMid .thi fe Olocatio if particle
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Particulates in etching plasmas

traps in the cell. Addition of the 0.5 inch quartz guard ber until a few seconds after oxide breakthrough. In the
ring to the reactor design had a pronounced effect on commercial tool, the indicatict is that the particles are
particle trapping. Previous studies of this cell showed totally trapped in the discharge until end-point of the
Oat, in the conventional design (no guard ring), no oxide etch, at which point the trap breaks down and the
particle clouds were observed in the plane of the dcec- particle, are flushed from the chamber. Running the
trode or in the gan space. Particle trapping was noted discharge with either no wafer or only a bare Si wafer
several centimetres beiuov the plane of the electrode, upder the same process conditions produced no notice-
adjacent to the metal ground shield. The simple addition able particle counts above a random background signal.
of the quartz guard ring elevated the trapping region to By comparison, tLe sharpness of the breakdown in the

the plane of the electrode, and a ring of particles was electrostatic trapping of particles coincident with oxide
observed around the edge of the wafer, as has been breakthrough was absent in the reference cell experi-
reported previously [1]. No dome of particles was ments, presumably due to the generally poor etch uni-
observed for any of the process conditions examined to formity of the tool. Under most process conditions with

date, but a noticeable sensitivity to total flow was the reference cell, the wafer edge etches much faster than
observed in the intensity of LLS from the ring particle the centre and no sharp breakthrough in the oxide layer
region of the discharge. occurs. This may be due in part to the presence of large

The intensity of the LLS signal was also very sensitive optical access windows on the reference cell.
to the presence of the thermal oxide wafer substrate and Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the variation in the rate of
the conditioning of the chamber walls. Routine chamber downstream ItYT particle counts on the Drytek tool, as
cleans (a CF4 02 discharge) were performed on the cell a function of the power, pressure and gas composition
after i/afer etching. If the cell was allowed to go through in a response surface modei. Although a complete ex-
severa! etch cycles without a chamber clean, faint par- perimental mapping of the parameter space was not
ticle LL.; signals could be detected under a variety of performed on the reference cell, the same general trends
process conditions, and sometimes even without the were observed by both in Situ ULS and downstream
presence of a wafer. However, if an oxide wafer was detection. ['article generation appears to be sensitive to
present and being etched, the intensity of the i.ts signal a threshold power level and (HF 1 concentration in the
was noticeably enhanced in the ring region, until the feed gas, while certain intermediate pressures may not be
wafer was etched to end-point. These in situ observa- conducive to particle production. However, the critical
tions provided clear evidence of the importance of variable underlying both of these plots was presence of
oxygen in the Si0 2 layer for particle production in a the Si0 2 substrate. Also, in the reference cell operation,
CF4 CH-•, discharge. As the etch process approached particle generation appeared to slow or stop altogether
its end-point, such that only the underlying silicon at the very highest power levels at which we could
remained, the intensity of the LLS signal faded rapidly in operate the etch process. Therefore, the trend depicted
most instances to zero. Quartz in the chamber did not in the response surface plots for the Drytek tool of
appear to be a factor. Once again, some vaiability in increasing particles with increasing power may have
decay is observed, dependent on chamber wall condi- limits.
tions. In the dynamic t.i.s experiments in the reference cell,

This same dependence wats clearly noted in the vertically polarized light ( ;,--532 nm) was focused
commercial Drytck tool with use of the downstream I mm out from the edge of the powered electrode and
particle counter, as shown in ligure 3. which compares I mm above the quartz guard ring. The light scattered
particle counts to the progress of the oxide etch by from the particles was collected with a 50cm focal
monitoring CO emission. As can be seen, no particle length lens in individual runs at horizontal scattering
counts are detected downstream of the processing chain- angles from (0 = 3 to 0 - 20 . "I he scattering wavevec-

tor was parallel to the electrodes such that Ri-driven
particle motion should not affect the measurements. The

scattered light was focused in an 800 pm masking pin-
go 4S.- . hole to reject flare light and then passed to a 'Mr. By

SoI autocorrelating the photocurrent we obtained the inten-

m - M.so 40 sitv correlation function. We observed a G;aussian-like
> decay of the light scattering correlation function. This

13 suggests the particle motion is ballistic in nature, bitt the
50 2,5 velocities were very s11nall, typically of thi order of
20 1 3 -0 cm . I lhc mitial a'crage particle size (aver-

age radiuus of gyration) was 440 #( 0.5 ni IHowever, ais
0, the ,tch progrcsscd hc,,ond the halfway point of the etch

cycle, noticcable agglomeration of particles wats ob-
S20 I OD M0 00 1Wm ,10o o Igo w.ervcd, with particle sizes appearing to grow to In esccc,,s

TimolSoconds) of 3pm. One Should note that. even with the initial

Figure 3. Downstream particle counts versus CO Pmission particle sie inteas'ieoitonI, the size IS indicati.,e of an

(/ 486 nm) end-point trace in the Drytek reactor. ;,eglomeraled particle mas, comtiposed of miany Smaller
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Figure 4. Contour plot of downstream particle flux (particles s ' > 0.38 pim)
at constant pressure (500 mTorr) in the Drytek reactor as a function of CHF3
and power,

primary particles, as will be shown below. Light scatter- particles of 200 nm diameter, such that the effective
ing from the individual primary particles was insufficient diameter is in excess of I pm. Such an agglomerated
for the homodyne techniques to be applicable, under particle is consistent with the dynamic LLS measure-
current experimental conditions. ments. The agglomeration appears to be quite random.

Figure 6 illustrates a stem photo of a typical particle Figure 7 illustrates a similar agglomerated particle wafer
contaminate found on the wafer at the end of the etch contaminant found on a substrate etched in the refer-
cycle in the reference cell reactor, when etching was ence cell, but in this case under high-power conditions
performed under low-power conditions (about 500V (about 1250 V peak-to-peak). Although the remnants of
peak-to-peak). It can be readily seen that the particle is spherical primary particles are still visible in the agglom-
an agglomerate of perhaps 50 or so primary spherical erate, significant fusion of the individual primary par-

Pump Line Particle Counts
Particles/Second > 0.38 Micron
CHF3  10%

70

03

300-
*500 0 4

. 0 20 30 5

30) 06

50) 600 700 80W 900 000
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Figure 5. Contour plot of downstream particle flux (particles s ' > 0.38 !im)
at constant feed gas composition (10% CHF3) in the Drytek reactor as a
function of pressure and power.
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Figure 6. A scanning electron microscopy micrograph of an Figure 8. A scanning electron microscopy micrograph of
agglomerated particle wafer contaminate produced at low columnar residues on water etched in the Drytek reactor.
power in the GEC reference cell.4

ticke, frii occiirred tint etinuentt of the .iggeloineraiie and 511 tInII) it) ]dth Afthtough tintofl t'(le defects appeai
tiate a tie fsiicti iil-~ri ikf i~nietitoii :ia- to he perpeniculiaibr to tlie WrtCe, Clise eViiiiiiiattOti Of
p-cziraiice. I III, chng Ti .ippearit e oii f tilite pariicle ttte riicinre' III ai iritinivr of i1~ mi-ittcrograiphs resealed

!-,gglotiteraicý I, dlireciký related to iircrc~sct posser IOCIe fiat there i' .i diti'thuitiin Ili i:: angular oriettiii'tio ol
aitld hieiice applied elct nic tielts Ili tfie rele-rence cell Ilhese Itructurc' to itte surlfacr riigiig fromt a lea 4
rtisclitue. a', tll oilier conitiiuion akcre ctiialit. degrees 1rot niortiial it, is ittih as 4ý il tiortmal.

I gure 8 illustrates tlie ociamluttt~inils otisenxd oil A lIoser eunuiiiniiioii of tlie cofumttna~r structures is
the euler alter etefuituc IilieO Drth te ool tinter cituti- houen Ili liuiure ), a ii t %Ituucrourrapl obtintued h% bick

tIM' "ti a% fIth seiu1ilicatut partitli prFOitietiot %ass oh. sirte-ituiluig tlie 'Ae uth ;Ili Ar Ion hetmutilitil (lie
seined h% t t th e d kistreitt patrticle flits moiiiiior I ue suurlaucc is susuhie NMost o1 tlie ~ohtiutunsI Ili tile II mt are

siurlace f itte eulei a1 eiiit1ittiiti1iiet tea I j10( ) pos oietiteif crtriaull\ stund Itherefore ippeir as, a dark .iniim-iu
'A Itil 11i10l1 'liitiiiar11 structures iho011i i'X) 11i 111 hetei~vl at11 leatureý 10 h Aniling 11we at % esitul o4 tile COlitiitIis

"acre kiicked ittr piosslung tlie cýhuiufrteWul Juttige',

Figure 7. A scanning electron rmicroscopy micrograph of atl
agglomeratenu particle wafer conrtamninate proiluied at high Figure 9. A transmissi;on eeI(.uromn microscopy otic~roqraph if
power in the GE C reterenci cell columnar residuesi in water etched ri the Drytek teaucuor
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The much greater contrast in the outer annular ring of PARTICLES TOT: 4027
PARTICLES/cm2: 29.67

the vertically oriented columns is probably due to both AREA: 2.80 mnm2

material thickness and material properties. Based on HiSTOGRAM:
these contrasts and other reports of columnar residues
[5], it is mos. probable that the dark outer ring repre- 0.24 -,72: 38940.72 -1.20; 243 7;:•
sents a thick polymeric coating or skin and the inner 1.20 1.68: 40

1.68 2.16: 12 ) .

circle constitutes the structural core of the column, 2.16 2,64; 4
2.64 3.13: 4

Detailed examination of the surface contrast of standing 3.12 3.60: 0
structures reveals that the inner regions of all the col- 408 - 4: 66: $
umns are either partially or completely hollow. The ,466 -604: 3.

6.4- U: 3structural core therefore appears to be only either v

partial plug or a cylindrical skeleton inside the outer MEAN: 0.4421
annular polymeric skin. The polymeric outer wall thick- STD. DEV.: 69.96%

ness appears to be of the order of 20 nm and the inner Figure 11. Tencor Surfscan wafer defect map showing the
core diameter is about 20 nm. location of columnar residue concentrations.

Since it was not possible to perform in situ LLS
measurements in the commercial Drytek tool, it is suggests that electrostatic trapping is occurring in this
difficult, if not impossible, to prove with certainty at this tool.
time that these wafer contaminants have a particle Detailed Auger, xRit and tot)x analyses of regions of
origin or a wafer origin due to micromasking. However, the wafer heavily contaminated with these columnar
there is much circumstantial evidence to suggest that residues failed to detect any other trace contaminants
these rod-like structures are deposited, or redeposited, that could lead to micromasking, such as non-volatile
particles. Figure 10 illustrates that a near-linear correla- aluminium fluoride. Since the wafers were blanket oxide
tion exists between paroicles detected downstream of the coated without any exposure to photoresiist. photoresist
chamber and defect counts on ihc wafer due to these scum, as suggested by Ozaki and tlirata [5], cannot be
rod-like deposits. Figure I I illustrates tha: the [")cation a micromousking factor either. The XRt), XRI. and imi)x
of these particles on the wafer surface is not random, but analyses showed that the columnar residues were either
is consistently oriented around the major flat of the amorphous or very weakly crystalline, and composed of
wafer. Selwyn et al [1] have shown that electrostatic Si, C, 0 and F. The I-FR, spectra of columnar residues
particle traps arise in processing piasmas due to discon- extracted front the wafer by methanol wash showed a
tinuities in material properties, such as one gets by strong peak around 1200 1250 cm I associated with
havirg a silicon wafer occuipying only a portion of the C F stretching vibrations and a weak mode at 760
clectro.le surface or by placing metal strips adjacent t,) cm ' associated with C C or 'i C bonds [14]. ('er-
a silicon wafer. In the Drytek tool, the major flat on the tatn samples had a sharper peak at 760cm ', which is
wafer exposes a small portion of the underlyiyg aliomin- more characteristic of Si C bonding with some crystal-
iun electrode to the discharge and sets up just ,such a linity [15]. [hcse spectra suggest that the inner struc-
material discontinuity between conducting and insula- tural core of the column is composed of Si C or C C
ting surfaces, which is known to result in electrostatic units. but the sample rceatability of these m,,asure-
trapping. The time-dependence of particle bursts detec- ments was poor. leaving that interpretation open to
ted from the chaimber, is shown in figure 3, strongly Lquestion.

4. Conclusions

3200 he combined observations by oi Sit14 t tS and down-
S 26" stream particle tflux mca•lsurenie t oin the reference cell

and the Drytek tool clearly indicale that the etch prod-
uct species from oxide etching play a critical role in

3 ~gfimeration of' particulaies in the etch process. 'These;
3 14500 siuhcies also show that tihe primary particles rapidly

agglomerate in the plasma to formi long chains. trider
"conditions of high power and high applied elctric

fields, ,onie degree of polarized, field-aligned particle
coagulation haIs been shown to occur III the reference

00 4 8 2 6I, 24 1 "2 , ,., , t ell, and the particles exhibit a more fiiltnmeiouis rod-
Purnp Line Counts - 0,8 unm Per S•.ond like swructUre

Figure 10. lencof S&rtscan colUMnlar ti-cl•e (..jnts or \'hati 11.1, liii bhoen tricquswills shozn Ii is i)e

wafer versus High Yswid IhrlneiUqy 'iW ; ui'A .irlhrle tiipzac. ,ht ihe-,- tu lii Ic'1O h tisc ' ,l t ifr ,ofunanintliil
flux rneas rterrents h,,r -,,,:rai ,-tchinq cycles p, 'h, r)r,,t-k I hi- rW-'til lr 11ii /', ii :lld i[11ý1i11-t -Mi111ii1101r "I
reactor the L*hiunmiirar particles, •h.,,,ised on Ric afer tlmir
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Nucleation Charging & Agglomeration
Transport & Polarization

Polymerization Oxide Clearing Overetch
or

RF Disruption
Figure 12. Possible mechanistic pathway for polarized, lield-alkgned particle
coagulants to contaminate wafer surfaces with rod-shaped particles.
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Abstract Particle growth and subsequent extinction in plasma reactors for surface
processing has been investigated in a parallel-plate radiofrequency discharge at
13.56 MHz in Ar with ( CF2CF 2 ), and its fragments as an impurity. The space-
and time-variation of the radiofrequency plasma structure is mainly studied
simultaneousiy with the particle size and density by both spatiotemporally resolved
optical emission spectroscopy and Mie scattering of laser light. A correlation is
demonstrated between the particle size density and the radiofrequency plasma
structure.

1. Introduction ing. The STROýS will give information on the space- and
time-variation of the plasma structure when we select

There have been many experimental investigations of the appropriate emission line with short lifetime and free

particle growth and migration in etching, deposition and of cascade from the Lipper levels. Emission from Ar(3p,)
sputtering reactors, driven by a radiofrequency (RI) is employed for this purpose [I I]. Mie scattering signals

discharge [I 7]. The size and density of particles have of an ArK ion laser incident on the particle provide

been extensively studied by laser light scattering in information about the particle radius and density, when

plasma reactors for surface processing. Particles were the particle has a monodisperse distribution.

mostly found near the plasma sheath boundary in pre- Two types of measurements have been performed in

vious studies. Particles of sizes larger than several tens the present work to investigate the intluence of particles

of nanometres are observable by the Mie scattering on the parallel-platC Ri plasma reactor. One is Mie

technique [9]. and electron microscopy is applicable to scattering using an Ar' ion laser, the other is the

measurement of the size distribution in the range 10 indirect way, through observation of the spatiotemporal

i00 nm [9]. Very few investigations of the spatiotem- net production rate of Ar(3p,).

poral variation of the Ri plasma structure have been
performed simultaneously with particle detection [10].

The characteristics of the Rit discharge between par- 2. Experimental
allel-plate electrodes in puie Ar at 13.56 MHz are
known it) be capacitive. That is, the total current leads Figure I is a schematic diagram of the experimental
the sustaining voltage. This is a property of electroposi- apparatus and the system, which has been dtescribed in
tive gases. The space- and time-structure of the Ar Rf detail in previous papers [I . 13, 14], except the channel
discharge has been elaborately studied as have the of the Ar' ion laser scattering experiments. Parallel-
external electrical charactei tncs [11 13]. Thus, the Rti plate aluminium electrodes of 9cm diameter are posi-
Ar discharge plasma wil! be appropriate for investiga- tioned with 2cm nspacing in the centre of the stainlces
tion of the subsequent behaviour of dust initiated as an steel chamber 2(0cm in diameter. The time and axial
impurity in tVie plasma reactor. Another reason for the space resolutions are, respectively, 0.2 ns and I mm.
choice of Ar is its chemical non-reactiveness. Photons within 20 mm around the central axis of the

It ,'i~l he possible to diagnose particle growth and discharge are detected [14]. Ihe absoluic tier excitation
extinction under circumstances of periodic steady state rate by electron impact is derived by a dcotI:volution
kR discharge. if it occurs from spatiotemporally resolved procedure from sinetas in the calibrated detection sys-
optical emission spectroscopy sSTtiOPS) atnd Mie scalter- tern [1 t. 14]. That is, the emission iri'ni,,ty 0i• ,,1. I)

0963-0252 94'030310 , 04519.50 , 1994 lOP Publishing Ltd



Correlation of particles with RF plasma structure

RF(13.•MHz) (- -CF 2CF,--), with monodispersion in size and refrac-
a ~tive index 1.35. The experimental scattering intensities

A i-'lr I.L., are influenced by both the instrumental function of
the detector system and the scattering angular distribu-

S+lowtion. The caiibr,,Iion of I., is also performed before-
hand in a manner similar to that in [14].

The particle size with monodispersion is estimated
from the ratio of I, to I by using Mie scattering theory

X. [8, 15]. In particular, particle radius rp larger than
I-Probe 250 nm is estimated by comparing the theoretical .,-r,

Ltns characteristics with the experimental ,.,, peaks against
Glo In O out time from onset of discharge. Then, the particle number

hro-w density is given from the absolute scattering intensity
motor• using the particle radius mentioned above.-P.E-I phutomuttI.

3. Results and discussion

Doisc - Discrmi- Ano nator APlifer The RF glow discharge is sustained in pure Ar at
13.56MHz, 1Torr and 10scem under peak-to-peak

ow Un1110hanel voltage 120 V with the form
SV(it) 

= V. sin (ot + Vrc (2)

Proa between both electrodes. Here, V. and V• arc, respect-
ively, the amplitude of the RF voltage and the t)(

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the experimental self-bias voltage.
apparatus and the detector system. The net production rate of Ar(3p5,) in pure Ar

without any impurity is shown in figure 2 in the form of
a spatiotemporal distribution under the same external

(cm s ) from statej to k is expre:;sed by the convol- discharge conditions. The net excitation rate, locally
ution integral for the condition that the radiative lifc limited in front of both electrodes, leads the waveform
time r,.d is much shorter than the time constant of of the applied voltage and almost corresponds to the
diffusion. T., as maximum of the total current. The capacitive character-

t - It Istics are a property of electropositive gases.
0Dj.(:, t) = koc ALI_ exp - -dr' (1) ( CF2(' 2  ). and its fragments are prepared by Ar

/ itT- sputtering from the Teflon plate surrounding the Al

where Alz. I) (cm - -) is the net excitation late to electrodes before the measurement. The RI sputtering
state j, and T,f ik the effective lifetime considering voltage is carefully chosen so that the Al electrode
self-quenching. k,, is a constant showing tho instrumental surface is not influenced by sptatering. After preparation
function. We can estimate rf under the condition !hat of ( CF,CF2  ). and its fragments on the bottom of
the overall profile ot the net excitation rate has a the reactor between both electrodes, the gas is renewed.
non-negative value. r,( of excited Ar(3p,) is estimated tUndcr these initial arrangements, the laser light scatter-
to be 50 ns. ng onset time and the succeeding temporal behaviour of

An unpolarized Ar' ion laser (. 488 nm) of beam the signal are reproducible wikhin a scatter of I0f)" up to
diameter 0.62 mm is used as a coherent light source and
is directed to the mirroi mounted on the movable stage
controlled b) computer, which allows us to execute
spatially resolved scattering measurements. Laser light
enters the discharge parallel to the electrodes from the
,op window. Measurement by a photon counting tech. , .
nique is employed for detection of the laser bea irn,
scattered by 90 as well as the emission of excited species
n the dischaige. "lThe scattered laser intensities parallel 0. 0

and perpendicular to the scattered plane, I and I . can 1 . 74
be observed indisidually b) inserting a polarizer be- 37
tween the scattered beam and thc le•ný sstem in front of 0 '0 37Os (V

the monochromator in figure 1.
Thus, we employ a technique based on Mie scalter- Figure 2. Spatiotemporal net excitation rate of Ar(3p,) in

Ing by an unpolarized laser in order to measure particles pure Ar at V(t) = 60 sin 4jt 18V at 1 Tori, I0 s,.cm and
in sotu [8]. It is assumed that the particle is made from 13.56 MHz.
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600s after initiation of discharge. Mie scattering inten- figure 3(o). These facts mean the exhaustion of electron
sity changes with time, initially increasing sharply and supply and the formation of massive negative ions,
subsequently spreading into the bulk plasma, and finally judging from the characteristics in the previously studied
decreasing gradually. Figure 3(a) shows the external electronegative gases, SF, [17, 1]. HCI [19] and SiH.
electrical characteristics from onset of the RF discharge. [20]. This speculation is ,upportcd by the spatiotem-
That is, t = 0 corresponds to the circumstances in pure poral profile of the net excitation rate of Ar(3p5 ), with
Ar with (-- CF 2CF, ), and its fragments as an impur- two strong maxima in phase with the peaks of the
ity, The impurity has nor influence on the electrical sustaining voltage during one RF period over the whole
characteristics nor on the inner discharge structure (fig- space in the bulk plasma, as shown in figure 3(c I). Since
ure 2). Successive long-term variation of the external it takes 165s to measure a set of spaiiotemporal dis-
characteristics will reflect the influence of particle tributions, figure 3((l) illustrates the averaged profile
growth and extinction originating from ( CFCF2 )L between 110 and 290s. The high net rate in the bulk
in the RI: glow plasma. The series of variations continues plasma results from the high field penetration required
for 1000s. The !ong-term evolution of particles in this to carry the negatively charged massive particles as well
work has been also observed in halocarbon-containing as minority electrons [18]. Insufficient evidence is ob-
RF plasma., ^ar dry etching [16]. served for formation of a double layer in front of the

The maximum phase for the influence occurs 20 0 s instantaneous anode. This implies plasma density of the
after the onset. That is, the phase shift p between the order of 10' cm ' [IS], At t = 600s. the production in
sustaining voltage and the total current rapidly de- front of the instantaneous anode begins to decline al-
creases, and has the ,inrniurn at 200s as well as the though the signals in the vicinity of the instantaneous
lowest value of the o)( sell-bias voltage I as shown in cathode and in the bulk plasma still remain as shown in

(C1)

(a) -0

90' 0 20,. ,

go- "' ••i,. iQ

I-o.,[0, W 0 0 Jo

40 20 -0 CL

Time ( e)
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utlucharujes in Jr with ( CF.OF ) Oflhl itS frarjmufnt~ltu. a? 1 1er. 11) seuci ,nnt
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figure 3(c 1I). The external electrical characteristics al- Scientific Research B05452106 from the Ministry of
most recover at about 1000 s. No appreciable change of Education, Science and Culture of Japan.
sheath width due to particle growth and extinction is
detected during operation. As mentioned above, the
external electrical properzy is sensitive to the evolution/ References
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Abstract. The characteristics of plasroa parameters and fheir spatial structures
in a parallel-plates ar discharge in argon modified by the injection of small
carbon particles have been investigated. A larger peak-to-pealk fluctuation of
space potential in the bulk plasma reqicfi was observed by an emissive prnbe
measurement together with a dlecreaso in the self-bias voltage. The electron
energy distribution function in the plasma bulk as measurea I), an energy analyserr
also showed the presence of a higher energy tail. The enhancement of an argon
atomic line emission in the nsdqap was consistent with the dabcae results, showing
the transition of the discharge mo)de froiri the gamma to alpha regimes. Spatial
3nd temporal behaviours of partile density and size were measured by a newly
proposed ellipsometric detection method of the laser Mie scattered light. Slow Shiift
of the peak position of density and size distributions towards the sheath edge of
the powered electrode was observed.

1. Introduction The 2VOilutoiti Ot tile denTsitY iand siie of particles
ill the pla-srnai lii- beenI pr-x iOUSly tLICtrniitnei by

Recently Interest has been stimuelated in ai beitii Iilari/ation sensitivse Mie scattering measuirement 151.
understandinig ut the behaviiiur Of particle growth aind IT) lhi~s iniChid hte diameter is dedLuced friin the scattered
distribution in processing riasinis used in) thin filin light intensity ratio it horioiiital-to-veriica! piilari/ation
deposition indl etching InI additiiin to the imtportance of Coimtponenis bae'd oiit the assumptiiin ot miniiodispersive
gelting rid it produciioii and accuIJMualaton Ot particles si/c distribiittiin. circular Ohapes and known optical
in induistrial applicatiiins. thle proicihni is interesting Index of particlecs. We propose here a new nmethod
by its physical nlature, because thle presenceC it the using ellipsoitteit al analysis InI this rnetfiiid another
pat tides striingly influences the discharge structure arid independent paianrintcr, whliCfi curieIs fromt the phase
the plasitia paramieters.. Therefiore. miany tfteoirtical ( see dif fererice bectweeii thle two piilari/atiiin components, is
e~g. 11I 41) arid experimental (e.g. 15 -81i approashics fiase uibained in iddiliiir to (the intensity ratio This gives
been performled up to ni,.,. usetful infir] nul Itio o tile leducial'i ofitlie assupionsIII11

III this wo.urk, iii order tii see thle ct twt cit partiscls comurpared Ai thi ii nseitiuonal niemftuds. In this work we
inl a simiplified s'steinmi we- trN to Inftect sirmall carbon try i, ,iCCUratl~l dete triune [lie uptical rindex if IrieCLted
particles itot I parallel plates Ri discharge suistained ill particles I r iii t11 t` MOipsJ)oitietric pararmeters, arid
argon ushicti itself shows electroposituxe cftaractertstuc:s tile Value Is UseI lor LifIAtiaitiati'. 1i11Aiysis if spatial
We L;se twii different types if electi :c priubi, one and iernliuual beluastouts ot ilie sime anid rthe densitY ot
is art cttlissi se probe byý whfich the peak iti peak i) p M pritlICs,

s) ýalatltoti if spateL pnitrItIa~l fluCiictii~tOtl fetWet-I1
(lie eletiode gap) is meiasared, arid tile iu~her us iii

elCIAtuustati ertcrgy analyser by wh~ich the ce~lctiii 2. Probe measurer ients
energy distribution tur'cituin i HtIt I is tritasaretf t pttcLi!
emiissiiin spectri copy is also used as a cruiss check Is of ()it ~e pit nrtial sNt i 1p fir lit piuube trtiastiretict-tt
tilte Changes in tht- plastina fiarailneteis IS siuowrislteiiu 'kICIaI,ýlly 11in1 1iii '11 llt- teictol iof

0963-02521'94'i0303t4,ijb$19 50 r 1994 tOP Publishing tm



Structure in Ar RF discharge with particlep

/Energy analyzer, -(a)...

C
Emissive probe -

Ar :

- -30

S< Pump _i OCk-iIn
j.--amp.Particles 13,.5 /f ý __-• idvp i'

VpP Probe bias 2, i
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up
for probe measurements. I'

30 cm inner diameter and 50 cm height was equipped 0 140 200 300 4
with parallel electrodes of 10 cm in diameter at a Tiuie tsect

separation of 3 cm. The input RF power was kept Figure 2. Time evolution of (a) self-bias voltage and (b)
constant at 10 W. The gas pressure and flow rate emission intensity of an Ar 419.8 nm line after injection of
of Ar were 40 Pa and 5 standard cm 3 mrin- (seem) particles.
respectively. Particles employed were carbon soots of
nominal size 0.03-4.2 prm. They were puffed into the
plasma instantaneously with carrier Ar gas through a
bypass line at the beginning of each run.

Figure 2(a) shows that a time variation of the self-
bias voltage appeared at the RF supplied electrode. 5A1,

Although the electrode configuration was symmetric (as "
seen in figure I) a voltage of about -30 V appeared in -

pure Ar plasma because the metal chamber was grounded i 0-
and its walls were partly taken into the area of grounded
electrode. After the injection of particles the self-bias :w
voltage decreased to a small value due to the change - Pure Ar
in discharge characteristics (see arguments below). The
emission of an Ar line at the midgap of the electrodes : Ar with particles
increased dramatically as shown in figure 2(b) after the -IOt) I I
injection of particles. These !acts suggest that a fairly i) 101 210 30
large number of patticles were trapped for a certain time, Position (1nm)
but only a small number can remain after about 20W s. Figure 3. The spatial distribution of a peak-to-peak
The probe measurements described below were carried fluctuation in space potential measured by an emissive
out within the early 100 s period after the injection, while probe in pure Ar plasma and Ar plasma with particles.
the particle density was kept sufficiently high.

For thu measurement of p-p fluctuations of space of particles together with a decrease in the self-bias
potential we used an ohitcally heated emissive probe voltage. It is suggested that by the trapping of particles,
(0,1 mm diameter and 20 mm I turn length). The method the plasma self-organizes the potential distribution by
was originally proposed by Hershkowitz [91 and used reducing part of the sheath voltage and enhancing the
in the measurement ol the RF plasma in He [101(. In bulk electric field so as to compensate for the electron
this method two inflection points of probe characteristic., attachment loss. Thus, the discharge feature tends to
give the lower and upper peaks of the fluctuation. These shift from the gamma regime in which the secondary
peaks were sensitively detected in the signal proportional electron emission from the self-biased et-. electrode
to the first derivative of the characteristics through a predoroinates the sustenance of the discharge to the alpha
lock-in amplifier by giving small ACt I kHz) modulation regime in which bhody ionization process becomes more
to the probe bias voltage. The effect of probe heating important.
on the gas temperature and the behaviour of particles The structure of the energy analyser used in our
(e.g. through thermophorelic forcel could le negligible experiment is shown in the inset of figure and is
because the heating temperature was relatively low similar to the one used by Okuno ct al IIll. It was
i5(OW C) and the surface area was small. Figure 3 shows coposed of a retarding grid, an insulating spacer and
the measured p- p values in pure Ar and in Ar mixed a collector, the outer and effective inner diameters (14
with carhon particles. It can be •een that the width which were li and 7 min resliectivcly. Filters for
of fluctuation increases dramatically with an injection compensating the tirsi and second harmonics of RI' space
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(a)"

Ar with particles -

0.21

W 0. 1

9 l~

0 5 10 15 20
ILnergy teV) -

0 10 20 30
RF electrode~ Position ori N!) electrode

.1215 Figure 5. Spatial distribution of the emission intensity of an
-~ Ar 419.8 nm line between the two electrodes measured in

-d. .1 pure At plas; and Ar with particles.

-10 7 ~ to the grounded electrode ((a) and (c)) and to the
it 5 It 15 20 9powered electrode (bh) and (d)). The 1--EDFs in the

Ejiergy (eV b ulk plasnma shown in (a) (e.g. at positions 11-145) are
smaller lor higher energy electrons than the Maxwellian
distribution. In the latter arrangement the probe receives

Ithe directional bean-, component of'ig energy electrons

accelerated in the sheath toward thre plasma hulk.
Therefore, in at pure Ar discharge the measured EEDFs,

1). 2 shown in N b have larger high energy tails than those
15in (a). In the case of at dusty Ar plasma, the hig~l
$ý energy tail wats observed even in the former arrangement

~ 111 ~as shown in (c) and becamne closer to the Maxwellian,
which suggests that there exists at higher electric field,

ItI) I 20~ even in the plasma bulk, to hecat up electrons. The
El-;itrg iv0) detected electron saturation current, however, decreased

ito about 211'7, in the dusty plasmad. This shows it large
I ~number ot electrions weic lost by attachmentn to particles.

Observed proilties of the emission intensity if' a
neutral Ar line are shown in tigure 5 with and without

01.2 dust particles. A di inble-peaiked shape in) put'! Ar which
15 typically appeais at relatively high pressare has changt.-d

13 O to have a higher inteiisity over ,ill the bulk regiiin in the
1). 1.t s presence of partiu (es. This indicates that thre E'EtDF in the

]it bulk plasma tends io have at higher energy component,
0I 111 15 20 9 which gives aii effect that mnore than comnpensates for

Illiergy (eV) th.- decrease in the electrotn density. This feature is

Figure 4. EEDF measured in pure Ar p'asma ((a) and (b)) quite similar to the iiie previously observed, e.g.. in
arid it) Ar plasnia with particles ((c) and (i)aeveral electronegatisre silane plasmna which contains ai large
positions within the electrode gap (probe position is the number of iiegatis'e io'ns 1121.
distance from Ap electrociel The arrangement of the probe
is as shown as an inset in each figure.

potiential iuciruattoin were connected independenttly tot 3 i cfeigmitrmn

the grid and ito the collector In this measurement the IFor the ellipsonietric Mie- sc~atering measurement of the
probie could have given some disturbaaice to the plasma, particles another set-up ssas usedl, ats shown it figure 6,
especiaill " near the sheath, because if- its relatively The chamberi of' x8 cii minner cross section atid 301 ciii
laige si/e, hut the characteristic fcatures. can still giv-~ length Wits equipped with at circu~ar Rt- elecirodi oif
qualitative results. 5 cmn di ameter and at rect angulIan grounded elect noide oft

!VI4 It I H-Itt 1Ciscureit liv this Mtethod in At 22 ,it 9 ciii ]he elcc~ti 'lc separation wais 2. cryii
I'wsi~i sti is Ind tlhiri particlecs ate shiownr it) ligute 4 (Gas tilet and inllet pits Ascre tI!lanigd it, be close to

It i.Itcit, lr~gitnIst the ,iialjlSLJ1 tIced( oithem jtild set fli trorn tie pllasitia regioni sot that



Structure in Ar RF discharge with particles

ArgsParticles T,(x) = S,(x) + i(-- IY'(7rx/2)'2 J..,,l2...0ax

__ __ _Ar' 
laswcr (418ým ) and x and Y are d lefined as

x4pae Polarizer =M

ckRotating analyzer where X is the wavelength of the scattered light, D is the
CZ Optical 1111cr diameter of particle and mn is the complex optical index+

0 Photomuiliptier Thus, the ellipsometrio parametors can he calculated
from Mie, scattering theory if" the particle diameter and

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up its oiptical index are given.
for ollipsorretric Mie-scattering measurements 'top view). The ellipsometric parameters on angles 14) and A

were determined hy two-inode measurement; with and
the introduced gas flow might noit blow away partic .les without a quarter-wave plate. By this miode the angle A
trapped in the plasma. An argon ion laser operating is uniquely obtained in the full range of 3601', because
at a wavelength of 488 nm and an output power of' A is derived from the Fourier coefficients, which arc
0.5 W was used as a light source for the measurement. determineu from the scattered intensity data measured
Laser light was linearly polarized with an. azimuth of 45 as a function of analyser azimuth in the form of ens A
from the scattering plane through a Glan-Taylor prism without a quarter-wave plate and in sin A with the
polarizer. The light scattered by the particles at 90l from plate. The ellipsomeiric parameters were obtained at 8
the incident laser beamn wats ellipsometrically analysed intervals from the aiverage of' 5 tutne measurements. The
using a rotating analyser system. rotating analyser system was mounted on an x-z stage

In the ellipsometric measurement, two angle sit as to acquire position dependent information tin the
parameters. q, z:nd A. are oibtained. They ure related patcebhvo.
to the amplitude functions, S, (0) Iand S,410, as Before thle mneasuretmentt. the discharge was sustained

tan 4Fe" Slt/S M in pure Ar gas under tire following coinditions: gas
pressure of' 40 Pa, RF power of 2 W and gas flow

whee 0isthescaterng ngl. Te anpitude I functions rate of 14 sccem, and tile carbon particles were injected
whre ( is the asatrn anl Th Imp in stant aneoutisly ito (fitte plaismna thbrought at10ther gitS in let

'I lie es rluttort if ellipsomeicric Itaranittetes durting mfite
S, i0) I 2n +- I (n +s I trillp ol particles measured inI the plasmia hulk are shklssi

iii tiertiei 71at t'ic paramteter IF increased with tiimc
Xo 1 i 11,, 7r, (CO h, r, (COS 11)) ( otipanirg the oaeit itetrt in k --A coorrdinates with the

ilerthCical ealcr Ott1111 Wxith somte diffe'rent values of
the opttical tilde,, tit, ith' best lIt vajluje is determinied

S'(0 -- J12l I Iil41) to he 2.5 - 0i Si for the carbon particles used iii this

"- 2Ii t' experimentt. The extincirtio criellicieni bectritns smaller

lh-, (rCOS')) (I--,,T,t(COS ) thantilie value of evapoitated carboit foil (tot = 2.5 -- 081
1141. The turtliet esolutiioti o ellipsotietric paramecters

where htas been Calculated Wis-ti this, salie it opticir ittiles as
shri5' ini tigore 7t hi

11 IS,,( 5S,( MS 1 k~ Is" ) FIga rC 8 Sosltw SLIWle la tillC l the bright regio (titt

,11S;ý( NI kI n Fi %)S"INite cititerilig observed by tiLretnaked eye at thec initialI
'1.5,11 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Sag ( .1It , irLot parinch flatppintg itt the plaisiti It (aii he Svelt

f ronti tIre tiguic l t lr le liii ti~ c, kIs ii i *r~ttei alouiti

- t~t'A. At , is))the Slirhi-ttI)iISPti i''trirdais ireti tile RI electrode anrd

'rt the domite reririo or diei bruit( o o plasniti hulk it'al
inS..)I /tt he gtOMIiitilrt 01LIciII(le The 1icIti InkensiS it1 Lath Porint

f-MIiL-trrtts 7, 11d Tart' eXpreCSsed With IXCe f 'itte ChangeQd Ws-iltlith 11 rs1 s 11ri 1i tiitCS 9(ta) illd (h) It is
flolilo liarttdersirrrd troitilie lik!UteS thai thire (]('riei I e1 Or iistrsIO s
ptrl> irtiiitrl is pltrratltts OIL k I- etc r tedc io the I~ii 2s 0 Sht

theit111le r'srihiiiit ofi liw eltiplrtiiiei re p)latottetet
~r,,'rrs t = I stit') ',, it's t) , is shrwt ) II 1 finto 10 frCc lit Ot ~li lri il r tilte eLtItI1

(~et tzd/dtrIol! tearsot axis rfIltire ldisiai As 4' lirsiicks rteliir'sN Withi
patirkitr hiaticici .l, Iron is j, is IStimrller h111t 2,M) tnt]

Siiarid it, t are' rxpVCt'ss't 'stlt BCSSCt' I L190it011, .i, (A IS is l'c Inter Irr 221t , seC lirgirr 7t01tt, tile iittiL'ase in
'Alit 1V. tl~llur trit %%,I' Itt et Ill tile pf~ i btil uk 11,1)tt ,,I

St t - l 1 I: t (l -ttittse tit111 t hsi ir I& ltiril ,i fi l ~ e 1i01-14et tritek l.Iltrge
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Figure 7. Evolution of the ellipsorretric angles. (a) Figure 9. Time evolution of the scattered light intensity.
Experimental data superimposed on the theoretical A-G indicate thb measuring positions shown in figure 8.
curves for several values of the optical index. (b) Further
evolution of ellipsometric angles calculated fcr larger
diameter particles using the optical index of 2.5 - 0.5i. 60
Lozenge is marked at every 100 nm increment of diameter.

S RF electrode 4, °
Z 401

CF It

20 A
....................... ..

Grounded electrode

Figure 8. Scheme of bright region of Mie scattering from
particles (indicated by hatching). Closed circles indicate 0 W00 200 300
measuring positions. A, B, C, and D are on the centre axis
of plasma and 5, 10, 15, and 18 mm downward from the RF Tinie (see)

electrode respectively; E, F, and G are 15 mm downward Figure 10. Time evolutior, of ellipsometric angle Pt A-D
from the RF- electrode and 10, 20, and 25 mm outward from inicate the measuring positions shown in figure 8
the centre axis respectively.

implies that the particles coalesce by colli'aonn, into
For the quantitative analysis of the diameter and larger diameter ones, and they ae tiansferred toards

density of the particles, the theoretical calculation of the RF electrode predominantly by ion drag fo•rc 13).
Mic scattering was performed using the data given in The size of particles existing near tHe sheath plasitna
figure 9(,) and figure 10 arid the optical index of the boundary (at position A) from the beginning is siiall as

particles determined in figure 7(a). As seen from the carp be seen in tigure 10, so that they can stay there for
results shown in figure 11, it is suggested that thr a longer time as a result of balance between electrostil
particles trapped in the bulk plisma move slowly to and ion drag force.,.
the RF electrode, and that the diameter increases after The obtained density of particles is of the order t
the density reaches a peak (at positions C arid B). This 10' cm ' as shown in figurc II. It the electronegative
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Structure in Ar RF discharge with particles

(x106) After grown-up particles of larger size are lost
48 i '300 and the total number becomes smaller in the bulk

plasma, the potential (electric field) distribution in the
plasma goes back to the gamma regime, in which the

C6 .0 secondary electron emission at the cathode becomes
..... . " . 200 more important for the discharge sustenance as in a

S", .• • • plasma of electropositive gas.
t 4 " D .,... . ....... To summarize, the changes in space potential and

"C the electron energy distribution function in the piesence
1E B 100 t of particles have been measured by using electric

2 - - probes. The conclusions drawn from the measurements
are consistent with the previously reported theoretical

200 0 prediction [1], showing tha! the 'reansiion from gamma

0 too 200 300 to alpha regimes occurs as the density of injected

Time (see) particles increases in order to compensate for the electron
attachment loss onto the particles.

Figure 11. Time evolution of the density and diameter of From the long term observation of trapped particles,
particles. 8-D indicate the measuring positions shown in tie growth and the slow movement of particles towards
figure 8. the RF electrode has been analysed. It is also shown

nature is attributed tr. ihe presence of particles the net that th• cllipsometric detection method of Mie scattering

charge on a particle is estimated to be 10' in order to be propose' for the first time in this paper has an advantage

balanced with the positive ion density. This is consistent over a previously used conventional method. This will

with the results derived in [3.51 from a probe theory. be demonstrated more clearly, e.g.. in the measurement
of particles growth with size dispersion. It is evident
from figure 7(b) that the parameter 4' corresponding

4. Discussion to the polarization ratio in a conventional method
becomes a multiple-valued function of the diameter. The

From the results of probe and ellipsometric measure- othe- parameter A given by our method dissolves the

ments, the behaviour of particles in the plasma can be multiplicity in the trajectory on the 4s-A plane.

imaged as follows. For the first 200 s after injection,
the particles are trapped mainly within the dome region References
in the hulk plasma, where the time-averaged plasma po-
tential is most positive, as well as in the sheath-plasma Ill Belenguer Ph, Blondeaa J Ph, Boulendi L. Toogood M,
boundary. The negatively charged particles enhance the Plain A. touchoule A, Laure C and Bocut J P 1992

electric field in the bulk plasma region by reducing the t'hv.%. Rev A 46 7921

sheath voltage slightly through the change in the self-bias 121 Boeul J P 1992 Phvs Rev A 46 7910

voltage at the RF supplied electrode. This bulk field then 13) Sommerer T J, Barnes M S, Keller J H, McCaughey M I
and Kushner M J 1991 Appl Phvs. Lett 59 638

stimulates the body ionization process for sustenance of 141 McCaughey M J, Kushner M 1 1991 J Appl. Phys. 69
the discharge so as to compensate the electron loss by 6952
attachment. 151 Watanabe Y. Shiratam M and Yamashlita M 1992 Appl.

During this stage particles increase their diameter by Phvs Le,. 61 1510)

mutual coalescence and move towards the RF electrode 161 Bouchoule A. Plain A. Boulterdi L,. Blondeau J Ph and
Laure C 1991 J. Appl PihvT 70 1991

by ion drag force. After about 21X) s the particles in 171 Jellum Ui M. Daugheoy J E and Graves D B 1991 J Appl.
the bulk plasma are lost, because the force balance on Phys 69 6921
weighted particles changes: they might fall onto the 181 Selwyn G S, ticidenreich J E and Haller K t, 1990 Appl.

grounded electrode by gravity or be pumped out of the Phvsv Lett 57 1876

plasma region with the gas flow, and the few remainder 191 Hershkowita N 1989 Plarna I)Daknow.i. vol 8 (San
Diego Academic) p 1 10

reach the sheath-plasma boundary. Particles trapped in Im 1Okuno Y and Fujita It 199l 1 App) Phvs 70 642
the boundary region at the beginning are smaller in [IH1 Okano Y, Ohisu Y. Konialsu and Fupla if 1993 J Appl.

size and the density decreases slowly. It is expected Pthv.i 73 1612
that particles of larger size are distributed towards the 1121 Makahe T, Tihikuhbi F and Nilsniura M 19910 Phýs.

Rev A 42 3674RF elect!ode because the ion drag force becomes larger 131 van de Hulsi Ht C 1981 light Staitterng M; Small Parisilea
but the density tends to decrease. Unfortunately, our (New York Dover) pl, 114-0i)
measurement was impossible oear the RF electrode due 1141 Wolfe W L. 1978 Hand,...k A f Opu.i ed W G Dnscoll
to the limiting size of the viewing window and %' Vaughan iNew York McGraw-tHll) pp 7-11
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Infrared spectroscopy of a
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Abstract. In situ Fourier iransformi infrared spectroscopy has been used to study
particulate formation in a C012 F2 Ar RIF discharge. Strong absorption bands at
1000 1100 cm 'have been found and attributed to C-F and Si-F' absorption.
Furthermore continuous extinction due to Rayleigh arid Mie scattering hus rein
observed. The relative intensities of C-F, Si-F and scattering signals vary with pltasma
c;onditions. There are several experimental indications that the clusters are fornied or)
the surface and elected into the plasma An SEM study of the Stubstr~ittri surface hus
allowed us to establish the mnechanisr;i or the particulate prodw~titon if, this
discharge.

1. Introduction 2. Experimentaf!

Muchtetiittri tIa' recetil', Iren niutc 1, Im~ikil H11 I fIlk exfierinrenttt Iktie' [eitfintt't litt: I I 5ýt %ItI/ tctpic-

RiI pLiii,ta thu it lhic roiltii'tte Ili 'utiae pio jpirillcl plate coniitfuirititorr lte f ti',itnce fCitancr tile

Icc~sri like tf')t -ttu i.Cliiig' in NptilIeriiiiII \ LI ;J[ii)JJitIiiiti eI~fectn'rtfe wtr~l c )it t 'op of ttte loer

liiiiterlndtt~iii' Mi fit' lIf ~lia 'ii tttCL'S\ s'iil~f 11"t tel',. %%alitr-cttolett ii electro'te Il ci t 1 -fIcttt ett~ll kJe 'rjWit

licip to preicit 'ilrlii' C0111it1111iiri0ticill Mu tiglht dl- pliit Itfie trr;'it posert cottldt lie taintItL hetiiei'tt 0 I

resi'if Iit ,' rtieite ol ýntlliw',wiiiL! pttt,tlte' kN Jill Io '11itI lie 1!a`ce' i~re letd thro'ught tinas, tli)%t Lt'titttlfers

pIliti eI1111LOtiiltttt'ts i ItI klie I tict pitrtictLilate tt'tna O1w Hit eletrrtfe H ie ugt pres'.ire Iittt floý coiuldf he
lion takes tliii' tri,t1kCI It tfiifiAiiit It' t1t11d one getier tii'tlef,1I petittt'iitIýf r onti S to 50111111I cri ;ttit] fromt 1; to

nwti i'fe l Ilii lori lficti l Ic'lititi Irtilutui A(i 'Icit in k fit' NLri I s pina ~l e 'rttti uits ing tai tti tkl %.icre IIt'5tr

1tl1iito jM ItIne K' .r odt iku l tetlol m iiifiiu dtf i stilr. ltti jitifit)II 1111 1: 01~'ur 21 ffol telovin ,I ;Ia eaI t 'sb nit 'cttia
iiw'iid t .I O 5I fJ 11, Il I t10 ,r ilýM LIlk i I I III \pteimp tut k iric l t e d l~ionmaIlttri t il, akilma-.r pttuit riui

t 1tte C l I ''i ies ILII, he M fitd 111 I ldILCIi tft tufICI I/A 'l iti'' 10 W f l c- . i At 0i Aler ortt' 21,,tl ;iga't Po" it it is
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Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up. 1000 3000 5000

A Fourier transform of the detector signal yields a wavornumbur (cm-')
spectrum in the wavelength range of 8100 500,0 cm -' Flcure 2. Infrared absorption spectra of particulates formed
with a spectral resolution of 4 cm -'. Spectra were taken in a Plasma of 1 01%CClF, in Ar for various times of plasma

at arat of15 iz.A tpica mesurmen wa an operation. The spectra have beerr averaged over 500 scans.
at arat of 5Hz A ypicl masuemen wa an The continuous band in which intensity is increasing with

average of a few hundred spectra. The plasma reactor wavenumber is due to scattering on partinulates. A weak C-F
has been translated vertically in order to obtain axially absorption band around 1200 cm ' is visible. The other
resolved absorbtion spectra. In order tv eliminate the Absorption bands are due fo wafer and CO..
plasma absorption reference scans were taken imimedi-
ately after the plasma had been switched on. [in this 1Raylcigi, law ats the scattering eniters the Mic regime.
period no dust could be detected, even by mleanls of T he spccilic band absorption for these particulates is
visible light scattering or the laser ablation method (s~ee weak in comparison with scattering Figure 4 displays at
[7, 8]). These referenc'ý cans in a dust free plasmia were broad hand around 1200 cm ., supeiposed onl the tail
collected before and aftei each measurement to avoid at of the scattering signal. Based on the infrared absorption
possible influence of' the deposition layer on the win- of C-F containing molecule i this band is likely to be due
clows, and variations in the intensity of the gla)w bar and to C-F absorption. O'Neill er al reporteid an intense
the sensitivity ot the detector. C-Cl absorption, at 700 cm 'and a1 very weak C>1V hand

in an ev situ infrared spectrum for partieculates produiced
in comparable COiiditions [9]. In order to clarify the

3. Results and dlscuss~on origin of these particulates and their relation ito surface
processes the Si wafer after ;pIasnma operation, was

The sue,- and density of the clusters formed in o iir studied by mean s of scanniiing electron miicroiscopy Ii.i %1).
discharge were strongly dependent oin p:asmii c,'nditiomi A typical s;.N photograph of the sample I(figure Sl s!howAs
[7. 8]. 1Upical ly, the particula tes a ppea r at big I R1 curious 'sea poly ps', stan di ng vertically onl thle sitr face.

power input I ýý HO1) ~ and at re~itively high pressuirv T~hese sti acturcs seem to bo hollow and their material is
( - 100 in'lorrl. I he rartictilate density decrea~es with probably different from the crystalline wafer material.

i ncreasi ng pas flo\& anid decreasing plasm a %,filutme, most Such struct ures Calil be ob'hiai ned by m icrornask inrg, fol -
likely due ito a limitation of the residence time of activ )owed by almiost anilsitriipic etching of Si. As the side-
sp :cies in thre plasnma. tIhe presence of an Si wsaf,-r on t Ii. walls are not s ubj'ect to the ion b 'in hard men ita layer
electrode -s :ýsental for particlCUte formati)n, which can be deposited onl them). I hi,; process; is known ats
su,!gest-; that i le .u rface chemnist ry is atl lezý st partially

responsifble for this process. Ithe particulales were for-
med in at discharge containing up ito 200 (1.1, tI'eir 0. 10 - - -

density d,.crcr.ses arid their s.'e increaesitc itfi increasing 0.08
CC(IJ- , riarral pressure. 0.0 .

to at plasm-ir :ont1.iining 1(0", (CI ,F, or nuicr mainl\ [ '
large clusters II jmf wecre present, bhe laigest lilis 0.04
reachiitg nmillimleter size. [he dlusty rs formed re~lais ely .2
slowly (time constant 30nimin and the), Acere stricils'
conliried in :i thin I .I mm) domie. localii.'ci at the 0.00 ---

glow-sheath! boundlary above the watfer I ýpicail absorp-100 003004050060
t~on spectra of these clusters for several times, of plasma100 00 300 40 500 60
opecra lion are stiosvn in figutre 2. 1 he 'con tin utuii absi ir n-
tion'i in fact dlue ito light scattering oni tfhese particu- wavenumber (cm ')

faties, and it has at typical dependence oii the phil. 'n Figure 3. A iypical absorption sp'CItrum~ Of parliculates
liith l potn negyreilt~: ~ , formed in i 1)0, (,(I F plasmna T ht broken cv' ',,i,;

e eg) 11tl lo ph tnenergy re inii, , 1 " rlb fow.*.r I tf'v;.-.f.-'i 0s I-rc,i ,, ,i-'aJCf.ý)
,hoAs ap' proximiately the Rayleigh lourhi, A,'j i. Oa~i-oila-.' Ii m 11ir i-1,; I'.. , avil,i 0 rf-T'.

penide nce on the A a-enun llher, a, sho'An Ii !ii f i r ' dovratrn ' iqh "' v 'be, i--oN:, thal I i- .2t.

higher waveriumiewrs the absorption dcv iaie, fil'. iii th~e NMi' I'MO
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However, it is not necessary that the clusters contain only
r Si. In fact their major component can be the halocarbon

o - deposition layer. This mechanism is supported by the
C. experimental observation that the particulates appear
0 sooner if the wafer has previously been treated with an
* Ar/CCIs F plasmat w A a processed vuy ee already has a* I r/CI 2F2 plama.As apoesdwaferaledhsa

developed surface structure, particulate production can
start immediately after the plasma is switched on.

The efficiency of the described process is strongly
1000 1200 1400 1600 dependent on the ion bombardment on the surface. It

has been shown [10] that both positive ion flux and ion
wavenumber (cm) energy to the surface decrease with increasing cci2r,

Figure 4. A part of the absorption spectrum of particulates in fraction in Ar plasma. Therefore it can be understood
a 10% CCI2F2 plasma, showing a broad, weak absorption that the clusters are formed more readily at low CCI2F2
band superposed on the scattering signal (broken curve), densities. Moreover, the most efficient (luster produc-
This band can be attributed to C-F absorption. tion can be expected in a pure Ar plasma with a wafer,

which has been processed in an Ar/CCIF 2 mixture.
In order to verify this hypothesis a 'dusty' argon

plasma was prepared as follows: first a 10% CCI2.F 2 in Ar
plasma was operated for about 2 h. Subsequently the
chamber was evacuated and a pure Ar plasma was started.
In these conditions a 5 mm thick dome of relativcly small
clusters was formed above the wafer. The clusters ap-
peared within a few minutes and they were more abun-
dant than in a C(CI, F2 containing plasma. As there was no
active gas iii the plasma the particulates must come from
the surface. They arc most likely sputtered from the Si
wafer, in agreement with our previous considerations.

Infrared absorption spectra of these particulates at
several times of plasma ope.ation are shown in ligure 6.
Indeed, the formation time is shorter than in the ('CIF 2
containing plasma (ligure 2). Besides, the shape of
the scattering curve indicates that the particulates are
smaller. Most striking, however, is an intense absorption
band around IIlO0cmii- '. In figure 7 the absorption
bands at different positions in the plasma are shown.
They clearly consist of two overlapping bands around
1100 cm ' and 1000 cm . Based on the gar: absorp-
tions we attribute the former to ('-F and the latter to
Si-F absorptions in accordance with Ganguly et al [I I].

Figure 5. An SEM of the surface of a Si wafer, treated by
Ar/CCI2F. plasma. The photograph is taken under 45 . The
structures on the surface with a typical height of 1 1jm are
probably the result of rmcromasking and aniso'ropic etching
of th,) substrate, If these structures break, they are ejected
into the plasma. 0.30

C
sidewall passivation. Finally the rnicromask is removed 0
and the inner silicon is etched away, while the relatiisely . 0 22man
inert external coating rtays intact. I his mechanism can o
lead to the formation of the hollow 'sea pi.,lyps'. How- 0(

IS -Inever, the origin of the masking agent is still not clear. 10 rItn
The SiM pictures show that the structures become miar- 0.00 5 mln
rower towards their base, indicating that after some time 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
they break and possibly enter the discharge. As both the
surface and the structures are negativel, charged. they wavenumber (cm ')
will be accelerated through the sheath into the positive
glow. There!sre we suppose that at least a part of the Figure 6. Absorption spectra of particulates in a 'dusty'

argon plasma to; various times of plasma operation. A waferclusters in a CCI2F2'Ar discharge comes directly from treated for 2h in an At CC6F. plasma has been used. Note
the surface. From the above consideration it is clear that the strong absorption around 1100 cm and tower
a silicon wafer is needed for tne particulate production, continuous 6xtinction due to scattering.
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Figure 9. Absorption signals due to C-F, Si-F and scaled

C scattering as a function of time of plasma operation in a
0 " 'dusty' argon plasma 8 mm above the RF electrode. The ratio
S of C-F and Si-F absorptions remains constant with time,

while the relative scattered intensity increases. In the upper
A left corner the signals during the first 20 min are exhibited.

, ,_ ._.__ Finally in figure 9 the time devel3pment of the three
signals at one nooition is presented. It can be seen that

800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 the ratio of C-F to Si-F is constant with time, while the

ratio of scattering to band absorption increases with
wevenumber (cm') time. This indicates that the particulate size in"creases.

Figure 7. Absorption spectra of particulates in a 'dusty' whereas their composition remains the same.
argon plasma. (A) at 5 mm and (B) at 8 mm above the RF These measurements show that infrared absorption
electrode. The absorption consists of two overlapping bands,
which cani be attributed to Si-F (1000cm ') and C-F spectroscopy not only give.s information about particu-

(1100cm '). Their ratio depends on the position in the late composition, but also it can be a sensitive technique
plasma. to study the early phase of particulate formation.

The absorptions of these two bands as a function of
height are shown in figure 9. From Ibis vertical scan it 4. Conclusions
follows that the particulate dome in this plasma is veiy
structured. Namely, the silicon rich clusters accumulate lhe i',ajor source of particulates in an Ar ('CI2 F2 RIF
mainly close to the at electrode. The maximum C-F dischaige is the s' icon substrate surface. Based on an
absorption can be found ;,igher, while the s'attering SiLM study of the vafer surface a mechanism for cluster
signal reaches a maximum even higher, ai the top of the production is proposed. Under etching conditions (10%
dome. It is not clear whether this is due to i gradual ('CI 2F,) elongated vertical structures on the Si surface
change in the chemical composition and size of the are formed, probably due to micromasking and subse-
cluster, or the presence of several essentially different quent anisottopic etching. The structures break as a
kind,; of clusters hae ing different spatial distributions, result of slight underetchiig and appear in the plasma

as macroscopic particulates. Inlensi,.: ion bombardment
accelerates the particulate produclion. Surface structures

formed in the etching plasma can be therefore very
efficiently sputtered in pure argon. The clusters observed

11 in a pure Ar plasma exhibit intense infrared absorption
-- . at lMO 1100 cm ',which indicates the presence of (-F

a and Si-: bonds in the sputtered material, In contrast,
. particulates formed in 10% ,t 012-, show only a weak

absorption in this region. In botlh cases large scatter:ng

3 12 signals have been observtd

height above rf (mm) Acknowledgments

- 1 l-F "-." C-lF * scatter

Figure 8. Absorption signals due to C-F. Si-F and scaled We would like to thank Pete l1italand and Danny
scattering as a function of height above the RF electrode in a Taminiau for their help with the si sims. Ibis work was
'dusty' argon plasma after one hour of plasma operation. It is supported by the ch.mmission Of the |uitp.an (tmmu-
clear that the three signals reach their maximum in intensity
at different heights, which displays the structure of the nity under BRII F-LIRAfA1M contract not Bi RRFU-("'9-

particulate 'dome'. 0411,
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Abstract. Sources of particles in a closed-coupled eler:!ron cyclotron resonance
plasma source use~d for polysilicon etch included flaking of a residual film deposited
on chamber surfaces and stheddirig of material from the electrostatic wafer chuck. A
large, episodic increase in the number of1 particles added to a wafer in a clean system
is observed more frequently for a plasma-on than for a gas-only source condition. For
filrri-torming process conditions, particles were added to wafers by a residual film,
which was observed to fracture and flakie away from chamber surfaces. The
presence of a plasma, esptcially when radiofrequency bias is applied to the wafer,
caused mnore particles to be elected from the walls and added to wafers than the
gas-only condition; however, no significant influence was observed with different
microwave powers. A study of the effect of electrode temperatures on particles
addod showed that thermophorefic and gravitational forces are not significant for this
electron cyclotron resonance operating configuration. Particles originating from the
electrostatic Chuck were observed to be deposited on wafers In much larger numbers
in the presence of the plasma as compared with gas-only c~onditions, implying Ine
existence of a large ion drag force.

is less likely than for paraitlel-plate electi ode pam
1. Introduction s~,mirccs 10(] A' recent report hN Selwyvn IlIIl repiirtinig

laser light scatteritig re' auls f'roi ri dI( R tool is cited ais
I he sources andl bhefiasour ol pirticles in priocessinig es idence ciiiirmirniig this predictuion
plastmas are ofcritial interest in the field of eniticondtiic- lit this paper A e report post--processilg Aalier- leN cI
tor water laihricatiin iii . hough particle generation fin ~i particle count results (i ruetg it aier-.hased siirf~ice particle
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of Landersiatidirig atid, it is hoped, L.wirinollinr1' p: rti, c mlo~ tie AitLcr hi , ahurst lit lit- froit tfie hick siide of
generationi 12 9)] 1li' iitoli~itioii. "ell kiti .. iA atd tile 'Alcr,
appreciated fii tfie hight-densilt nrtcrtailer CII'Lit MItirti-
faictartrg Vhdustro, is to, reiliicc1 Will loss due to " aatci
fetNe) particulate cotaniiti2. Experiment
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(2 MHz) in the range 0 -140 W is applied to the chuck
for substrate bias control. Wafer temperature control is

W-gu. 20 111, achieved by circulating coolant (from -50 to + 80"C)
on the back side of the chuck and applying helium to
the back side of the wafer. Electrode temperature, taken
to be the coolant temperature exiting the electirode, was

CM maintained at 20'C for all studies except where noted.
Wafer-level particle count data were obtained using

a 488 nm Ar ion laser surface particle detector (Tencor
Surfscan 6200). 3mm edge exclusion was employed to
eliminate observation of surface damage caused by the
mechanical clamp fingers. All experiments were per-

Wd" formed in a state-of-the-art, class I clean room using
proper clean room practice. Particle test wafers were 150
or 200mm diameter bare silicon substrates of prime

u- N! N.grade (virgin) for studies during etch processing in a
clean chamber, monitor grade wafers were usedl for
studies of a heavily particle-contamninated chamber.

Figure 1. Configuration of the close-coupled electron Only wafers with 15 or fewer starting particles greater
cyclotron resonance plasma reactor, than 0.3 jim in size were used in the testing, and most

had fewer than ten. All particle measurement data were
obtained using the following procAedure. Test wafers

process conditions in this work. The chamber is esacti- were flat,rnutch oriented and ien pre-measured jusit
ated by a 20M~ Is 'turhomiolecular pilnip through a prior to loading into the etclh toolý then the wafers were
large exhaust port below and ito the side of the wafer post-measured Just after exiting the plasma system. No
chuck. [he base pressare of the chamber is manual wafer handling was performed between the pre-

)x10 ' orr. Process gases are introduced through a and post -nea~surenients. Wafeis are transferred from at
gas-distribution grounding ring around the hase of the load cassette to an unload cassette as a conseqluence of
hell jar. T-he system can be conligured for 15(1or 200mm the etch tool water process sequence Control wafers
wafers, which are introduced Into t0w- chamber through were run at regular intervals anid consisterntly showed
a separately pumped load lock anld clampe-d onto ihe less than two pairticles tululed to wafers as a result of
chuck elect rosta* aflly with Ii 1)1V clamping %kolutage. maiinualI cassette ha ndli ng diir inrg transfer bet ween the
The clectrostatij chuck is assisted b " a nt:cliaricail mecasuremient tool and t he etch tool Iseparated by about
clamp ring with 16 contact point, airoiind the wafei I or Sno Ufo(insequeimtls., all data reported as particles addled
particle studies tinder gas-only I ti' platsmua) conditioins, ire sinipl " the dillerecice beisseer the pre- and post-etch
no elect riistatic claintping occuiirs. Hadi ofreq uenc) power [,,(,I incas iirenient s.

251).

* r1) : Ptismai On

i'iat~nt I:iis

.4 train M~

I is-)

0/ 4 h 11 9 144 1 s I 1

I est Nsum-rnir

Figure 2. Comparison (if particles (0 16 1 .6 tml added to wafers for plasma on aod gas-only
parlo-i- saqts (using the conditions showri) dluing a stability test of an optimized, 200 mm
etching process.
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3. Particle addition to wafers In a clean ECR system the plasma-on tests with a large positive deviation
(number 15) occurred in a cold systerr (the test was the

As part of a study of doped polysilicon gate etching first plasma in the system for that day) and this 'cold
processes using HBr and ClI, a process stability experi- system' effect is repeatable.
ment was performed on an optimized etch process. In To quantify whether there is a statistical difference
the stability experiment, several hundred wafers were between the plasma-on and the gas-only data in figure
etched and etch process metrics (etch rates, selectivities 2, a Wilcoxon test was performed to test the means and
and so on) were obtained at regular intervals. One of the an F-test was performed to test the variances [12]. The
metrics was particles added to wafers (Si substrates with Wilcoxon test assumes no particular type of distribu-
native oxide) for gas-only (no plasma) asd plasma-on tion. The tests indicated that both the mean and the
(500 W) conditions, using 100 seem 02 at 5 mTorr. Fig- variance of the plasma-on data are statistically different
ure 2 shows a plot of particles of size 0.16 1.6pnm added from those of the gas-only data, the plasma-on mean
to wafers at various points throughout the process being smaller but the variance larger due to the outliers
stability experiment. The experiment was performed in a (excursions). This is graphically illustrated in figure 3 by
nominally clean system, namely all internal chamber comparing the box plot for each data set [13].
parts were cleaned and a clean bell jar was installed
prior to the optimization study. A 15 min in situ plasma
cleaning of the reaction chamber was performed at th' 4. Particle addition to wafers during a polymer
beginning of each day and at the end of the experiment, forming etch process
The cumulative number of wafers etched after each
plasma clean is indicated for each particle test. All A small amount of oxygen added to it doped polysilicon
particle tests consisted of one wafer each for the conds- etch process using tlBr greatly improves the H-11 poly
tions of plasma-on antd no plasma (gas-only). Figure 2 silicon etch selectivity to oxide rl4]. If the amount of
illustrates five interesting points: (i) there is a slight oxygen is greater than about 1% of the total flow,
upward trend in the data, indicating that the system is however, a deposition mode is entered during the etch
becoming dirtier: (i) in situ plasma cleaning had no reaction [14]. A residue is deposited as a film on the
consistent effect on the particle counts, (lii) except for chamber surfaces, including the quartz bell jar. The film
three points, the plasma-on particle test resulted in is observed to deposit preferentially in a ring half-way
lower particle counts than the gas-only test; liv) two of up the bell jar and at the top of the bell lar where there
the plas.ma-on tests (numbers 9 and 15) show signilicant are iicrowave 'coli spots. areas that are aligned with
positive deviation Irom the rest of the plasnm a-on data (it and ch ose to physical nodes in the waveguide. Table I
will be shown that these cxcur.ions are conm1non lor shows results of plasma-on and gas-only particle tests
plasma-on testing and are evidence of plasnma-indtuccd performed on the clean ,systc .[ijust prior to running this
particle ejection from chamber surface%); anti (v) one of etch process and after evcry ten resist-patterned, poly-

Figure 3. Bosx Not of the plas, ia-on anti gas-only parlicle test data sho•i,• in figuo, 2
The white bar indicates the median value The shaded area represents the inrier ruarlile
range (251h 15th percentile) Enclosures (,'onnect•d by lonted lines) indcate the 2,5
ando the 915 petcentiles Horizontal lines indicate outliers
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silicon wafers vere etcehd. Two wafers were run fill each system results, the number of particle adders monotoni-
of the gas-only and the plasma-on particle tests and cally mrnecases; (iv) the second plasma-on test after 20
both tests were performed Using the etching process wafers 0l5i adders, is a positis e cxelirsiori arid is pi oh-
parameters !2kisccni H~r, 2 sccm 0 ,. 5 mTorr. and for ably a plasma-indul.-w. qpiodic event: and W ' except for
the plasma-oin test, 750 W incident microwave powrr, an the clean s)Stem ard the positis excursion lust nioted.
14'R point of 85 mmni, and 20 W Rit bias. Except for the tne first plavina-on test places a larger number of pair-
cold system tests in which both gas-only walfers were run sides on the wafer than OIC eCt nIld test (01ri1 is alsO true
first, the tests were perfoirmedl in the following order: of the ;aý only tests when the- Ns stm herisres very
gas-onty. plasma-on, gas-only and plasmia-oin. It should dirty I.
be observed that the gas-only aiid plasma-on particle.
tests do not etch the silicon substrate: due to the high
selectivity of HIHr to natise oxide: a hreakthILrugh Icl,. 5. Plasma effects on particle addition to wafers its
usurini 0l, for examiple, is required io) Initiate cIchmrg a dirty ECR system

Table 1. Gas-only and plasma-on particle tests dlunrlO Xlt, Ater lie %iiirl describedt Iin seii'i 4. iis nrC wis

etching of polysilicon waters using an etchirng process known were etched using the re,ittial .tenrr-.irnl cOi~ rng 11r
to deposit a residual film on chamber surfacescesItehltr i.hrieii eiidie- iii

Numoer of particles 10.32 78j,ml fnrngi> I-diii). c os

Number of -- -- --- -- afers I hie dirts hell I'llti fcr~esess .oildIf
waters etched Gas-only Plasiria-on \%a, tesied fir 11,101A. %Is-. s ii Y.r 1 ri'l :1 ht 1 I'ii i

t'lsi ii~i Oln .111t ntis Ill- 11 'I' isit"I. \1 I i t) 11i 11t
0 2, 13 8, 13 -. y'icnii Sr. dCICii ssii

t
1 Iiiiii pmititnle .dtnst "lri.,l Ite"

10 11, 15 36, 15
l0a 600, 31' 678, 10' Itini I ,pairidle, it, 11 .Is, i I he dirts0 bI'l A-

20 Vi, 37 50. 151 thiein plikk' I 1h( Its Ns's III it it ,r' 4% J it I, *t0 1 i0t1, k'

30 213,80 222. 115 oil partiler to' ttjul\ pl.sn~ii etecti -n pminIi' lnr'fnasi~rin
40 339, 157 404, 215 \11 eelorilM (Ilhe hell litý 5,sltsn with heit I"s'.ttnl 11111
50 369,214 577, 263

__________________________________________________________ 5cr. crlickedl nIno ttslj InIiriairit Ilk1,tmin w s 'ihnie ircts-i I fill

'Cold system test results triltriw tg iutdies Aere ert rlois-itoh i IN1I I sit i\1 ill
5

ot lItrrr prc-.-urc

Several poilnts are noiued lruin these datai~: (if the 5.1. 1h effect of mirowmase power on particle addition to
nirnininal, clean svlern hack gron i i particle cou tnt is wfr
exceeded, indicating failure oif the fldIn. w tieri Ill t20 ar
waflers are etched. but the film IS s- ttdett after onlyI a fek Vlie c~lcci (d Iinnerirwas powrer ,Ii particles iadded it)
wafer-. hase teen etcheit. fill the cold system effect IS wafers w a. s cafriated by sequenntair-. pnrocesring at cas-
again realiteed, for hot h plasm a -tn and gas-otn Is set te tif wafers fror each of three etird iiio us in tIke

ineasuiirementsIs(li) except for the secondt plasma -on test frillotw tog rlder: gas-otin ' v, plasm ati-n at I Il~k W inrcident

after 21) wvafers fI5t adders), a nd nnit inetludi ng thte coldt  iii c rwatxc por ier I 31K1W reflectedt anid plasia -0on at

3 s

211 5 nilV

~t5
AA ,,

lest Number
Figure 4. Comparison of particles added no 150 mm waters 10 32 2hri$^ tor water
runs with gas only. 1100 W plasma, and 110 W plasma for ine conidrtiros sOiwn The.
order of the runs was the same ax the order in trie legend.
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pit.'.
t fr Iwa pafi,t..rn.irimine t,,: Iti A.r c tr-~nli~cItic .1 ~ i .l,'cd mid, drc'iaI lit itu I. he11 th, mam 4 tnh!

rcilvccld fvc %.I%, near ,cr,, I N% A Iand t, lxtentrai I III A' pla,om i.,I.i .. ',IlIIII is diflit'n0i lr~iii ihi 0 thi

.hmflcience %k% indu,.xd in the cIt hia, tirwut .. ith mi hi. othei ti~ ,,widit 'i ... u hi,i the t%. .; ilI t

A I he resuft' Ior each %h .itr , % ijed undci isatsh t.,ndi- mid I fhe results .I,' bliitiifsteI ti~ini 1%,% plI.'l '11

lion are shoiwn in figure 4 1 %ki .uh'rlsatiion, are noited figure SAIt Imnportantl iwduswili Ifriri thc'. plo,,

hoth plas.nva-.on conirditgions shoimk high first %alcr LOItIts that Ithe prLSOItke 111 .1 114111. IAI I ](I ,r I I IX) A inoivt

and in additw~t o I( heý finst %%afr tested. thi, I WI&IV poIkert in the II5terI'4IIIs I., in.rcase the nurbric trnd

plasma-on tc'.t had twu large. pisitive ex.cur'.iuinp I ki i, cremit, ofi the ulhIiers% (Clti~rstion'. I hi cIc. ee-'is
tCst 101' StatiStical difterence: in these we'.tilt. at Wnhciiin tIhSer sd CO!"n'i'.tenth1 And inppar'.1tohe charaiKteIMStL o.,

tesit Aas. performed ion the me. I.% and an ki-tes wa, at pl~iIsmi-on conditioni

254M

E 200(1(
Argor -'~Ol

tI~ieniPt.5ma. !40 iN rf

S(K 5~~i Smi P-- a.ma.t0 rf

t

I'e% Number

Figure S. Comparison of partices added to 150mm waters (0 3?-28j,ml for water
runs with qas only 14OW tadeofrequency binas niasma, and OW radfiofrequency hias
ptasma for the conditions shown The order of the runs was as mirdcatnd in the
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"JO no .0nr wq 0od '407~tQ W bwpmwrLW r0

'41 Iivrfw l fi os petirlr Jadolmom to waiws st~omru oftlcf% Adding i0 fakt! -1 '41 "I%'te t'JrItpoIe'ý

O W C 11 o. 1 * f e r * O f j N . 0% V r~ar k h eh s s.. u SO A S % atc rs th a r 1, r th or g .A , n lP - ic fr h t.i, - -n o lth i ,r n s

,tA~~ *,ý !h< 41' gja ,nl 144' ~i Ah fiti~l suts."g)l,(i, hc
AMs~ go%% so kilma% In-ct k.As .n,ts~,-n After .,hs'UI I A *4crs, n,'te that Pht, kIcrl ii

andl mrf c-t rtias o *A, 104) 1.'( the*"'m mIC0*Stl &~'' r'nlrwns A 1*,o highanet.nr than ilimhloo iheI other

IN,1 'A m7 heas resulttal in Arn Asrrap peak I , VeAk Of obti el orlnn oo fchge ifc lc

ii"ave4 '4) fh foUII h. eah wferkwundr Alcys noi% he that there to Imiircas.. .'osihat jflrrifl-

eac.h t.,'c~ttii. Are hoovin in figure is I he results sho, h iw ~ dp r~nlngtn roudn h. ae

A JfrnJIK I~fCAC i thenumer A1-mocloro kill10 hen the wafer is oot ,.tsl I .o these tests, the: ceitern~l
af IrAmA(C jilltaCi the v~ulonu-I ram in withik Ottes Nts' tell jai tesnprtati~re .1t the .elitiinrinp. 'i ecih tc~t ooe

4141(fIIfil p~ssol~ 'tahe het 4uci~v waS 2'. 2 d 2S, C Gr the: Lindini.*n gas ony

inl ,' t, A den C141II. 10 this in., rfod It with the hr~t 140 hiss atndl 0) v~ Nims, tC~esjxit

Is

-16

1.13 .

Particle Size, microns

FIgure & Caliculated tt~ernophoretic [131 and gravitational forces as a function of
particle size for anl At plasma at 5 mTorr. vTr - 6 Kcm 1,a partkiledensity of
2 g cm 3 and parlid.e temperature less than 500 K.
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Statistical tests of the means and variances showed square of tike particle diameter [ 13] Fill f(d'), and
no difference in the gas-only and 0 W bias conditions. gravitational force varies with the cube of the partice'
The result for ttse test or~ the means is consistent with diameter. F, = iAjj). c-ic fthra rd.

the results of the microwas~e Power studs I section 5.11. becomes larger with smaller particles. Assuming a par-
The bosx plo:5 for t~,Sm results. figure 7. show the impact tidle density of 2gcm 'and a particle temperature less
of the 14OW mit bias condition Although there i% no than 5W0K, calculations or the therniophoretic [ 13] and
statistical dilleme'.k-e in the means ort iariani;es of gas- gravitational force in Ar at 5 mlorr and VT = - 6 K
onlil and OW oil bias, note the presence of outliers for cm 'reseat a cross over in ,he two forces, at a particle
the plasma-von condition And! the lack of ,an 's outliers for size of about I S jim Iligure M). Particles smaller than this
the gas-on) i condition This it Aconsisecnt Vith the results esipricnix a thermophoretic force awa% from the wafer.
of the m~froaC powier studs, hi4.h is larger thin thai due to graItIl uinder thcsc

toriditio,in (ontcquirrtls. if thermophorei and grasi-
.iit~ionl forces rcpresent a significant sharc of the total

53. 1W deffc of elmctrode eteilipiatrt on particl forti:c iposriorno~t I, the particles, then Corse, ,f ta-
adilliits to ask"~ fr-r IC%.Ci parta1Lle Lount sersti% siic should be %cr) differ-

Atmong the fllie rittuens ing partis ic N-h.,i. Or in pla' coil for the LcawL %i I of and -'K cor t Ihat Is. a

MAs 1- drall11 duý tollmsol' ..f fttal Alt) 11Cuitral fga, Oct, fuiint'llIcs rcasc in .*ddedri prildcs -1ifi s I ' tnt

Lm~crules (,I ine %a%. rt whi,, ,w,;iI draft Lin -,coirliles f-ir h i- u'cti 1 6 K ni whl no sutch

ittiortici prmfitles -% 6%s rpatn I Ihcrrit.phtci. Icxtrea-c s, por, 'tof ,t It he k.is V I -, K knt

h-iti: tue 1" !hi-ol tolr'Idwrcil 4se [N -It 'eerstis'l I tittettutinial rcti-uit sh,,%ing thi cesfet of ceteii'si

theirct, ( 04sC - I! a.1 [f'5 jC"' iot'l ic!hi, lZIAd&'11 I i-1Cnf~efAhIlt -1t artile islititiorf 11 wA.fers (fr paffic k

the ,,Jcr A rr t -jllici-:tt I h.114to~ov iNt if ql. 1, 7' " " I? oc ire ho,,% nt figure 1) -

gfasii'n I -, it n .~oarK-1 vmni51e ~it iitzltl ch.vitg ?r, the lit inultt ,I Iart, lis

~tnl t ap.ilel t -"~ .0, (h, johI J..~~~ Sstef- 1/"ltcl i/-s I ',,tt it' C11hl-

su~cithat thtorrt-phýrr. I C't rc" N iýpit,. i. t.. tlo:sirsl .- r ,- Ih ,'l.ig~.liifl~l111 hoth

I r the I, * sotirki- u-l -.I , pc-s w,. ;irx l~ttI.~ i-o
5 

ri tf
1
s iti It-c*ptn h%. paorti~cl tundt.

sh,.ý*nt thatiilc %ui sii.,mc ritwtat .rv' .hsic ip.-sctd~~

I, l aci w.i ti-tpre .(ih,.r icft I I- 'I- ii,vitt (ah.n i~

anitc 1, Itreiv It' tIt"I -is tif'.o- No 4 1 6. Paftkles added by the ofectrostaftc wafer chuck
Sit" If often A.t. if ' ." tcste..I o. IC - -f ký

IIII a .ni It%'Ii rscat il -, lhc , ct r I ltic lt- it, . 1,, ,h,,,it .lied ;.rgc ttnitixis 4

plasti.. I it .an ..clg InternalA.11so t- .'w N, .-.. thil,ti sitIMM11 Itfcia .c- k,scct 6

44) t ( Icorrelct front %'i~arcragv -,ictl A..'' htttii, I, if. It,, Siith,-.5 l l,s ,.I% N- midc~c t i ihc

"Iti* "01 - " Id i, i, 11 tl ld r h . x fc -ItIr f " l ,f, 1, 'i1,Lc

4-

Particle Stir t M

Figure 9. Averagle number of particles added to waters as a furilo of paritori stze
for 85OW Ar plasma runs at electrode terripetrtures of . 80 C and 5,0 C
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Ceramnic study decie nscin5.2. Thermal stesof the
'llaalipRingresidual film on the bell jar and increased bombardment

J of the gas/grounding ring in the presence Of RF bias are

Wc~mdWaferreasonable explanations for this phenomenon. The con-

Co~ve 1 ý I sistent observation of high plasma-on particle counts in
a \t a cold (room temperature) ECR system, even when gas-
rticl lieonly counts are low, is cvidence that thermal stress plays

Elecrodean important role. Even a short idle period for the
system will cool the bell jar to a point at which subse-
quent exposure to plasma will eject particles.

Why are high plasma-on particle counts also ob-
Figure 10. Schematic diijarni of the electrostatic wafer served in a hot system'? Under standard processing
electrode and the mocrhanicai clamp, conditions, external bell jar temperatures can reach a

peak of 110 C during plasma-on periods of processing
and cool by 15 20 C between wafers. (For the expert-

The resultinig pressure differential from the wafer back mcntal results presented here, external bell jar tempera-
side to the sourcQ region :auses some lie to leak into the tures were typically in the range 25 30 C.) Assuming
cha m ýer. lhe lie flow is pulse. wriit th noidutla ted at that the interior bell jar teinperatuLires are at mini mum of

Iccmn, giving a timec-averaged leak rate of about 10 20 ( hotter than the external temperature, this rep-
0I 1 seem, ito maintain the correct hack file pressure. Ibhis resentits reduction hN more than 100) C oif the tempera-
gilles rise t( the pos bi hi ri that particles are hli wni front tuLre drop ac ross hII, i es it al film relatiive to at cold
the back side antd Lin rIh itt the front sid Ic t the Ai fcr s, slitem Since tlat, implies ih;;i thermal stress would he-
Ibis phenomntion bhis been insvesirgatet anid not added lomher. at direct plasilla . :Iinterictioni maN their ex
particles %cre obserteit in .u cdean 55'm di normral plain particle election from ai hot sv all .Aliernaiiisel '. if
or, ration If filie h~ick sidlle tI, i pulsed wtil'simiiciioi .1% Ii:i resliOUAi 1irii i, not ini good mechanical thermal
ibith tilsccm or it the Jlaivilling Iolt.1i: is sulddenlI, contact lsitt fill: hell jar. if rina,r get iiurch hotter fhan

remoolsei. hiokcer. pIMMIC esI, ii he iddvd to ithe A.iier tic: hell iir itseli. trrstC.,istiV. life IterrILccot the hint failing
unietr .a atrietv III -ie ,,fidilwtit dife alio taishck- under stress XAl-. titt himn rnma goi hottr due: to gireater

%.se hi~r idirmies theL pitMitis iW- laid Ithe eitVe lit tie phissi .ibssspiioi rel~itis to tIre- quartis I tieirviAI sress
IA.iucii ind tnt' he hittitrihr tifitir liii I ficse 1Isso 1i'lrglie ti1Ltr ntis ils.ia- tII: nipontani., stIe flt*e Irside of
rnorn-tandairdh rns-1 tstc~i it twh i o, k Acerc tIic hell1 I.I 11110 iotl iiunikrrNl pcat heated is, resealed

used r, rest rriecha,iris it ~.irrtiklkc i.irrsport ii Iristi h% intsre.ist-it resridiial cepossitnitin ot irieissiAse colid
s htCt i gC11snicIr Mt theC lesI'tnsseI 1111ITerf IP .i1scii ~ s.i ssetl is, te'trIVF-.iiirc inieasrrreinireiis

'irril-1 flur l o g ire'(11 11iti fi t' tILI 1t1s IsItoIteId sIct e tI c tli "I sIIII st i IIIn LI uitii CIirei.friiisi sliress Off

iarid a1mig tie ii.mti'r r~ithet thiai iA.1% Irlii it II, tie ý the iiriiC CICI Ii "III isils Is IC1 esileIr I tie list that rio,
hilrst treleais Is-sflt .rgr.itc i 1i tisest p"Iorlt sirritit rreft~niiC~,ilA pIll htih,,lir 'If tiC stI sirt I'Lsined uwiiirnu

the striiroirtcreri:.,! t he ss.ilvt I iraetr pull~, Landmi theC p~fIiuh* Ilest Ituctisates itihs Ithe pIAusira A1one IJuse

slIseri the rcetease issolt i old sie sutt~lie .irs JLII ete irt J1ot at~'k Itt-, itie, nIt, uimpIN. hiissc%,r. thatt
-lrried flfther .rJs sAJN rsije It~iilI riItes.. urisni srns (u101 -'s glic ialses

I he findinhrg rce~leswm tI' pu hchehis-t 'ii fit 1in 14 1-xuile 1isrgl If.,s Ii- etfesi riectrniiial stress timsA
s'iirc- is ithat ithere i, sI tisictit irier ,I trtm~gritiuile sr, iitsi tie i1u1 11,Ut I 1i'li it I, riiiie limk.1s III elct

irisreus III rartishes of r' .""an Iitildif I., ss.mers fil 1utse uir i.' r s.i pllisini us sigpiesteilinlI-I
iris% !isen plasirti1 onr ,u0101i1,11i i eCS-ru 11 1 Ift d is iii III lit hthe l rein 'th 1tc s tl h Ai, I si L ogt. rwicirir l itieirlimI

1i10f., utiIdIICI Lusrrip.Vircs r. . gsil .1i~i i s ci P.11iit i.inI a it OW Ifss, Istisl 111.1 IsatilI,h see q c it It1"11t

hiunruledh pAirriste .il~ldl Hil 1is is ting CilIlt'rs 013i itJt I',k site Iilien' 1,io he , te fri O pri-crre It
ii rI, i tierCniir ue itirir iig li.,Ii jiiii,.ritrg itpini r' t1nrirrc teriuptscts in

tisluifi thi, suqurse I ruler tlicew tIr.iris Ic-ttil g iirssihisiI ilrs I tit ro isl ictifhevirisui,

suirdirini thepies ih ir,lft, utIN tie hrn.i ~t, I tsiii s rrttsli II, i'Ii olar itismterursls
,,it tinc (Iii the turin i .It-ni citsi f,ih Ili, etiret remlilw' dt hIIIIi tipi ig lrmrio ILt 1111t1 i 0 'IMP"
pantiji les t ci r, Ilii lcm .Ir sur as %.iti 1-' .......t~ !, i Is iII thls 1-0 ofi tIe. wrgi ri, 111V itt , 0111'Mp rn

preser ittost"' At tt~c- lirel i ~tletw ii ii.1 , i mo cwitl '' usriIII1"v iiihrris.h-, lb'e "Aitr sZItmIc I lie
fAslr.il kiricits cief)Cgs i I"~ m V I IreA "1 01 t- l s'ltisrim stieriti tisuurildts %uur fc ilse A li'e IIC.i.uIr killilit'flls

hi'tsrsilh,iu-st is usA histh% t 1) til Ariu roing

7. Discussion
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Contamination particle traps due to a
cone, cube and disc
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Abstract. This paper studies asymmetric particle clouds confined within electrostatic
particle traps in the presence of a molecular drag force. The drag force, due to flow of
neutral Ar gas around a particle, is proportional to the gas flow, which can be
controlled by a mass flow controller. Our system has a component of the drag force
parallel to the waler electrode surtace. The particle clouds asoiae with a cube
and a disc are seen to be highly asymmetrio; in the direction of the drag force, as
would be expected. The asymmetr increases as gas flow increases. In oider to
visualize the clouds quantitatively, we have inroduced a technique called Gopal
scanning in which we move the laser beam ,iowly with a serpentine path through the
pat tru~e cloud. The forward scattered light is record.,d by a cha, ge-coupled device
camera onto videotape The image of the scattere~d rht on a framle of the videotapeý
is a nearlý circular red spot. Using cornmerciailt, available computer software, the rtoil
spots can be used to delei mine the boundary of the cloud as well asi to find contours
of constant power density scatter_-d frorm the :cludj

I 0,11itodsjctlon "a,,cr clritrtcLlr ire ýli. ito out gr.'rinitrita.ii'airinrthilhlk
,%rrirriitriL chlirr'rr ltirlitl Ibe I"~r~rr toPrrItLLr

"et
icrcr'l r'k-.f~~ h.l ptrnirrc rrrirt, Iin Ir,ip, 'ili,t "Orli -r.'iririlihal "rrilirirrr ri.11r1c0% aon tr itler

Iv ~ itlp~icriii ,rc. Ii P1.1trri- tIling .rr00 itir, "'rht' Iiif ctlrrilricrii.ilCr ,Il ~t Ilan ft-' hrf
liruer liplit %c nrvirrr-l ,r i , pitlr lj I r .. 1 11n 11).i0ir -11ti .r.\lriiicirt i III .V .Itrurin .iiii 1110

He Ni v'e wf, hih- icr f.Iii -w he~ rr'iirtcn Ii i . Lrin -tr fir rirniicrrr.l -np-r n -dr di rag lorrc irittirill

liri1 c P- file .11itcr MI Itic11 A Ir in Atltrict light 11 "1-M, I li' ol o d 11,. 1tr A'.11, i, ficr:rlF Il
rc , -I tied, -,, r d tiI ~ i- tIlr -it"t.It Ii, .r hia it 11inc.0 1ni~r a 1fi hririr' li III, I -h 1  li f '.lIc le, r1hc InrI IIIt-i
roi I ur ic- frji r. p i ri.iiý, 41 ed% n.rr nI I p.irt ik c , .IIII .iniýI altrirf

-,tnrrrrll1c. '1in0Cc 11,1110tc, nit% irrriI -*',f'rci- ft ikI i.. . t l " ovv', icIcI I rid

At~~tnri He
1
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Particle traps due to cone, cube and disc

opposite to the inlet. Furthermore, the gas is pumped

manifold gas supply inlet. Thus, the Ar gas molecules

will have an asymmetric distriblit; an of avcra[je velocity
U(x, y, z), a vector. Here, let y be normal to the electrodeT
surface; the laser beam axis, discussed below, is parallel DRIVEN ELECTRODE

to the z axis; let positive x point from the point in the
annular gap where gas flow is lowest to the point where CONE ON Ot151 ON CONE & DISK

it is highest. Then, Ux(x. yv0, :0) < 0 for constant 3,o, z. WE AER0 AE

and all x, indicating that U.l is positive in the - x Figure 1. Superposition of particle traps. -Left: dot cloud
direction so that there is a positive component of veloc- above peak of cone on graphite; middle: ring cloud above

ity J,~diretedfromthehighst o loestgas low isc on graphite; right: dot and ring traps above cone on disc
ity . drectd fonn he ighst t loest as low on graphite.

inputs. This system is ideally suitiJ to our experiments.
The gate valve between the plasma chamber and the

turbo pump was set for a fixed aperture, th~is causing 3. Raster scanning
the pumping speed S to be fixed. We have confirmed this
by experimentally showing that the chamber prc~sure P Initially. we placed the cone on the graphite disc. Then,
is a linear function of Ar gas flow Q (sccm), which is using the convcntional raster technique [1 3), we ob-
controlled by an Mis. For all experiments discussed served a small 'dot' particle cloud over the tip of the
here, S = 18.91 s '. Also. 3.0 < Q < 60.,ccm so that at cone, as shown in the left-hand drawing in figure 1. We
300 K. 0.29 < P < 5.9 Pa. Since S is a constant. U(%, I. , then varied the gas flow and found that the appearance
z) stays approximately constant and is independent of Q of the trap was independent of gas flow within our
and P. ability to observe change% qualitatively.

O'lanlon ia ail [7] base shown that, for this range Nest, we replaced the con-- with the disc. A ring
of pressure, one should use the vecior molecular drag cloud wats observed, ats shown in the middle drawing in
force FD: figure I. Iloweier, ihe distribution of particles in the

tring wits :I sensitve fiunet iton of gas flow. As gas flow
F1, I3. ý, S 1 I sdIlIII N ill Increased, the particles of the cloud seemed to be 'blown'

to ihe left side (If the ring, in the direction of 1,, and
where SI units are used throughout, the co,instnt I 1I I,. bot'h 4. which arc pt'sitiselv directed from righti to
has the units of Va i fin . It is the sisc,'sits i P1 -sI. d is Ict III tiguire I I or eseni moderate values of' ( Q,,, such
ihe particle tiameiteti (11 Mind 1 1% the pAirtcle %elticlts 1 is 2. ithe ring hi-camne a partial ring in which particles
Im % 'I I he trigz Itrcc fl, is to the ,onc dtret~tiii as ou'tlit;

1 
hnNe seeni ,ii the leli-hand 1tde if 'he ring in

I I fthai F3 ha, .i comnpotnenit 1 11, tin tieift lifti I Ac aissnie tha~t the drag foire': is molsing
in: 0ie Itlirectiwitn itld is tatigs-nitiagI,. the Itialer p..rticI IIs to he eli hjiint *idt (it the ring
Ocet:r i fod I 1i1i1a1s w e placed [th iic on i the disc as% showsn fin

.4tcrtinaiclIs., Itan( hIN elilresst III tvfill. ,1 . riot tile fight irhan ditwnVi III figture 1. and found that ihe
itialbeth tflow (JIQ mht-i t) , i, ,ikscf, I'' Ne rh,3  d-1. fit, ring ,lou,'is assmstuetl with the i%'., oibjects

iiirnitrtim Clow Ltset it, lii, A,,4 A ,!i I fill () Q) oii~idusiaMl Avrc Ai' hilt presenti If1 is Is if he Clouds
IsanlIes i 11 jhoo . Ifs , Simie I t, oildsrwuideiil 'I f, Aere hvtertNIIg uiperpostltlior
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PARTICLE CCD movement of an arrow, via a mouse, from pixel to pixel

with the red, green and blue intensities displayed in an
y inset box on the screen. Also, the x and y locations of

the pixel are displayed, where x and y are the same

.- coordinates set up above (see figure 2); we now choose
A C y to be downward, that is, into and normal to the wafer

\BEAM electrode. Within the red spot, blue and green intensities
TRAP are usually 0- 5 and are ignored. There is always a small

cluster of pixels near the centre of the spot that have
much larger red intensities than others. We have plotted

X the red intensity across a typical diameter of a red spot.
~-O -- BCACssnO Based, on this result, we can conclude that we can locate

y the centre of the spot to x, y ± 0.35 mm. We select a
Figure 2. Light from a particle cloud scattered into a pixel at the centre, and note its location and red inten-
charge-coupled device camera. Inset: cylindrical intersection sity. Since this process must be done by eye, we ignore
of laser beam and particle cloud as seen by the camera, spots with maximum red intensities less than 20 since

they are difficult io distinguish from the dark blue
background. Typically, maximum red intensities vary

medical CA r scans, in which a cross section of the human from 20 to over 200.
body can be imaged. We have manually recorded x,y and t!-e maximum

The lasei beam penetrating the particle cloud is R.,. red intensity for those frames that contain a red
shown in figure 2. The ('CD camera is positioned so that spot. Finally, and most important, since the object
it receives forward scattered light from the particles at a producing the cloud is always in view on a frame, we
small angle 0 with respect to the beam axis. Typically, record the x, 'v location of two points on the object, such
0 - 2 5'. If light were scattered uniformly from the as the upper left- and right-hand corners of the cube.
cylindrical section of the beam that intersects the cloud, These data are now used with a graphics program,
that scattered light would appear as shown in the inset, such as GRAPH TcM)L (3-D Visions, Inc), to construct
For small 0, the scattered light is nearly circular, being contours of constant red intensity in the x- y plane. The
slightly elongated by an amount BC in the vertical or y measured two points on the object, which arc a known
direction. Thus, on a colour-sensitive videotape frame, distance apart. allow an absolute scaling for the x, ,
the scattered light will be nearly circular at the colour coordinate system, and the contours can thus be located
red corresponding to the wavelength of the HeNe laser, with respect to the object.
In fact, we cannot visually see any deviation from a As an example, the cloud created by the cube for Ar
circular red spot on the frame. We thus call this tech- at 7sccrn is shown in figure 3, where the contours have
nique spot scanning. been labelled. As in all other contour plots in th's paper,

After a cloud has been established over an object for the , ontours are 20 intensity units apart with a contour
a specified Ar flow, the laser beam is spot scanned of intensity of 40 always being the contour of minimum
through the cloud, and the scattered spot of light, intensity. We estimate that the accuracy of determining
received by the ('C!) camera, is recorded on videotape
using a VCR. Typically, the time to spot scan is about
2min. Next, selected frames from this section of video- 06.
tape are digitized and stored on the hard disc of a PC. -4o
This is accomplished by inputting the analogue signa! of 0.18
the VCR from a single frame through an A/D converter
card in the PC. The entire procedure is controlled by
appropriate software suzh as IRAMEGRARBER (Raster 0.82
Ops Corp). Digitization consists of subdividing the ar!a 60
of the frame into a large number of discrete points or 0 / 40,...8620018
pixels. The intensities of the three fundamental colour / 20

components, red, green and blue, at each point on the 140
frame are each assigned 1 byte of information, or 0 255 0.9

on base 1.. T;ius one pixel contains 3 bytes and its

location is inferred. 0.94
Next, a second application orogram such as

PH-O(SHOP (Adobe Corp), is u•,¢s to analyse a frame. 1.8 1.9 2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4
The Pttorosftop program will retrieve any frame from xs(cm)
memory, and re-display the frame or the comouter Figure 3. Contours of constant intensity of scattered light formonitor scrc,-n. The red spot of scattred light is easily a nartic;e cloud above a cube with multi-dipo;os removed:
recognizable, even when reflections are present. This is 7.0 sccm. 350W radiofrgquonLy power The cube is not
dearly one of the strengths of this process. It allows shown.
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Particle tiaps due to cone, cube and dis,.:

the intensity value of a point on a contour of constant 0.25

intensity is ± 10. 20sccn,

Using the known distance between the two refer- i89tr'es/s

ences points on the object, the x,y coordinates are 0.75 R

measured in centimetres with respect to an origin in the
upper right-hand corner of the frame; positive x extends
to the right and positive v extends downward, as shown
in figure 2. The cube is not shown in figure 3, but the . 1.75

cloud is distorted to the left-hand side of the cloud, the
same direction as Fn,. the tangential component of the
drag force. 2.75

The red intensity numbers shown labelling the con-
tours in figure 3 are proportional to the power dtensity
of the scattered light arriving at the light-sensitive
element in the cct came'a at corresponding points. We 3.75 0 1 2 3 4
can therefore calibrate the ccit camera/vCR/Computer 0(cm)

system such that the contours can be labelled with

power densiky (Poynting vector) of the scattered HeNe Figure 4. Partial ring above the disc, with multi-dipoles in

light in W m - '. We have not done this. place. The axis of the laser beam is tipped slightly out of the
plane of the ring so that both front and back can be seen:

In order to obtain closed contours as shown in figure 20 seem, 200W. The horizontal line is the diameter of the
3, a closed contour of points of zero red intensity (zeros) upper surface of the disc.
must enclose the measured points. This contour should
correspond to the boundary of the cloud such that were present for the disc and ring cloud shown in figure
outside the boundary the red intensity is below 20. Since 4). The spot scanning images of the traps for 33, 31 and
there is no scattered light from a zero, one must approxi- 55 sccm At flow, or Q Q,, of t, 9.4 and 16.7 are shown in
!oate their location. There are two ways to do this. The figures 5(1tat ) 'The horizontal lines represent the top
first, which is what was done here, is to watch the red side of the face of the cube normal io the incoming laser
spot drift off the cloud; then 'grab' several sequential bearii. In figure 5(a), the cloud has about the same width
frames, and find the frame in which the spot is just as the cube side, but is displaced to the left, in the
visible as it slides off the cloud. Then use the ,y 41rectei, Jf Fr,,. In figure 5(b), for Q/Qo = 9.4 the cloud
location of that spot as a zero. Alternatively, a statistical is mi.ch reduced in size in the plane normal to the laser
method can be used in which pixel number N in all beam, and is displaced considerably to the left. Note that
36000 frames (2rmin at 30 frames per second) is exam- the drag force has increased in strength by a factor of
ined to see whether it has a red intensity that exceeds about nine from the case in figure 5(a). Finally, in figure
some threshold, I0 for example. With some added sum- 5(1'), the distortion continues, for this case, the drag force
ing an,+ statistical processing, if the answer is 'no', the is 16.7 times larger than is the case for tigure 5(a). For
pixel is outside th- cloud, while for 'yes', it would be larger Ar flows than Q Q of 16.7. the cloud disap-
inside the cloud, and a boundaiy can i,. estahlrshed pared; we theorize that the drag is large enough to free

the particles from the trap. The cloud in figure 3 is
another image for this case. corresponding to Q

4.2. Results Q": 2.1

For the disc on the graphite plate, a complete ring-
shaped particle cloud is observed for QQ. < 5.2; for
Q/Q - 5 2, only a partial rivg is observed. Fo demon-
strate this, we set the Ar flow it 20sccm. or Q Q,, ý- 6.1, 5. Discussion
and used the spot scanning technique to image the
partial ling, which is shown in liguic 4. '1 he tangential The spot scanning technique dzscrbhr'd here is probably
component of the drag force f,,, points toward the left nlot optimum, since sideotape is inherentl. a inoisy

figure 4, and has caused the particles to mo'e to I.e toediurm. It the light c uht be fi cuscd ii a photod ode

left-hand side of the ring. he inc connecting the tv,o and the ssteni moveod about to dim,,i.,t- points simula-
dots in figure 4 is the tip of the disc To see hith the ling pixels, then the errors reported ahoxe could be
front and the back oi the ring, the laser beam was tipped reduced Seliwn et al hatc laken a lirst step toward
slightly out of the plante of th, rinig. "'he quanuity R_, dioing this [9]
is the largest initensity contour, 40 is :hc mnnimnur We theonic that I'-1, pla s an important role in the
intensity contour, distrithition of trapped particles anti in the shapc of the

Next, w. investigated clouds associated with the particle cloud Now, I ,,, the tangential component of
cub. 1 he MCR-I etch chamber normally contains a set the drag force on any parftilr Is ploportional to Q Q,.
of permanent magnets of alternate polarity around the One would expect that particle it ,buttons would be
side wall of the haImnber, constituting rn-hlti.dipoles•; displaced in the direction of f,,, wlinch is what we hase
however, these were removed for this experiment (they observed for the two cases -.hown in figures 4 and 5, we
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06 (a) 33ccm change much for the three cases. If we assume that the
86IS9 litre/s dimension of the cloud (which we cannot measure) into
RAx 16 the page in the zdirection is at least not increasing, and

106 that the particle size is constant. then the particle density
0 - ~ ~remains nearly constant. If all this were true, then

particles arc not conserved. They would be leaking out
E of the cloud and trap as Q'Qý, increases. This is consist-
u 14 ent with the concept that the drag force becomes l1rg

enough that some particles may escape the trap. For
18 QrIQ" > 16.7 sccm, no cloud is seen, so that thc drag18 force must be large enough that all particles escape the

t rap.
22 A separate issue is the behaviour of the electrostatic

__________trap containing the particles. Our view is that a trap is
16 20 24 28 32 created at the instaint thle Ri- power is turned on by the

X(cm) system itself Ini Some manner ats Yet to he determined,
- and its existence does not depend oin particles [5. 6]. [he

negatively charge(' partitles then flow into the trap.
06 1 3ls /s Suikeqriently they may change its boundaries.

A..:20 We theori/e that the drag fotrce tintluentes the post-
10 ~tion of particles .Iol'mn Mew trap. rTIhe final position of at

partcleis clcmmýý h)balnceOf thle drag; force w ith
the electrostatic force associated with th le trap bound-

o 14 aries [51 and the gravitatlonal force. A particle with
-thermal energy may niose about Somic equiilthrtur po-

sition. Thus a strong IranSverse drag force can cause the
c louid of particles to nose ito One side of at trap. and if it
is latrge eniughV0, the particle wsill escape the trap.

Chargvd pa~ticles certainly can alter Ifile boundaries
22 of the trap 151 As fte trap fill, with paitcicts. the trar

May es"pand like at baflolli filling wsith wsaier If particles
16 20 24 28 32 arc nioved to line side o! a trap hN the draig fOrce, then

x(cm) thfe trar mia be hadf - I dist orted oin ithat side All I of thfese

Suippoisitions arc conlsistenit wsith ifie results Showni 1crc

The detltils, of the electrolstatic bounudairies Of at trap
iB9 ,rres's neced it) be- insestigated as% a funtction Of Ar flow, iusinig,

I 2 -I0 for examnple ;I lanoitiru probe 14 i]ý V.e hase Seeni

0 ~~that the cloud of a 1111 trap 15cr tue cline was uiinaffectedf
10 bv Ar flow or[. .itppireiil. by, i the drag force Ore

espfaiiaiio i, is hat ifue increnlentall change ill tifle plasin'i
E 14 poitcntial at the trap biandatrs lesIscei the Interioir of

the trap and the Surrounding ambicent pfasnia t is erN
large. leatding to ai large electric field, SOi that fth ifrap,

f8 orce %OI Uild base Smiall influence
I rom figure 2. it is Lclar (hait sic are creatling all

imiage ofl at three-dtimnesionllt cloiuf lii a !wo difien-

22 stiuiad plane nolrmal it, the laser beafl. such1 ý;S IS sh~vlus
Inl fitrtreC I Whilc the flltatilln and intensity salueslitN III

1& 20 24 28 32 tLltItill Of cI-1nStari iitlvn'ott ;ire ceuuusaccurate it,

X(cm) within error sIliucs sta:eif those, the interpretation in
Figure 5. Clouds above the , '~e, with mutti-dqipons ter is Of par t11itl SIIC and pMa. Itc 1011sits Ifist-I bUI th
removed. The horizontal linu is the top sidle of the tare. of the wit hin the pa it ice lo uti canno ,t heL ufedfuccd f romi this
cube normal to the laser beamd axsia 350W fa) 3 3 scjn, (b) single tso -dil imci - Ionta f plot I filus file Intt' i-. us . iies Iii
31 seem, (c) b55sccm figure 3 hasec tittle meianinig itl piesetit fl' (he most sifuablt

Iniformaltioln hblinaitiie is tfe boundaries Il fifle dotall ais
have also ohscrved displacement Of clouds ill the f,,, projfected on tifus pl~aiv H owev er, .i'. il iieditil loinoll
directtion fo r other cases not reporteil be re g r aphII, if. ill add iin to0 ill t.b plot Of fig iiue 3, IC I

In figuire 5, the I(, I, plane cross sectiton of the trap dininenisiona I inages cail he Ifbtaitned in pUlines per pen-
decreases significaintly troin figure 5fua) it) figure %( ). a% dilcalar to that Of tiguic' 1, then ittflrinatilm ,thiita
Q Q,, Increase% from I to 16 7. wh ile Rm,%5 doles not particle siue density mnay be forthcoming.
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Abstract Particles or 'dust' in etching or deposition plasmas are an important cause
of product , ield loss and equipment down-time. Traditional methods of particle
control are only partially effective in plasma processing. This is because formation
and transport of particles are strongly influenced by plasma electrical and chemical
properties. Particle control in plasma processing requires understanding of these
effects and their relation to aspects of tool and process design. Laser light scattering
has been used to monitor the behaviour of particles for a wide range of plasma tools.
This method provides information on location and transport Uf particles. In some
variations, Ight scattering may also be used for particle size determination. Results
have been obtained in sputter, etch ar ' deposition tools of planar diode and
magnetron-enhanced designs. Somr, .dts have also been obtained in electron
cyclotron resonance tools and rad:& juency inductive tools. From this database,
differences and common elements are observed for the behaviour of particles. The
particle trapping phenomenon is often observed, Particle traps have an important
bearino on wafer contamination. Traps cause part'iles to accumcl..te into localized
regions during plasma operation, only to be suddenly released at the end of the
process, thereby contaminating the wale, Spatially resolved optical emission may be
used to nap thu location and intensity of particle traps. This method al,:n provides a
semi-quantitative comparison with two-dimensicnal modelling st~die,. !t may also be
used to optimize grooved electrode design for particle contamination control.

1. Introduction particles in plasmas, provided there is proper recogni-
tion and understanding of the plasma environment. In

Particle contamination is a key concern among:t mainu- addition to any external sources. plasmas tienertu; par-
facturers of semiconductor and magnetic storage tech- ticles by reactive, homogeneous chemistry [I1 5 7] and

nologies as ell a,< makers of flat panel displays and thin by fracture of deposited wall tilms [8,9]. The presence

film coatings. Plasma processe's are used for etching, of free electrons causes accumulation of negative charge

deposition, sputtering and surface moditication. Despite on particles [10 12]. As many as 10t negatise charges

the low operating p, , ire and improvements in auto- may accumulate on a 10t1m particle in a typical plasma
mated wafer handling systems in these tools, particle [8]. In addition to the forces present in neutral environ-

contamination is still a major cause of yield loss and ments, particles in plasmas are influenced by electrical
down-time in many plasma processes. Further, improve- field gradients and inhomogeneities [13 16]. The role of
ments in contamination control for plasma processes these forces and (if particle generation must be evaluated
have lagged behind that of other f-ibrication tools. As a in an effective control strategy.
result, plasma tools are now identified as a major Being complicated environments, plasmasi are often

contributor to product contamination in many semicon- modelled only along the spatial dimension between the

ductor processes [I 4]. electrodes, with the radial dimension considered infinile.

One reason for this undesirable distinction is that In reality, the radial dimcnsiin is bounded by tool walls,

particles behave differently in plasmas than in neutral clamp rings, view poils, punip exhausts and !%en the

environments, such as clean rooms, inspection stations edges of a wafer. Onc-dimcnsional modck and related

and steppers. Particulates in neutral environments are experimental sludi .s often overlook these effects. whith

primarily influenced by thermal gradients, turbulence, hare mim It hearrinq o particle ietiuiiour.

gravity and gas drag. Tlhese effects have been extensively This work focuses upon optical methods iof charac-

studied and are well recognized. Controlling contamina- tcrizing particles and the plasma inhomogencilies that
lion in neutral environments requires evaluation of the influence particle transport. Study of these effects is

forces acting upon particles, engineering means to divert essential for effective contaminatior, control. As an ad-

particles from sensitive surfaces and control of particles ded benefit, it is seen that particles del.neac certain

sources Hence, the evolution of the clean room. properties not previously noted in experimental or

The same approach may be used for control of modelling studies. (haracterization of these 'new'
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plasma properties provides clues not only for contamin- ok
nation control, but also for solution of other processing vcR
problems.

2. Particle measurement and detection

2I. Ught scattering

Lase: EgZ;i scatte ig Lu•s) _vs been the primary means
of detecting particles. !n this technique, a laser (often
one operating in the visible region) is directed into the P T;c
plasma parallel to the electrode at the plasma/sheath
interface [8]. For particles >0.5 jm and for visible ligh:, Lasr an
elastic scattering (sometimes called Mie sLattering) oc- LASER $
curs primarily along the forward direction within an iMrror

about 15' cone [17]. Particles smaller than 0.5p/m Figure 1. The rastered laser light !z.._tering experimental
set-up, showing the position of the laser, video detection

typically scatter light in a more isotropic manner (corn- system And the plasma tool.
monly called Rayleigh scattering). The forward scattered
light is collected with a camera or lens assembly and is
detected with a phctomultiplier or C'o video camera. vided by a single video frame is highly useful in ident-

Some studies raster the incident laser light using a ifying transient events that are easily missed by the
rapidly scanning mirror [15, 18]. In this approach a human eye and photomultipliers. For example, frame-
plane is mapped and particles may be detected within by-frame comparison can reveal the exact timing and
the raster limits. Because particles in plasmas concen- source of particles in the plasma or on the wafor surface.
trate within a few millimetres of the sheath, aligning the The background imagery of the plasma is helpful in
raster plane with the sheath plane provides an efficient inferring causes and possible corrections to troublesome
means of detecting and monitoring particle motion. This particle sources.
capability is furt icr enhanced by use of a video camera Fig-ire I shows a rastered LLS set-ip. Clouds of
to detect the moving points of scattered light. The particles can be viewed by moving the raster plane along
technique can also be used to monitor the wafer surface the intcrelectrode axis and by expanding the rastered
during processing. This is especially useful in high-den- laser beam. A photograph of a trapped cloud of particles
sity plasma tools with very thin sheaths, over three silicon wafers in a sputtering plasma is shown

The video framing frequency used in LLS also pro- in figure 2 [14]. Particle trapping is clearly evident.
vides a convenient timing mark. This may be used with More will be said later about particle traps.

known distances (such as the diameter of silicon wafers) Rastered LLS requires careful optical alignment and
to infer particle transport velocities. The 'snapshot' pro- consideration of laser power density as the expanded

Figure 2. A photograph of the rastered laser light scattering image showing
trapped particle clouds over three closely packed Si wafers on a graphite
electrode.
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lawe plane hits much lower power dcnsti'. than in wade~nfaihi, pairtikc size miIN he inteirs', from a1 hired
uncxpanded beam MIultipic rcflkxtion, (roni tol wall%, detewtiin oricntm.t.n. pro%)i.ed ithl i-sunilionii About
windoiw' und silicon wafer, can ci~iss tni~lcading Nirticlc shar and index AI rdtrawiun ire %alid I his
measurement%. Sim'ilarly. art cL-e'ssiseIN dirts or .,louded method is simplified h% the reverimi cmmnirk ,it is, omitait

%indt .4 can fcomplicate d.,tt'cimorI Ii % tsia' N quires u%~ of 'wihit' light laser, I hese co ntinuouis wiuc tascis

two windows in or nrosing direc-iiins and in ,ci-, of the Iperate with a rf %r Ac Ias mwis~re thAt rn' Idcs
plasma sheath bound.,rs Water clamp rings or deep multiple. coiherenit %a .uulength ctn rsoii iit sirciar iiis
wi-fLr wells cant obscure dlietwoon of parliti Ic rips A crete waselcngths throughout the % iblei region
single window his been used for both etnterinig the laser I igure t I -t alt ulatitor of light tittering
light and satcutred light dciectioti j 19 1 h is is most intcnsitý for S de tection orientantion ;is ai (uriclwn of
feasible for detection of metal particles as these h~ite particle tic f~ir three laser va asecngt h% 08X loO' 14

nreferential hack scattering 120] 1 he use of two win. (green) and 6;riru mii redi I momn ligure Iit is ;its. seen
dow- onl the same side of the plasmin tool his heetn that. as, i particle growi in sm/c, it, apparent scattering
described [21) I. mien incoherent ligh't hlas h<eat s1CL colour will ci 'clL- between blue. greein and red This
for s',: Iuric pa rtice detectlion [22], hillt it should be phenormenon has heen obscr ted for pltsmria ri ~cici.ted
noted that this approach is generally less sclsitise (but particli.s [141 I loweker, for it pr-imlle cloud :ontatning
ofteni more convenient and with much fewecr safety at distributiii of piarticle stzes. white light scaitteriing is

concerns) than the use of cohercnt laser light becaiuse of obscrsed. I[his limit's (he suiing abilii, iA the technique
the ability of lasers; to dei% *r greater brighft ness wit h Nloiond isperse parltile dmitri butt ois are typical i oh-
better nmo noch romaticity' tnd pola ri/it in purity tMutin served fot short dfiliatioin plasma s. w'hich are prionc to
incohercnt light soirees, particle nucleation [61. A broader particle distribution is

The usc of iLit comhined with electric probe often seen in plasmas after prolonged operat~on or in
measurements prc vides at convincing argument for the plasmas contaminated by wall flaking.
coincid-oncc: of particles. wi: h !ýcatizcd plasma disturbami- Dynatmic light scattenng, which measures the 11mi tu-
ces [ 15, 16]. Optitcal emission spectroicopy mnay aL.o be ittiotis of scatitered iight intensity. hirs alse been osed ito
used to detect particle traps, as described below, and determine particle size in plasmas [24. 25]. This method
these results may be compared with pairticle imaging is especially useful rir measurement of narticles
provided by LL.S. ýý0.2 pm in size. Re'.uuts using dyitamic light scattering

Particle sizing is usually done by' angular measure- often show it uniform particle size for very small, grow-
ment of light scatt-ring ( i~-v hi'; is ;'ic',ns'enicnt for ing particles. '[his result is in ag;eeMert wiuil TIN
plasma tools. Instead, other techniques are necessary. measurements of particles in pulsed plasmas [26]. Par-
Ltght scattering intensity front porticli's >l.2jim (IC- tidec size has also been deduced fcom particle mac:s
n-nds on the particle size, index of refraction and shape: measurements. Pairticle mass wats measured by it Dop-
and the wavelength and detection angle for the scattered pier anemnometry' technique, which measures the axial
light [17, 23]. By tneasuring the light intensity' setAtered velocity of particles when thte plasma is briefly interrup-
from multiple inicidetut wavelengths at vajii ous ted [6, 27].

Scattering vs. Particle Size (p pol, tit=5 0, N 1 5+0i)

U) I Soltid li-R (632.8 nm), doshed-G (514.5). dotted-O (A8.0
To)p sotid tint-s in, of R,G,O

Sphere radius (rntocror.s)
Figure 3, Calculated scattering power tor three laser wav'etengths (488 514 arid
632 nm)fobr a fixed detection angle of 10' es a function oi particle size.
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2.21. hegage afe plsm ~ I2 Off. I be Ckearoit aClfoltvn revitnancri f plasma deposMaton
2.2 1 1he An it*Mff ~t1116 IC11119I(~l flltLII . a~il I .,t ,. ieltIk.hll .rtentc~t AIit~ti. Oc t~

1101112cashing ((-,,I shsss Io 1,tfinoil. sliasls a arlise huiLk 11 thi1s 1,411, je.ll-11.11F1pss 11 i i.1 1111s
ir,ippang ituoutirc,' .a rmg oir roniiiflingthefi cg ,I th' Appar-intwharing oni Ihc it ais~pri of Paain,, it,,o. the
wAafer aa~d ,I doit c ,r s ir ls ,t.. the iLailrc ,( Off: As lc A~~~alcr larsacad parties1 cickle oi l, tra ire plaits .i. irori the
the hoslitim edge or each ;rrap also comrsdodAtltwo the tolAl life. I,, therniat Iir olettritsal stresscs Acre

she.ith p1. sna hound~ans and the ltsp of the astruiall' Larried ,ihosui fii h the Ionr current loi the waler I hi:Ne
extenrded up it, senerial iniaaictierc, Into the 1,lasriia particles werL huried hM thc sleposatiot film [211 a

I ~ ]u rail these hbaried pa-iles Acx re nipoistsiile toi rem o ec
III YihSekUC "LPN - Some l a rge p~ar ticles act ala 11

2.2.2. The batch aoafer plasma etching to(,l M ultiple. boIiis~d off the %,&ifr Aside front transport fii ijic wrn
separated wafer% showedl trapping effects smittdar for cach current. no similarity wAtt~i other trappaing effects wats
individual wafer [14j. Decreasing the separation hbe' ttoted.
tween wafers on the RP clectrode caused dillercnccs an
thc shape and intensity of the partacle clouds. Nearly 2.2.7. 'The electron cyclotron resonance plasma etching
touchang wafers caused very strong traps to form ahoi.s tool I his compact Hi R tool Uased an Upwardi facing wafer
the ines::lregion:!, between Fe .C af'.. bes ~ ose. s s h .on.~o . ypc

were affected by wafer posattonai chanages ats smnall as operated at pressures , I)m'f~orr [301]. As an the previ-
I mim. Particles were Found to accumulate first in the ous tool, some particles were seen moviang with the ion

stroanger locations, then spread out to other traps. current, hut appeared to deviate aroutvi the wafer in
agreement with model predictaons [31]. However, the

2.2.3 The batch wafer plasma deposition tool Ten upward focing wafer wats Nu~ceptih~e to particle deposi-
125imm diameter wafers were rotated slowly on the tion from the tappet r.-gions of the tool and was aug-
lower, grounded electrode during the deposition process mented by othe: particle-s created during the process.
[21]. The wafers were mounted on pedestals grouped
along the perimeter of the electrode. Thus, the cetitial 2.2.8. The Rtý-iflductive plasma tool topographic struc-
electrode region was shadowed from the laser beam and lures designed into tnhe R~itýbaid electrode of thas anduc-
could not be monitored However, in this tool, clouds of live tool showed clear evidence of trapped particle
submicrometre size particles, were trapped an the tutbes, cl;.uds, even lior sheaths smxtaller than 0.01nnim Oper-
mounting the vaewports. This region acted as at particle ation of the inductive couplang source showed little
' cannon' by trapping particles during the process and cnange in particle trap behaviotar. wath the excoptton of
then expelling the particles onto the wafers at the a curaous striation observed in the trapped pairticle
process completion, lame-resolved video measturenments clouds A silicon we!fer was also found to trap particles.
and wafer spot counts were tased to confirm tha' mech- In addation. particles were also seen in tool 'view purts
antsis. and alotig the outside edges, of the Iii baa ied elec~trode.

2.2.4. The magnetron plasma etching tool The wafer
clamp rang was found to he an important contributor to 3. Measuromonts of sheaths and particle traps
wafer contamination an this tool, due to the intense traps
formed along the insade edge of the clamp ring and aear 3.1. Nature of particle traps
the 'fingers', or clamp ring contact points [2fl]. Magnet-
ron operation caused the particles to drop closer to the As Jescribed above, experimental studies have shown
wafer as the sheath grew thinner. Rotation of the mnag- th~at topographic and material dascotitinuities on the
netron field similarly cau,.ed rotation of particle clouds electrode and other parts of plasma tools induce disturb-
about the interior of the clamsp ring ansi th,ý tool wails ances ini the pltts.oa that attract or trap particles. Par-
Low- pressure operation t7dk 50,n' orr) (of this tool dad tidle traps are thirce-dimnctsionial in him otifneties,
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tournde h% t've plau.iia %hrath interlace on one %idc jtr1 ,

the rvitfmcief i.1 the eicxtrl.de dosiurhjnox ailong the
'ri'ti menmuoii Thor trap often proKxts up into

the rrpuIxi~c fotte ,ip%'r like thargeci particle%. particle't "'00 .-

Are (Orifined & iiimn thewe I.',, ized region, Insuid the4
traps". NIrtO'," micrn displair .oi'ctiwx hichatifoul. re- .

oscin hng ( oul ombi.. f.iu d, I 1. '71ns

Pg ohc ieasurements h.i,, x hoi'ain that particle Ira p.
hjse .i h~gher plasma~ potential thain tht .urrounding - ~ -

plasmta regions. psihexplaimiig the driit of particlcs 7.Wý'

to hthes lotalbcd regio~n% I I] Alicrnalisehý ior dr ig~
or:.alo isonil ij:aced til plasm ia in honi ogene. ties, Lan O

irtipart momentum .and cause patrt:LCl trAnspOrt 1-3,34 1 Noirzoital position. (min)
P'article traps hawe been identified in, ;t .- de r;.nigc of Figure 4. Optical emission spectroscopy isoptiotal map of
etching and &.-positio~n plainar dioodc pl~isnia tofols, its Ar neutral emission signal (420. 1 nm fine) over a flat, uniform
well its magiteiron etching atnd sputt-,ring tiwI. lit electrode cover.
high-deristy unducti'.e plasma t.'oin eacri case, clec- -15 .1.9 3 ow 3.X' OW 2w 15

trodc topography and or changes in surface material low rr-r'---''-v'
composition have been relat~ed to the presence of the -

trap. 1n - - ---

How rnisiht the pre,,i'i'o: of topographic changes% - -

and, or malerial discontinuities affect the plasma and iw - 'oLl -o

thereby affect particles.'! Clearly. the sheath has signifi- E - _

cant influence on particles because of the flux of ion% to low
the electrode and ine electrostatic influence it has on
charged particles. Intuitively, topographic changes on
the electrode must in some way alter the spatial profile
of the sheath, causing focalized changes in the sheath
thickness. Material change~s on the electrode influence -w-o w 6 w ~ o w i 00I

secondary electron emission and thu eby catose changes -ISM-i2oetai30 poosl., I.M 60o )w

in the localized plasma density. Figure 5. Optical emission spectroscopy isopholal map of
Clearly, this explanation is overly simplified. 'To Ar neutral emission signal (420.1 rim line) over a grooved

understand how electrode topographic and material electrode (ftype 1). The dimensions of the groove are 3 mm
changes influence particles, it is first necessary to tin- deep x12 mm wide. The groove extends the entire length of
derstand how these factors influence the sheath. Two- the 120 mm square electrode,
dimensional arid perhaps even three-dimensional
modelling is needed, More experimental studies are
needed to test the models. Probes may be used for this to map quantitatively ihe presence and intensity of
analysis. Hlowever, the use of probes in and near the particle traps and to correlaite the'se formations with
sheath can be tricky, especially in situations of varied features on the tool electrode [35.36].
sheath thickness. As Indicated below, optical emission The experimental apparatus for spatially resolved iii...
may be used to map the location and intensity of detectior. of particle traps is described elsewhere [351
particle traps and the sheath. '[his has added benefit in Briefly, a series of lenses andi apertures is used to define at
studying chemically reactive plasismlv which attack ,r cylindrical solumte element, aligned with a groove in the
coat probes.m R-bl ised electrode of' a planar diode plasnma tool. [hei

detection of un meis con tin uously varied ats aI function oif
time in a controlled, serpentine manner with respect to
the xi electrode by inovinu the entire optical system and

3.2. Spatially resolved optical emission detection the itool. A 50 mm , 3011m11 region directly above the III

,Analysis of optical emission in~enstiiy v~iriatiotis pro- clcrd smapped using this approach 'to asoid errors
vides a non-intrusis~e means fir detect ion of particle irising fromt path length differences, a square electrode is

traps. Optical emission Intensity is a consolutiýn of the used, with good results [361.
density oif ground state species and the pr..ba- -lit), of T he 420.1 rinm Ar neutral emission fine is monitored-
electron- Indluced cxci tat ior, to Itigh elect ron ic stales, with spectral resolut ion -'I' about 11.2 n in. I he iime-de-

Beca use particle traps arie, in fact, local iyed plasrnia penden t oitis sig nalI is cii 05r ted !o .i ma p of intensity oif

disturbances, the rate of electron-induced excitatiotn is the 4211.1 nm neutral Ar etiision line versus horizontal
also altered in these regions. Accordingly. the intemi',ity arid height coordinates abole the electro~de. I[his, we call
of optical emission spectroscopy (ovs) wxill vary spatially ain isipiotlu too/I because the ciontours denote lilies of

due to the presence of traps. "Ihis approach may be used equal emrissiono intenIsity in this phas_- space. As, show m
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-ISM -I . - -N la, -I am'0N .1 00 ON . 1. . a.

400 I

Figure 6 Optical emission spectroscopy isophotal map of Figure S. Optical emission spectroscopy isophotal map of
Ar neutral emission signal (420.1 nm line) over a grooved Ar neutral emission signal (420.1 nm line) over a grooved
electrode (typ 2)r The groove is of the same dimension as electrode (type 2) The plasma was cleaned immediately
that of type 1 but stops 12 mm from both sides of the after results of figure 7 by pulsing the plasma. Laser light

electrode. Results were obtained in a clean plasma, before scattering showed no particles. Note that the trap is more
particle inlecton. tightly focused, similar to that in figure 6.
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Figure 7. Optical o'missiou, %pretroscopy sopholai map of %acuk0iino loud t Ihrnough A'srgonr lecdo ga% fir the pl asmna
Ar neutral emission qignal i 420 1 rim lmel over at g~roovedt eiitereot ii I rvai mid .ihrot t c tic kNIto ti. ind19iitr 1 w
electrode (type 21 1 na plasma was heavily ;ontaminated by -oi11ii-iSs steel 111ic Miesh hraike padf'* 'Acre spiirell%0ii~ilc
particles using an injector The. [oirtiols .iliellced over the t f-Lnoo~%aantteao iidr hc
groove in the riojin'o Indicated by the' iroken ifne The iiiiiiiisigiith\Iiorsiidraiih
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led across the groove and drifted out along the electrode can exist without the presence qf[particles.
edge into the pump port. The particles were continu- What might be the significance of particle traps
ously purged out of the plasma along the electrode without particles? Traps arc a consequence of plasma
groove. A few particles lingered momentarily in some inhomogencity, caused by localized changes in electron
sections of the groove where a minor surface imperfec- density or temperature. In high-density tools, traps may
lion was found; however, these particles were eventually also be caused by source non-uniformities. Ions must
purged out of the plasma. Results obtained with ciee- also respond to these disturbances. Process uniformity
trode 2 were dramatically different. Particles collected effects may he ex,•--cted ;n regions near particle traps due
into a line above the groove. Over time, the density of to this influence [16]. In some cases traps may reduce
these trapped particles •ocreased. process uniformity. but traps may also improve uniform-

Isophotic emission maps were obtained for identical ity by compensating for chemical nonuniformities. It is
plasma conditions using electrode 2 first without, then also interesting to note that plasma uniformity problems
with particle injecton, and again in a relatively clean often accompany plasma contamination problems.
plasma. In this last case, the plasma was slowly pulsed However. contamination is sporadic in n-ture, due to
to release particles. No particles were seen by LLS after variations in particle sources, whereas the uniformity
this procedure. The results are shown in figures 6 8. problems are consistent. Clearly, this is a fertile area for
The location of the trapped particles in figure 7 was future study and modelling.
measured by i.t s using a He Ne laser aligned with the
optical detection axis.

As indicated by the closed contours in the isophotal
maps. the trap seen in figure 6 is strong and focused 4. Conclusions
whereas the trap seen in figure 7. in the presence of
particles, is significantly larger and displaced slightly Particles are readily observed in plasma processes using
upward into the plasma. The presence of particles has laser and incoherent light scattering. Typically, the par-
weakened this trap and dislocated its location. In figure ticle density observed in plasma tools far exceeds the
8. for the 'cleaned' plasma, the trap has again been clean room bazkground and is often the single major
focused tighter, but remains dislocated higher into the contributor to wafer contamination in manufacturing
plasma. The trapped particles in figure 7 are aligned processes.
with the trar. but arc lower into the sheath by a few Particles in plasma processes behave differenily frm
millimetres. probahly the result of other force balances those in other vacuum processes because of the ionized
such as gravity. ion drag and gas flow. which is down- ambient of plasmas, Particles acquire negative charge
ward in this case. It is imporlant to recognize that the and are attracted to, or pushed towards localized traps.
isophotal n:aps indicate the .osition and intensity of the rhe exact physical iocatioi of particles is determintd by
ele(trostatit trap in the plasma rmsulting from the inter- the force balance point between the electrostatic trap
action of the plasma and sheath with the electrode delineated in this study and other vector forces acting
surface, whereas the particles are localized at the point upon particles: ion drag, gravity, neutral drag and ther-
of net force balance, the spot at which electrostatic, mophoresis, Particle traps of different forms and loca-
neutral drag. ion drag and gravitational forces are tions have been observed in a wide range of plasma
equalized. The optical emission method demonstrated tools. Material and/or topographic discontinuities on
above is especially useful for designing grooved or the electrode coincide with the location of particle traps.
self-cleaning electrodes because it provides a quantitat- One reason for this is the influence electrode topo-
ive yel non-intrusive measurement of the strength and graphic and material discontinuities have un the sheath
position of the resultant electrostatic traps in the structure and profile. Recent two-di. ensional models
plasma. These have significant influence on the location have successfully predicted the location of particle traps.
of trapped particles and on the capacity of the traps to Spatially resolved optical emission spectroscopy may
confine particles be used to map the location and intensity of particle

The presen,:e of particles appears to weaken and traps. This is possible because optical emission intensity
defocus trap formation. This may be due to localized is sensitive to the density and temperature of electrons.
loss of free electrons. Owing to charge balance in the Maps of emission intensity show a close coincidence of
plasma, negative charge from particles can only result in bright spots and location of trapped particles. Using this
locally reduced electron densely. This might also explain technique, i.tLs and measurements for various grooved
the 'leakage' of particles from densely filled traps [13]. electrodes, it is shown that particle traps are an inherent
Vo summarize, traps are een (i) without concurrent aspect of plasma processing. Traps may be formed in the

detection of particles by LLS, (it) over electrodes shown absence of particles, but are changed by the accumula-
to purge particles continuously, (iii) in regions other than tion of particles. Finally, it is suggested that particle
the regions in which particles arc detected (especially in traps also influence etching, deposition or sputter uni-
a balance between two traps [35]) and (iv) the inten- fortiity. This may result from changes in ion bombard-
tional addition of particles to traps causes a weakening ment below a trap. However, in some cases, this may
and 'defocusing" of the optically detected traps. The compensate for chemical non-uniformit., s which also
combination of these observations suggests that traps influence process uniformity.
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Abslract. The effects of platima processing Conditions )n tne microstructu'al
properties ofiosvcon powder,., ate presente-d Hydrogenated nariophase. silicon
powders were prepared using low-pressure and low temperature square wave
modulated el- plasma (113 56 MH7) using pure sila3ripridSa Plasma parameters such
as pressure. CF power. plasma modulation frequency, and gas flow rate were /aripd
In sifu analysis by quadrupolar mass sjipectrosceoiy and ox situj analysis of the silicon
powders by Fourier trans'orm infrared spectroscopy iF T;il ind thermai desorption
spectrometry of Oydrogen were perfo'mfed The thermal desorpt ion speitrometry
results show the furidarnerrtal differences between the conicentrations of hydrogen
weakly and strongly bonded n) silicon powders as conipared to amorphous sikcon
films The rF Tit nalysis 1lso deterrinierd fhe. microstructural characteristics of
powders and hence their volume surface ratio Thi!F paramefer was determined fro~m
the balance oft P probabilities of having one of the 1-1 Si Si, bond arrangements in
the powder particle-, These retsults reveal an increase in hydroclen content and a
*:Auction in volume surface ratio as the modulaftion frequency of 141 power increaseis.

In consvequence. higher compactness of silicon nowdrrrs is associated with long
particle residence times inside the plasma as at 'esult of ioin bomliaidment TCM
analysis indicated a considerable dispersion of particle size, and some degqree oh
structure of the silicon powder characterized by intergrairi linkage Wes poiint out the
dominant presence of hydrogen on the padticle surfaces (external voids), which may
cause the high reactivity of grains. incre~asing the degree of intergrain linkage.

1. Introduction strlictirail andi Cill)iprrsiiinI lrliahuoirrrigc hlls the pomsi hi-
tIN of preparing ailos> ,r rh ixing preLUrS0l gases, the

Iline generatioin iif piowder ill piseanas is inicresting diii chemical reactijls it tat depend'.0 in iredegree iLorilnpact
to itIs 111 S eniiemet as at conil anm int iii suirface pr)cess s le' i h orac igecivrg I hie po ssi hililiv rf
e g. plasnma etch inig. an ridn de posi Iio n processes such as con t roll ing the size, the cOnipact ic anrd I lie ino rphirlogi-
reactise sputtering. chemical %apour depositiion (I srr) cI chairacteristic'. iiipirwder rpr~idirceti h% lois -prcssurcarid

and other techniques [1 5] Ihe coiitanlinlatiiri from low -tenrperatutre plasmnas riiiiii diependrs ill the pricess.
particles ioriginating in tire plasma itself is anl important coinditiosiis pressure. gas 11,%is I al. terliperatlir power
limitation to enliarging the scale of integratiorn in riY]crv drst>ai idianrifegcC i h sillil hwr

elect ronics anil a handiea p for the iacriiclecm ro nrc in- O itier iniore fundiiiamienrtal characteristics of the pow-
duslry ( production Of phOtoVOI talC cell .. diispl ays. fla t der. suich is hyd rogenr c n tellt. Si If hoinn distri hoii liii
panels, large area detector% and sensors, ecic. oxs~gcii reactiSity and] inicrnistrIiciUve' Iaias niti * t been

Sili con powder formia tion in silanie plaisma en ha nceid studied iii diitai;. although ýhese ino, iko N s*h epecied to
chemtical vapour deposition ('it ,i)) processes is alsi have con' iderahkc depceendceri ill tihe process pars-
interesting tecause of its possible use as at raw urma teria I meters prepa raioi n and an neal i ng
for new ceramics, for nanoscale filters or ats a support ofi Previous reports dealing with the niinfluence of the
catalytic surfaces. tcchnological paraniciers on both film structure arid

Special chatracteristics associated with liowde. pre- powder formationii cl~mimics [6 1(l] reveal the square
pared by Pit( VI) are nanomcric size, the high purity wise modulatnim04ii (SWMiof the Hi [rower iti be an easv
(electronic grade), which results in an inricrase In both way ito cintrol powder foinmiatinin and huln tuicrostruc-

0963 0252 94 0303,48 ý 07$119ý50 1994 lOP Phsishing 1td



Effects of plasma processing on Si powderrs

ture. The increase of the microstructure when the vowmi of sQwm Rt power at 15 seem Sit], gas flow rate. As in
frequency decreases is due to the incorporation into the experiment A. the other plasma conditions for these
growing film of large particles coming from the plasma, experiments were kept constant: 30 C temperature.
the size of which depends on the sQWM time period [6]. 65 Pa pressure, and 200 mW cm " Ri power density.
These negatively charged particles are elect rostat ically The total time for discharge processes (considering
confined by the plasma sheath during the 'plasma onl only the plasma on periodsý was 15 min. Powder
periods and deposit or leave the plasma chamber as samplts were collected using glass slides placed horizon-
soon as the sheath disappears [6,9 11 ]. An analysis of tally on the reactor chamber.
the evolution of discharge electrical properties, powder Theli reactor chamber was prosided with a quadrupo-
volumetric density and size distribution [2]. and tnic lar mass spectrometer (r)Ms) I Fiden HAL PMSJOO) to
effercts of different initial discharge parameters, shows identify the neutral and ionized spiecies of the plasma
that powder formation takes place in ;ucccssive [,hases from 0 to 300 amu. [he nricrographs obtained bk i um
after plasma ignirion [12]. An initial phase (At - o1l- pros ide ati estimate of particle size of the silicon powder
liseconds) of generation of radicals and ions during [I 11. To tierforni the thermal desorption spectrometrs
which electron attachmetit occurs. on tihe Sill, racd'cals twos of' hydrogen we used an esperimental set-up [15]
[9] is followed by oither phaseN charracterized b,, the composed of at sacuujni chamber Ill) h Pa pressure), a1
griowth of negative Ions limited by ,i !,is residence time mass spectrometer ito quaritif~ i he desorlied hydrogen
(At of several seconds, depend inrg oii the cs perimnen ta I flow, anad at lumacc A',it h at thle rmkoo ip monitoired by
conditions). Ex perimenits of 'A)wr5 R1t plam la suitahlN .i corriputer generating a lineair tenirtrpcature ramp of
low frequencies depenrding on the plasmia cionditions. 201 C mint' in at temnperatuire range from room ten,-
arllo w con trol of the deg ree oiI p. ~inrme/at ion i i powders peratutre tin IMIX) ( I he infrared spieci roscopic anal>ysis
measu red by i's stilu characterialin n I his can al so be of powders A as carried ou t bN a farst l-ounr ie Infra red
pierformcd bN controlling the residence little of powder' spectri'phoriirn-ier Nic.'let 5/l)\ ii it, which pros ides
Inside the plastria thnn rog h the gas tliow raite [ 111 the cha raclci ert ic absior pt ion peaks cr respond ing to the

If its paper is fiociiseid on the mitcri'structirrar charic differeini ban,rn pi ~eset iii the silicon piwder.
tentariiio oit silicon piiwder- ,btai ned troutl v~ws Stplasm7a

0i311ieCp oceXSSes, il par ticUit.i ' i eA s0IN iit he tCIepeI~ndtce
of the siliconi powder IrnIcr,st r1tLric tireIrsilý oin the 'at nn 3. Results and discussion
flow rtite (Ic s pn rient Al anrd seco'nid Io n thre A~)wki
frequcfirc. fexperimrent B)I 11w sihol, iipowier was aitlr
fysed b ' I tiurier Ira nsft 'n ot a red sptcitriosctopy it fiR I. lit recLent sease ha se sr i..fic' r he eflecl of pressure on
thermal deso0rprotil SpC(tIfIIt'nIef!,. "IsufrTOgenI t i'. and anriorplitissiiicoliov thin filmns 1161,j. arid have seen that
tr;,nsnIrsisonr electron inriisci~cpý (it Si) their comiryactiress i related to the iasriinim oif thes im-

.rgrnarv parr ut the ellectise dielectric uinctiroir,
telerrrirtied hN ellupsolnrefrs ) 17) decreases its pressure

2. Experimental procedure tincrease,.. as shiowni in figure 2 a. lsot studied (hie
effect% of to piower titi the 0Inrp1AitIjC'Ss Of ,r-St If 1iit

Aimorphotis silicont thin lu~ms airi duiconrripowfer Acere films I 1I] anud 0h,inCrsi all in~crase Mi pot Osty with kit
obtar tied b> p lasmni enhanced chemi carl si piiir Ic jpoii pu.. Aer I his% efet" 11 tiorc sign i ficarnt il .ier s liiw SQwNi
iron I it sirI~ i Sill, in ica rciscou ciipled kit teactoir ft eq ucncre ats sho w n in figu re 3. 1 itrit erinore. the
[t 14t1he reaction chamiber had ai rectankiular paral hiughlý froriutjis rtierral deposited at high Ni piiwer aind

lel-epi ped ic shape-, which enabled) ,i icrtic .i larin rlar hit, h igh pressu re. iin (he vti t %i ra irAge. beconies silicon
lit bie ptiped betwi een the kit elect rise indl ftc groiuiinded p. sl tir All eni we sru c lieroi the depoiistion priwies, at
plate I igure t is schemaii~rc uliaivrarni ,u the plrsmnit room erfraie
confinrerrenti chaiiiher [he wt elect rld 'A.e La n necteil I i gutire 4) ii anrd 4th) sho4It'ta' ex.riniplc itf the mniss

fir a itt powser genitteruit by in ,wiiisiali. rinitichitig spectra utorispoindtng tio neitiral and posIrIse tins front
network, wkhic:h guaranteed niatsiniuutin transmirrwid it at pture t1Iun toI plasliria lit Otlklin to u'piimizc the
power to' fte plasm~a I he litt power gencrar~m couild be -li'ectuiin. thie cmitititis% of rthe pl~ritui.i Aere set fir NO)W

nrorttlualed hn at squairc-wase itgrv.dI with difflerenti Ire Kit power moidulutlaed byý a square signal ofIXI litOH

cfueircies aund period~s ii) lit ts s c requient% au nt sl;", t iut cycle. t01 Ii i ia I pressure.
I-xiperiinrert A stUdied gas f110A title ectMs Silicril I' strn purte sularie (low rarte Arid ri011 tetriperafaire

powder wAa, )nthestwdi inside the reactcru it Iiit C, mdi I tic neutiral Ir..gruinutati.'n Nspecirtuin (figure 4liiII shi..ws
the .dalne flow raute tia, atird trt'irs I'' 'IX kcirn it lie pewiks ereputingt'ln.IfisilanC arid risil11irie
ill lit modulation frequetivlL of "It powecr I lie oiffer Present ill t;lc pLsint~ I igtrre 40') shows ilh'~ pinunstre itoil
plasmsa 'ilitndmris firr these experimntcns %here kept u't spcitr at htarauwti/c'ed hs $he p-rt-esetc if StiIf,' Iois,-
%tan' irs Pa pressure. attld 20itrn'k ciii - itt purser I'mI InonoitusL~rt to lsasilite 0i 1 (o (it the oilier
dcnsity mra- sigimals fu~icatt beitvwern silane peak, are proibably

I speriment H studied A)%s S frequiencs effects Itt this ia' tI, the rrt'e rce of lt~iro',arh ide- ,orntinnruirIs111 Mitd
experiment the silane plasma~ was rttrdiulatel at freqrein. or hi.- nrunrOFt'r pckies, thre 1IteglnIS Of w 1Ihi are.iwus
cues ranging fronti flitson (0011/. us~inga io.u dirts cycle lIwter ithin I", " f maiti pelk'.
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Figure 1. sIchematic diagram of the plasma continement chamber, which has a
parallel-epipedir teometr) The mass spectrometer head that anal~ses the species
present in the plasma is also shown

os), resuilts l~rr horth cx~ieriments A and B ~hovi Another caus~e of' (his pei'rclnliance could be 11hai the
funtlidarettal differences btwween a-Si (I lilms [I S] and hydrogen diffusion process aiela'ii ing hydrogcn eflus~ion
powder,. in a- Si If films the st ronglyv bonded h' yd rogen ill flim% is practically i nsign i ican rini S Ipo)wders dueC to
is dominant and the matn peak is at (AM) U. %ihercais inl their larger surface hit k ratio We proposed a value of
a-Si :1pdrshenaiu eoponicntdat 30",. hisdrogen Lontentt correspindinig to fints with very

2901 33(0 U. indicating that the vkeakk honded hl~dro- high hs~drogten conient. .is the low limit for total hydIro.
ge n prt!\ails aganii is ihe %rong!) bhonded h drogenl gen con tentI (hi inded anrd molecular h dir ogen) for hy.

drolgenated silicon powder. ['91lit figure 5 we sihow
the normalized h-,drogen r i~ results for several samples%
oif silicon powders prepared at sovvm frcq'~ieneies in the

- ~range 0.05 io 401 H/. We attrthute the weak depenodence
-i ii t characteristics oit AjvvM frequetncy to the insignifi-

cant variation iii diffusion oif hydrogen between different
powdfers, as compated to that of films. and furthermore,
to the simitlair wide particle size d is tri butitoe, from 1 0 to

-~~ 2Mm1n.t that pirwuer shiiws at different process condfi-
ton% [13), I his is shoar hn b ii mirtcroigraphs, from
which twit predoinm anlt size d ist ributii ons appeared (t~ie

P ~smaller one abt~ut 30niot in diattieter tnd the larger
betweent X0) and I sOn nt irrespectis~e of the proces,
parameters

We pnerformed thle mecisurements oft particle st/c b
*e~ .11ualti eg the diameter of the Li rget ted the stmatllest
*particle in everN inicrograph In figure 6r we show the

0 Ill -I) II lot 5 0 diatmeter iof the smallest parlicli- ig;titl.t fl-% late lit
Pir-si %Tm li ity o the disperstwn of the mneasureeretits particle size

increasrs linearly with gas fiui& alrte In contrast, the site
Figure 2. Dependence on gas pressutre uf the aitiximurt of of the largest partic~es (40 on ciito I SO nrni ap~atr% iti) hi:-
the effective clielectric functlion (determined by oltipsomistry) indeprendent of llite gas flow rate except for the loae't
of a-Si H thin films~ detosite irom silaite plasma The
deposition cunditions were 20~ W A power, 300 C substrate gas flow rate, at which the Iigi-icr putwde. partices are
temperature, 3M sccm silare flow rate practically o-~srn
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Effects of plasma processing on Si powders

26 Figure 6 also shows the continuous decrease in the
density of powder ?articlcs when the gas flow rate
increases. This phenomenon may be attributed either to

r cy the reduction of powder particle yield as a consequence
22 of the decrease in res'dence time of the particles inside

Co -the plasma, or to an increase in the dragging effect of the

flowing gas which reduces the number of powder par-
ticles deposited on the TEM grid.

U11 1We studied the microstructure of silicon powders
v using FrlR spectroscopy on two series obtained at

different gas flow rates and at different SQWM frequencies
(experiments A and B). In outline, iR spectra revealed

2 Hz of SQWM frequency extensive hydrogenation of the silicon powder and the
146 -- - -... .... .. . dominant absorption corresponding to hydrogen

rf POWER (W) bonded to polymeric chains or to silicon on the particle

surface [20].
Figure 3. RF power effects or r2,, for a-Si:H thin films We focused the analysis on the evolution of the
deposited from silane plasmni at a substrate temperature of stretching iR absorption band (2000 2150cm '). Wc
300 C, at two sOWM freqvncies (2 Hz and 4^ 1 Hz) ai,d
using a duty cycle of 75%. The silane flow rate and he divid,d this band into three Gaussian peaks correspond-
pressure were kept at 30 sccm and at 30 Pa respectively, ing to the following. (i) Sill bonds inside the bulk of the

(.i Io'f Is-a" , '

"•1~N0 
I0s'

0 s Si.H,

SiH,0

20 so loo 140 I80
a mu

(b) o0 Sill,' 10o'

n siH10

0
= I.

10 .iSitH.*10

20 0Oo 140 180

amnu
Figura 4. Fragmentation ous spectra of (a) neutrals and (b) ions of a pure
silane CF plasma. The conditions of the process were: 80 W RF power
modulated by a 1000 Hz sowm frequercy at 50% duty cycle, 10 Pa total
pressure. 15 sccm pure silane flow rals, and room temperature.
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Figure 5. Normalized hydrogen thermal desorption spectra
corresponding to silicon powders grown at different saWM Figure 7. Relative absorption of [2030], [2090] and [2140]

frequencies. The deposition conditions were 50% duty cycle, peaks, corresponding to Si H stretching modes, against the

15 sccm silane flow rate, 65 Pa pressure and 80W RF residence time.

power.

particle (located between 2020 and 2060 cm (- ). The tration Of the Sill. Sil-l and Sit], bonds against the
variation of peak position is due to the different density s.,wiM time period T,,( ,t in the range fr( m 1.0 to 20.0s.
of the material surrounding the Sill bond, which pro- The evolution of the three contribuliors has a strong
duces a shift from 2000 cm - ' for a-Si: H films to 2186 correlation to those shown in figure 7. This result
cm ' for a pure silane gas [21]. (ii) Absorption of Silt confirms that the main effect of SQWM for low frequencies
bonds on the particle surface. SiH,, and (Siti2 ), (at is due to the control on the residence time (the sowM
2090 2100 cm -). (iii) The peak generally attributed to semi-period , dete:rmines the time the particles
the Silt] group (centred at 2140 cm '). The Gaussian are contfned within the 'plasma on' events).
areas, A,, A2 and A. respectively, were normalized to Therefore, the effect on the microstructural charac-
the total area of the stretching band. teristics of power square wave modulation at low fre-

For experiment A, figure 7 displays the relative quencies comes from the control of residence time. This
concentration of the three different stretching contribu- microstructural dependence denotes that short residence
tions to the absorption against the residence time in the times cause highly polymeric powders, with a rich
range from i ., 15 s. W'•,, ,,. ,zsidcince i*rmo inc,'ease, mirostrrctipre, while with lontrer residence time, the

the 2030cm-' peak is enhanced while 2090 and particles become more comnpct. "Ii,.: ,1 !'Lnomenon sug-

2140cm ` peaks decrease. gests the following growth mechanism of silicc , powder

For experiment B, figure 8 shows the relative concen- inside the plasma: initially, small particles appear as a

.............. 3 
0..........

s4o 2o 9

402

o. _ ...

00 .. .. . - -,-- , .

6U B0 ;0 0
flow rate sc'in) I 45 51 7 I,,, 05 0 175 0o0

Figure 6. Etl•lct of the gas flow rate on the particle diameters
and h•eir disporsior, corresponding to the population of the Figure 8. Representation of the relative conceitdlitioi of
smallest particles determined by TEM analysis. Dependence different Si H bonds, calculated from the :A absorotion band,
of the ratio between the surface covered by powder (Sp) and and corresponding to the stretching vibration modes, again-,,
the total micrograph surface (S.) against gas flow rate, the RF power SOWM period , for silicon powder
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Effects of plasma processing on Si powders

consequence of polymerization; as the residence time of1
the particles inside the plasma increases, crosslinking06
between polymeric .nrains is favoured and consequently
the powder particles become more compact.

In order to obtain further microstructural informa- L: j

tion of trrtR spectra, a random bonding theory [22] was 0 4

used to model the silicon hydrogen bonding arrange- Ca
ment (Si., H Si~, H, Si,, H * Si) statistics. If sis the A
probability of a Si atom filling one of the four available - 7

,isites, and If thc same probability fo. a H atom, the0.
p, ibability of the four sites being occupied by either [I
or Si atoms is:

P =is +I 1?)' 0I 0..............
0,01 0.A 1 i0 100

which must equal one by definition. because ifr I -- s SQwm fre(Ilrii'tiiy (liZ)
(assuming at small niniber of dangling bonds). *this Figure 9. Dependences of fvydrogen content C., and factor
probability function is affctied by the fact that the determined by FTIP analysis aqý. 11!'si scwf frequency.
possibility of hydrogen occupying the four possible sites
cannot be considered. Then, developing:

iAnkage. We have pointed out the dominant presence of'
Ps., /I)- %' --4sN'f +- 6s~hi2 

+ 4 s/rl : P, + 1P 11 1i- hvrlrogi.n . r i.. .. ii -face,. lcternj:i! a11, oid)

2) ['his circumstance emiphasises the probable high reartiv.
itN of thle grain sitrfa-:e, and hence the degree of inter-

where P, is, the probability of the I1, Si Si, , bond grai-i linkage.
arrangements, and /,(S, I? )= . We cart express these
termis ats a ftunction (of the tr~d rogen percen tage of the
samiple (~defiled by) 4. Conclusions

I3 Hydrogenated ,ilicoin p)owder has been h-,. i. '

If the aibsorptioin, of' Sill, Silt, arti Sill, were mieatis of sqii;Ire-%aC Modouilied to pure *,nco pliii 1
directly assigned it) ttie absorption areas, A,, 1l,, 1, I)NIs ilax sis Of 1Ass NI plaIsaf1I (!(XXII) I/)o sil1r,ie cri
defined above, one night hast exeswced these -l1, ito be the dominant presence of Sill 'and Sill ýint tile
proportional ito the salties I'* P' ft 1',) I liescr. exi',:cnce of pi'l *.'-laii positlise loris SiIt'l ilp to
fromn equation (2), tife maximnim salutet Correspondvgit) to Q I (- I kit analssis of the iticrostructure ot thle po\O ii

Pt I -- 11,d is 01.4, and the corresponding area .1' fii ill irutrittesa di~persirn ofpairticle si/c chairacieri.cj. o' , rw 0
experimnentail cases is 0 6. Ibhis confirms, the existence of dif~er~itt populations of particles, (No) I StIll "lid .'10
onr addiiional absorpttiin in the peak centred at S) link particle st/el. show rtig dependteie on tlire silatie
-'0 cl ti I' ait l ck i ,, .1 ; , ., A.:. _ , '11 ",, w raie iii

t 
Ih, ice. on the residenc tife I ',- resu'ý. if`

lators ýuchr as Si 11 oscillators [23 2151 localiwed on) thte therrital desirrption specti oteitr) of hyrdrogeit shows i ir
.suirface. We have considered that af fraction xof Si I1 fiiidanlivrrtal differencecs fbetweentilt e coniceirt Itll lins of
oscillators contributes to thL 2'ItXcmn peak t filter h 1 t' rgerr wvaklý arii stiorigl, b,.irdLx Ill ihicon jsrrdcr-,
these considerations, thie applicition) of the those stalis- its cormpareud it, amiirpfi ius silicon trIms, detrlnirsirating
ticaf model to the series (if amn;fles Obtained it differemi hLi insignilicarit h d(ri gen diffusion process is coirpared

vpM frequencies leadIs to thle &-terrminat~ioin of the wtith tire surface If "drogeii ufsorption process on ilIICOirI
dlependences ofI aird ([111 QSiJ )If (il] h.owl it i pc .ders IdUL to .i larger suifaice %olunre ratio)I life
figure 9 Infrared absorption peaks hare been Identified. irrdic1kating

One of the mis~t important structurlf1 cliAracieristics ithe po6is rieic chairacter ol the po..wder aind its faryc
of' powders cotuld be expressed througfr tfie %Olurn~e trsdrogriaiiori I Is ,IRnalsis~i a sf,oh,,,s tire inwitostruc-
surface ratio, w hicht cmi be estimated from tire balance t oral chatracteristics o powders r hrorrgl thecir surfa~ce
of P, ptiibabilitics arid thte x factor If we cornsiuler lifre ioluire ratio I het applikcItiori ,f A raisloiri boldinig
addition P, # P. a', il, corresponding ito Si II,, Si II nrodc'l to the ik resuilts agrees with the Itierpretairiont of the
and Si I1 bonds loicalized )iii the surf~wce, arnd the midditionat ciriribttiorm of Sill bonds !o tire .bhsorPtiOII
addtiititn P,ý t I Il I)~ Psoctate1d with roitieI. the peak. cernteredt .if 2090 'IN)2i~ cm 'I his mrodel illo%%s is

restiltitg riltime surface rltio dimninishes with irtcreas to definle a tiacto i' a ireCtIs relatied io tie % iluiiri siirf&ic
Ing -ijA m freqluecyi) which coirroboirates prvritis result, rfito I rilflalý thle lreslts Af siiiufirg tire firtulitrce of tire
of mat in cormpacrtness oft silicoir pniwders oiso,.iamteid with residlence tint),- of pjrtiLcle insid1e the plasin ilt tiioiigh
long residernIIil 11tinne as a 0i nseqnerict ol plasirrm ltin both 11liw rtae and plasrira miidurlarijii ,ir iie riticrir
bonbaridmen~t 113] sit utii21re " tile rfrc knt piiwdci sugpest its riwtfr rrrchain-

I inally. rif lanicrographis show si inc degiree of struc- si~n. w ich Lotisits of i p'l iii r., 1,tIp aid ai olr
ture of the silicon powder charactefiecd b) intcrgrain Lcil'tifico'. dtue to iii [lir~rfrirriiie Ire k11.
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Abstract. The effects of particles on helium-diluted silane RF discharger
are studied using a oower modulation method for various values of relevant
parameters. Compared with cw discharge cases, close correlation is clearly found
between the particle growth, the self-bias voltage and the phase shift between the
current and voltage of the AF discharge. Total particle number and optical emission
intensity in the bulk plasma region increase monotonically after HF power-on. With
these increases, the magnitude of self-bias voltage and the current-voltage phase
shift dec-ease considerably to their minimum values and then slightly increase
to their quasi-steady values. The decreases can be explained by the fact that
particles in plasmas b6have as very heavy negative ions. The increases may
be related to the increase in the diffusion rate of electrons. It is also confirmed
through this study that the modulation is very effective in the suppression of
particle growth. In particular, for a duty cycle of 20%, the discharge parameters
are close to those for a pure He discharge. This tendency is consistent with the
result that no particles can be observed for this duty cycle.

1. Introduction using two kinds of laser light scattering ([IS), a
Langmuir probe, an emissive probe and an absorption

Recently, there has been intense interest in plasmas method [6--141. Such studies have revealed many
which contain particles. Particles in a ;ize range frc•r features, including that the modulation brings about a
nanometers to micrometers become electrically charged drastic decrease in the particle amount. This drastic
in plasmas and may alter discharge properties. Up toj decrease is expected to lead to discharge properties
now, some studies have been carried out concerning the similar to those associated with pristine discharges of
effects of particles on the discharge properties. Jullum ert electropositive gases.
al I I] have shown, using steady state CW '1F discharges. Despite previous studies, the relationships between
that for a constant RF power discharge with particles, the the particle growth and the discharge parameters have
current, the voltage and their phase shtft decrease, and not been fully understood. To understand these better,
the optical emission intensity increases. These discharge the relationships between particle growth and both the
propertes are similar to those associated with discharges selIf-bias voltage and the current-voltage phase shift in
in electronegative gases. Bouchoule e: al and Howling the RF discharges must he investigated for various values
et al 12,3] have measured time evolutions orf current- orf parameters such as pressure (Sill4 concentration),
voltage phase shift and reflected power in RF discharges RF power and duty cycle of the modulation. In this
and have shown that the presence of particles makes paper, we present these experimental results, and based
a discharge impedance more resistive. In their cases, on these, mechanisms by which particles affect the
the charge in such impedances arises before particles uwscharge parameters are discussed.
begin to be observed by light scattering methods, and
hence the latter group s.:ggests that the change is due
to invisibly small particles. Boeuf and Belenguer aid 2. Experimental
Belenguer el al 14, 51 have analysed a transition from
a capaciti,. to a resistive regime it) an RF discharge The experiments were pertofrmed in a conventional
using self-consistent fluid and particle-in-cell simulation parallel plate reactor 19]. Plane electrodes of 10 cm
models and have suggested a p)ssible relation between diameter were placed at a separation of 4.3 cm. The
the transition and particle ftrmation, particle growth was observed using the I.1,S method,

We have studied the growth kinetics and behaý iour ot" which gives the time evolution of' a twO-dimensbinal
particles in power-modulated RF silane (Sill) discharges LI.S intensity prolile described in detail elsewhere 191.
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Optical emission profiles were detected using an image He He+SiH4(5%)4(5) -_________

intensified CCD camera equipped with an interference 2W -
filter. The RF voltage and current were measured using 0
a high voltage probe (Tektronix P6015) and an AC 200-

current probe (Iwatsu CP-502) respectively. Their phase 4()9 __ _ .
shift 0 is defined by cosO = 2

(P)/VRFlRF, where ýP),
VRF and 1

Rr are the averaged power dissipated and < I ..
amplitudes of the voltage and current respectively. In
these experiments, an RF power of 20-40 W was applied 60i-- - A J

during an RF power-on period T., = 4 s at intervals of 50 -
an RF power-off period Totf > 60 s. The gas used was 40 ro L.--- -

0-5% Si-4 diluted with He. a. 2 0

Since the electric field is closely correlated with the I , I 2 4 5(• I 2 1 4 5
t, i sl, A A t As)

behaviour of negatively charged particles in an RF RFmR~olRo Ri off
discharge containitig p~articles, the spatial profile of the
number of particles should be greatly aftected by the Figure 1. Tifme evolutions of nF discharge voltage URF, RF
sell-bias voltage and vice versa. From this viewpoint, discharge current InF, RF power P and power factor cos0
the magnitude of self-bias voltage V1x- in a quasi.-steady for pure He and He+Sill4 (5%) discharges. D =100%,
state was measured foi various SiHl4 concentrations. T,= 4 a, 40 W, 30 seem, 80 Pa.
With increasing the concentration from 0 to 5%, Vt×. -]5___
decreased from 11I0 to 25 V for an RF power of 20 W -*._ ., --- 20w,,
(not shown here). These results suggest that Vtl. changes .- - 10w5 i/,

with time alter RF power-on in power-modulated RF E -4 -W .''

SiHl4 discharges for which the particle amount evolves •-E / ..
considerably with time. "-- , -

To) confirm this scggestion, time evolutions (if " -r--":"-t --r -- •------
particle amount and electrical discharge parameter values -, 151•_ \
were measured. Figures lha) and (h)1 show time •ix
evolutions of RrF discharge voltage V~r, current IR,>

RF power P' and power factor cos 0 fo~r pure He and (
Hc+iSiH.4 (5 "/,) discharges respectively. For the pure ,• _• • _I
He discharge, all these electrical discharge parameters
keep up constant values during 7•,,. Conversely, for the : ..
Hc+Sill4 (5'X) discharge, they change with time until II - /•

about 1.5 s aftei RF~ pirwer-on, and after that they attain"-"
their quasi-steady values,

Since the number of particles depends un parameters ' i I .,= ) • =• •1 0
such as RF power. pressure and duty cycle correlations Rh 1 I 1 R_ 4 03

were investigated varying these parameters. Figures 2 I I( A RA t
and 3 show time evilutions bf LI.S intensities integrated Figure 2. Time evolutions of eRs intensity integreaed over
iver the discharge space vtertal particle amount), Vi" and discharge space, magnitude of self-bias voltage Vrao end

power factor coso as a parameter of qe power. D 100%,
costa as functions ,f RF power and pressure. For all T, 4 s, He+Si4 (W, ) 30 scem, 80 Pa.

HiF poiwer and pressure cases. total number o)f particles
Wtinitinically increas es with ine during t1,,, W ith Ibis niurber of partiLclea ts large These general tendencies

increase. atid V1 t at first ternd to decrease considerably arc similar to those i figures 2 end (n the other hand

(o their minimum vlues and theit tend to increase they keep alnosi cinstant values, lot ) - 40'i . From
wlightly af their quasi-steady vau es One ca nt s ee tfrt, figures 2-4 one cata see tha t VIF and i ,die r RF pow er-

with the increases in RF power and pressure, the particle amiount.

amouni increases rapidly with tmiee anid -'i rre s iding Trle charactcri s: i, ti ii dci 'asc in Vt and 0 is el

to ibis increase. cossI and V,,1 change "uickly with tine tfhe order rif a secotnd. Tfits sery long characteristic
cigure 4 shows the dependence ,f time evo lutiorn s ri te c ofrrespods to the appe aranc time ut particles.

ofr the total particle amount, ri a l nd c•r.,1' it the jut'1  ieatures shown in figures 2 4 indicate that thc presence
cycle m. In the Figure. tim es olutrons ii V, and cis ; if partil s firstly reduces an×. ad I d. ant then increases

firr pure H i' Cw d ischarges are a gse shRw i Ic art beh them to ju rsi steady values. These results are consistent
, poe r that V n de preases and cost' inpcreases witf time with those repanded hefiri 121 Ot the tther hand, the

after d f po w er-o n fa t I) t e e fl c . in wd i tch cases the d iscrba rge pa r rrete is f in 1) s 2()l". are c lo se i th iise f or
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15 300
..... 53Pa 

- 0.5s-4 to -- oPs / ",--o.5
o ... 16Pa /'" - -l.Os

10 ." . •

C.E.

------------------: -- ----

200 30 40

grounded position (ramnt RF electrode0.3*1 electrode

-~ ___________JFigure 5. Intensity profiles of SiHl 413.5 nm optical
0 I -a_-.-- , 3 4 • emission forft 0.5, 1.0, 1.5s. D=100%, Ton 4s,

* l 40 W, He+Sill4 (5%), 30 sccm, 80 Pa.
RE on REs Roff

4. Discussion
Flgure 3. Time evolutions of u.s intensity integrated over
discharge space, magritude ot self-bias voltage Voc and
power factor cos0 as a paramet'er of pressure. D = t00%, Firstly, we shall discuss that the particle species
Tn,, = 4s, 40 W, He+SiHl4 (5%), 30 scen',. responsible for the changes in electrical discharge

parameters shown in the last section are negatively
_______ ____charged particles grown in the plasma. Main charged

F.--o-20% -0-60-%,/ -- 0oo', species in SilL, RF discharges arc considered to be
•: o-t,-4'0-,*-Hc electroi,•, positive ions such as SiHt+ and negative

S "• 5In general, the parameters 6 and Vnc are expected
.2 • to decrease for electronegative gas plasmas containing

20o I -- -negative ions for the tullowing reasons: negative ions
S 150• "×× × • ×× ×act as loss centres of electrons and their momentum,
S• inducing a large increase in the electric field in the
S me • M•x•,•bulk plasma region and the presence of negative ions

__0___brings about a decrease in the electron current flowing
into electrodes. This trend can be seen in the early"0-H---•--H-• T- it - " phase until about 1 s after RF power-on in figures 2--4.

Further, all our results described in this paper show that
03 /-._•_the time evolutions of the electrical parameters always

0 00

A-c. a. -0-0 j correlate well with that of particle amount. Hence
- one can conclude that particles grown in the plasma0_ dominantly affect the time evolutions of the electrical

A parameters. This conclusion is consistent with those of
Ri: on RE•)• off previous reports [1-51.

Figure 4. Time evolutions of uFs intensity integrated Next we shall discuss the mechanisms by which
over discharge space, magnitude of self-bias vof'sge particles of interest affe•..t cos 0 and Vt•. With theVo1 and power factor cos5 as a parameter of cut/cycle increase in partic=e amount, the optical emission intensity
0. Ton = 4 s, 40 W, He+Sil 4 (5%), 30 secm, 80 Pa. in the bulk plasma region increases considerably, as
No particles were observed for D = 20*A and pure Heshw infgr5.Tsiceaen eitnitidctsD = 100% discharges. ow in figure 5. over

that the power dissipated in the bulk plasma sncrases

a pure He discharge. This tendency is consistent with t e p ar l a cus e the particl es
act as loss centres of electrons innd their momentum inthe result that no paricles can be observed for this case the plasma. We have measued the plasma potential

The optical emission intensity in the bulk plasma p with an emissive probe and shown that the electric
region is considered to be higher for a more resistive field in the bulk plasma increases considerably with
discharge. To confirm this tendency, spatial resoved the particle amount [141. All these facts show that
intensity profiles of SiH 413.5 nm optical emission were the presence of particles brings about a more resistive
measured. The typical results are shown in figure 5. As discharge, leading to an increase in cos0. Further, the
expected, the intensities incredse especially in the bulk increasd in density of ncegatively charged paricles brings
p 1 bsma region with time, that is, with the nth about a decrease in electron densioy which causes a
total particle amount. dec rease in Vtr.
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107 .the current and voltage of the RF discharge using
"E •the power modulation method for various values of

D parameters such as duty cycle of the modulation, RFSae power and pressure. With the increase in the particle

S105  amount, the optical emission intensity in the bulk plasma
region is monotonically enhanced, and, on the other

E hand, both the self-bias voltage and the curftnt-.voftageD F a+* phase shift first decrease to their minimum values, and
13 tnen increase slightly to their quasi-steady values. The

10 • mechanisrn by which the particles decrease VDr and 0
can be explained by the fact that negatively charged

SD, particles in plasmas behave as heavy negative ions.
The slight i~icreases in VLc and 6 substquent to such

lO .. decreases may be due to the enhancement of electron
10-3 10 101 10 3  diffusion caused by the increase in the density ratio

lri_/n e between negaive ions and electrons. It is also confirmed
through this study that the modulation is very effective

Figure 6. Dependence of ambipolar diffusion coefficients of in suppressing the particle growth. In particular, for a
electrons D.., positive D., and negative ions D. on ratio duty cycle of 201, the d;scharge parameters are very
of negative ion to electron density n /n, for t, = 3 eV. close :o those for a pure He dischprge. This tendency is
T, = T = 0.03 eV, M, = M. = 31 (theory). consistent with our experimental result that no particles

Finally, we shall suggest a possible mechanism can be observed for this duty cycle.
which brings about an increase in VEx" and 0 after about
I s as shown in figure l(b). During the RF power- Acknowledgments
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Abstract. In order to avoid particle contamination of substrates during the plasma-
enhanced chemical vapour deposition of amorphous silicon, we have investigated
the dependence on temperature and gas flow conditions of the dynamics of
submicrometre particles in di!;charges in silane. We report on light scattering
experiments in an nF-powered plasma reactor with heatable parallel electrodes.
The motion and trapping of particles was found to be strongly influenced by the
gas flow conditions and the temperature gradient in the discharge.

To understand this behaviour the equation of motion of a particle was solved in
one dimension including gravitation, electric force on a 'dressed' particle, friction
force and thermophoresis. The validity of the friction force is verified by observing
experimentally the sinking of particles without electric force after switching off the
discharge. Results for calculated particle positions and velocities as a function of
time are presented for the cases of particles with radii of 0.1 and 0.15 im. When
the discharge is on, the light particle is trapped at the sheath boundary. In the
case of a temperature gradient (heating the lower electrode to 80 C) the lighter
particles are driven upward by thermophoresis and may be trapped at the sheath
edge. Finally, a strong downward-directed gas flow (feeding gas through the upper
electrode) of 30 cm s ' prohibits the trapping of particles at the lower sheath
boundary in agreement with the experimental observation. Electrode heating,
together with proper gas flow, is found in our experiments to completely avoid the
trapping of particles in the interelectrode space.

1. Introduction on charged particles in a parallel-plate discharge and the
equation of ifotion that has to he solved numerically. In

The deposition rate olfthin Iilms of anmorphous silicon (a- section 4 we de,,cribc the observed spatial structure of
Si:H) by plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition discharge regions with high particle density and discuss
(PECVIi) ornm SiH4 discharges is a limiting factor in the influence of electrode temperatures and gas flow
solar cell production. Many attempts have been made to conditions on their formation. For each experiment
increase the deposition rate by higher Rli power densities we discuss the theoretical results that were obtained
or higher pressures. In those experiments the formation under similar conditions and the way they may explain
oif tine powders in the discharge by plasma-induced the experimental observations, We also briefly report
gas-phase reactions has frequently been i•bserved I-- on the fallout of particle clouds after switching off
51. Particles have also been reported to occur in the discharge. These experiments were reported more
discharges in argon and nitrogen 161. Mechanisms for extensively in a recent paper 191. Finally we summarize
the initial stages of cluster formation have recentl] and draw conclusions,
been suggested 17, H0. The aim of the present work is
to study experimentally how gas (low conditions and
temperature gradient govem the trapping and fallout of 2. Experimental techniques
such particles in RI; dischwrges between parallel plates
and to understand this behaviour by simplified theoretical 2.1. Plasma reactor
modelling.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we The experiments were carried Out in a parallet-plate
give a brief description of the experimental set-up used plasma reactor, a schematic view of' which is shown
for plasma generation and the detection of particles in the in figure I. Substrates consisting of Corning glass
gas and plasma phase. Then we discuss the forces acting of an area of 25.4 x 25.4 mm

2 
and a thickness of
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/'-- ~ictci-ng[ Gil inlet density N(O, z) on the reactor axis. Laser light travelling
" et upper electrode through the reactor to the axis at different axial heights

13.5MHz z experiences on its way different particle densitiesS .. as a function of distance x from the axis and hence
different values of the extinction coefficient Oe(x, z)
which is proportional to the particle density N(x, z) [ 10].

0 According to the Lambert-Beer law the total extinction

Gas Inlet > Substrate on this passage in height z is given by
ring shower exp f Jae(xz)dx) =exp -A N(xz)dx

where A is a constant independent of position that
Turbopump contains the single-particle extinction coefficient and Rr

is the distance of the entrance window from the axis.
Figure 1. Schematic view of the parallel-plate plasma The light scattered from particles on the axis experiences
reactor used for the investigations. The gas inlet was a similar extinction on its way to detection with the
either through the ring shower surrounding the lower difference that light rays tilted somewhat against the
electrode or through five holes in the centre of the upper
electrode. Both electrodes were electrically heatable and electrode surfaces also contribute to the image. The net
temperature controlled. effect is that the measured light intensity is a product of

the particle density on the axis and a factor depending
0.7 mm were located on the grounded lower electrode itself on the axial particle density and hence on z.
with a diameter of 153 mm. The upper electr., with Therefore, those axial regions with high particle densities
a diameter of 250 mm was 40 mm above the lower are under-represented in the scattered light intensity.
one. It was connected to a 13.56 MHz generator via Nevertheless, as long as particle densities are not too
an impedance matching network. The output px)wer high, the main features of the axial particle density are
of the generator was varied between 15 and 80 W in represented by the detected light. Two other possible
the foiward direction, while the reflected power was reasons for the disproportionality between intensity and
matched to approximately zero. Both electrodes were particle density, namely distribution of particle sizes
h:atable to 401) C by heater windings incorporated in and/or change of particle size during sinking of particles
the electrodes. The temperatures were measured by can be excluded [9].
thermocouples and controlled by a PID controller to an The monochromator was tuned to the red HeNe laser
accuracy of ±10 C. wavelength, to suppress plasma-induced emission. The

During all the investigations the process gas used was spatial resolution on the reactor axis was about 0. 1 mm,
pure SiH 4 with a standard flow rate of t0 ml min' at a which was checked by the imaging of black and white

pressure of 20 Pa, The reactor was equipped with two line patterns. The readout speed of the camera for its

alternative gas inlets: one consisted of live holes in the 1024 pixels was 60 scans/s. It could be increased up to

central part of the upper electrode, the other of a ring 250 scans/s with reduced scan width.

shower surrounding the lower electrode (see figure 1).
Only one inlet was used at a time. 3. Modelling of the particle dynamics

2.2. Detection of scattered light from particles 3.1. Forces acting on the particles

The optical get-up used to observe the light of' an HeNe We consider spherical aerosol particles of radius R, mass
,scattered from particles between the electrodes, m and a negative charge -Nq(N >> I), where q is the

laser, selementary charge, in a horizontal parallel-plate plasma
is schematically shown in figure 2. The beam of the reactor operating in the continuous-flow mode. In the
laser is shaped into a light sheet and directed into the following, for simplicity, DC discharges are treated. This
interelectrode region of the reactor. The scattered light is equivalent to the case of AC discharges if the frequency
is observed by a video camera. With the help of the is high enough so that the particles will only experience
mirror shown in figure 2, particles in various regions of the averaged electric field. We assume that the electric
the reactor, particularly off-axis regions at the edge, can field E in the plasma points in the (axial) z direction, the
be visualized. Printouts from video tapes were made on cathode plane being located at z = 0. This geometry is
a video printer. For the observation of particles sinking schematically shown in figure 3. Both electrode sheaths
to the lower electrode on the reactor axis, the iight band are plotted equally wide, because the powered upper
was directed through the reactor centre. The scattered electrode is by a factor 2.67 larger than the lower one.
light was detected under an angle of 90" by imaging the On the other hand, part of the grounded wall area has to
reactor axis onto the entrance slit of a monochromator, at be added to the lower electrode, so that its effective area
the exit slit of which a diode array camera was vertically is similar to that of the upper electrode leading to similar
mounted, sheath potentials and sheath thicknesses. A stationary

The light intensities measured by this scattering flow field Yf exists and a temperature field T(z) may be
method are only approximately proportional to the present. Then the forces descrbed in the following act
particle densities. Consider, for example, the particle on the particles.
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Mirror mass mi and v is the particle velocity. For a particle

-Cylinder lenses with R = 0.1 Am at rest in Sill4 (pressure 20 Pa, gas
Videocamera -•<" ' . He-No Laser temperature 300 K) a force Ff = 5.6 x 10'I (vf cm s-i)

Electrode -J--. _ N results. With the gas inlet through the upper electrode
,'- •- - -1 osthe force may thus range up to 10-" N close to the inlet

- holes.
1o f •Comparison with Stokes' friction force F, =

Diode -6rrnR(v - vf), valid for the hydrodynamic case Xf <<
Absorber array Monochromalor R, where Y7 is the dynamic viscosity of the gas, shows

that for low gas pressure an effective viscosity flcrr may
Figure 2. Set-up used for optical detection of particles in be introduced by
the gas phase. Red light from an HeNe laser is shaped
into a sheet and directed into the plasma. The scattered 16(1 + r/B) Rp/
light from particles in the plasma is obseoved by means of pr = 0.79Rp/v=h. (3)
either a video camera or a diode array camera.

3.1.3. Thermophoresis. Experimental evidence for the
importance of the thermophoretic force has already been

Z given in [6]. Again for the limiting case kir >> R, in the
simplest approximation the thermal force on a spherical

d Tparticle is given by [121

Zp- 32R2'.•
2R F = -KVT K - (4)

Zg-t- --------------------- where X.f is the translational part of the heat conductivity
0 of the gas. In a hard sphere model with moelcular radius

._L_ r, K is given by

Figure 3. Schematic diagram showing a dressed particle K 5/-2k ( R)(5)
between the electrodes of an RF-excited parallel-plate 32 = r•(5
reactor and the coordinate axis used in the calculations.

3.1.1. Gravitation. and the thermophorelic force is thus proportional to
R2 . For a particle with R = 0.1 p.m in Sill44 (ri =

Fg = -mge,. (I) 1.91 xl0- cm)the factorK isgiven by 5.3x 10-` 9 J K-i.
More general formulae for the thermal force may be

For a particle homogeneous in mass density Fg (x R' found in [13, 141.
holds.

3.1.4. Electric force. In the following, we apply
3.1.2. Friction. In the pressure regime used for PECVD as an example for the electric force the model of a
of a-Si:H ranging from 5 to 50 Pa, the mean free path 'dressed' particle proposed in [I11. It assumes that
of the SiH 4 molecules, given by Xf = (Nj,)-1 , where negatively charged dust particles are surrounded by a
N, is the silane density and oq the total cross section positive charge cloud with radius R, (see figure 3). For
for molecular collisions, lies in the range between 0.7 the calculation of this force, we consider a negative
and 0.07 cm. Therefore, for those particles of practical point charge - Nq surrounded by a positive space charge
interest with diameters less than 5 Am, the free molecular homogeneously distributed over a sphere of radius R,
case (A.t >> R) has to be considered. (For this estimation of some Debye lengths centred at the particle midpoint
we use a hard sphere molecular radius of 1.91 x 10' cm position x. The negative and positive charge densities
and neglect that the measured pressure is only partly due at a space point x' are
to the density N, of gas molecules and partly to that
of dissociation and ionization products present in the Pix,x) Nqh (x -x'),p, x 3N-qI R,.
discharge.) We assume the friction force on a particle 4--•,r " -x R
immersed in polyatomic SiH 4 to he identical to that (6)
acting in a monatomic gas. given in [I l] Such a particle has practically the same mass as the

undressed dust particle and is uncharged as a total. It
Ft R' +) l does not experience a force in a homogeneous electric

3 8 ( field. The charge Nq is given in the electrostatic

approximation of a conducting sphere by 1151
where p = N~kT is the gas pressure, i;h = 8Vg/r-m5-
i, the mean thermal velocity of the gas molecules with -Nq = (I,• Vp)4rFoR(l I + R/X11 ) (7)
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Axial position z/ R 3.1.5. Ion drag force. The ion drag force exerted
•000 "-T ...... ..... .. ..... . - ....... on particles due to the directed motion of ions in the

5. 1532 153 discharge has been treated in [15]. To obtain an upper
w,. I / limit for this force we use the simple model that a
u 00/ directed ion beam with current density j,, as present in

the sheath, is hitting the particle and that no ions are
>G acs reflected by the particle. The momentum change per

0• 0 , incident ion is then equal to the momertum mivi of the
S 0 ,ion. The drag force exerted on the particle is thus equal

S to F, = rR 2 j mv/q. We assume an ion current density0 014of01 Ac-0. of 0.1 mA cm 2 and a sheath voltage of 100 V. We
o 06 further take into account th-t at the pressure of interest,
0-18 20 Pa, the sheath is collisioii dominated and the average

U ion energy will be of the order of 10% of the full sheathpotential. The force exerted on a paMscle with a diameter

Figure 4. Scaled potential V1 - NqE(O)R. for a linear of I /tim is then equal to 2.03 x 10-'5 N. We havy to
sheath electric field as functions of the scaled coordinate compare this value to the gravitational force acting on
z/R, with R. = 33 Am and z, = 5 mm. the same particle, which is equal to 1.03 x 10- " N where

we have assumed a mass density of 2 g cm-'. Therefore
where (Pp, Vp, X.D are the potential of the sphere, the the ion drag force is a correction of 20% in the sheath
plasma potential and the Debye length respectively. For region. In the presheath, where ion velocities are only of
the limiting case R << A.D, which is always met for the order of a few kTe, the contribution is even less. We
the particles under consideration, and the assumption therefore neglect the ion drag force for silane discharges
Vpj - (Pp = 10 V, which corresponds to kThl ,- 2 eV, at 20 Pa and discharge power levels of much less than
equation (7) reduces to 100 W in our further considerations. It will become

N = 6.94(R nm). (8) important at lower pressures around I Pa and higher

The charge of the real particle is lower than this power levels as are found in reactive ion etching. It is

value and not fully screened by trapped positive ions also mentioned that due to the R 2 dependence of the ion

(161. Nevertheless we use this model to qualitatively drag force and the R' dependence of the gravitational
understand our experimental observations, force the ion drag force becomes more important for

The force on the screened particle in an arbitrary small particles.
electric field can be calculated according to

3.2. Particle motion with thermal and electric force
F&,(x) (p-(x,x')+p+(x,x'))E(x')d3x'. (9) and gas flow in the z direction

A non-zero force can be exerted on a dressed particle in For the calculations we will only consider the simplified

regions where one-half of the charge cloud experiences case where the gas flow, the electrical and the thermal

a different mean electric field from the other in such forces have only a z component. With the forces

a way that their average is different from the field at discussed in the last section, the components of the

the position of the core. This means that the second equation of motion read

derivative of the field with respect to position must be m ), = -6rR istft , (11)
non-vanishing. Therefore the particle will experience a mt) = -67 R Pl~tf (12)
relatively strong force in the transition regions between
the bulk plasma with E, - 0 and the electrode mv =-mg -KVT -67rRj,•t,(v - v))+ F&(z). (13)
sheaths. The force contribution resulting from a possible In general, the flow velocity is a function of x. y. z and
distortion of the spherical positive charge cloud due to K is a function of the spatially dependent temperature
polarization is disregarded. For the calculations the T(z). Thus one has a system of three coupled second-
rather realistic model of a linear electric field in the order differential equations which have to be solved
sheath region above the lower electrode of the form numerically. In case of constant flow velocity in the
E(z) = E(O)(I - z/zg,) with E(O) < 0 is considered. z direction and constant thermophoretic lorce, equations
The evaluation of the integral, equation (9), for the one- (11), (12) and (13) are decoupled. Outside the sheath
dimensional case yields region (where )F, = 0) they can be solved analytically.

-NqtE(O)I 3R 4' 2R' The solution of equation (13) is then
F,, 4R, ." - z3 )= v,[ I - exp(-t/r)] 4- 10 * exp(-t:r) (14)

3R,2  I ') where r = m/67rRq)ff and v0., is the z cmrnponent of
=t- 2--(z - z- 2 - z- ) (10) the initial velocity, and where

K
where the upper sign holds for zs, < z < R, +z., and the v, = vi - gr - - VT (15)
lower sign for z5, - R, < z < z,,. In figure 4, the z/R, 67r Rr/,e
dependence of the scaled potential ('// - NqE(O)R,) is is the asymptotic velocity for t -- oo. The solutions of
displayed for R, = 33 /m and zj, = 5 mm. equations (II) and (12) are exponentials.
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Upper Electrode

SubsrateRing shower

Loe lectrode

Figure 6. Schematic view of the situation with gas inlet
Figure 5. Two bands of trapped particles between the through the ring shower corresponding to figure 5.
electrodes of the reactor Both electrodes are kept at
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Figure 7. intensity of scattered light from particles versus z position and time as measured by
the diode array camera. Different traces belong to subsequent scans. The forward power was
70 W. The on-time of the discharge was 70 s before it was turned off to measure the sinking
speed of particle clouds. Both electrodes were at 26 C. The peaks at z = 0 and z = 40 mm
are reflections from the lower and upper electrodes respectively. Betwaen the electrodes
the scattered light from two particle clouds is visible. They start to sink towards the lower
electrode (substrate) when the discharge is turned off. Note that time proceeds from back to
front

0I are r ipped near the sheath boundary (z - zg,). It
., _j from energy conservation that particle trapping
.unot occur without a friction force. Particle motion is

studied in this work only for the case o;, a DC discharge. ,'
For particles with their space charge cloud crossing E

the boundary of the sheath, the electric force, equation .
(10). was taken into account and equation (13) was
numerically solved using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta 4 Ia•

method. The time step was chosen to be not smaller than C 0 10 Pa Sane
r. In the neighbourhood of the discontinuity at 2 13 56 MHz 01 4 0 18 W/cm2

the electric force was approximated by a cubic parabola.
The fo'llowing paiameters were used: zg, = 5 mm, 0 -

R, = 33 pnm. N according to equation (8), It, = 0, 0 20 40 60 S-O- I
uniform temperature (VT -0). E(O) = I1M V ctn 1, Burning time/s
mass density p = 2 g ci . The particle starts at rest Figure 8. Sinking speed of particles of different size that
and is a,.celcrated h'/ gravitation. It has already rcachbd grew in an SiH4 plasma in different burning times versus
its stationary sinking, speed when it enters the range of burning time.
action of the electrir force at z =z, + R,.

Heavier parttcle• (R 0. ).i5 pm) traverse the range gcs heating in a damped oscillation around the sheath
of the electric Iorce and move on without drastic change edge. This result is in agreement with the experiments
in their states of mo ion because the gravitational force where the observed particles of radius up to 0.1 pm are
(tx Ri) dominates. In ligure 9 the z position and the bound to fall out only after switching off the discharge

velocity tif such i. particle (R = 0.15 pin, N = 191. The boundaries between trapping and fallout wil;
1.04 x 10)• are shown. The particle is first accelerated be investigated in a forthcoming paper ( :81. Th- width
in the force field (conversion ot potential into kinetic of the bands found i, the experiment may be du.2 it the
energy) and then slowed down again. This le.ads to a very smooth plasma sheath transition and to Brownian
dip in the velocity cuive. The speed after passage is motion together with fluctuations in gas flow pattems.
somewhat smaller in nT agnitude because of the energy
loss duc to friction. 4.1.2. Lower electrode heated (case 2). Pcrtcle

A smaller particle w ith R - 0. 1 pim (N = 0,69 x trapping in pockets above the substrate. In the second
I0') is trapped at the sOeath boundary, as is seen in case the lower electrode was heated to a temperature
;Lgure It0 The excess energy iý then converted mInt of 88 C while the upper electrode was kept at 411'C.
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.-2 Figure 11. Particle traps above the substrate with gas inlet
through ring shower, forward power 20 Watt, T1 = 400C,
Tu, = 88°C.

areas are two-dimensional cuts of the light sheet through
-4 the regions with high particle density. There are far

fewer particles between the electrodes than in the first
case. The remaining particles accumulate in two clouds

Figure 9. Calculated z position and z velocity of a above the substrate. At greater distances from the
parti:le penetrating into the plasma electrode sheath. substrate no particles are detected. It is observed that
Parameters: R = 0.15 tjm, z. = 5 mm, R, = 33 pam, a stream of particles leaves the lower cloud and moves
E(O) = 100 V em- 1, vi = 0, VzT = 0, z(0) = 0.51 cm. At
time t = 0 the particle has already reached its stationary upward to enter the upper cloud.
sinking speed. It is not trapped. We assume that thermal effects are responsible

for the observed trapping of the particles in a
01 " small region above the substrate. Figure 12 shows

calculated isotherms in the space between the electrodes
"for electrode temperatures of 4(1'C and 88 "C. The
temperature of the upper substrate surface is assumed to

5s b be 76 'C. Large temperature gradients between electrode
and t3ubstrate surfaces must be present when the substrate
is not clamped to the electrode and thermal coupling
is accomplished mostly by radiation, which is not very

0" .. effective for glass in this temperature range. From
o 5 0 figure 12 it can be seen that thermal gradients in the

x and y direction are induced above the substrate edge
6' which lead to a radial inward force component. This
4 acts on the particles and tends to accumulate them above

the substrate. These forces could be the reason for the2 shape of particle accumulations in figure II. The axial01 V component of the thermal force is directed from the hot
2 15 lower to the cooler upper electrode. A comparison of

equations (I) and (4) shows that the thermal force is:4 balanced by gravitation for
.6.

*nolrm IVTIK ram-' - Rjtm. (16)

Figure 10. Calculated z position and z velocity of a Therefore, above the substrate, where temperature
particle with R = 0.1 jAm; the other parameters are chosen
as in figure 9. The particle is trapped at the aheath edge. gradients may be very close to zero (see figure 12),

very small particles may float or sink to the substrate
Figure II shows the influence of thermophoresis on immediately after their creation. Therefore the
the two broad bands of case I (figure 5). The view probability of trapping at the sheath boundary is very
is somewhat enlarged as compared with figure 6. The high for these small particles and pockets are formed.
dark legions are the electrodes, the sharp bright lines are In regions with higher thermal gradiL.it, particle,: are
reflections of the laser sheet from the electrodes and the moving upward. This explairs the upward-directed
substrate. The grey background between the electrodes particle movement between a:e two clouds. The particles
is due to the plasma-induced emission whereas the bright may be tr.,ppcd at. it pocket near the upper electrode
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Figure 12. Calculated isotherms between a heated lower 10

electrode with substrate and the opposite cold electrode.
The temperatures of the lower and the upper electrodes
are 88 'C and 40 C, while the temperature of the substrate
surface is assumed to be 76 'C. Notice the axial and 0 Z ' ...
radial components of the temperature gradient above the 0 1 2 3substrate. •Wtv/ me

sheath edge. Very large particles may also sink down Figure 13. Positior, ýnd velx:ity of a particle witi,
again and fall out, as is sometimes observed. R = 0.1 jim travelling through the sheath edge

In the vicinity of the substrate there may also be an Af the lower electrode in a temperature gradient of
electric force due to different surface charge densities VzT = - 1.2 K mm '; the parameters were T1. = 88 C,

on the electrode and the substrate. This behaviour has Tue = 40 C, other parameters are chosen as in figure 10.
already been described tor the case of' large substrates in The particle is not trapped at the sheath edge due to the

driving thermal force, the absolute value of which is much
semiconductor processing [191. The axial component ,of larger than that of gravitation.
this force together with the very small axial flow velocity
leads to a bending of the pocket surface above the the friction force equation (2). Eddies may appear at the
substrate (dome) while the radial components contribute inlet holes.
to particle collection above the substrate.

Particle motion in off-aois regions. Off the axis the
thermal gradient is rather large all over the discharge
gap so that the thermal force drives particles upward 4.2.1. Both electrodes at room temperature (.. e
(see figure 12). Small particles may be trapped at both 3). Observation of'eddies and trapped particles. In the
sheaths. On the other hand, as the thermal force is much third experiment both electrodes were at 26 C as in the
stronger than gravitation for particles with R << 0.5 pin first case. Figure 14 serves to illustrate the geometry
(see equation (16)). these particles are rapidly moving of figures 15 and 17. Figure 15 shows the effect of
upward and trapping is rare. In figure 13 the calculated the gas flow on the two bands of the first case. The
upward z motion of a particle with R = 0.1 pim starting lower particle band nearly disappears in the centre of
closely below the lower sheath is shown. It *s not the electrode and stays narrow at its peripheral zone.
trapped due to the much larger resulting force compared The upper band is reduced to particles rotating in the
with the case of figure II. The small particles that predicted whirl neat the gas inlet holes and thus serves
are trapped at the electrode edges are either moving I'or visualization of the flow. The reduction of particle
radially inward because of the radial forces induced by density in the central region in figure 15, is due to two
the substrate or outward because of the influence of the effects. Firstly, there is a large flow velocity component
cold wall. Therefore the case of figure I I is qualitatively in the centre, directed radially outward, dragging out the
understood. particles. Secondly, particles may be driven through the

sheath edge by the friction drag lorce. An example for
4.2. Gas inlet through the upper electrode shower this behaviour is shown in figure 16. Here a particle with

The influence of a pronounced gas flow between the R = 0.ý jum is moving downward under the combined

electrodes on the behaviour of particles was studied in aciton of gravitation, a gas flow of 30 cm s in the z
the third and fourth cases. In both experiments the gas direction and the frictional drag force. The particle has
was led through the centre of the upper electrode. It already reached its stationary speed v, = utl - gr (see
had to flow througE the interelectrode space to reach the equation (15)) when it enters the force held. The speed
pumping port (see figure I). A flow simulation shows is so high that no trapping takes place. There is. a very
that flow velocities of up to I1) m s-I may appear at the small change in velocity, but the particle falls through
inlet. The gas drags the particles to the outer regions by the sheath edge
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Figure 14. Schematic view of the situation with gas inlet
through the s~hower in the upper e!-ctrn-de. This view 3correspon~ds to fiyures 1 band 17. 3. 1

32

Figure 16. Calcu~ated z position and z velocity of a
particle with R ý. 0. 1 1,im penetrating into the lower
electrode sheath in the presence of a downward..
directed gas flow. The lollowing parem-'ors were
chosen: vt - 30 cm s , z.,=5 mm, R~. 33i14m,
EiOi -100 V cm ',ziO) 0 51 cm. At timef I 0 the
particle has reached its stationary speed, the absolute
Value of which i-; larger than vi because of gravitation The
particle is not trapped due to the large drag force.

Figure 15. View ul ;he remaining particle clouds when
the gas is ted thrugli the upper electrode (see figur
Note the eddy around the inlet and the narrow banu,
the tower sheath 3dge The circular structurc- behind the
edddy is a v irdcwv on the opposite sidp 01 the vessel.
Both electrodes are at temperatures ot ?( C'

4.2.2. Lowecr elucioids. heated fcswse 4). Iti the ttnal
kisc. licaliiti srI tlie stet cclc.isde itlld gas nCLccrtio
lhrriUgl1 [lie Uri-'i silLlcdi - 10 t io ijctsd ansPacc -
ttsrlilI' free nI)III AIII.5 011 tOCCcsl thnnt cc-isiuits. This
result ., sho%%I Ii n lr.igirc I7 Thc combnined ato

iil ulm.id dircLit-d Iiittriopliriesis and oisiward-dircoeld
drag is 'tee leadts ho i he iianrsl55 i' oit the part ii.ltcs away

Ii sin ithe stihs traic and oiii of ithe i nicrelictr i dc sliace
Msinix. liowescic. that thle inisredisc tit tettillseratute tisit Figure 17. View of the reactor space with gas inlet
oinly itidu1ICe thtcririal Isirlces hilt alsoi reduc~es pUrtict through the upper electrode and heated lower etectrode
ctIcaiiisi IS IT, : bil C. 7-. 40 C). The particle contamination is

below The detection limit.

5. Conclusions By~ nuiinietua1 anialysis sit the partickle dynamnics it
was shownv (iitat pat-tile Ict appitg, miay tx-s utiderstiood sont

Fosr lontg plastii1s burtiing ti'lucs pariti.cl Illi 's N ti largc the hasis sit the 'dressed' particl Imousdel. As Siasn ass
ntssuns it) plaistta reattssr% 'e have sho~wn that tile gas particl grosw heavier they dtie Srilonger trapped atid
Hoi ko srnd it is sianuid lic rperact ire gradinte i tit thc i cas: 1s rIniy tall to the subst ratc during the pm we s. - Ihteretsire it
havc ieduccil ifie nuinhc-r sit partir les, present duriIng the is ntieesaiyto~l keep the citttutacslduring [the piocce,
expetiticitsen its tesels Orinot ctiVcthle wilts light scatteritig at u lsow lceset The experimentally deteimiined sinkr'y~g
lhMreOrr we stIn lnidc that it-c prope~r ris (ist thcmiital arid siveds sit lrafils tsr itictheulssitate alter iuttiing sfit'rvrn

drag s s'ite III the dcesigitnt FIt- VHIr [cacllti s as n ss Ic well with thiiose CAIn-uIJI tdu sing Epstci11N s ~t[ii'l:,i-
ihe pishlein of partic~le rsrntartinauion tor lri* Pressures
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Real-time compositional analysis of
submicrometre particles

W D Reents Jr, S W Downey, A 8 Emerson, A M Mujsce, A J
Muller, D J Siconolfi, J D Sinclair and A G Swanson
AT&T Bell Laboratories, 600 Mountain Avenue, Murray Hill, NJ 07974, USA

Abstract. A particlo analyser is described that simultaneously detects and
characterizes < 0.02 to > 10 jim diameter particles independent of particle
composition in real time. No previous instrument has been able to perform these
functions simiultanecusly. Our design uses pulsed laser ablation of particles
followed by time-of-flight mass spectror,;etric analysis of thu resulting ions. The ion
intensity is rolated to particlo size at ieast for small particles. Thus particle size
information is obtained concurrently with the other information.

1. Introduction At present, particles have been characterized in air at at-
mospheric pressure. Characterizatiorn in other gases and

Particles continue to haunt semiconductor processing, at lower gas pressures is also possible.
Particles in plasma processes are particularly challeng-
ing. Kni%%ing the physical and chemical properties of
these partl-lics is an important step towards preventing
their formation. 2. Experimental

Particle counting is the simplest and most widely
used method of particle characterization. L.ight Several particle sourcc, aru used to calibrate and

scattering, the technique of choice in plasma processing evaluate our particle analyser. A TSI model 3076

tools, is used to monitor particle p,)sition and movement Constant Output Atomizer produces aerosols from
but the relationship between the scattered light and the 0.02 M aqueous solutions of CsNO1 , RbNO,. and
size and density of particles is not easily interpreted. (NH 4 )2SO 4 with a wide particle size distribution. Two
Additional information, such as pa,'ticie composition. is synthetic dust mixtures of particles, one containing 13%
unavailable. CsCI, 13%, CsNO1 , 13% RbCI, 13% NaCI, 13% KCI

Several )pes oi instruments have been described and 337c talc (silica and magnesium silicate) and the
in the literature for real-time compositional analysis ,of other containing talc and (NH 4)2SG 4, are also used as
particles. One type, using surface ionization, detects particle sources. Thesc drv s%,urces are dispersed as
particles continuously 11-91. However, only a single ion powders from polyethylene bottles with stainless steel
mass can he monitored and only easily ionized materials ball !,-arings to grind the particles. Shaking produces
can be detected. The second type, using pulsed laser particle-laden air which is then drawn into. the particle
ablation, can detect a wide range of particle compositions analyser through a capillary inlet.
[ 10, 111. A CW laser is used to 'sense' a particle and Particle size distributions for the aqueous salt solu-
tire the pulsed laser. A complete mass spectrum of the tions are measured using a TSI model 3071 Electrostatic
resulting ions front a single particle iu; detected with a Classifier. Higher salt concentrations produce a wider
time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The disadvantage is size distribution and higher concentration of particle:..
the 'w laser: only particles > 0.2 jim scatter sufficient The particles are introduced into our prototype particle
light. Smatter particles are not detected. analyser either directly from the atormizer or as a nar-

We have built a prototype instrument for charac- row size distribution that is isolated by passing through
teization of individual particles. The characterization the TSI Electrostatic Classifier. Particle concentrations
provides both chemical ciompositioin from the complt., for each size are determined using a TSI model 3022
mass spectrum uif a single particle and sime size initor- Condensation Particle Counter.
mation for particles at least as small as 0.02 prm. This is All water in these expernments is purilied using a
accomplished ty laser ablation of a single particle fol- Millipore Milli-Q Plus Waier system. Tap water is
lowed by time-of-flight mass spectrometric analysis of treated by reverse osmosis, dissolved organics removed
the ions characteristic of the particle's composition. The with activated charcoal, inorganic ions further reduced to
('w laser to 'sense' the particles is omitted to allow de- 18 Mf2 resistivity with ion exchange resins, and organic
tection of particles too small to scatter sufficient light, material further removed with a final scavenger 1121.

0963-0252?J4/030369+04$1d 50 ,C, 1994 lOP PL fishing Ltd 369
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Figure 2. Mass spectrum of single silica particle from talc.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of prototype particle 1 2 so;
analyser.008

In addition, the watei is irradiated with UV to destroy SOi
bacteria and decompose organic compounds. 04

The prototype particle analyser contains a capillary I Jill'

tube for particle introduction, a pulsed laser for particle 0 11 ---
ablation and ionization, and a commercially available 0 10 20 30

time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Jordan Associates, CA, Tme (.Js)

USA) for identification of the particle's composition. A Figure 3. Mass spectrum of single ammonium sulphate
schematic diagram of the instrument is shown in figure I. particle. Particle introduced from solid mixture with talc.
Pa,-ticles are introduced via the 0.053 cm ID fused silica
capillary. The particles pass through two stages of efficiency, and dependence upon particle composition.
differential pumping consisting of two skimmers (Beam We are able to detect particles naving a variety of
Dynamics, MN, USA) with 0.1 cm ID holes. Two compositions and with diameters as small as 0.02 gm.
30 cfm mechanical pumps provide the vacuum at each Currently, high particle densities are required for high
stage with a CTI Cryotorr 8 cryopmp providing the rates of particle detection. Improve,nents will be made
1-3 x 10' Torr vacuum in the ionization region. The to reduce this limitation.
particles travel 15 cm from the capillary to the ion source We have mass spectra from a variety of particle
of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The particles compositions. Our aim is to demonstrate the ability
are struck with a pulse from a Lambda-Physik model to detect particles regardless of composition and obtain
EMG 202 excimer laser. The laser is operated at 10- mass spectra that are characteristic of the particle's
30 Hz with 130-300 mJ of energy/pulse at 308 nm and a composition. Figures 2-4 illustrate mass spectra for
pulse width of 40 ns. The laser is focused with a 30 cm particles composed of Si0 2, (NH,1) 2S04, ard RbNO3
focal length lens to a rectangle 0.08 cm high and 0.3 cm respectively. These spectra can be easily distinguished.
wide. A laser power density of 1.7 x 10' W cm- 2 is Both SiO 2 and (NI-H) 2S0 4 give molecular ions whereas
achieved. The resulting ions are accelerated to 4 kV RbNO 3 gives only Rb+ (likewise CsNO1 gives only
with mass separation occurring over a I m flight path. Cs'). At present we have no way of distinguishing
A secondary clectroi. multiplier with a gain of 10' is the various rubidium or caesium salts (e.g. RbCI versus
used as a detector. The signal goes to a Tektronix 2440 RbNOI). Note that strong ion signals call be obtained for
digital cscilloscope with a 50 £2 termination. The laser both easily ionized material (e.g. RbNO1 ) and difficult t-
trigger is used to initiate recording of mass spectra, but ioni7e material (SiO 2). This method should be suitable
the background fluorescence resulting from the uv laser for particles of aay composition.
light is used as the time zero point. The 2048 data Particles over a wide size range (0.02-10 pim
points are collected over the entire time range (0-25 /is, diameter) have been detected. Micrometre-sized
1-145 Daltons) or, for increased mass resolution, over particles give intense ion signals that represent ablation
a narrower time range of interest (e.g. 20-22 /ps). The of only a fraction of the particle. Small (0.02-
time-of-flight for Cs+ is 21 ,us. 0.1 jum diameter) particles give weaker signals that may

represent destruction of the whole particle. For small
particles, there is a linear relation between particle size

3. Results and discussion and ion intensity (see figure 5). The intensity for Rh' is
greater since only one ion is produced: there are several

We have characterized our prototype particle analyser in ions produced by (NI{4 )2S0 4 over which the total ion
terms of particle size detection limit, particie detection intensity is distributed.
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2 .0 skimmer (in a vacuum chamber) is measured with an
85 RbNO. ion chromatograph. A comparison shows that only 9%

of the particles are transmitted through the system.
0 87 Size-dependent particle dispersion significantly re-

duces particle detection and causes size discriminatioi:.
We have measured the dispersion after the particles have

0 -; - passed through the second skimmer at a distan'.: of 3 cm
8 10 12 14 16 from the skimmer. Figure 6 clearly shows a significant

Tine (11s) size-dependent dispersion. Any compositional analysis
of unknown aerosols will be size selective. The centre

Figure 4. Expanded scale mass spectrum of RbNO 3  of the particle beam will be enriched in larger particles,
3howing resolved 8Rb4 and a1Rb+ isotopes. On!y Rb+ is whereas the smaller particles will predominat." at some
observed distance from the centre dependent upon the distance

travelled. Clearly, the distance between the capillary
20- and the laser focal point is important to particle deece-

tion efficiency.
Presently, particle concentrations of - I x 108 per ft;

16- are required for reasonable detection rates. Decreasing
the distance between the cap~ilary and the laser focal

12- point will greatly enhance the particle count rate. A
larger laser spot size and faster repetition rate laser will

11-4NaO* also improve the count rate.

4. Plasma particles

-r . •The current system is amenable to sampling high
o01o 0.02 0.04 0 ý,i 00 pressure plasmas. For low pressure plasmas, the

PArncLEszE (nicron) skimmer cone should be placed in the plasma chamber

Figure 5. Dependence of ion signal on particle size so as to directly sample plasma particles. We have not
for both RbNO 3 and (NH4)2 S0 4 particles. The particles interfaced ur instrumcn. to a plasma reactor yet, since
are size select3d with a TSI electrostatic classifier and we are still optimizing the design.
introduced irto the particle analyser via the capillary tube. The current method, without presensing particles

with a continuous laser, provides the ability to detect and
analyse individual particles as small as 0.02 tLm. We feel

12o- that even smaller particles can be detected, although this
has no. been attempted as yet. This technique should

be useful for particle diagnosis in plasma reactors. The
high concentration of particles within plasmas is ideal

S 8o. for a system without CW laser 'sensing' of particles.

40o 5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated tihe ability to similtaneously

/•, --.. detect and analyse individual particles at least as small
0- ----- t----------r----- as 0.02 /am. The ability to evaluate particle size allows

o.00 0.40 0.40 1.20 1.0 further characterization of the ensemble of particle, to be
Particle Ilaneter (niicri) analysed. Although this technique has not been applied

Figure 6. Size-dependent dispersion for CsNO3 particles to plasma particle analyst.,, it should nevertheless work
exiting a 0 053 cm io, 50 cm long capillary column and with only minor modifications.
passing through two 0. 1 cm ip skimmer cones. Thb
measurement is at a distance of 3 cm from the end of the
capillary. References
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Water induced particle formation in
the ion chemistry of silane

W D Reents, Jr and M L Mandich
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974, USA

Received 28 December 1993; in final form 3 February 1994

Abstract. Potential particle-forming reactions of hydrogenated silicon cations with
silane and disilane, in the presence and absence of water, are summarized. The
reactions are studied in the ion trap of a Fourier transform mass spectrometer at
10 1 10 s Torr. Cations react sequentially with silane to produce larger
silicon-containing ions. In general, reaction rates decrease with increasing number of
silicon atoms in the ion; no ions containing more than six silicon atoms are formed in
reactions with pure silane. Reaction with disilane produces larger silicon-con'aining
ions; reaction rates decrease with increasing number of silicon atoms in the cation.
The largest ion produced is larger than for the silane system but still contains less
than nine silicon atoms. There is insufficient reactivity for hydrogenated silicon
cations in pure silane or disilane to produce macroscopic particles, Mixtures of silane
or disilane containing 7% water, however, significantly enhance the growth of ions. In
the limit of our measurements, the reactions in both silane and disilane do not
terminate.

1. Introduction ,vhen a plasma is ignited. We have found that water has
a profound effect on the ion chcmistrv: it must be

Silicon-containing ions are readily formed in silane seriously considered in all plasma reactins.
plasmas tinder conditions used to deposit silicon filns.
Since some ion/molecule reactions go much faster than
neutral reactions, ions may be responsible for rapid 2. Experimental
gas-phase particle formation within the plasma [1 6].
Veprek et al [7] have evidence for clustering via neutral The ion chemistry of silane and disilane is examined in
species. Perrin et al [8] and Howling ct a) [9] deter- the ion trap of a modified Extrel FTMS-1000 Fourier
mined that negative ion chemistry leads to particle transform mass spectrometer (iTiNts) w¶'ith an lonspec®
formation under some conditions. Kushner [10] has Omega data system (for more information on rTICR see
modelled positive ion chemistry in plasmas to under- [12 14]. The ITItS ion trap is an electromagnetic bottle
stand their effect on particle formation, but the kinetic that stores ions in the presence of neutral reagents.
dat, required for modelling was sparse prior to our Storage times can be varied from 0.002 to >99 s which
studies. We have examined the positive ion chemistry of allows considerable ion chemistry to occur. Ion-mol-
silane, starting with the monosilicon ions through to the ecule chemistry is monitored by the mass spectrometer
final reaction, to determine whether (I) positive ions are capabilities inherent in the ion trap technique as de-
the initiators of particle growth and (2) they provide scribed below. Ions are contined in the X-Y directions
detailed kinetic information for modelling studies. In by the magnetic field and in the Z direction by the
agr,.-ment with Howling et a), we found that cations electrostatic potential on the trapping plates. Figure I is
terminate their growth at small cluster sizes, a schematic diagram of the trapped ion cell. Ion motion

Disilane is formed in silane plasmas and, depending within the cell is circular in the X-Y direction (perpen-
on plasma conditions. may represent severa! per cent of dicular to the magnetic field) with a cyclotron frequency
the neutral species present [7 101. Since disilane has a related to mass:
silicon silicon bond that is weaker than the silicon
hydrogen bond [11]. more extensive ion/molecule
chemistry than that observed for silane occurs. We ihav,: where ml': is the mass-to-charge ratio, f is the cyclotron
also examined the ion chemistry of disilane through to frequency. .4 is a constant proportional to the magnetic
the terminating reactions, field strength and ( is a constant related to the ion

We have also examined the ion chemistry of silane density and trapping plate voltage. There is also ion
and disilane in the presence of water. Water is the most motion in the Z direction (parallel to the magnetic field)
common background constituent in vacuum chambers at a lower frequency than the cyclotron frequency. The
and its concentration increases during heating, such as ions are formed, trapped and detected within the trap-

0963-0252 94 030373 + 08S19.50 t 1994 lOP Pubbshing Ltd
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FTM8 TRAPPED ION CELL of the ion. In this manner, either removal of ions of a
single mass or of all ions except for a single mass is

RF, possible. The reaction chemistry of the remaining ions inIMAGE EXCITE

CURRENTr PULSE the trap is easily followed by increasing the time between
DIICion ejection and ion detection (trapping time). To evalu-

ate the reaction sequence for ions of a particular mass,
these ions are ejected and the resulting mass spectrum
(double resonance spectrum) is compared to a mass
spectrum without ion ejection. Product ions of the

----- - 0 FILAME ejected ions will be absent in the double resonance
spectrum. Alternatively, all ions except those of the mass
to be monitored are ejected. Although this can be more
difficult to accomplish, the mass spectra only show
product ions for the reactant ions of a single mass.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a cLbic trapped ion cell in a Silane-d 4 (MSD Isotope Co, 99.7 at.%), dlisilane-d6
Fourier transform mass spectrometer. The trapped ion cell is (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, 98 at.%), and D 20
located in a 2.97 T magnetic field designated by B. The
plates perpendicular to the magnetic field electrostatically (MSD Isotope Co, 99.7 at.%) are used without further
confine the ions along the magnetic field axis with a potential purification. Isotopic purity is confirmed by mass spec-
of 1 3 V. Two opposite plates are used for the RF excitation trometric analysis. Introdction of D20 required a delay
to coherently excite the ion cyclotron motion for detection. (I 2 h) until background protiated water had been
The remaining two plates are detection plates for receiving replaced with deutcrated water. The effective isotopic
the induced charge from the coherent ion motion, purity of D2O in the trapped ion cell is 95 98 at.% for

most experiments.
When spectra are obtained at different reaction

ped ion cell. During the ion trapping time the ions times, the pseudo first-order reaction kinetics can be
collide, and possibly react, with molecules in the vacuum monitored. Figure 2 presents ion intensity plotted as a
chamber. Both the reactant ions and the product ions function of time for the reaction of SiD' and its product
remain trapped in the cell, allowing further reaction if ions with SiD,. Since the total number of ions contained
desired, until the reaction is quenched by taking a mass in the ;on trap is limited (less than 10), the reactant gas
spectrum of the entire ion ensemble in the cell. This is is in relatively infinite supply since there is a constant
accomplished by coherent excitation of the cyclotron ,ow through the cell of new gas from an external
motion of the ions by a swept Rl frequency pulse reservoir via a variable leak valve. Thus. the ion/mol-
(applied to the transmitter plates) that covers the entire ecule reaction kinetics may be evaluated easily; the
frequency range of the trapped ions in the cell. This is pseudo first order rate constant may be converted to an
typically from 3 MHz (m/z = 15) to 150 kHz (mlz = absolute rate constant by incorporating the absolute
300). After this excitation pulse, the current induced in
the detect plates by the coherent motion is digitized,
Fourier transformed, and then the resulting frequency S 1000
spectrum calibrated in terms of mass-to-charge ratios. r
By this technique, the intensity of every ion in the cell is .i 800
determined simultaneously. If a sufficiently long detec- MSO L (S3D• & its products)

tion time is used, high mass resolution is obtained A 60
"0 600(> 10000). Mass resolution is defined as m/Am where m

is the measured mass of the ion and Am is the width of S
the peak at half height. An additional feature is the • 400 Si2)'
ability to accurately measure the ion's mass and thereby .
assign elemental composition. Since there are few ele- 200
ments present in the system, this might seem unneces-
sary. However, a reaction with background moisture Z
occurs to form products containing an oxygen atom 0 500 1000 1500 2000

This will cause overlap of two ions with different elemen- Time (msec)
tal compositions, e.g., D8 versus `60 (Am = 0.117 amu)
or 602 versus SiD 2 (Am = 0,015 amu). High mass Figure 2. The time evolution for the intensity of SiD' and its

product ions in the presence of SiD,. SiD' is formed by
resolution coupled with accurate mass measurement is electron impact on SiD, in less than 5 ms. The population of
used to confirm the elemental composition of each ion SiD* is contained in the ion trap allowing it to collide and
deected. react with the ambient SiD,. All product ions are retained

Double resonance ejection is a technique for the within the trap, undergoing their own collisions with SiD4. The
removal of an ion from the trapped ion cell. Ejection is time evolution is sampled at discrete times and plotted. The

full curves through the data points represent kinetic fits to the
accomplished by applying to the excitation plates an Rv data with the product ion fits constrained by the rate constant
signal whose frequency matches the cyclotron frequency for the decay of the reactant ion.
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concentration (pressure) of the reactant gas [15]. In this
manner the reaction rates for all the ions may be 1,2
obtained. The FrMs is operated at 2.97T with typical 0 1, Ill

conditions as follows: trapping plates voltage, 1-3.5 V; t.o 2,3(11) 3,5
RF chirp rate, 60001Hz S S-'; RF chirp intensity, 120- 3.0

240 V--; reactant gas pressures, I 100 x 10 ' Torr; 2.0 3.4211
electron ionization energy, 12-80eV. The initial ion
kinetic energy is limited by the trapping potential (3.5 V 4,7 5
maximum), but is quickly thermalized to the gas tem-
perature (300 K) by non-reactive collisions with silane. 1,3 2,2

Phase space theory (PST) is used to compare critical 2.5
transition state energies from ab initio calcu!ations by .
Raghavachari [16-19] to values derived from the reac- . -2 4,11
tion kinetics measured in the FTMS trapped ion cell. The
excellent agreement (typically within 3 kcal morl- ') gives 54
strong support to the accuracy of the calculated transi- (4,101
tion state energies as well as the proposed reaction
mechanism. The details of the calculations will not be
described; they may be found elsewhere [16 19]. How- 33,2 1.31
ever, the energetics of the microscopic reaction pathways [2,4 [4,01 17,01
derived from experiment and PST calculations permit 12,3(1)1
extrapolation of the experimental data for the pure 3.7
silane and pure disilane systems to higher pressures so 4,6
as to compare with plasma reactor pressures. -4 14,2(l)1 16,01

0 2 4 6 8

3. Results and discussion Number of Silicon Atoms

3.1. Silane reactions Figure 3. Plot of the absolute pseudo first-order reaction
Reactions of SiD' with si lane proceed to terminal rates for Si D' with SiD4. The paired numbers x, y represent

number of silicon atoms and deuterium atoms, respectively,
(unreactive) cations containing less than 7 silicon atoms, in the reactant ion. Paired numbers in brackets represent
Sequential ion/molecule reactions with silane are shown unreactive ions whose position indicates the upper limit of
in equations (2) (5). For conciseness, the explicit neu- reaction rate. This graph illustrates the decreasing reactivity

tral reagent, SiD 4, and neutral products are not shown; of SiD, with increasing x.

only the ionic reactants and products are given. The
reaction rates are illustrated in figure 3 and listed in
table 1 [20 25] Although the initial reactions proceed intermediates involved in equations (2) (5). From his
near the collision rate (except for SiD2), the reaction calculations, we can understand in detail why reaction
rates decrease with increasing number of silicon atoms of unsaturated silicon cations with silane leads to un-
until a non-reactive species terminates the reaction se- reactive ions. One reason, typified by SiDjo, is that the
quence. This decrease in reaction rate with number of reactive centres become saturated, resulting in a large
silicon atoms in the reacting ion is apparent in figure 3. energetic barrier to further reaction. The reactions lead-
The largest ion produced from each initial reactant ion ing to Si 5D10 involve three sequential additions of silane
is shown in table 2. Clearly, positive ion chemistry is not to S' * (equation (1 )), with each addition followed by 1, 2
responsible for gas phase particle growth in pure silane elimination of D2 , to produce Si4Dt (see scheme I for
plasmas, in agreement with the findings of Howling et al final reaction step). Subsequent reaction of Si4DD with
[9]: silane produces the intermediate SijDt'(, (structure ii,

scheme 2) which, lacking deuteriums on neighbouring
Si- Si2 D2 -Si 3 D, - Si 4Dt' SiD 1 -- NR (2) silicon atoms, cannot undergo 1, 2 elimination of D2.SiD÷ -. Si2DJ• (1) -. SiD --- Si4D --- SiD5 -- NR This SiD*o intermediate is observed, however, because

it can be collisionally stabilized. The second (eason,
(3a) typified by Si3 D4, is the formation of internal hydrogen

SiD.'(11) - NR (3b) (deuterium) bonds. The internal hydrogen bonding in
Si3 D+ is sufficient to stabilize it from further reaction,

SiD -- Si2 DS* -- NR (4) except for simple silane attachment to produce Si,D I.

SiD3* --, Si 2D - SiD7 -- Si4 D, -- NR (5a) The calculated transition state energies for reaction of
Si 3D7 with and without hydrogen bonding reveal the

""SiD,+ -- NR. (5h) effects of that stabilization (figure 4); further reaction

Raghavachari has used accurate ab initio calculations to would be exothermic only if hydrogen bonding did not
elucidate the structures of all of the ions and reaction occur.
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s•- sr s51 Table 1. Rate constants for reaction of SiD, with SiD,

ý S- +Sand 
SiDl).

D R D3Si ,,
R Si - Si* ÷D Rate constant (x 10")

D3S (cm
3 

mol s -)

Reactant ion with SiD4  with Si2 D6

D--Si-.--- Si + 6.9 0.3 20 ± 2

3Si , 3Si O3 Si\ SiD' 12 ±2 19+4
Si-S D3S,-Si S -- SI. Si+ SiD; 21 +3 40±6

o D SiO5 0.6 ±0.1 6 ±1D D/ D3Si/ D.'0 Si,* 2.5 0.4 14+2
T I TSIb SiD+ - 10 2

Si2O2* 0.32 ± 0.04 4.6 _ 0.5
Si2D3(1) 7.5 + 1.5 5.8 ± 1.7

Scheme I SiD3ý (11) < 0.003 < 0.004
Sil0; < 0.005 3.6 ± 0.4

D3Si SS205+ 0.28 ± 0.10 7+ 1
os - s1+ siO4 Si(2De' - 9.5 ± 1.5

0 3S' Si; 4.8 + 0.7 --
s R Si3 D0 -- 14 - 2

SSi3D) 0.010 ± 0.003 0.02 ± 0.01
Si30; - 2.7 + 0.3
S3D0; 1.7 + 0.3 9.4 ± 0.2

D SiD;' 5+ 1 8 + 4
D-Si -- 0 SiD£' - 3.9 ± 0.4

D3Si Si30; 0.0023 ± 0.00041 0.34 ± 0.03
3SI. 0S + Si3P; - 0.64 ± 0.21

Si Si 3 i -/Si -Si -- NR Si3DO' - 3.5 t 1.5
03S' D3Si f Si; <0005

TSll it Si4D; 1.8 + 0.3
Si+Do; - < 0.05
Si4DW - 2.2 + 0.8

Scheme II Si4D (I) - 0.13 ± 0.02
Si4Dor (11) - 13 + 4
Si4D' 0.0010 + 0.00031 0.55 + 0.11

3.2. Disilane reactions SiD; 1.1 + 0.8-6 2.7 + 0.7

The reactions of SiI 2Do .. in pure disilane lead to Si.D' -- 0.84 ± 0.14
Si4D; - <0.002

unsaturated ions containing less than nine silicen atoms. Si,,D, + < 0.03
The reaction rates are illustrated in figure 5 and listed it Si4D,+, - 0.07 ± 0.02
table 1 [15]. As for the silaae system, reaction rates Si" 0.8 ± 0.1 -

decrease with increasing number of silicon atoms until a SisD; 0.036 ± 0.009 -
SiD" - 0.19 4 0.04
Si'D; (I) -- < 0.005
SisD; (11) - 0.04 ± 0.01

Si÷ SilDs" 0.90 ± 0.27
D3Si SiD3 +S0 4  SiDi; -- 1.5 ± 0.5

r8 D TS SiDD - 0.054 ± 0.001
02 SiD,*, - < 0.005
So _ 3is01-3 - < 0.005I• 0 D2Si " D ' SiO2+ + 4Si" < 0.001 -

oSiDD < 0.01

c-Si4109+ 0+ Si,,Dg <0.01 -
-16 SirD0 0.04 ± 0.03

Si4D1t SiD 9  
0.8 ± 0.3

Si6 Do 0.10 ± 0.05
SiD,' -< 0.004
SiD,' < 0.004

Reaction Coordinate Si; < 0.005 -
Figure 4. Schematic energy profile for reaction of Si3 D; wit.t SiD,',(t) -- < 0.009
SiD4 . Both the higher energy open form and the lower SiD,',(ll) 0.02 ± 0.01
energy cyclic form of Si3D; are depicted on the left. The Si7 D,, --- 0.002
transition state to form products lies 2 keal mol ' belo-v the SiD, -- < C. 1
high energy form but 6 kcal mol ' above the low energ,' form
actually present in the reaction. The 8 kcal mol ' of Rates exclude isotope exchange reactioils.
hydrogen bonding stabilization is sufficient to prevent further Measured at silane-d, pressure of 2.0 - 10 Torr.
reaction (except collisional stabilization of Si, D,'., an Measured at silane-d. pressure oi 10 - 10 'Torr
unreactive product). Taken from [19). Note that substitution Measured at slane-dA pressure of 20 x 10 Torr
of deuterium for protium has an insignificant effect on relative • Mesured at silane-d, pressure of 5 6 . 10 Torr

energies.
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Tattle 2. Terminal iois in the silane and disilane system.

Neutral
reactant Initial reactant ion

Si SO 0' D , C); D ; Sit; Si2D' SI2D&

SiD4 SiDI- SiD,;)- ' SiD; s14D -

Poor signal-to-noiae proh ibited evaluation of this reaction sequesnce beyond Si, 05 .

120 Si2O5 + SiD4  D D ,i-S

1 0
1 1 2.0 3,1 4,5(11) TS

0 2.63 .4Ii
2.5 3,6

2,4 ý 47

4.4

P' -20-
3.8 Q
4.86 9

-30 7 30

5c 6A10 cc

(D -2 4.11 .63 40

4.15,7(11) 68 Reaction Coordinate
14101 16,81)1(1, Figure 6. Sche-matic energy profile for reaction of S'2 Dg with

/11(11SiC),. Note that the energy of the transition state leading to
-3 17 1 (it)product formation, TS, is 0.7 kcal mol ' lower than the

-3 71) energy of the reactants. Taken from [19;. Note that
(5 7(1[ 2 usitto fdueiu o rtu asa ninfcn

(2 3G(l[ [5 13) [6 i !effect on relative energies.

[4 91 [712)

2 4 6 8

Number ot Silicon Atoms
Figure S. Plot of the absolute pseudo first-order reaction
rates for Si.D0 with S1705. The paired numbers x, y
repressant num~ber of silicon 3toms and deuterium atoms, 0 S'2 05 Si205
respectively, in the reactant ion. Paired numbers in brackets
represent unreactive ions whose positinn indicates the upper .10limit of roaction rate. This graph illustrates the decreasing
reactivity of Si,D,' with inc'reasing x.

-20 Si3D*. Si0 4
terminal structure is reached. J he reactions terminate
for similar reasons as the Wiane system, As shown in 4
table 2, thc r, actions proceci to larger terminal ions, ~ 30

D)
than for the silane: system. 4

A comparison of the energetics for the reactions of S4,D,*
SiD+ with silane and disilane demonstrates the reason -4C
for further reaction in the disilane system. Figures 6 and
7 illustrate the transition state energies for reaction of Reaction Coordinate
Si,D, with silane and disilane, respectively The energy Figure 7. Schematic energy profile for reaction of Si2 D; with
of the trtansition state, T-S, is nearly endoergie with the SO7D, The transition statec (not depicted) have not been

reacanenery fr te sianesystm. eacion f S2D~ Calculated but are believed to lie well below the energy of thereacari enrgyforthesilnc ssicrn.Reatio ofSiD,' reactants. This betlief is supported by the high measured
with dvi.jiane, in contrast, involves rio transition state reaction efficiency (60%): Taken irom [19, 26]. Note fthat
energy higher than the product energy. The energy s~hotitution of deiterium for protium has an insignificant
barrier for the silanec system is 01.7 kcal mol 'lower than effect on relative energies.
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SiD+ + SID 4 Clustering Reactions Sl1 .2DX + S12 DO Clustering Reactions
With and Without D20 With and Without 020

1001 No D20 1001 No D20
1p(s,)- 7.3 x 10,7 Torr 1 p(80 - 7.3 xI, Torr
reaction tirre - 8 -c reaction time. 8 sec

o J--
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 40 100 150 200 280 300 380 460

/0 lD .4) x 10-7 Tort 1001 P D20) -5.4 x 10 Tort

IL , [ I *"" - .-- I
-(20 o- 5• _ -pM'0) 57.3 x 10-7 Torr p(SO0) . 7.3 x 10,7 Torr

reaction time - 8 sac r reaction timne .- saec

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 50 100 150 200 250 350 40

100 p(D2O) - 5.4 x 10-8 Torr 100 p(D20i ".54 x 10-8 Torr
P(S04)- 7.3X 10- TorrP(Si 206) - 73o x 0Torr

reaction tirne - 20 sec reaction time .-20 sec

0 -L - , (' =A 7.30ý , o
50 100 ISO50 250 300 350 400 so 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Mass (AMU) Mass (AMU)
Figure 8. The upper mass spectrum illustrates the extent of Figure 9. The upper mass spectrum illustrates the extent of
ion/molecule reactions in pure silane. Additional reaction ion/molecule reactions in piira disilane. Additional reaction
time does not alter the mass specirum. The middle mass time only shows the slow appearance of an SiD,•' at mass
spectrum illustrates the extent of reaction under the same 250. The middle mass spectrum illustrates the extent of
conditions as the .ipper figuro plus addition of 7% water. The reacior. under ihe same conditions as the upper figure plus
lower n, iss spectrum illustrates that additional r-3action time addition of 7% water. The lower mass spectrum illustrates
in the p eserice of water results in formation of larger ions. that additioral reaction time in the presonce of water results
There is no evidence for growth to cease. Note, however, in formation ef larger ions. I here is no evidence for growth to
that some ions in the lower two figure, do not rpact further, cease. Note, however, thkt su.ne ions in the lower two

figures do not react further. ,'! comparison of this lower figure

the reactant energy whereas the energy barrier for the with that of figure 8 shows that a geater variety of masses
disilane system is 19 kcal mol'- lower than the reac- ire present.

tants. This difference in energy barriers is reflected in thf.
reaction rates; reaction with silane is 5% efficiernt whcr':- tinues unabated beyond ml: = 400. This additional re-
as reaction with disilane is 60% efficient, activity is even more pronounced for disilane (figure 9)

Lower reaction barriers for the disilane sy,-tem, coin- for conditions similar to those for s, are. This additional
pared with the silane system, explain why the disilane reactivity in silane can bc traced to one key iont, S 4D* .
reaction seqvcnces proceed severa! more s:eps before The intensity of all the high mass ions are reduced due
terminating. They do terminate, however, at sizes far to ejection of SiD! from the trapped ion cell (see figure
smaller than observabie particles, preventing particle 10). The high mass ions do not comnp.etely disappear
growth via positive ion chemistry !n a pure disilane since, in this experiment, only the 8Si,4D isotope has
plasma. been ejected; the Si,4 )-' containing ore 'QSi or '.,i

atom, representing roughly 300/, of the Si,,D- ion popu-
lation, remain. The critical change in the chemistry
involves reaction with D 20:

3.3. Water-enhanced reactivity of silane and disilane SiD-* + D[ O- Si4D70O * D2 . (6)

Addition of water to either silane or disi~ane sufficiently In subsequent reactions, the cations react with either
alters the positive ion chemistry so as to allow unre- silan, or water to continue the ion growth. Without the
strained growth of positive ions containing both silicon presence of water, the sequence would termitate on the
and oxygen [26]. The chemistry is of Si0 Dr* with neutral next reaction with silane:
silane or disilane and with neutral water. No ions from
water are involved. Figure 8 comparcos a mass spectrum Si40 + SiD 4 . SivDl- NR. (7)

for pure silane ion chemistry with a mass spectrum of These competing pathways produce larger ions with a
7% water in silane. Whereas pure silane chemistry range of exygen content. Due to the similarity in mass
terminates at m/z - 162, the silane/water mixture con- between SiD. and O (both nominally 32amu), there
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SID+ + SiD4 + D20 Clustering Reactions 100

(reacbOn* tim- 20 eeM) e i0 1 3

1001 { Ele't Si. ,J, 10"2 &.Ho2

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 05 -- -
Si3H•

No Election S2- - 300KS10.6 S0 11 ---- 600K

1 
0

1.1-.. . . ...... T .. .... 1 0.-L10.5 10.4  10-3 10-2 10.1 100

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 Sill4 Pressure (Torr)

Eject si4D; Figure 11. Formation probabilities of all of the silane
attachment products for SiH3 and its product ions as a
function of silane pressure at reaction temperatures of 300 K
and 600 K. Values are based upon phase space calculations
[24] using ab initio calculated structures and bonding

.a L I-ILU energies [ 19].

0 100 150 200 250 300 350

Mass(AMU) The attachment reaction requires col.isional stahiliz-

Figure 10. These mass spectra illustrate the effects of ation to remove excess energy; thus there is a strong

removin,; selected ions from the trapped ioi cell prior to pressure and temperature depeanence for this reaction.
reaction. The middle mass spectrum is indicative cf the ion Formation of attachment products at I Torr occu-s with
population prior to selected ion ejection. The upper mass greater efficiency and for smaller ions than under our
spectrum illustrates the loss of intensity for all high mass low pressuwe conditions. Figure It illustrates this effect
ions due to ejection of 28Si4 D;. The lower mass spectrum
illustrates that the higher mass ion intensities are unaffected for the attachment products of SHt and its produ.-t

by removal of 
2 8

Si. D'. Only the ions leading to the formation ions. At room einperaure, the attachment approaches
of "Si. D,, starting with SiD', and its product ions, are 100% efficiency at a Torr whereas at 600 K it is approxi-
responsible for all of the high mass ions. Note that in the mately 10 50% efficient. Attachment of a sc•ond silane
upper mass spectrum, a fraction of the high mass ion (or disilatie) molecule is far less efficient; its binding
intensity remains. This results from the unejected Si, D; with
one 'Si or 'Si present. Subsequent isotope ,Ri.change with energy is significantly reduced relative to the binding

"5SiD4 results in typical silicon isotope distributions, energy of the first molecule. The reactions will still
terminate at small sizes.

are ions with dilrerent elemental compositions for the
same mass. For example, m/: = 218 consists of both 3.5. Extrapolation !o actual plasma ý.onditions

Si,4DIO and Si 3DTO.' Can cation/molecule chemistry produce a particle of
The ubiquitous presence of moisture in vacuum sufficient size that it will spontaneously grow within a

chambers makes its involvement in gas phase chemistry silane plasma? Competing against the growth is loss of
plausible. When it is considered that igniting the plasma the cation by ambipolar diffusion or charge neutraliz-
also heats the vacuum chamber, a sudden evolution of ation. However, as pointed out by Pcrrin et al [8],
copious amounts of water is to be expected. These although trapped particles have a negative charge, a
events coupled with the ion chemistry described above positively charged particle could be neutralized and then

make moisture's involvement in the formation of par- capture an electron. As a negatively charged particle, it

t:les quite credible. would be trapped in the plasma, allowing sufficient time

for growth to observable sizes. To what size can a

3.4, particle grow prior to removal from the plasma and is
Effet o nih pessre n iotmoecue ractons this of suiftlciettt size to allow rapid neutralization and

The ion hemistry in silane plasmas at approximately reionization? We can answer this question by using

I Torr pressure may be deduced in part from our low typical plasma conditons and extrapolating the ion

pressure (10-'-10-l Torr) studics. Reaction at low chemistry we have observed. The relevant plasma con-
pressuie involves competition between two reaction ditions are: 0.1 Torr silane, E/P of 10 V Torr-I cm--',

pathways; addition of silanc (or disilane) followed by electron flux density of l101' elec~ron cm ' s-,ambipo-
loss of a neutral molecule (typically D 2 or SiD4, respec- lar diffusion of 2000 cm " - for Sill , ard a maximum

tively) versus simple attachment of silane (or disilane). diffusive travel distance of I cm [6, 10]. Note that the
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ambipolar diffusion is iiiversely proportional to ion silicon atoms and nine silicon atoms respectively. Posi-
mass; the diffusion will slow as the particle growth tive ion chemistry in silane plasmas cannot lead to
proceeds. The relevant ion chemistry considerations are: particles. Addition of water overcomes the kinetic bar-
reaction efficiency with silane of 1%, reaction efficiency rier for certain larger ions, allowing unabated ion chem-
with water of 100%, water concentration of 10-' Torr. istry. The ubiquitous presence of water in vacuum
Assuming these reaction efficiencies continue beyond our chambers makes it a plausible initiator for particle
observation range, there will be 10' reactive collisions formation in silane plasmas.
per second. Under these conditions, it will take 10 ms to
produce an ion of mass - 23 000 (average of 23 amu for
either SilH and 0 attachment). This ion will have moved References
0.15cm due to ambipolar diffusion. If reacion ceases,
electron recombination will occur in 11 ms with an [I] Eversteijn F C 1971 Phillips Res. Rep. 26 134
additional 11 ms required for electron capture. With a [2] Murthy T U M S, Miyamoto N, Shimbo M and
diffusion velocity of 2.4 cm s- , there is insufficient time Nishizawa J 1976 J. Crystal Growth 33 1
for loss from the plasma. A wateg pressure of 10- Torr [3] Spears K G, Robinson T J and Roth R M 1986 IEEETrans. Plasma So. 14 179
:asting <1 s is not unreasonable; the heat from the [4] Ho P and Breiland W G 1984 Appl. Phys. Lef. 44 51
plasma will rapidly desorb water from the wafer and [5] DeJoseph, Jr C A, Haaland P D and Garscadden A 1986
surrounding chamber. As to whether the ion/molecule IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci. 14 165
reactior.s ,will proceed to 23 000 amu with equal reaction [6] Chatham H and Gallagher A 1985 J. Appl. Phys. 58 159

[7] Veprek S, Schopper K, Ambacher 0, Rieger W andefficiency is unknown. However, we do observe an Veprek-Heijman M G J 1994 J. Electrochem. Soc. at
increase in reaction efficiency upon increasing the gas press
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Ch 1993 J. Phys. 1) Appl. Phys. 6 1003deuteratedsystems,the perprotiatedsystemshavesmilar [L10] Kushner M J 1991 J. Appl. Phys. 63 253:'
reaction rates and identical reaction products. Thus, the [ll j Curtiss L A, Raghavachari K, Deutsch P W and Pople
scenario described here is plausible under silane plasma J A 1991 J. Chem. Phys. 95 2433
conditions. [12] Buchanan M V and Hettich R L 1993 Anal. Chem. 65

The presence of vibrationally excited silane in the 245A
[13] Dunbar R C 1992 Mas.s Spectrom. Re. 11 309plasma will alter the chemistry to some extent. We have ([14] Marshall A G and Schweikhard L 1992 Int. J. Maslsexamined reactions of ions in various excited states [21]. Spectrom. Ion Processes 118/119 37

The low energy present in vibrational states ( <6 kcal [15] Reents, Jr W D, Mandich M L and Wang C R C 1992 J.
mol- ') will be effective in making an unreactive ground Chem. Phys. 97 7226
state ion reactive only if there is a great excess of energy [16] Raghavachari K 1988 J. Chem, Phys. 88 1688

[17] Raghavachari K 1991 J. Chem. Phys. 95 7373compared with the reaction barrier: otherwise the reac- [18] Raghavachari K 1992 J. Chem. Phys. 96 4440tion is inefficient and is not competitive with efficient [19] Raghavachari K 1990 J. Chem. Phys. 92 452
cooling by the silane. This, in fact will not aid the particle [20] Mandich M L.. Reents, Jr W D arid Jarrold M F 1988 J.
formation process as demonstrated by the reaction of Chem. Phys. 88 1703
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vibrational energy for reaction with silane. Although the 95 7360
disilane reaction proceeds further than the silane system, [2,] Reents. Jr W D and Mandich M L 1992 J. Chem. PhYs.
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[25] Reents. Jr W D and Mandich M L :990 J. ('hem. Ph's.
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4. Conclusions [26] Reents, Jr W D, Mandich M L and Wang C R C 1992 J.
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The gas phase ion chemistry of either pure silane or pure
disilane terminate at small ions containing less than 7
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Abstract. Microscopic cauliflowers have been observed in a suprisingly diverse
range of dusty plasmas. Their microstructure. as analysed by electron microscopy,
is consistent with growth by ballistic deposition rather than diffusion limited
aggregation. The morphology of the grains supports the inference from dust
growth kinetics that they tornm by accretion of positive ions rather than neutral
radicals. The dense, amorphous structure is capped by a fractal surface whose
texture is concisely described by a recursion based on the nmodified midpoint
method. The surface texture may be reconstructed by ion bombardment,
providing a quantitative link be~ween growth kinetics and roughness through a
Mutlins-Sekerka stability analysis of Laplacian growth.

1. Introduction

Micrometer- sized pailicles have been observedJ i7 many
plasma sources, Trheir piceace fundamien~ally alters
the plasma's propertieý and can seriously contaminate
industrial processes, most notably in semiconductor ,
manufacturing I .While the -ole ef dust in optical
coating operations has receised iess attention, theAA
pr(:setce of optical inhomogeticity caused by dust -

incorporation might prove criticvl ifl, for exampip,
high quality mirror or waveguide fabrication 121..~-
As information process.ng technology moves frorn
electrical through clectrooptical to opticed logic, dust - 4

contamination in plasma reactors will continue to impact JT

process conditions and device yields.
particles may arise either from surfaces oir by

homogeneous growth in the plasma. HomnogeneouN
growth is characierized by spherical or spheroidal
symmetry, and it is with these spherical grains that the
present article is concerned. The simplest recipe for
growing carbon cauliflowers uses a I Tort helium oir Figure 1. Scanning eleclroii micrograph ot dust obtained
argon plasma with graphite electrodes (figiire 1) [0, 1). from a 15 kHz 1 Torr helium plasma with 5 cm graphite
In a symmetric geometry, excitation of tens of kilohertz eiectrodes separated by 2 cm. The dust sample was
rapidly providLS ample dust panwicis which are trapped collected with a swab after several hours of discharge

operation, Most of the grains are 900 nm in diameter withby electrostatic forces and can be liudied in situ hy Mie eight per cent having twice this diameter and about two
scattering. Similar particles of other materials have be-en p-rcent having a d'iamneter of 450 nm.
ie,xr-td in a It MHz argon plasma with a vari.Žry mit

susrtsincluding silicon 15,61j amid aluminum 171 the 5 W, 15 kilz helium plasma4 Anoihem .smurcc of
A variety of dust sites and shapes have beenm refported lextured spheroids is thek ttimssmng attergl'". deposmition

in deposits iront a 5 kW Ca..Caded arc depoisition reactiir in which nonilinear optical oiganic polAYmer fllms
reactor, where dust grain,. several hundied nicrimmetres ,ire synthesited !figure 1119.
in diameter L~avc been observed (ftigure 2) 181 The Many dusty plasmas hive mm kmommorio ihe presence
striking, feature of theset carbon containing grains is their oll teICACms- cheinicali piecmmrsors .ind steadilym ltmmssinp
similarity, on a lorger scale, ito 4(X) nin grý.ns gmimwn in g as The obserscd particlc sties and structures imply
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~ I The Ir 3 internal struci ties are confs i stenC it %Ot halIi stic
- ti~eptisi tion, while their surface (extuit c appear to have

b0 eeni reconst ructed iby iotn let bardinent As anirid inlcam
i! a mnot lilitise appjrroach we also present at simple

- factal tectirsiot lor describing the iblserved surfaice

S 2. Dust structure

Irecitirt Fiticttisctt\ it tdust cii lecteil frotin labtirators
platsiriis titvil es Siotme sirbtleties [lot rsetuitretl Itr
examinttattion Mi stan,trtlrl irteiallrtrgicitl satmples. We

* ~~ ~j * iiq s t high resoltirtor. loss ettCrgv. ItietI t'ttrISsii't
ýCancttttitg electrol tniiclosciipe I fill fii t11tt1tittii0 chalitgtg
if Unreitaitid s,rtniulCS ant i to esilseM stiltdC Itt k tetite 1

Figure '2. ,1v image of large dust particles grown in the oits attinric nuiirrtbI trciate kiiisch is L.trbil try liihe
cascadeid arc reactor at Technische Universitbit Etiudhoven Cuit rc t tien is it le sait kept 10Atico it1oi bettitla it [nis e
rising C. H, added to a 5 kW cascaded argon arc plasina
Directly above the scale bar and shoe-shaped outfline is to in ti l ut Ia grinls ori ti Ut' reutl ti ha Icio tt g tc aitdepression i(proven by thu orientation of the shadows) t iii C UI00d 10ttCI tTot clis isn tCX1 t like potpcornu irn tlie
s;howing the spheroidal shape of the particles which have ritilcroicitr
been irripl:,rited into the growing carbon film This imnage As c its ~12 retireiPtd ts pC U IN rthe dIlttibitii)iri1
is courtesy of Ad huolrori TUE Further details are to be ot 2rror1 st/cs tIr the IS klt tlrtt r~h ltst p Ssti pIinahtutitch~l
fouind in reference 1t electrodes& is iCtrIN rrriitlisrtete(11. Is slittenI ITT Iteuitn I

:\t the tuHY'iet nitagritic~tth~iii IT itnuite 4 ditd S rThe stirtftt

testutit' .11111 irtttrtiil 11nit Hutitt itis t I ijuilis lie
sU'1iutciutslseitt sIr( ~Iiilditg iiisurtititet

LrijhlItte Prtn I ts C~dCHIii trIrsTT isu eJlettitr

I'Si rtt U'L tlli)it iii ft Thins centres I[(): Itl11 II\

ii iittitis trti Illr 21II rit'INii TO - HICs

in 1tcrr 2.1' l ti/ nit IT I itritetc 8 tMt 'ii tinccin

h.%ri tutu tiblulitrl sstrt tiA d In i 11 1'tI-Citi 0 11C

FiguredIC 3h11 ietifr) 1ic1yri, Oust pincd eInrt run lie

d j- 1 it l W K Tit l l I it 1in li Il list H IC .`%' sits tic t lN
iii lilitili riulitti c lil Cut~r~uil ilu it 1CIL1 tsr II Alull rititri icitr tIIt1Cl'lo

is Xt iittrri ~~rc itihh X ii uttk tsts i tl~utuIsltItls lihi
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Figure 4. 1 magem, .)I dust from the 15 kHz helium Figure 5. ot image of dust from a 15 kHz argon plasma
plas~ma at hignler magnification illwtrale columynar internal with graphite electrodes showing similar texture and
structure and stirface rougriness in scales of tens of nmn structure to the grains grown in heliumn

rnni:l Iitinn it\ ii i t innghi lilt( tinlnctln'i~c Sutn'nin nil Wnill nl()itinniIl n ~ ',il l (lint ONii I nnni Ul t Im
nisclledl f)illisin Jceniniiniin iflrli IkirlN Ntoiii ,iii it i 'Ind iIntl. tk(i~iiii Jn'n\ di Mlt 111i fiSltliiWII (if ti11

mnggeNtnn lint Initlil titnLInLiL' Nkiiilnl mICr.l huti ii IlliilnW )Lslit ( ll f\ B Lninti1lmt. 11inC (Yseli. ;nIMA I thi nctnnic
iccewil , thsli~i Inn n stil" In ot ut, hi the kiii 117, 1it I itiNA nlmiiilt. Nnlmmnlu f11,1%. ilici Ike.niifnili
linllinni depsintuiti lea, itii dennse unl pmiiiiillii )lid, liiis dItatinIY % "\IiiiittoillmI tilei 'A i)1 ii , i \iin" lan I !%

tN% lit ntl itn.'lC i lHn ihi this t1,1 nl~alill!114 nin)lnitn oinge We ntmmnlmnde that tht- tiini~iititl ineui l.t fil

li q nuim inunnl l, t iv nti-c u ntN Ill tuit- il ifuimiglimim 1,1! i ileint ,11 t i~lt mum 1111ILtm WIlnnutii i) (LlIni t -i 01(111ini

tIli it tie ~i'lo" i ln parii itcnr leniim t iA 1 .Ltd -~ dld 1lu niXCS, HgIt11I.Itmnn fl l It" ILtl tnu llmn thinim l-I VIr td It

ih lii i~ia tin, I'nitunn Ain fliex stli angesi'ntttmt d iminnIIPt

The~ CItntinn fielo nisc, Itiii tht ii, riitic ntiiiit nnlinli 4. Fract.--d sulrfaý:es
itMiiitiiiii [lie 1ittinLIC 11 thn ile r j~S IIlNimlitigý INnM( i
mInd CI CIAl -ci n i ll nu t ) 010111 1nnl f1 n i lt Al)C L inI OIL' 11 lIt' th'In iiti'IIit iii t)Int11 lii 'iltlIs d ns Miidl rI 'tn1 1n 11(nIl

Il.C 1,1 CN 1!11 iiiumln I I(' n irlu1i1 Ci .In- tn IC tl IlI Midi I itilt' 1 ; O M , A 101N M4 CS lilt t I\ iIti ni nI IitIiI In N I It intil

LtiMist' h tlll s t 11, wAai I t t ii ,Ii t )I Itii siIi ( n I t hIl in kI I ttt:Iill t! l 1i ](( (tinIn 1 i~th ifIJI if IM t 111 )lmiist N n1nfili / i lt ] i It'nni O L14

r'lmltirni 1 he isit I t un C iC Iti It inI tt 1 il t'i ni ~ mm lImit I tii lhnmin hu in fl11 I)iC I II .1 i tn lit tImnl ll tmm11 1 mmtmt. nintIlunmImi

thit i It m .I nit INN k I , i) t H C Li tHII)]i \ i~, h[!tleii ii I Aii Ill l 'it iii ii' tinfeII- m ill IN I I Illlilt-lnIin nIIIit lin er leniii emn

ilitt lCI Usi nfne n ie ln II Hit In ll FIC11 di ti ilt \0nti ur line II i III I ie 111) ,ii u'lc i s t in " i it ) I I i t, ill d m i 't- Ii inIp ci t ile ' i t in

tlc r inea~q inn oiri itt( k (nit ilcjt heirm letu IN illuI i ml] 11 't N [:im ,Ii , liiti1 11" Cm Inui I tittumnL-k 1t 1ItL IMn tIiit n n ii " il

10i ci S n kntll Wittil I l nlnýIJ ImN mntt HIinLnmtnnm W ie I tI2 I'l Innt Ld inn t Intt u 1 11Ni t \i Ii 1lltlu Iiuni tintianiiiinm N ci u

Antghnin it til %kuil 11n0 f rile 1 in 11 h miX Al)n)I 1uin1 Ies O eininti kIl tint' 'ii t1  ti. I' if I c 'iin l ti m wm futmnl I' un
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Fig ire 7. Modified midpoint fractal Lecursion for bodies
embedded in fhree d~mensions.

Figure 6. rit image of dust showing scrlace texture Lind
intemina radial syrnmetly No evidence of crystallinity was
n)bservet in the eiectron diffiaction from thin sections or

req ions &a s mallI as PO nrm

lit iki run It ýO Ii K Alii iI NIX. r irk O iC 111Itt I

I I Jut 1tr Il~ 1i 1 i 1:1 111d OW t ls fActAl uliNu IiinI~I 'I

till II..Iutiiu2L 'kiitr.C' (r 01it inn!11 %,Ifiitii'ii (il I lkIt

li iiir ii,1 -,I, li ~ IIItrrt r tiiir. II tI Iri.

Figure 8. Typicai surfa-es, ccur'frufui using the ýractal
5. Dust transport ursior, rarifi iace of( a squakr pyramid Scaling by tho

fraiction F *. auses dramatically differenit su~rface, textures in
p u~irii ~ r~. ,ii thue, four ci,ses shown hero, where F 0 2 0 3 0r4 anrd

Ao J, 1,11" 1,i , -.. it 'm i I it It I( l (1 1, 0 5rni u

I 1r'-5 -i ilkJ rIin 111 rl1rtii 110ý II All MN,11,11 IOILIL-I Ot OI j1tq!lru , leutuI~

ritrtint iiri Ir IC '-'I S it Cr S rInriCn irurur. 1111 t 11roil aild r~rI (III I tr.J Ir rhC Irrurr11 rfrrruCIIr. rrIt-`SrrIr riCý hrrdLurt aiid
I 1 1HN I II II II\ 1~ r 11I S III '11 i Iir iiit I t L'SS II lIII 1 III Ii Wi r it Irt I I I r.t L! f Ill ) I IIIIIItir I Il'I t L uII atr u L 1 11 l I

wir iirI-d l ' 11 f i ll, run. WIC Irrtt '[AIrII At liuiifrlr.C orinnfi hc Imrid 11) i :tr'Ituir C I1? I i tsu ! 111 1hurn L! C 9 % 11% Ii

till .11 11n 10 14 Ii o i irr iia I t'rr tInn~TI rr ,r111i 1 r11c - Ar III( ,,ut Ill, i(it rl1rr1piuri . o iii (- .k irh 12i.r
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Forrml and flow in dusty plasmas

substrate. Forces due to pressure gradients are, for the Ar
case considered here, four orders of magnitude smaller
than the neutral drag or thermophoretic forces. The
irregular shape of the particle in figure 3, combined with
the fluid dynamic results, suggests sporadic periods of 13.5 MHz RF
growth as seen by macroscopic analogy to hailstones.Z R -

Roughly spherical symmetry is the dominant motif -- _._ORGAN 5
observed for homogeneously grown grains. Plasmas
are usually run for many hours or through several on-
off cycles before dust is colected. Thus there i:- the
possibility that early particles which collect on the wall Figure 9. Schematic outline of the flowing afterg:ow
are reintroduced to the plasma and experience renewed reactor. The cylindrical glass reactor is 10 cm in diameter.
growth, resulting in an oblate or distorted structure Axisymmetrin mooelling of the gas flows is bounded by

nfigure 12. We have previously the hatched r3gion with the origin (Hi, Z) = (0 0) locatedsuch as is seen in where about 1 sccm of organ;: is injected through a glass
described the self-limiting nature of ionic growth due tube. Argon carrier gas (200 seem, 1 Tort) is capacitively
to reduction of electron density in dusty volumes [4]. excited by 5 W of RF power at 13.6 MHz. An organic
A micrometre-scale spherical grain at a wall will be precursor such as benzene or thioohene is introduced
charged negatively when a new plasma i.k initiated, downstream, where electron-ion recombination leaves only
The combined electrostatic repulsion betwecn the wall metastable argon atoms in the flow. Mixing of the organic

and metastable Ar leads to Penning ionization, with the
and grain and the electric field of the ion sheath may resulting organic cations proeucing dense, uniform polymer
overcome the force binding the dust to the wall The film on the 5 cm diameter substrate S. The distance
grain •s then injected into the plasma and, due to its betwean substrate and injector along Z is 12.5 cm.
size, competes for the ions from which smaller partick-ý Drag Porce
would grow. The fact that grain sizes in figure I are (a)

multiples of 450 nm supports this hypothesis, as do the
two sets of grains shown in figure 13. The two smaller
grains have a common texture which differs from the
common texture of the two larger particles. We infer that
the larger particles either grew under different plasma *s
conditions or resulted from accretion of more material d 6

on dust which reentered the plasria region during anr
off-on cycle.

Particles clearly collect on reactor wall, as the
plasma is cycled on and off. Whether these particles
return to the plasma depends on myriad details for
specific reactors. The morphology of irregular grains 2
gives an indication of the role played by dust recycling, 3 8
whether by flowing gas or ejection from walls, as plasma 4 - 0

conditions are changed. n2 Z(cm)

I 2•-pe~ature

6. Surface modification

In noble gas plasmas most of the ions which impinge
on the surface of a growing grain will be chemically 330
unreactive. They may still play a role in texturing the
cauliflower surface. However there are fundamental
limits to the surface roughness which can be attained. 310.
Whether by d~ffusive or ballistic fluxes the growth 300
of small perturbations is coupled to the solid angle
subtended by the growing surface, In eitt-er case one 290
must consider the stability with which growth at vacious
spatial frequencies may occur. --

Mullins and Sekerka presented, using harmonic 4. -

analysis in an important and elegant paper, the stability 6
criteria for growth on a sphere [221. In the absence of 4 12
an equivalent surface tension, smnooth surface growth is H z
exponentially unstable; whis.ers grow without restraint. Figure 10. (a) Common logarithm of the neutral drag
A restoring force, whether by true surface tension or an furce (Dynes) acting on a stationary 1 0 m particle and (b)
electrostatic constraint, is crucial to the stability of self- temperature field from which thermophoretc forces are
affine or Laplacian growth. Mullins and Sekerka derived inferred for conditions des.cribed in figure 9.
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0.0

2 4

4 1.

Figure 11. Concentraticr of ionic precursor computed
using the publi,,hed kinetics for reaction of thiophene
with metastable argon [9] and the concentration and flow
fields from the Navier--Stokes solutions. The precursor
concentration is predicted to be high isi precisely the region
where the forces from figure 10 would trap and recycle
growing paitictes.

Figure 13. Two pairs of particles trorn the same sample.
Note the cornmon text ure for the two small and two large
particles at the same time that the small and large grains

5 ~~differ We infer that the larger grains either grew under
dfeent plam cnoditin o esolted from accretion of

-- m~~atra or sinlert particles which were recycled by the

Figure 12. Oblate particles whose growth has been plasma after switching off and or..
interrupted and renewed in the 15 kHz helium plasma fiorn
reference [3].

the dispersion relation for growth ot iiistaihiiiies as a dfseesulkl htionslnt o im oulin wsperie fir niftr knownit

function of' spatial frequency' anJ found a wavelength wihsevsunierly ta iofineti eoldwndrgy lyai sfercalesdfur

above which growth was critically damuped. l astest wt eea Vo iei n~g.Tpclsae o

growth iccurs for a spatial waveleng~fi X, /37Ttj( hoth 1 'untd d5( combined with the ariatvsi.s of Muffins

where I and do are the capi'la:) and diffusion lengths and Sekerka suggest quantitative links heiween lurt ace
for the systern. SolidJs stich as graphite or silicon have roughness and thte mechanism of grain guuuwtlv This
capillary tengths (if nanomneter order. While the surface cOnnection appears worthy oft further studty.
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Table 1. Summary of forces (dynes) on a stationary dust grain in a 1 Torr Ar plasma.

Frd Neutral drag 5 x 10-lr
2

1# r in tim
0.00213pgr 2

% tA = flow velocity (cm s-1)
p9 = gas density (g cc -)

F5  Gravitational 3.82 x 10-Or
3

p p = grain density (g cc-')
Fh Th'rmophoretic 1.2 . 10Ir

2
VT VT in K cm-'

F,4 Electrostatic 1.6 x 10-
2
qE q in electronic charges

E in V cm-'
F,d Ion drag 0.137JQ J current density in mA cm-

2

0 cross section in cm
2

Fpq Pressure gradient 5.5 x 10-' 0 r3 VP VP in Torr cm-'

7. Conclusions [5] Yoo W J and Steinbruchel Ch 1993 J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A
11 1258

The microstructures of diverse grains which arise from [61 Steinbruchel Ch 1994 Plasma Sources Sci. Technol. 3
171 Jellum G M and Graves D B 1990 J. Appl. Phys. 67 6490

homogeneous processes in plasmas are clearly consistent [81 Beulens J J, Buuron A J M, de Graaf M J, Meeusen G J.
with a growth mechanism by ballistic deposition rather van de Sanden M C M, Wilburs A T M and Schrm
than by diffusion limited aggregation. The combination D C 1992 High Temp. Chem. Processes 1 105
of a dense, compact morphology with fractal surface [91 Haaland P and Targove 1 1992 Appl. Phys. Left. 61 34

textures and rapid initial growth rates is consistent [101 Hitachi S-9OO High resolution, low energy, field emission
scanning electron microscope (Japan: Hitachi Inc)

with accretion of positively charged precursors through [it] Buuron A J M 1993 Plasma Deposition of Carbon
the electrostatic sheath which envelopes floating grains. Materials Dissertation Eindhoven Technical University,
The microstructure of irregular grains imputes fluid The Netherlands
dynamics and injection of accumulated dust from walls [121 Haaland P, Ibrani S and Jiang H 1994 Appl. Phys. Len. 64
as important processes in dusty plasmas. There is 16291131 Witten T A and Sander L M 1981 Phys. Rev. Lett, 47
hope that a more quantitative connection between the 1400
surface texture and growth mechanisms will result from [14] Viczek T 1993 Fractal Growth Phenomena (Singapore:
application of Mullins' and Sekerka's Laplacian growth World Scientific)

analysis to the inorganic, mesoscopic garden of dusty [151 Weitz D A and Oliveria M 1984 Phys. Rev. Lett. 52 1433
1161 Nakagawa M and Kobayashi K 1991 Chaos, Solitons, and

plasmas. Fractals 6 535
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Abstract. Particle nucleation in a thermal plasma reactor occurs as a
high-temperature gas undergoes a cooling trajectory. Cooling leads to formation of
supersaturated vapours, which causes either homogeneous or ion-induced
nucleation. Detailed models have been developea for homogeneous nucleation in a
plasma reactor, including discrete-sectional models and moment-type models. The
discrete-sectional models are capable of incorporating size-dependent cluster
property data as these become available. Calculations in which a one-dimensional
cooling trajectory was assumed in a discrete-sectional code indicate that cooling
rates play a key role in determining the final particle size. Moment-type models are
more computationally efficient, and have been coupled to two-dimensional reactor
transport models. A two-dimensional model was compared with experimental results
for synthesis of iron particles over a range of conditions in which the volume-mean
particle size ranged from roughly 20 nm to 70 nm, with reasonable quantitative
agreement for particle size versus reactant feed rate. The major weakness of current
models for particle formation in thermal plasmas is the lack of an adequate
understanding of ion-induced nucleation. Additionally, there is considerable need for
well-characterized experiments in which particle sizes are determined by probe
sampling or light scattering.

1. Introduction The nucleation process itself is both a crucial and a
poorly understood aspect of this problem. By nucleation

Particle formation in thermal plasma reactors is of we mean the growth of clusters to critical size, the size

interest in the context of powder synthesis. A wide at which they are as likely to gro, its to decay.
Particle nucleation in a thermal plasma reactor mayvariety of ceramic and metallic powders have been be driven either by physical condensation of a super-

synthesized in thermal plasma reactors [I]. The size of saturated vapour or by chemical reactions where no

these powders is virtually always submicrometre, and surated vapour by c hem oreac as which

often smaller than 0.1 ,;m. There is increasing interest in supersaturated vapour exists. In the former case (which

;nethods for producing powders with average particle we term phyasizal nutr eatioth) the growth of pusters to

sizes smaller than 0.1 pim, which can be consolidated and critical size can occur with or without the presence of
ions as nucleation sites. These two cases are referred tosintered to create nanophase materials [2]. Thermal respectively as homioqen'ou.s n,'tuloiont and ion-inhuced

plasma reactors are well suited to high-rate generation respecti We us he tem leatioI and ion-tode-
of such ultra-line powders. nuclecionl. We use the term O'lenmhal nmi'leation to de-

oschaultra-tine powd ter intoanote the case in which subcritical clusters grow to
Reactants may be injected into a thermal plasma critical size by a sequence of chemical reactions rather

reactor in powder form, as a liquid spray, or in gaseous than by physical condensation [3].

form. If the reactants are injected as solids or liquids Chemical nucleation under thermal plasma condi-

then the process is usually designed to accomplish their l has rec ean atte r the simplnsi
complete vapourization in the hot plasma, Gaseous tions has received scant attention. Even for the simplest
species in the hot plasma are substantially dissociatedo of systems a proper treatment would require data on
species i l ather h lot n plas aarcsustantiall dissoiated, chemical rate constants for a number of clustering
The gas cools after flowing past the high-temperature reactions at high temperatures, which data are sparse to
core. Finally, particles nucleate and grow. say the least. However, chemical nucleation is perhaps a

less common route to particle formation in thermal
plasmas than one might suppose. As the plasma cools

2. Nucleation mechanisms chemical clustering can occur, but it is also likely that a
specific vapour becomes supersaturated. Because con-

A complete model of particle formation in a thermal densation of a monomer to a cluster involves attach-
plasma reactor would include both a model for the ment by a relatively weak van dcr Waals bond, rate
plasma and a model for particle nucleation and growth. constants for physical clustering are likely to be several
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orders of magnitude higher than for clustering involving 3. Modelling approaches
formation of chemical bonds. The nucleation process
itself can be physical while subsequent growth is chemi- We have pursued two different approaches to computa-
cal and/or physical. For example, as a hot plasma cools tional modelling of particle nucleation and growth un-
a material such as silicon carbide (SiC) can be formed der conditions appropriate to the thermal plasma
by chemical nucleation, or it can be formed by physical regime.
nucleation of supersaturated silicon vapour, followed by
heterogeneous reactions at the surfaces of stable clusters, (i) 'Discrete' models, in which separate rate equa-

diffusion and chemical reactions within the condensed tions are written for the populations of monomers,

phase. dimers, trimers and so on, up to some specified size, with

An assessment of whether homogeneous or ion-in- larger sizes treated either in terms of a continuous

duced nucleation dominates is difficult, though such an distribution [12] or by grouping sizes into sections,

assessment has appeared in other contexts [4. 5]. A first these sections typically being spaced logarithmically by

estimate for electron concentrations under thermal particle volume [13, 14].
plasma conditions is that they are given by their cqui- (ii) 'Moment-type' models, in which an analyticallibrium value, namely by the Saa equation. Typical xpression for the nucleation rate serves as a source term

nucleation temperatures for refractory materials are to equations that describe evolution of the stable aerosol

roughly 2000 K, and in most systems at atmospheric in terms of the first few moments of the size distribution

pressure the equilibrium degree of ionization at that [15].

temperature is extremely small. However, the primary Discrete models are more rigorous than moment-
mechanism for electron recombination in this regime (if type models. Unlike moment-type models they can treat
particles are not present) is likely to be three-body coagulation among subcritical clusters, and they require
electron-catalysed recombination, which is slow at low no a priori assumptions concerning the form (for
electron concentrations. Therefore the electron concen- example, log-normal) of the size distribution. They are
tration is likely to be frozen at a value characteristic of capable of simulating evolution of the entire size dis-
equilibrium at some higher temperature, the value of tribution, including subcritical clusters, thereby resolv-
which depends on the temperature time trajectory fol- ing the behaviour of the size distribution during the
lowed by the plasma. nucleation burst.

Smirnov and Tishchenko [61 considered ion-induced The major advantage of moment-type models is
nucleation of titanium particles in a thermal plasma by computational economy. Thermal plasma reactors have
following a one-dimensional cooling trajectory. They steep temperature gradients. As nucleation rates are
modelled nucleation by estimating the fractional ioniz- extraordinarily sensitive to the vapour saturation ratio,
ation of titanium vapour at the instant it became acceptable accuracy in modelling nucleation by either
saturated, and assumed that all titanium atoms conden- approach requires extremely small time steps (equival-
sed instantaneously at that point onto all the titanium ently, an extremely fine numerical grid). Discrete models
ions. However, this calculation neglects the experimental require solution of a large set of coupled equations at
evidence and theoretical arguments for an energy barrier each point, as a result of which their use is presently
to ion-induced nucleation. That is, a vapour must be restricted to one-dimensional simulations. (The one-di-
supersaturated for either homogeneous or ion-induced mensional calculations discussed below each required
nucleation to occur [7]. Also, recent experiments [8] approximately 300s (Pi'U time on a Cray-2 or Cray
suggest that during ion-induced nucleation only a small X-M P supercomputer.) In contrast, moment-type
fraction (about 0.1%) of ions may be effective as nu- models require solution of only a few equations at each
cleation sites. point, and thus can realistically be coupled to a two-

The theory of ion-induced nucleation [7,9 11] is dimensional plasma reactor model. Although moment-
less well developed than for homogeneous nucleation, type models calculate only the first few moments of the
and is presently incapable of predicting the observed size distribution (for example, the number of particles, a
dependence of ion-induced nucleation rates on the par- measure of their mean diameter, and the width of the
ticular ion species involved and on whether the ion is size distribution), this information is adequate for most
positively or negatively charged. A further complication purposes.
is that growth of an ion cluster can be terminated before Results obtained using a discrete-sectional model
it reaches critical size by capture of an electron. Ion and a moment-type model have been compared for
clusters may be more effective at scavenging electrons simple test cases [16]. If the classical Becker Do3ring
than are atomic ions, particularly via dissociative recom- Zel'dovich expression for the rate of homogeneous nu-
bination. cleation is used as a source term to a moment model,

Thus our current understanding of ion-induced nu- and the usual physical assumptions of classical theory
cleation is unsatisfactory, making the development of are utilized in writing the coagulation and evaporation
detailed models for thermal plasma reactors a difficult coefficients in the rate equations of the discrete-sectional
undertaking. The remainder of this discussion considers model, then the results obtained by the two methods are
models that have been developed for homogeneous remarkably different. However, excelleat agreement be-
nucleation in thermal plasma reactors. tween the two approaches is obtained if a modified
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expression for the nucleation rate is assumed in the The collision-frequency functicn is given from ideal
moment model. This modification is derived [17. 18] by gas kinetic theory for the free-molecule regime by [19]
enforcing self-consistency in the expression for the equi- [8akHT (I + 1)/2

librium cluter distribution, which is required for evalu- r 21 rn i + PIT.5)2 (3)
ation of cluster evaporation rates (see equation (10) ? I I
below). The froposed modification multiplies the ex- where r, and n 2 are respectively the radius and mass of
presion for .he clas;ical nucleation rate by a factor ee/S, 1 monomer. Under the capillarity approximation (which
wiere S is saturation ratio and 9 asc/(/..AT) is a assigns to the cluster a surface tension equal to that of
dimensionless surface tenJion. Here a is surface tension, a flat liquid surface in equilibrium with its vapour) the
st is monomer surface area, ka is Boltzmann's constant evaporation coefficient can be written [20]
and T is temperature. Typical values of 0 for refractory
materials undergoing high-tempe.rature nucleation are in E= = #,.j- inexpýO[j 2' 3 - (j - 1)2!1]} (4)
the range 10..30. where t,(T) is the equilibrium monomer concentration

for the saturated vapou,.
We have used equations of the form of equations (I)

4. One-dimenslo.ial modelling; discrete and (2) in a discrete-sectional approach to model nu-
representations of the cluster size spectrum cleation .oid growth of iron [21], magnesium oxide [22]

and silicon [231 under high-temperature conditions at
Consider a dilute condensable vapour following a ;peci- total prcssure Iatm. !n the case of iron the initial
tied temperature time trajectory along a fluid stream vapour concentration and cooling rate were treated as
line. Accounting for the fact !hat the gas density p., frcc parameters. In the case of MgO the chemical
changes for non-isothermal conditions, one can write the generation rate R in equatioi, 0) was obtaiikd by
population balance equation for monomers as coupling to a set of chemical rate equ/,tions describing

Dii R formation of MgO monomers in a Mg 0 Ar misture.
'-- R-/,h p ~ /i,+,+ •. (I + i,,)EA, (I) Ior calculations involving silicon the temperature tra-
Dit p - jectory was obtained by ;olving the onc-dimen~ional

while for dimcrs and all larger j-mcrs (clusters contain- continjity. momentum ,nd energy equations for isen-
ngj monomersi one can writc tropic flow through a nozzle having a specificd ge-

ometry, correcting the temperatuic profile to accouni for
i~t • = • flh~h - ~h• flkhjwall he.,t :osscs and for the r.ýpid heat release accom-

Lit 2 pa.ying particle formation. The motivation for these

+ Ek , I kI - E hk k 2. (2) last calculatio.ns is that we are curr.e.ntly condicting
experiments in wnich silicon iind silicon carbide at;c

In these equations ht, (dnotes the number ofj-meri per synthesized in a converging nozzle through which a
unit mass of gas, R is the rate of monomer gneration thermai plasma expand,
by gas-phase chemical reactions, fl, is the collision- A typical solution for tinme evolution of the particle
frequency function for collisions between i-mers and size distribution is shown in ligire 1, from the silicon
j-mers, Ei is the j-mer evaporation coefficient, and4 the calculations, for condition'; corresponding to the experi-
Kronecker delta function d,, accounts for the fact that ments. We assumed that the gases (Ar, I, and F'Cl,4 )
two monomers are created by dissociation of a dimer. had adequate time to reach thermochemical equilibrium

S cm
9 cm

1 10c nOZI•Ii o/ ewd}

dN
d(log,.DO

'0

105

1 10 100

Diameter (nm)
Figure 1. Calculated evolution of the silicon particle size distribution, for flow
through a converging nozzle [22]. Nozzle inlet temperature 3000 K. Typical
exporimental flow rates are assumed. x is the distance from the nozzle inlet.
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at the nozzle inlet (in this case at 3000 K), bit that the I&
chemica! composition was 'rozen at its nozzle inlet value,
the nozzle flow time being less than 0.4ms (this letter [t i Iron vapor
assiinption was supported by kinetics calculations). As
seen in figure 1, these calculations resolve the nucleation to 1°2

burst. As the temperature drops along the nozzle (from Ce

3000 K to about 2350 K) the silicor vapour becomes, , i
supersaturated. At a location x = 7 cm from the inlet
(and at ail upstream locations) one finds a monotoni- 1 10'

cally decreasing distribution of subcritical clusters. At 1 40.,os. tO.OW Jos

x = 8 cm there has been a sudden shift to formation of
larger clusters, the homogeneous nucleation burst is in
progress. By x = 9cm the distribution curve has de'el- 10p -=-A - --

oped a sharp minimum at particle diameter smaller than 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200
1 nm. The shift in the size distribution from x = 9cm to Temrperature (K)
x = 10 cm is indicative or growth by coagulation, which Figure 3. Effect of cooling (ate on the calculated evolution of
will continue after the aerosol exits the nozzle, the iron vapour saturation ratio, for same conditions as in

These types of calculation.; have provided insights fiqure 2 [20].
into the role of cooling rate and monomer concentration
in atfecting nucleation dynamics and thereby the final clu~tcrs they will grow to a smarne r size. As can be sen in
particle size. For example, figure 2 shows the calculated ligure 2, further growth by coagulation is relatively a

evolution of the mass-mean diamcter lor iron particles second-order effect. The same arguments support the result
with three different cooling rates. The cooling rate is that larger vaponrconcentrations produce larger particles
s:cen to have a pronounced effect on the size that ratherthan moreparticles. [here is e:idencc from thermal
particles attain during the brief nucleation burst: the plasma synthesis experiments tosupport qualitatively the:,e
higher the cooling rate, the smaller the particle that is predicted effects of cooling rate [24, 25] and reactant
produced. This phenomcnon is caused by the fact that concentration [26. 27] on particl7 size.
there is a characteristic time, for clustering, given by ,Z

(WI II) - , and if the cooling rate is higher then the vapour
shoots to a highcrcritical supersaturation before nucleation 5. Two-dimensional modelling; moment
can occur. This is seen in figure 3, which shows the evolution representations of the particle size spectrum
ofthe iron vapour saturation ratio S for two different cooling
ratcs. Th: higherthe valueofS, thesmaller thecritical cluster A limitation of one-dimensional models is that most
size. Therefore a highercritical supersatttration corresponds real thermal plasmil reactors arc far from one-dimnerlional,
to many more clusters being made stable for growth (note because the walls must be cooled to avoid melting. Thus
thedistribution ofsuberitial clusters in figure I ), which then particles may nucleate in dhe cold boundary layer near the
occurs rapidly by condensation from the supersaturated wall. A realistic model of this ý,ituaiion therefore requires a
v.ipour. However, the quantity of vapour available for full two-dimensional solution of the equations that describe

condensation is tinite, and therefore if there are more stable . the plasma, coupled to equations describing the vapour and
aerosol dynamict:. As discussed in section 3 above,

computational economy then dictates use of a moment-
3o, type model for the aerosol dynamics, although this situation

will presumably change as woputational i ots decrease.
E i .. •The kth moment of the particle sizUL...is ribution is

defined by

E 20 00 K/.
__At r'nm(r,) di,, (5)

where r. is particle volume and niri,) is the size distribu-
tion function. The balance equation for the kth moment,

... -. accounting for various effects expected in a thermal
> L, d Lrtmtrn Vapx~ plasma reactor, can be written in general form as

10 200 1i0 600 800 ...- V .. . +.

Temperature (K) + f( i,ni).,, n ..... lA(•f~d.u ., • ,, .. .,,,..,.,l (6)

Figure 2. The effect of cooling rate on calculated evolution of
volume-mean diameter of iron particles [20]. Initial iron where a is the fluid velocity vector and appropriate
vapour concentration was 0.05% by volume in an expressions are required for each of the -rms on the
atmospheric pressure argon plasma. right-hand side [28, 29].
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The first term on ihe right-hand side is non-zero only Pantiele Concentration (rn3)
for k - 0, in which case it equals the nucleation rat%. The
modified expression for the nucleation rate discussed in
section 3 is given by I'*'

J= VnS exp 9 (7) 90
(sIrmj) 27(ln S)2 6

where v, is the monomer volume.
We used the modified nucleation rate, together with

equations for the first three moments of the particle size 0 30
distribution, to model particle nucleation and growth in
a thermal plisma reactor used for experiments in our
laboratory involving synthesis of iron powder [27]. A
detailed discussion of the expressions used to model 3.2 0 3.2
coagulation, condensation, diffusion and thermophoresis
is provided elsewhere r27, 29]. In the experiments rela- Radial Location (ctnl

tively coarse (5- 9 lpm) iron powder was coaxially injec- Fl,,ure 5. Calculateo particle distribution in downstream tube
ted into an atmospheric pressu., 2.9 M Hz inductively (b(,ttom tube of figure 4) [26].
coupled RF plasma. The powder evaporated in the
plasma to form iron vapour, which then nucleated to corrtsponding to the experimental conditions. Nu-
form ultra-fine particles. cleatior of iron particles is predicted to occur around

The plasma velocity and temperature profiles were the 1600 K isotherm, giving rise to the distribution of
calculated by solving the fluid continuity, momentum particl's shown in figure 5. (In these experiments argot,
and energy equatiqns, together with an appropriate was transpired through the permeable wall of the tube
form of Maxwell's equations in which the Ri current in downstream of the plasma, ro as to suppress wall
the induction coils was used as a boundary condition depositioi; this was included in the model.)
[30]. A model for heating and esaporation of the feed A description of the exp, erimental apparatus and
powder, together with iron vapour diffusion, was results is presented in [27]. Aerosol measurements were
coupled to the flow equations. 'Base case' resuits for the obtained by sampling through a capillary probe inserted
reactor temperature distribution are shown in figure 4. into the flow near the downstream end of the reactor.
Calculations were run for a range of powder feed rates The samplec aerosol was rapidly diluted by a venturi

(a) Coil

-1 K 500(K -4000 K -

10I 20 30 40
Axial Location (cm)

(b)

60

0 20 40 60 so 0o0

Axial Location (cm)
Figure 4. Calculated temperature distribution in the plasma reactor for synthesis of
iron particles under typical experimental conditions [26]. (a) Iron powder is injected
into the induction coil region in the plasma tube. (b) The plasma tube is followed by
a 1 m long tube with permeable wall through which argon is tanspired.
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100• ,,- Inin'4n - Ejnjl (9)

"i o- where the superscript 'e denotes an equilibrium state.

o- of a saturated vapour at the same temperature as the
o s.stein in question [17, 35]. It is conventionally assumed6 that clusters at equilibrium follow a Boltzmann-type

40 distribution, which can be writteno o Namancat
> o "0  ( A n

2 * Experimental r,• = n, exp - -R-) (|0,

0 2 3 4 where R is the universal gas constant. It can be shown

Powder Feed Rate (rns/s) [36] that this form of the distribution is correct provided
&Cmpi oneer Fd that AG(j) denotes the standard free energy change

Flgurm 6. Comparison of volume-mean diameter calculated asoitdwhte rcio'nwhhonmleo
by numerical model (0) with experimental results (0), for a associated with the 'reaction' in which one mole of
range of iron feed rates [26]. The 'cup-mixing' diameter is monomer vapour plus (j - I) moles of liquid equals onc.
obtained by averaging the results over a flow cross section. mole of j-mer. Combining equations (9) and (10), one

obtains

diluter [31], and the diluted sample was directed to /G '
several instruments, including an electrical aerosol ana- Ej =l•.n, exp RT (I)
lyser (TSI 3030), which provided particle size distribu-
tion histograms for particles down to 10 nm in diameter. where AGj_ .j = AG(j) - AG(j - 1).
A comparison of these results with the model predic- Equation (11) is a general expression for the evapor-
lions is shown in figure 6, which gives the results in ation coefficient which can be used in equations (1) and
terms of an average over the entire flow cross section (2). To specify AG)_ l.j lacking better information, the
where the measurements were made. Presented in this conventional approach is to adopt the capillarity ap-
way the agreement between model and experiment ap- proximation, which rroduces equation (4). However, if
pears excellent, although the data obtained at specific data on cluster free e-nergies are available, these can
radial locations indicated that there was more cross readily be incorporated. For example, low-temperature
stream mixing than predicted by the model. Considering binding energies have been calculated for silecon clusters
uncertainties in both the model and the experiment, the up to size 30 [37], and efforts are presently underway to
excellent quantitative agreement seen in figure 6 is extend the approaches of local-density theory and mol-
considered fortuitous. Nevertheless, the results clearly ecular dynamics to calculate these properties at the high
reproduce the experimental trends and the right magni- temperatures pertinent to thermal plasma systems.
tudes of particle size, which is impressive considering This approach call further be extended to ion-in-
that a 30nm iron particle contains about 10' iron duced nucleation. Briefly (a more detailed development
atoms, is the subject of current work), one would first need to

estimate the frozen ion concentration by means of an
analysis for electron recombination under prescribed
conditions pertinent to a thermal plasma reactor. Then,

6. How to use cluster property data In a dynamic discrete equations of the form of equations (1) and (2)
nucleation mode; could be used, except that coagulation among subcriti-

cal ion clusters can safely be neglected in comparison
The capillarity approximation may be reasonably valid with condensation. The ideal gas expression for collision
for high-temperature nicleation. There is considerable rates, equation (3), should be replaced with a more
evidence for a shiarp decrease in melting temperature accurate expression from ion neutral capture collision
with decreasing cluster :,ize [3z, 33]; that is, at sjfici- theory [38]. Finally, a growing body of data exists on
ently high temperatures (bUt well below the bulk melting the thermodynamic properties of small ion clusters, for
point), clusters may be effectively liquid-like, structure- example from Castleman's group [39]. When these are
less spheres. Furthermore, there is evidence from elcc- available they can be used in equation (1I) in preference
ironic structure calculations, at least for sodium clusters, to the classical Thomson expression fo, the free energy
that the main con:ribution to lowc'ing of binding energy of an ion cluster [40], which treats the cluster as a
with decreasing cluster size is a surface effect, indicating didectric droplet surrounding an ionic core.
the validity of surface-energy-based arguments down to
surprisingly small sizes [34].

Consider the condensation/evaporation 'reaction' 7. Conclusions

A, + -4- .I ýA (S) The modelling of particle nucleation and growth in

where A, represents a j-ner. At equilibrium the forward thermal plasma systems has advanced to the point at
and backward rates must balance, hence which a model can bhv implemented, which describes
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homogeneous nucleation, condensation, coagulation, [12] Gelba;d F and Scinfeld J H 1978 J. Comput. Phys. 28
vapour diffusion and thermophoretic transport in a 357--75

two-dimensional reactor space. The next major tasks for (13] Wu J J and Flagan R C 1988 J. Colloid Interface Sci. 123
339-- 52

modelling are to generate and incorporate data on [14] Rao N P and McMurry P H 1989 Aerosol Sci. Tech. II
size-dependent cluster free energies, and to investigate 120--32
ion-induced nucleation. [15] Friedlander S K 1983 Ann. N.Y Acad. Sci. 404 354-64

Results from two-dimensional modelling to date, for [16] Girshick S L, Chiu C-P and McMurry P H 1990 Aerosol
Sci. Technol. 13 465- 77a simple substance such as iron, appear to be in reason- [17] Girshick S L and Chiu C-P 1990 J. Chem. Phys. 93

able agreement with experimental data. It must be 1273-7
emphasized, however, that the experiments cited [27] are [18] Girshick S L 1991 J, Chem. Phys. 94 826-7
the only known case in which aerosol was sampled from [19] Friedlander S K 1977 Smoke, Dust and Haze,
the gas stream in a thermal plasma reactor rather than Fundamentals of Aerosol Behavior (New York: Wiley)

being scraped from walls or filters. Wall deposits may [20] Seinreld J H 1986 Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics of
Air Pollution (New York: Wiley)

have a poorly characterized flow history, may be non- [21] Girshick S L and Chiu C-P 1989 Plasma Chem. Plasma
representative and may be significantly modified subse- Process. 9 355-69
quent to deposition. Therefore there are few experimental [22] Girshick S L and Chit, C-P 1990 J. Aerosol Sci. 21
data with which particle formation models (which treat 641-50
only phenomena preceding wall deposition) can mean- [23] Hatch M. Wei Q, Yang L, Stachowicz L, Chiu C-P.

McMurry P H, Heberlein J H and Girshick S L 1993
ingfully be compared, and there is a great need for more 11th Int. Symp. on Plasma Chemistry. Loughborough,
experiments based on probe sampling or light scattering. August 22-27. 1993

[24] Kong P, Huang T T and Pfendei E 1986 IEEE 'Pans.
Plasma Sci. 14 357-69
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Abstract A negative ion plasma is produced by introducing a small amouot of SF,
gas into a low-temperatu~fe (a O.2eV) potassium plasma pr3d~c'ed in a 0 machine
The density ratio of negative to positive ions is continuouslv varied in the range up to
more than 0.9999, where there appears a remarktable decrease in electron shielding
for potential variations, yielding a clear effect on plasma collective phenomena. By
introducing fullerene (C,) particles into the Q-machine plasma, we can produce a
plasma including large negative C. ions. This ultrafine parlicle plasma might prove
very attractive in f ield.s of materials science.

1. Introduction interaction between C., particles anti charged particles
in a low-temperature plasma.

When large neutral particles arc introduced into a
plasma they are often charged negatively. Especially, in
the case of electronegative particles with !arge electron 2. Negative Ion plasma
attachment cross section ., there appear.; a drastic de- -Ih xeieti.crid u igasnl-ne
crease in electron density, accompanied by the produc- rhexrint.credotungaiglendQ
lion1 of many negative ions. lIn work to produce plasnmas machine [I] with a vacuum chamber, 20h mnm in iai m-
including large negAtive ions, we ý-ave chosen *5oit' eter and 1670 nrn long, with pumping ~ystems at both
interaction between neutral and charged particles, where ends, as shown schematically in tiguic 1. A potassium
there is no direct electron impact ionization. To realize plas ma is produced by contact :onization of K atomns at
this condition, neutral electropiilic particles are intro- ahot 52min diameter W plate heated uip to about
diced into a low-temperature ( -ý0.2 cV) potassium 23ME K under a background gut. pressure of `C 1 1t)O
plasma produced in a Q nmachine [1]. Torr. IThe plasma, with density rip tC I X K "IMn and

As at fir-;t step, a sniall amount of s.ulphurhesalluor- elciti on tetnivprature I'7t 0.2eV Z: ', lion tcm~pera-
ide (SI- ,, mass nuimberiý 146) gas was% introduced into turd), flows along a unif~orm magnetic field B1 * 2.8 kG
the Q machine piasma [21, at technique also employed and is terminated by a metal endplate kept at a floatine
by other groups [3, 41. In our ecxeiinenit the derisity poiwotial.
ratio of negative to Ioitis ions is varied it the rangc SI1~ gas is introduced into the machine through a
up to more than 0.9994 (almost positive ioin negative
i~n pltisriz,), yielding iýremarkable decicase in el'Xiron
shielding for potential s ariations. An effect of this de-SF
crease in electron shielding on) plasma collective r-he- NFLT
nonieria is clearly demonstrated for low- :reqLcncy .L- ------ EO AT
plasma wavev and instabilitws. K-AI0MS

bty introducing so called 'lullerene' (C.0, miass num-71 PA M 7 - .- -

ber 7201 particles [5] into the Q-r'iacliire plasma, we
can produce a magnetized islastra conlsisting oif clec- 4.1  F -

Irons, positive K ions, and negative (',,, orts. I his V101 PLATE

ultrafine particle plasma mnight be very altiactive iii PUMP Pump
'ields of miaterials science because it could inspire manyi Figure 1. S4hemnatic diagram ot exwperimental apparaius for
po~ssibilities of desveloping new ma~terials based on) C,," the production of negative ion plasmas in th8 catre of SF,
In this experime~nt, an oven fir sublimation Ai C_ ,, introduction. P(SF,) iSF, piessure) is es~mated from an
situated in the Q nachine tp ito more than A)". of the increment of the total gas pressure with an increase in SF,

elecron ar obe~ve tobe ttahed o ( patices, introduction. frhe S;Ft gas, the temperature of which is muchc~ccron ar obs-we tobe ataced o (',, arne%, smaller than the hot plate ternperalture, has no appreciable
pro~ducing negatiise (', ions% Ir the present phase of i,or effect on the electron winission from the hot plate under our
research, we are interested in basic features of the conditions.
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leak valve, as shown in figure 1. The pressutre of the SF6, strong magnetic field. The dispersion relation of the fast
gas, P(SF.), is varicd in the range I x 0' I x 10 -' modle is then given by
Torr. Since the SF, molecules have a large electron /( 2 k'102 ( n )
attachiment ceoss section ( i-2 x 10- "cm')l for SF, + I 1 (;k +3T1), A
c -. SF6- at T, .! 0.2 eV, at drastic decrease in electron whe~re eol'27[ and 2.'r//k are wave frequency and wave-
density n. should appear with ati increase i:i P(SF1,). For length respectively, vwp+1'if=s e!~j/2n)=( is the
an electron fraction I --c. > IC ', a value of I - ;can positivei.on plasma frequency, and l,'kQ((i,,T/n,e 2) 12)
be determined by the Langmuir probe. wher,: t -. := is the. electron Debyc shielding length. In this equa-

nji -it./t it4 ~)and it are positive and tion, A,24k shows a contributiotn of the elcctron shield-
negative ion densities respectively). For I -t$I xs 10 - , ng for potential vaiiations provided by ion tnotions.
it is difficult to obtatin a correct value of I - from the F or A21 >> 1.I equation (1) is reduced to v)2 ' 10 2

probe measurements. H4owever, even in soch a caise, I -t; [T /0 i- c) 314Tý / which yields the phase velocity 1'.,
can be estimated from prapagattion of ion waves excited tos A) of ion sound waves. For e<'s 1~, however, the
externally ! 2]. In our cxperim.ýnt, ion wave prolpagation potential variationv are not shieldedI by electrons aitd
measurenments a1C Used to obtain values of I -ti; over a c'tý (o,4, + 31 T_ 'in, 1k2 which yields ion plasma wave,
wide range. as an t x tetiton of ion plasm a osscill atin (ut ) Z- o),

Typical examples of the probe characteristics arc 'l'hc relation (1I can also be applied to a pl tsnia consist-
presented in figure 2. where at drastic decrease in the ini of electrons and p!isitive ions. In this ease.
negative saturation current is found its the presence of i , T1 + 37'. lo in, for ion sou nd wavyes. Ii t6le pres-
SF1, gas. Roughly' speaking, 1 2- ___ 10 ' is obtained enice of negative ionis. A 2 I--:k -- ic' 1)
at P1 SF,) I x10 -' Torr. With an tncre,'se in P(SF,), and, with at decrease in I -'- for at tixed pt

lasrna density
I-- t: is found to decrease, yielding I -'-ý 5 xs 10 ` and it,( - niI k-' decreases, show-ng at decrease in electrorn

5 < 10 a t M'S F,) -I 10 M- and 10 t 'I orr re- shielding. HI'hto, I' ft I' appears instead of T and
spectively. It is possihle to estimate I i:- I I i0' t protsidcs a drastic inlcrease in r, of ion sound waves as
PIS F,) 5 x~ W,' Iorr from ion wave propagation. At I - :- 0, although k2~ K- ,I- I i'. satisfied in the frequency
PISI 6 F ) .1(10 '1 orr, I -- 1: is sUpposed to be around range mnuch lower thatn tiat its a plasmia s'itlhoot negat-

Ix10 .i.c. t; s 0.99,99, although it is almnosi imipossible tive ions.
to nicaso re suich an cx trenlet s' sall valuie of I --i. '[lie O n the otther band, thbe sl ow inisle a ppca rs only its
tieo retical I dpetidence of' I -- i. on PS1Stj, will be (Iits' the presence of' lie atis CIoils M id has the dispersion

cussed elsewhsere. rel atoll:
With at decrease ill I -; :, there appears a ;t rc~ illf nK ~k~ -3''iiI ~

electron shielding for poteistiajl s'ariatiions, ,'iclding a 0+k "fk `tV i)- 1
large effect oil plasmia collective plC~oiettitna. H ere, tvpi- whr o) 2)z( f-it g,2 itti - 2rrI is [lie negative ion
cal exanmples of such an effect ate presented for lotw- plas~nt i1`CtiyUC11ic nd I k .1 I;,' ', it, if 2) is the
frequteticy plasmia waveLs andl in!talsahilit teS. positiv ittots lDee shielding length It.li this relation,

bIt waves are typical low-f'requelCn' elect rst~tlc ki A` show'. a positive iott shlielditng for pottentitil vani-
plasmna waxes for which electron shielding is quite tin- tt(iotts 'prov iled by ntegat ive ions Uinder our assunip-
po rwta i Its a pla sma citnsisti ng of' eleictron s, Ilý,sitit e tions, k2 , k2 n qttot11 srdiedt
tIons Otf InaSI; ;ii, and temperature 'F, attn tlegattle ions i, I~ +'t ft 2- k2) f 3l')' tti )A- whticht does not
of n asý ?nt a Id ternpe rawitre 7' , there are two braniches. YielId S ich it d rast :c ufepetideice tit I --: it;s the fast
fast and slows modes, -o rres pondcling to thi .two wi) toil .
specie; [6]. Here, fur simplicity', we assumetiC i 2- Ilt., HeIre we are interested it tlie fast motde because

'4 1', > I and platte wales propagatinig alonug it this miode is very senlsitive tio I i:. In utur experi-
niiellt, the ass uniti PT i ' T .''' is itot satisfied and there
is ;in ion flow witht speed i, _ 71 in ,l But, when

_1PI i is o smtall that the conditions '1. I 1- 0~ >. T1' and
[ [4 nti,f I -- 01' t , i,, are saitstied. relatittn (I ) can be

P SF) Trrapplied Ls ithe restilts of the fast imtde itt itir experitient.
P 1S6 I0 Trr it) the expet midst, a grit] is used to generate srntal-

antplIt~ tidtoni wavyes pro pagatiing totwa rd the end plate
alottng a magnsetic field- [7]. "'lypictj I x tinsp~es of the wave

102p A pattern' itbtained fruits an interferotticter detection sys-
II.ctel are presented iii figttics 3 antI 4. Its the presence of

PISF6I ~ ~ ~ ~ i I0I0 TonaSmall a~OUl oi ttf SF', gas, there appears at clear

VPitirerase in ihe waselengib, as shoiwn its figure 3 where
- - 0' the pctter,is tif the fatst istide willth v)s 'In 250 k I I are

iV demoýnstrated at Mt~.tf F j I.0 1. 5 wf I ianld 4.5 S 10 1

Figure 2. Typic~i probe characteristics at P( SF,, =0 andl 'l'rr. It is also fttund that the spatial wave damping at
1.0- 10 Torr Probe is a tantalurn wire of 0.125 met ir; Pt sVf- : I's 1.5 0I 'lIctrr is smsall it) conmparisont with
diamreter and 1 5mrr iong, that at 1'ISUO 0 [o trr. This is because the L~andfau
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Figure 5. Dispersion relations of ion waves (fast mode)
observed with P(SF6,) as a parameier.

45x1 6 'Twr. wavelength or the fast mode in the low frequency region
is much longer than the p~ias!na coluian lecigth in our

5cm machine. Besides, the wave damping is strong bccause

Figure 3. Wave patterns of ion waves (last mode) with thc Landau damping due to Llectrons becomes extreme-
w/27r = 250kHz. ly large a% rp, approaches the eleceron thermal speed

although the electron frae:tion is quite small. Thus, ion
wave propagations do not give a -orrect value of' I - 4

damping due to positive ions decreases wvith an increase for I - ir < 10 - ". Hoswever, I -- i; :: supposed to bec
in iv,. For a further increase in r, however, the damping around 10(-1 at P(S!F1,) 2" x 10 aTorr as an extraipc-
,again becomes large because the Landau damping due lation Of our mea'.i.urernenu; O1' ion sound waves,
to electrons increases, as shown by the wave pattern at Similar phenomnena hove also been. observed on
P(SF,) = 4.5 x 10 'Torr. If w. 2,r is decreased, we can low-frequency electrostatic p'atma in't:tibilities. In the
observe the slow mode in addition to the fast mode in case of atn ion cyclotron wave instability [2, 4], two
the presence of negative ion.,, ats shown at iu'27r = 5k1<11 modes appear coriesponding to the ion species in the
in figure 4. The dispersion relations of the fast mode are presence of negative ions. Both of them show an increase
shown with P(SU.) as a parameter in figure 5. At in (,/2,7 at; I - ; is increased. The effect oin drift wave
P(SF,) =0 Torr. there is a linear relation between w/)2n instability is quite remat kablet [2]. With an increase in
and k [7]. At P(SF,) ýý 5.0 10- 1 orr. where I -- c:. triere appears ,a cirastie increase in the amplitude
I - E Sý x 10 ', the ion waves ai e found to become which has a maxinturnu value around P(SF 6) = h 10-
dispersive, a~though v,~ is almost constant in the low- "Forr. this is accompanied by a decrease ini w/2ný. But, at
frequency ranige. We can estimate I - ic by measuring r, P(SF 6,) :ý 5 x 10 ', no coherenit signa, of drift waves is
in this range of wl2mr. For example, at PISF5ý) - 5 Ij ' observed.
Torr, r', is larger by two orders of magnitude than

( )'!oi()) 
2  7.0 x 10' emins i), yielding I - E Iwft '

A further increase in P(SFj, yields a much smaller value
of I c- . For such a small value of I -- i, however, the 3. Cia plasma

Since a sitnplz mtethod for producing Buckmiraiscr
fullcrene (C1,,,) particles was cstablished , 1]8, a number

(027.5 5Hz of works have been performed or. (',(, i~ecause this new.
form of carbon is of crucial importancý! for the Lievelop-
anent of rice materials. ('60 prniticles have a Iarwc elec-

P(SF6) 0 Torr tron affinity ( ,2.65 eV), although thlis value is smaller
~\ ~ . ~than that of St., molecules) 339ecV). Thus, as a result

of their interactioii with a fow-tenitpcrature plasma,
electrons aec expected to be attached to C,,0 particles.
yielding large negative C,) ions in the plasma. Because

0cmof theii stability ;and well defined mass and4 ize (diam-
0 crn eter 0.7 nm). the tiltrafine particle plasma including

Figure 4. Wave patterns of ion waves with wr27r -5kHz. large negative C,, icns is rather simple ;and might be
Upper trace: the last mode in the absence of SF,. Lower easy to treat in i-omparison with plasmas including
trace: the slow mode in addition to the fast mode in the unstab~e fine particles (or dusts) of variable mass and
presence of SF6. size.
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N Sato

- 8 _IPT 0'200C

CYLINDER OVEN

Figure 8. Ant oven for Cw suttlimajion., toge~her with a
cylinder erurro:.rricing a plasmas column pr-odured in the 0 1 TOuA
machine. Oven: ccpper pot, IS8mm in diameter and 201 nmm
long, with a 3 mrr diainater hole for C, injection. Cylinder: T0.480 C
copper cytindew with cpen ends, 76 mmi- in diameter and
200 mm tong. io

In our expecriment, a plasma consisting Uf ,lctrons', Figure E. Typical probe charactet isiics at T. 200 and
positive K ions, arid negitive C., ions is produced by 48"C
sublimtating C,,,, which is plated in a special ovscn, into
thc Q ii~achirie dIesr'bcrd in x;etion 2. Tcmrpcralrer for found that a decerase in the positive saturation cur-
the s-,:blimation is ii fhe range 2150 490~ C, A, shown rent I., also appears as 7. is increase(]. llowcver, I _
schematic~ally in figure 6, the Q-mractrine plasmni passes decreases more drastically thtan 1_, meanini that it
through a c~iinder (76mrn in diAM ~te mrid 200 mn decrease in n, is accompanied by arn incrcase: in ty-
long) which i!- situatcd at a pos;iiot, around thc machine [10,111]. According to the rmeasurcmun'ts using the
centre. The cylinder has at 20mim diameiter hole on the omnegatron analyser, a signal appears when the applied
side wall, xhere the oven is set with a small hole to inject frequentey w/2rr is equal to ru),.ý1 ( r ion cYclotron fre-
(',, particles in the direction toward thte Q-machiric quency of C -0 ), as shown in tigure 9 preving that
plasma. In the mven, (',,, is kept as a sof¶ hfinm on the negative ions produced are exactly, Ch-0. In this experi-
iinner surface. The ovent temperature Ti,, which is rncas- nient I -- i: : I :, 10 ' Wizh an increase in ni . the
tired at its base, is carefully chairt~rd in thre range 20Y) (no radial plasma profile becomnes brcad. t his is due to the
oven heating) 500 C while thL cylinder is kept at i; large Larnior radius of Cho ions, which Vites rise to a
constant !temperature arouind -UN1) C, fin tileaital reizioon profile broadening of' K *ions, yielding tic decreýase in
surrounded by the c~litrdcr, tire (',,, density is esti-latedI .at the radtial ceintre in figure 8.
io be, dpepiditrg on 7,,. in the range $ý 10" cin - which Wive pattern,: of io,i waves are presented in figure 10.

corresponds to thc pressure ratnge of (',,, particles, The same effects of ncg~t:ive ions tin ton wave propaýgation
P((-,(,) :$ It) Torr, In the region outside the cylinder, ats in the case of the introduction of SF, inito the Q maichinie
these, valaes are smaller than those inside the cylinder by are observed. \A/cobserve an increase irs the phase velocity r,
one to two ordlers of mnagnitude, of the fast miode whev Y,- is ircreased. As mentrioned above,

Air 'omcea!mn' analyser [9)], nitttated behind at sinad I --- 1 Z I x 10ll irs our experime~nt a-rd we cannot neglect
hole in tile crndplatc, is used foe. detection of negative C.0, the flow speed if K 'ioir1, wnich is dire it) acc-leration by
tons. 'This itnalyser gives signals due to thc cyclotron the electron sh-ath ofa potential drop ZO.5 V in front of the
resonance of tori species when the? frequency of art hot plate. Thus, the increase in ti': snot so drastic as in the
applied itt electric field is equal to the corresponding ion ease of SF..The lower trace in this figure, however, clearly
cyclotron frequencies. demonstrates the pronagation of theol;ow mode in udditica

(C,, pa-Mce c;ontrol is m,,nitnred by a negative to) the fast mode iii the presence of C',,( ions. The observed
saturation current of the 1.;ngmuir probe 1. ~, which phase velocities of the fast and slow nmodes aire almo~t
depends ott Y., as showvn sch-nsafically in figure 7. With consistent with predicted values although wecannot apply
an increase in T,. 1, decreases, implying at deciease in (he simple di:;persion relations given by equations I) and
it,. The probe characteristics at Li, -- 410 C, together (2) to the results in the experiment.
witl' the curve at 7o 21(X) C. are presented itt figure 9K
where the probe is set at the radial ccntre. It can be

Of~~ ~ IC-T'

00 10 20

0 Th~our' TIME 77/2 (kHz i
Figure 7. Variation ot negative satturation current /~of the Figure 9. Collector current I, of 'omegatnon' analyser as a
Larigmuin proba against the oven temperature T, which is function of frequency (,),'27r of applied Hv electoic field.), 2.'T
increased to Ttý350 'Ci, T2 (ý400 C), and T3 (ý450 'C). is the ion cyclotron frequercy of C.. B - 3.98 kG.
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Production of negative ion plasmas in a Q machine

W/12,r-30 k5Hz by increas.ing the C60 flux introduced into th,ý mac7hinte
(a) Because of its simplicity the plasma produced would bc

useful for inmwtigaling the basic features of various
ultrafine particle plasmas. This particular plasma might

T0o. 200 C also be ailr,%tive in fields of materials science. Sin~ce C60
particles are charged, it is easy to control them elec'rically
and/or magnetically, providing a new approach for

(b) producing C-0 based materials.

T,= 470 C
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Abstract. Several modeis that predict the charge of particles in a plasrn- are
reviewed. The simplest is based on orbii-lirnited probe theory. This basic modei can
be improved by adding several effects: charge reduction at high dust densities,
_!actron emission, ion trapping anid fluctuations. The charge is reduced at high dust
densities, when a significa ýt fraction of the charge in the plasma resides on the
particles, depleting the plasma. Electron emiss:on due to electron impact or
ultraviolet exposure can cause a par ic'e to I ave 3 positive charge, which has useful
implications for plasma prccessing, since palicies are confined in a discharge onlj if
they have a negative cha,'ge. Ion trapping occurs due to ion neutral collision3 within
thp attractive Debye sphere of a negatively charged particle. Trapped ions reduce the
net ei ctric force on a paiticle. A particle's cha.*fe fluctuatas because the currer'to
col;ected from the plasma consist of discrete charges "Irriving at the particle at
random intervals. The root m,,oon square tractional fluctuation level varies as
0.5(W) where <N> = (Q/ce is the mean iiumber of electron charges on the
particle.

1. Int~oduction iones predict the electron and io;; currents to the- probe.
The currents are termed 'orbit-limited' when the condi-A dust pairticle in a plasma gain.; an electric charge :,nd

rcspond% to electric forces. The chargýý can range from tion a < ) < ) applies, where a is the particle radius.

zcrc to hundreds ot thousaids of electron charges, ., is the Debyc length and ) is a collisional mean free

depending on the partile r;ize and the plasma condi- path between neutral gas atoms and either electron, or

tions, It arises 'roni collecting electrons and ions from ions [1,2]. In that case, the currents a-c calculated by

the plasma and sometimes from emittinr electrons !n a assuming that the electrons ard ions a~c collected iftheir

plasma in which emission processes are unimportant, collisionless orbits intersect the probe's surface. It is

the equilibriun. charge ik negative because the flux of as.;umed that the currents are infinitely divisible; that is,

eleciroris to an urncharged surface is high relative to that the discrete nature of the electronic charge is ignored."....................he latter assumption must he reversed to account for
of ions. On the other hand, when electron emi.;sion is the lueruatiumntiof the p e its ho ater.

significant, the equilibrium chi.rge is positive. the fluctuations of the particle, as shown later.

A ,aiculation o;- the charge on a particle is the For the collection of Maxwellian electrons and ions,

starting point of every theory of dusty plasmas. H-ere I c b the orbit-

review the common 'orblt-limited' theory of charge limited curre!nts for an isolated spherical particle are [3]

collection, and then I present some effects that are often
neglect,.d in this model, but may have a significant ,i = lnexp(ei.'kTA) P, < 0
impact on the particle's transport. These effects are: a I I,(I + e.'kT7) 0, > 0
reduction in charge due to high duJt density, positive I= - !,exp(-;cih/k'1) .> 0
charging by electron canission, a reduction in electric < O.
forces due to i,,i tr:, pfing atd chaige flictuations.
"Fhc;e effects have been fpresent'o ilrvady in the lilera-
ture; the purpose of this paper is to review them and to Here 0, 1,; the surlace potential of the particle relative to
give practical formulae with illustrative c samples. the plasma and c, is the electronic charge of the ions.

The coefficients I'o and I/, represent the curren' that is
collected for i. = 0, and are given by 1o, = nq/( 7;"
m,) '[,, tih, where n, is the number density of

2. The basic model: orblt-ltmlted theory plasma species 2. Here /,liv, .,,) is a coiplicated func-
tion of the thermal velocity r,, = 2kTn,)' 2 and the

Most dusty plasma charging theories are based on drift veloc~ty vi between the plasma and the particle, [3].
theories J electros;tatic proibes in plasmas. These the- Simple expression,; are available in the limiting cases of

0963,0252.94 030400 ,- 07$19.50 ( 19q4 1OP Publishing Ltd
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Figure 1. (a) Mean charge number (N)• (Q<>/e and (b) charging time r as a
function of particle radius for four combinations of temperature ratios and ion
masses. These values are for the basic orbit-limited charging model, assuming

non-drifting Maxwellians and no electron emissi ir.

small and large drift velocitics: (" 4n•;,a. (4)

I,= 4rra2n=q,(k T,/2rrml )i . wiith << 1 (2o:)
I== a2 n~qw[l -2,Jmw) wh, >. (b) The standard "continuous charging model' of particle

2q~/nys')] it 5  I. 2b) charging in a plasma neglects the discrete nature of the

I some laboratory discharges, the ions or electrons mayTe

drift at asignificant speed. For example, the ions enter the vary smoothly, rather than an integer increments. A
electrode sheath at the ion acoustic speed, which is much particle with zero charge that is immersed in a plasma
faster than the ion thermal speed, will gradually charge up. by collecting electron and ion

The charge Q is related to the particle's surface currents, according to

potential €,, with respect to a plasma potential of zero, by

=dQ/dt = •1,~. (5)

where C is the capacitance of the particle in tihe plasma. To find the ettuitibrium, one can set dQ/dt = 0 in
For a spherical particle satisfying a << 2, the capacitance equation (5). This; yields the steady-state potential ¢1
is [3] and steady-state charge KQ>,
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Table 1. Coefficients for 0,, Q and r appearing In equations sphericity assumption will introduce only a small error, as
(6) and (7). These values were found by a numerical solution long as a << A, as it is in most dusty plasmas.
of the continuous charging model, assuming non-drifting
Maxwellians and no electron emission. From [5].

m. K K0  K, 3. Reduction of the charge due to high particle
(arnu) T,/T. (4feV') (pm 'eV (s Amcm 3 eV density

1 0.05 --1.698 -1179 7.66x 102

1 1 -2.501 -1737 1.51 x 103 So far, I have considered the case of a single isolated
40 0.05 -2.989 -2073 2.05 x 103  particle, but this assumption is often unsuitable for
40 1 -3.952 -2631 3.29 x 103 modelliniý dusty laboratory plasmas, since they can have

high particle concentrations. Several theorists have dem-
onstrated that, as the dust number density is increased,
the particle's floating potential and charge are reduced,

T= <, K(T6 due to electron dcpletion on the particles. [9] This

<Q)/e = KQOakT (6) electron depletion also modifies the plasma potential.
The crucial parameter is Havnes's value P, which is
basically the ratio of the charge density of the particles

where the coefficients K, and KQ are functions of T7/T, to that of the electrons. When P > 1, the charge and
and rin/;,, and they must be determined numerically, floating poteatial are significantly diminished, while for
Useful values for these coefficients arc listed in table 1, P << I the charge and floating potentials approach the
and illustrative values of the charge are shown in figure values for an isolated particle (see section 2). In practical
l(a). When electron emission is neglected, the floating units, P is given by [6]
potential and K. are both negative, since the electrons
have higher thermal velocity than ions. P = 695Tva,N /'P_ (M)

Note that (P is independent of the particle's size, but
it depends on the plasma temperatures. On the otherhan, te care <> i, poprtinalto heparicl's where N and n are the dust and el,:ctroJn number
hand, the charge FQ> i, proportional to the particle's densities, respectively. This expression is written in a
radius, (Q> T, a. For example, a sphere in a hydrogen form for a mono-dispersive size distribution; a more
plasma with of = 77 has the Spitzer [4] potential general expression accounting for size dispersion is: of.
p = o--2.50kT7,/e.feebytanstal[]

The charging time r is inversely proportional to the fered by Havnes et al [6].
Havnes er al [6] solved the charge balance equa-

plasma density. It depends on the particle size, tempera- tions, and reported useful analytic expressions for the
ture and ion mass according to [5] particle's floating potential 0, (referenced to the plasma

potential) and the plasma potential 0, (referenced to a
K (kTý) (7 dust-free plasma). These arc functions of the parameter,r1 7) p,

I tilln

where K, is a function of T7/T7 and m,'m,. The fact that kr, (K , + ai P),t P+

r is inversely proportional to both a and n means that eefi,/kT= (, P + (2 P2)1(I -+ dP 4 dP 2) (9)
the fastest charging occurs for large particles and high
plasma densities, One can define T as the time required where the coefficients K., h, 1 and d are listed in table 2.
for a particle's charge to reach a fraction ( I - e - i) of its
equilibrium value, when it is initially uncharged. [5]
Using this definition, the constant K, has the values TaDle 2. Coefficients for charge and plasma
summarized in table I. Illustrative values of the charging potential, assuming non-drifting Maxwellians
time are shown in figure l(h). with T. = T,, singly charged ions, and no

No dust particle is perfectly spherical, and so one should electron emission. From [6].
ask how much the spherici~y assumption limits the theory's Coefficient ton mass (amu)
validity. This assumption appears twice in the model: theC

capacitance in equation (4) and the currents in equation ( I ). 1 32
For the capacitance, the shape does not matter greatly as
long as one chooses ir c the typical size of the particle. The
electron and ion currents are dominated by the shape of the K, 2 5 3.9

a, 0,764 1.14electrostatic equipotential surfaces around the particle. he b 1.09 1.1

electric perturbation caused by the particle extends into the b, 0 12 0.0754
plasma a distance characterized by the shielding length, ;. c, ' .I 1.98
Since the case treated here is a - ),, the cquipotentials are c-1 021 0.252
distorted from a spherical shape only in a small central part d, 1.04 1.17

of a spherical region Of raditis ).. Consequently, the _ _ _ 0.112 0.0917
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A representative plot of equation (9) is shown in figure 2. Tho: peak yield 6. is at energy Em, and both of these are
In a RF discharge, the dust density is otten high material constants. Graphite, for example, has 6,, = I

enough to attain P >> 1. Consider for example the dust and E. = 250eV, while for quartz 6. = 2.1-4 and
density measurements of Boufendi et at [7]. In a silane E,, = 400eV [8].
RIF discharge, particles grew to a radius a = 115 nm, as Secondary emission from small particles is signifi-
determined by electron microscopy. Mie scattering in- cantly enhanced above the value for bt:lk materials. This
dicated a particle density of I x 10" cm -3 , while the ion wts shown by Chow et a! rl0], whose theory included
density was 5 x 10' cm - ', based on ion saturation cur- geometric effects. Scattered electrons escape more easily
rent measurements using a Langmuir probe. I assume from a small particle than from a semi-infinite slab of
T, = 2eV, which is probably accurate to within a factor material, and so 6 is enhanced.
of three. This yields P = 3.2 (accurate to within the same Expression (10) is for mono-energetic electrons of
factor of three), corresponding to a 60% reduction in the energy E. It must be remembered that electrons in a
particle's charge (according to equation (9) and figure plasma have a distribution function. Assuming a Max-
2). wellian primary electron distribution with temperature

T,. Meyer-Vernet [8] found the secondary currents I,,1
due to an impinging electron current I,,

4. Electron emission
3.7 6m.,(Em/4kT7) 4), < 0

Electrons can be emitted by the particle due to electron I,,/l, 3.7bmexp[(-eqi./k)(7,-' - T,-')] (11)
mpact, uv exposure, thermionic emission and field x F(E,,,i/4k;) 0), < 0
emission. The first two are probably the most important
for laboratory dusty plasmas. Electron emission consti- wlbere
tutes a positive current with respect to the particle, and,
if it is large enough, it can cause the particle to be
positively charged. FEen if the particle is not always F,(x) = x' t'expr-(xt2 + t)] dt
positive, it might sometimes fluctuate to a positive level, Ji

as described in sections 6 and 7. F.x) = x t'ep[-xt2 + t)] dt
F1  .I ep-1 it ,)d

4.1. Secondary electron emission B ý [(eO,/k 7,) (4kT 'En,)] 1/2

The secondary emission yield 6 depends on both the and T, is the temperature of the emitted electrons,
impact energy E and particle material. The yield i. typically I < T ,:f 5eV.
generally much larger for electron impact than for ion By includin
impact. For bulk materials, the energy-dependence of the p tese cun ietote charging [ alanceteparticle potential can become positive [8.9]. For
the electron-impact yield is [8.9] Maxwellian electrons, a switch in polarity occurs at an

elec'ron temperature of I IOeV, depending on 6,. The
5(E) 7.46j,(E/,E,,)exp[-2(E/E.)' 2]. 110) reason this happens at temperatuies well below the

energy for peak emission E, is the contribution of
1 ~electrons in the tail of the distrihution,

4.2. Photoelectric emission

"Absorption of ov radiation releases photoelectrons atd
hence causes a positive charging current Just like sec-

Sondary electron emission, it can make the partele post-
tively charged [9].

pI;Ismii pole l ,, Electron emission depends on the material proper-
01 ties of the particle (its photoemission etficiency). It also

Idepends on the parttcles surface potntial, because a
positively charged particle can recapture a fraction oif is
photoelectrons. laking this into acotLnt. the photo-

01. . ...... . . ... .... emission current is [9]
001 0 1 1 it) 100 10001

rr h�m dI) rclud PI 4 47r7i lo 1. 'tI
Figure 2. Dependence of floating potential eo,/kT and I l2,
plasma potential eso,,kT on particle number density. These I 4ni21 ,oecpl -'s). t, , . '1)

data are from equation (9) and table 2, for singly charged
ions of mass 32amu, with non-drifting Maxwel;ians and Ilcrc I i, the ' lux and it i, the photomnissioi
T .= 7" The normalized particle density is P - 695 cltiiency (i -'- I or nT call. n til j It 7 OI for diclectric,).
T.,a,,,,Ncm a nc* I" qtuattlon (12aI,?) islncW aii ioltropIc .,oirU of I ' and
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that the photoelectrons have a Maxwvllian energy spec- are trapped are counted. This number of trapped i;.,)s
trum with a temperature 7,. fluctuates in time, as individual ions became trapped

A laboratory plasma is a sourcc of uv, due to amnd then lost.
electron-impact excitation of neutrals. Howe*.cr. there Gorec [IQ] handled the inroming flux of incoming
has been no analysis known to the author of whether ions, one at at time, as individual test particles. 'The
this uiv radiation can be strong enough to alter the number or trapped ions at steady state is comp.ted by
charge significaridy. In space plasmas, it is well knowi assuming a balance between collisional trapping and
that dust and other objects often charge to positive detrappirig. Assuming that ion neutral collisions are
polarity due to UV exposure. domirant, this theory predicts that N_,5 is rindependenit

of the nican free path, and increases with the plasma ion
density. TIhe model was implemented as a Monte Carlo

S. Ion trapping code for many test ions selected fromt the incoming ion
flux. If an ion becornvýs trapped, its orbit is followed untI

A particle's neat~iive charge creates it Debyc sheath, it is eventually scattered into anr untrapped trajectory by
which is an attractive potential well for positive ions.. A further collisions. [his code showed that N,,.,p >> I when
nassing ion can become trappedl in this well when it the ion density is >>t0' cm ", which it always is in
suffers a collision within the particle's Debyc sphere. plasma processing discharges, indicating that ion trap-
simultaneously losing energy and changing its orbital ping will cause significant electrical screening, '[hese

angular mnomentum., It remains trapped there. in an results were for o =101im arid at plasmia with
orbit bound to the particle, antil i i is dlet rapped by 4 1001,'m and an is)n-neiut ra I mean free path touch
another collision (I I]. shorter than 4,, A lii'iiation of this theory is that is uses

Trapped ions are important because they shield the itprescribed elect rostatic potenrtial. [his miakes the
charged particle from external electric field,, Siince these simulation valid only when the number of trapped ions
fields provide the pairticle's levitation an,! confinement in is small, N,,,< -is . In pritnciple it cotild be extenldctl to
the dischar~ge, shield in riCflus t he model led tin order to comlpu te the potential self-consistently foi ( lie actual
u nder~stand confIinem en t. Tbhis shield inrg works the samne electron anrd ion densities, as is done in the simultoiii on
wasy as in an atoll), where orb~tail electrons screen the by C'hoi anid Kuashier [121.
charge of' the nucleus. The effecliscriess will s aryý with
thle numibl er of trapped ionOs.

'iapdions dto ntothing to screen tfie particle's 6. Charge flue' uations
charge fromt an electric field. 't he author believes there
has been soen Confiisi on tin the li tera tutre ovecr how T[he standrida Ct col ti10uL s cha rginrg tModel descri bed iri
Dahy esh lu~ldinrg works. I, ofrapped ionsfo co)n trihitte to sectiotn 2 neglects the fact that tir he dccron a n(f ion
reoilcing the force applicd byv the particle on other curronts collectedt b1 lire particle actually conisist of
Oi uis nlo charges. but t hey' do not redu ce tlire force a ppl ed initdisifUaf elctiruns anrd 005r. 'the charge ohl the particle
to thL particle by an electric field. ( )nv Ira pped ionis can is atn integer inutlt iple of' t he elect ron charge, Q -~ Ne,
do that, where N changes by - I Ashetn an electron is collectedf

loll trapping h as been igno0red often) in du-it y'v plasmua anidi by :, w hen ii-in ion is absorbed. [feet runs and ions
theories, probably because it is riot easy io deal with arrive at thie particle's surface at( raiidorn times. fike shot
analytic..1 fly týA least tWO nuimenical nuet hods [11, 1 2] noise. 'the charge or, at particle will 1luctutate iii discrete
have been reported recent ly. the met hodss are useful for steps ( anid at randtfom lintl~ie a bout thle Vta s atevuIte
estimating thec numbtier of trapped ion , N ,,,,. However. <9>.
this vaf~ie hais been reported for only a limited itumber Several modfels have beer) reported recently ito pre-
of cortditionis, to daic. dlid the fhiticbatiti~ level. Chloi arid K tshnersN Phi `;ila-

Both rilethols% 'riols e simttlatinig tot mlotionl ii tire f.t ion [ 12] Nelded at time series for the chlarge of ait
field of the charge(I particle by' integrating the equatiou isolated particle. for at partictular set of patramneters. 'Ihe
Of 1`otiot1. 'IheY at, o loth incltude ciillisions In at coice charge clearly fluictuated about at tinean volti,. 'sytos itch
withf a fixsed tIrile tcep that is short cornpa ied with the ['1t31 cevel o pcc an anIalyntc thIeory that is tinique beca use
mean till ) Oct ween colIlist orr,. this is don re typically' by' it wats riot for ain isoliatedf particle. flut rat her for a cloud
utsinlg a Motite Carlo mieth'od. 'The coilissoru probability of paliucles in the platsina. Ilaking into accounttl how the

I exp( -- Aililz /-f evitiated at each ime sit 1) arid fluictutatioin of the cha.rge on otle particle affects the
coripared xitff a rafutoril mritoieý 1etwecti 0 anud I ito chatrge oti a neiglioUtr. hc Found that the fltuctuationi
dhetermneii %khliefter at collision took place dufnriq. that lovel incrases %kith particle tit, hecr density.
timle step ('iti arid ( oree [S] used] aiit numerical niviehitu, Ashere

Choi anid Kitrshncr [I12] developed a fri reecfi ruien- the proiblem for an0 isolated part icle was cast iii lertin of
siorial particle-uii-c'll 0fi t'l code. svhi-re alt the ion iirbits a probability per unrut [trule iif cillectinig atl electron iir
were tracked tit ta sinmuilatiin b0 ix. HLIs rolls anrd ioits are tin from the plastila. 'Io do this, t hey first convIerted the
absorbed by the particle. allo winrg ily Iari ui nulat I 1 io ciir rent 1, o f the 5511til tiutJOs chargting rimoidel intii at
of the particle's charge anrd the suarrounid in g -lect rosta tic priibabhility' per itoit Iitule (id P dif, of cilled iing all iii 1 or
po'tenttal. Ions are subject to1 collisions. andi ose that elct ron, by' (dr d11), 1, q, . I his pi obabiufit depentit
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0-
4-charging time I

Z cont~nuo,,is discrete

-15

0 0.5 1.U 1 5 2.0 2.5 3.0
kmrsecr

Ficitre 3. Temporal evolution of charge number N =Qie, for a small
particle (a = Winm) in an H' plasma with T/Te -ti.05 sod n ~- 10m 1.
When discrete eloect.onic charges are takF-n Into account, fluctiations of
the parlicle'q z~harie are apparent, due io e~ec!'ons and ions arrivinrl at
randomr timres. From [5;.

in a realistic way on ~he parukid's potential; when the pcsiti~v -harge on the pi~rticles. A positive charge is
parti.;le becoires more ncgativc.: ii becomes less likeiy to inmport;.o becasuse i!is Ibelieved that only negatively
collect an electron, ror example. This prohability is used clhitrgcd particl-s arc confined in a laboratory discharge.
with a random number genciairir to jietcrmnine !tie Lim.es A diseltirgc (in the absence of significant egative io
wlien an indisidual eec~trona ot ion IF collected. and tc clnsity) has a -iatural cit,:ric potential that tends to
charge is advarif d by -- I or - z,, ac,,ordingly. COnfinte egativety chairged particles. lBy promoting dclc-

(iui and Glriees simulationi [5] begi.:; with a pz.r- Iron enossion. tile partielet will charge positively and be
tidle that ir initially :.cice~ged, and it is allowed to cepetllc frorr the plasmi. they will either strike the
continue fer a long trie after reaching a teady state. clecti-c,' or escape radially from the discharge.
Figure 3 sntows the eutily pa; t o:' the tirck series for the It- IPie ( it5C of sc~ondai-N emission, electron emission
particle's charge. The 2hargc Fields up from zero towarJ cart be promoted by hleating (ie. electrons, perhaps by
an equilibtium charS.. J'Q i ,=<N,. The coilnftinumis op)erating *,Ih a low gas pressurc or using ;tin electron-
mode: gives irmooth cji~se :cr Qtii. while the discrete iheating soui.ce such ;s rnicr. wvas power. 1-tni hoto-
modld rec~as the discrete nautic of Q, with raneoni time ctinssiori. onie could deliberasly Illiimitiate the plasma
steps and fluctuations abouit the smooth cujrve from the with aI uv source. It trawy be useful to know that the
contiOuoLis model. pa rtieL- s dr a re a~n ;uct ua te l o a posi ti sc value even if it

The fractlonal fluctuation is tstrongesl, for snialtcst ii not possible- to ch-irge it plositively all of the tinme-
pa;ticles. It obeys AQ'I<Q> = 0.5(Q)c 2, for a wide To be AY,-clivc, at contatminatiori control meiýthod
range of plasma and, particle parameters. The square- m iust eithler p eventl growth of particles to a harmful Size
root scaling is the ,:5mm ao in count ,, statistics, where lr transport themn away from the substraie. [he tech-
the fractioaal uncertainty of a court N is N ' 2 The nique prop:)sed here could serve the first psirpose. and
power spectrum of the fluetuatioas is dominaatcd by very perhaps the second. Some particles might be forced to
low frcoticnLIeS, with half the spe.ctratl power lyitiq at land on the substrate fly promoting at positive charge..
frequencies below RON~ T - ' Here r is the charging tirre. 'This wvould be acccptable i. it happetis while they are
as defined in equaticon (7). At higver frequencies, the still irsncs-pcrticles, which are too small to cause at defect.
spectral power dimininshes as the second power of frne- Ilrosided hatl the source of tiv or electro~n heating is
quency. f ~.applied constantly', or ps sed rapidly, any particle that

begins growing will be expelled from the plasma before
it has doic to grow to a harmiful sue.-

7. ContanInatlon contircil

Here I suggest a spccrrf;.tve idea for comutenlnation Acknowledgments
control daring plasma processing based on an sunt r-
standlingot thecharging prowessesýdescribcd iii tnis paper. Figures 2 and 3 were preniared by U ('lli. 1 he author

( ntarniinatiotl might b': controlled bs irnducing a thcriks 0) Ifavicos and 6i isiorfill for helpful discussions.
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Abstract. We present some results from numerical, fluid and particle models of
non-thermal low pressure RF discharges contaminated by dust particles, These
models have been used (1) to show the effect of the presence of dust particles
on the electrical characteristics of an AF discharge, (2)1to study the charge and
floating potential of durtl particles in a low pressure plasma from situations
where the particles can be considered isolated to situations where they interacl
electrostatically and (3) io study the effect of the electrode geometry on the spatial
distribution of dust particies in an PR discharge. The results confirm the existence
of electrostatic traps close to the plasma-sheath boundary whose shape is very
sensitive to the electrode configuration.

1. Introduction interactions, without considering the mechanisms of the
formation of' these particles.

The formation of' dust particles has been observed in a The main consequences of the plasma-particle
number of plasma applications Such as gas discharge electrical interactions canl he summarized as follows.
lasers. are discharges for surface processing and low ( 1) Particles; immersed in a plasma acquire a vegative
pressi. e radio f'requency plasmas 11-81 used in the charge and( negative potential with iespecti to the plasnia,
microelectronics industry. These particles are typically due to the large mobility of electrons compared with
ter.s of nm to tens of urn in size arid their density that of pbositive ions. The role of' this negattive charge
can he as high as 10'S cm ' in low pressure RI: anid potential is lto ensure, at steady state, equtality of
plasmas 13. X1. The pr-esence of dust particles in electron and positive ion fluxes ii) the particle (the
etching or deposition plasmas is problematic due ito the particle behaves as at probe). The charge and floating
contamination of the substrates to be processed, Th potential of a dust particle depend onl its size, on the
m-echanisms of generation of the particles are sysem electron to ion mias,, ratio, ar-i on the loical plasma

depncant Teycanheproucd v'pa~iasurface properties (electront a.id iii tetnpcraiure). Note that
depenant.Theycan e proucedby pasmathe charge and tlisitin8 pwieritod if a prwricle tntay Ami

interacti on or created in the volmnne by polyrnie. i ation il o eedofh ocnrtono utprils ic
the gas or its dissociation PrrOductS, It has been observed electrostatic interaction beta ccii dust particles sý possible
that dust particles are motre easily formed in discharges at large concentrat io ns. (21 [lie to the Co r in ut us
in electronegative gases. This suggests that particle electront anid ion fluxes ito the paitticlcs. the presericc
forrnatiotn anid growth is often linked to the presence of ia large co ncent ratiorn o f difi particles calt have at
iof' tegah- s0e 1 iosWh iih has e long res iderce timencs it H t strong iniluenece tin the' creit i ni/lo ss ba lance of chairgcd
g~low discharges and cart Initiate clIu steri ne. llartiicles cant particles in the plis ina I'~) 1 11 'I Tc'e Ii swss mtust he
also be present in discharges in inert gases where their compenisated ms an increase in the ionizatioin tate and
presence pruihably results bunm the discharge-electrode therefore in theC plaSini lecri t10 Iield 3 ;I D11.t particles
initeract ion arc subjected it) sarious toltices. electosisitric ldiic to (lie

A itnumber if miodellitng studies (it dusty Iai oiramtiy field :it i he discharge), lolli di .i Imiotisctnumi evchange
plasmas have beer, pub It sed recently, A here at temnpts %%sl ii itn . hliwc due to the gas lb ss, IihcirniphRictec
have beein made toi undersiatiu the charging of' dust force, gravit~ etc, Thie COiititpcitiot between these
particles arid plasmra-particle i nieractio in1 9- 121 aind difIferenit fiirces In av rV stilt its the tiiappitig if the dust
iran sport pheniomena rif dust particIc s ill flow pressure partic les iii siome w elIeli Otinef wi o', oisii the diischoirge
kF Illastnias 113- 161. These studies have bsenefited horni 1,i suggested int)1 I 1.;16
the timportant literature p)UhI ishcif in the lield (it lusty I: xperiinctis bys Ifthii .ini) Pertit I 2ll lbase shiowni
plasnias in space (wee. e.g.. 11I7 191 whtichi pl esetits natt1Y a gooid example Mf the efiect 0f the piesenre of charged
similarities with dusty- IihiraitirN plaisinas. partICfcS On the cleCirici Ofiiiritc ' a sdarl- R'

In fthis pape we shcll concentrate on the Ciiust- discltauge Iheir inaacteusit ifii, lxmia dissipatif
((ttcesc ol the presenice iii dust particlesI it 101 i ls (it th disChItage' Is aj fultli,nit of K ttie.t iista t ~N.it
pi,ýur plasma Anit on the plasmna-particle electric-al jtressiv exhiitii at ahilpt tiiaistiliii in lhe diuse),trge

ju6:i2,2.i4103rJ4OT7 1~i 1$1i5 C 1994 tOP Pubh~Su,iig Ltd --U
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impedance, from capacitive to resistive, above a critical The experiments of B6hm and Perrin [201 were
RF voltage. This transition is accompanied by a performed in a symmetric discharge chamber with a
complete spatial redistribution of the light emitted by 3.6 cm gap, at 13.56 MHz in pure silane and for two
the discharge. The transitijn has been attributed to values of pressure: 55 mTorr and 185 mTorr (at 220 C).
the appearance of large concentrations of dust particles Current and power dissipated in the discharge have been
in the discharge. We shall discuss in section 2 some carefully measured as a function of applied RF voltage.
of the experimental results, and :he numerical, fluid Two different Af-consistent models [211 have been
and particle models [21] which have been developed to used to calculate the same parameters tinder the same
analyse this transition, conditions is in the experiments. The models are based

In order to better understand plasma particles on solutions of electron and ion transport equations in
interactions, Boufendi et a! [8, 11] have designed an silane, coup!ed with Poisson equaton. In the first model
experiment where dust particles created in a silane-argon (fluid model), electron and i- i transFort is described by
plasma are subsequently trapped in a pure a~gon plasma. macroscopic, fluid equations, while in the second moael,
Such a plasma is easier to study and to model since a particle-in-cell Monte Carlo (Plc MC) simulation
the formation and growth processes are expected to stop [24-261 is used (the PlC MC model is more accurate,
when silane is removed. We have developed, under especiUlly at low pressure, but considerably more time
the conditions of the experiments of Bouifendi et al consuming than the fluid model).
where the particle concentration and size as well as the Figure I shows a comparison between experimental
discharge electrical characteristics had been measured, a and numerical results for the power deposition versus
particle-in..cell Monte Carlo simulation able to provide the RF voltage for the two pressures considered. At
the charge and floating potential of the dust particles, and low pressure (55 mTorr, figure l(a)), the PlC MC model
the plasma electric field [101. These parameters have is in good agreement with the experiments while the
then been used to calculate the electrical characteristics fluid model, as expected, does not compare very well
of the discharge in contaminated argon, and to compare with the experiments. At higher pressure (185 mTorr,
these results with experiments [Ill. This work will be figure INb)). fluid and PIC MC models gyve similar
described in section 3 results, but both models predict a power deposition

A number of optical measurements have shown that much lower than the experimental one, when the RF
particulates tend to accumulate in some well defined voltage amplitude is above 100 V. The measured arid
regions close to the plasma-sheath boundaries I1 -61. calculated phase -;hift between current and voltage is
Selwyn et al 121 have observed by laser light scattering displayed in figure 2 a' a function of RF voltag.-. for 55
some spectacular distributions of dust particles (rings ard 185 mTorr. Again, reasonable agreemen: between
around semiconductor wafers and dome above the experiments and calculations is obtained at 55 eiTorr,
wafers) in RF etching reactors and have shown that while the phase shift p:'edicted by both models is
these distributions are very sensitive to the electrode considerably lower than the measured one at 185 mTorr
configuration. Measurements of the spatial distribution The measured phase shift at 185 rnTorr shows that the
of potential in pristine and contaminated RF plasmas discharge impedance becomes strongly resistive above
by Geha et al 1221 and Carlile and Geha 1231 tend It) I0W V.
prove that, depending on the electrode configuration. The abrupt transition observed expcriietittally. front
on-axis or off-axis electrostatic traps for dust particles a capacitive impedance to a resistive impedince at
(regions of local maximum of the potential) can exist 1I5 mnTorr, has been attributed 120, 211 to the presence
in an RF discharge near the plasma-sheath boundaries. of dust particles iii the discharge. These particles may
We have developed 21) Iluid models of RE discharges be either produced in larger quantities or more easily
to study the influence of the electrode geometry, gas trap.,ed when the RF voltage is increased above W(X V
pressure and other parameters on the electrical properties (nole also the existence of a hysteresis effect around
of the discharges. We present in section 4 some results 100 V). This interpretatimn of the experimental results is
Ironm these 21) models in contaminated and pristine supported by some numerical calculatoims also displayed
plasmas. The results sho%,, in qualitative agreement in figures I :tnd 2, shich have been perlformed assutnung
with the experiments, the presence of lit:al maxima that the attachnient cross section is about ten limes larger
of the potential in the pla sma-sheath legion, and the than in pure silaneo other firting parameter has been
accuniulation of dust particles in these regions, used). Under this assumnption, the pouwer dissipated and

the phase shift predicted by the tuodels are in excellent
agreemtent w.iih the experiment, ii a large i oiget of

2. Influence of dust particles on the RF voltae, see the square syrnibul, in figures I aind
characteristics of a silane discharge 2). Increasing the attachment cross section ol silane in

the calculations is euuisalein it) increasing the electior
We discuss here the influence ol the presence ,f losses in the pljisnia %oluune The results therefore show
dust particles on the electrical characteristics of an Rf: that the transmtloti h oseised esperinientally is ass',ailted
discharge itt silane on the basis of experiment% b) Bohron with an ahrupt imcreas• of the eleclton losses in ihe
and Perrin 1201, and numerical inolels b) BInaut and plasma volumne This mtirease of chalged particles losses
Belenguer 1211 an hi assuc.aied %kt h the presence of part iciilates in the
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Figure 1. Measured and calculated power dissipation in F gur. 2. Measured and calculated cos~ne of the current-
a 13.56 MHz discharge in sitana (gap length 3.6 em, gas voltage phase shift in a silane di, harge as a function
temperature 220 C) as a function of the peak RIF voltage: of the peak -ii, voltage (same conditions as figure 1):
(a) 55 mTorr. (b) 185 mTorr; aflel [211 (measurements are (a) 55 mTorr, (b) 185 mTorr; after 1211 (measurements are
by B6hm and Perrin [201). from [20)).

discharge (particulates behave as microscopic probes and is riequired v.) sustain the plasma. This 11104C]l it]l Is'
can be considered as a distributed sink of electrons and the dete:-mination of these parameters from iiittianow,
positive ions, see below), where. the particulates can be considered to twic sulai,ýd

Finally, we mention that measurements of the spatial, to situations where they interact electrostatciullý. It
time averaged distribution of the optical emission of the assumnes a uniform, steady state, [fl plasma , O
discharge in the 185 mTorr case show that, during the 3 giveni density awl size of particulates, thc k tit,
transition, the emission profile changes from the well and floi~ting potentwIl are obtained by SiflluliaWi I- 1':
known two-peaks (maxima of the emission at the sheath trajectories of a large number of' electrn,1 4n,.' 1'1 i
edge, lower emission in the plasma) proftile, to a profile in a vollume elemenit around the patticulate i('I
with a much more intense emission in the plasma volume proper boundary conditions I subjected to accel ri lion
1201,. The nature of the emissicni also changes during by the self-consistetr electric field (particle-in-ce; 4
the transition. These chaniges are due to the fact that collisions with neutrals (Movte Carlo) The iiý ra, e
the distribution of the electric field in the discharge is electric fheld is obtained by requiring that the [;li
strongly affected by the presence of dust parnicles. The be self-sustained, I~e. that electron and ions lov
plasma electric field has to increase substantially in order the particulates must hec exactiy balanced by ion
for electron impact ionization to balance the electron 71tf' sim'ilations have been performed under cc, + i
losses to the particulates in the plasma volume, close to the expetiments oft Bouf'endi et al (8, 1 i-t n

dust particles created in an argl-n-silane disclý o .
subsequently trapticd in a pure argc.,1 discharli These

3. Charge, floating potential and plasma conditions correspoind to t, 1 Ton' (300 K) art, - with
electric field In a contaminated plasma a dust pirrticle density of 10'~ mll and -. ';I ti

Gi I .I piin range. Calculations for smalier -'i-t

o. ider to better understand and quantify the charging densities and larger size have also beenl(~~
of dust particles in a laboratory plasma, we have I'igtire 'I shows the %Ustaining eleor.
developed a self-consistent PIC Mc simulation 1 101 electron temiperaturel a. a functiot, o1 ,i0,a7-, -

W~idh can provide the charge and floating potential flowing through the plasma, predicted hv I,,
of a dust particle as well its the electric field which for a dust particle density of 10' c1. it, I '. ýw
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of the dust radius. The electric field Lan reach quite 40r
large values (E/p is in the 100 V cm ` Torr-' range) 0.1- plam (GO
and does not depend on the current density in thc -- C-- 0.2
considered range. ihe average electront temperatute 30 1( 6- 0.3
and electron energy distribution function (EEDF) (see>
[101) are very close to the temperature and the Eti-DF
which would be calculated in a pristine plasma, under 7, 20 - -(
the sa-re reduced electric field. This is due to thie
fact that under these conditions of large dust particle
density, the floating potential of the dust particles is to0.
relatively small, as shown in figure 4(a). The shape
otf the electron distribution function is therefore not
affected much by the presence of the dust particle. For a 0~
lower duLA particle concentrations, the floating potential 10 10 101 10 1 102

ki larger and( the Et) is shifted to lower energies 191.2
The low values of th(e floating potetttial and charge Current D~ensity (mA/cm)
ot the dust particles (figures 4(al and (bI) uinder our
conditions k- large particle concentrations, are due to 10)
the fact that 'he dust particles cannot be considered
to be isolated, and that the distance between them is(h
Much1 smnaller than the electron Debye length and is not 8-

la, i %kith respect to the ion Debye length (which is
closer to the actual shielding length for small particle -3 -o -03 -00.y
radii 1121). 'This situation corresponds to the case U
where the dust particles interact electrostatically. The E

1j 41plasmna behaves as af strongly electronegative plasma,
and the electront numlibeýr density is between tine and
two ol ide r,, tif' magn itude Itower than the tion density .~2 -- U Of. I .tin

(see figure 5 of' reference I101). Fttr example. tor -C- 01.2

at cttrrent de nsity of 0t. I n A cm , the calculatitins 0 -t.
gise Iftir dust particle density and radius of 10' cm
and I) I pnin valtues ttt the electron and tion number Ilo Mt 101 1Ill

dtitsiti,.s mouttnd 2 x 10' and 10" cm 'respectivel 'v Current D ensttiy I nA/ctit
This is coinsistent svilth ftgutre 4(b which shows that

eachti ptrticiulate carries about tenl negatise chaiges under Figure 3. Variations of (a) sustaining electric fieid and (b)
etiniriinsIplsin neitrlitt. he ~fet it lrge electron temperature with current density in a dusty argon

these Lodtosilsn etaiyTecft flre plasma at 0.1 Torr k
3 00 K). concentration of dust particles

particle concentrations has, iso contsequiences which has e 1OR cm 1, for three values of the dust particle radius; alter
orpposite effcets, its discussed hýi Whipple eala 1171. The l1t V
first Ci INseqILTenCe isai decrease lin the flating pottenitial
dtte to) electron deptletitoi 'The Sectnd ctoslequ-ece is particuitats is Small isith respect tot the lDehye lenivtti
,in IILreaSe Tit thle dust plafttIC CJaaCitatICV %NistChi leads (dusts Particles interact electrtostatically)I, t0it asiRLtitittt
to ill Increase in thie n umbner oh chargeS carried bv the cltoser ti the case o f isolated patrticitlutes. Fi4gutre s 5 a)

patilicles foir .t gi 'en tialting ploteintial I the number atf inll( (b) shteA that whbenl thne electro n De )el3e lenrgthi

clliiges /,j cioted lby cacti parti1cle is related tit) !lie becomes Small vttapitf, the ftitating pi~lential 4tt ilie dust
fliating potenitial tlii hN 1'/ z- P,1qu, where C.1 is the particles, tends ( it a coistntM value cirtrreputiiirip to tie

dust 1Irirt11icl CaJcltanCte 1171. 1loss~c fi rti increatse Isotlated case (fit- Ion DO i )en -We IVI, tilt repiceseted oit
IS11 nit uporoirt loti cotndiitions where the dust partricle tigiure 5, is closerl it flt-e actiut shtnieldirit iist~itnsc lint]

iiadiusN is srntall Aish ititesect it) hir distance between I, less thani to_, 1ue1s Itullet~o Iliar the( elCutri )Ch, L

~aitreles i which IS the Cise hItere atil [lie tti paUIlil length II

Caai3tainice is itchl apprist\itited b1Y the isirlitet Imiutle A\ 11) itiitdel ot fleit- illcl 1<1 d ls 11.i1.! Il

(tliMCiiaiiICe. C, -ý 4.7, it, Is the ;MI Iti IC r i is L0iAAMMtiiiriuie AIi1 .'n liclut tirug .I I[seru 111n uIIlite

CJii lie Achcdu fin the nunierical tesuilis itf liguit [tI ie IMIuCtItII,1ttIti tind ']ue 10ie~'itii i.li. selrit
oe,tCl~l deffect ofIlare pariticle c'tincema(itIii us u~wcitlc Ot htitenud-1i tI 1 ;1 lýS. arid~ L-e1IT ru ittil 11i1 la'ss ' it

deI ' cLitsc il [lie llittiuug txtcturuiilmidIin (lit, it bito itl 1let it'd tut11 litn -11l(aC I'lt Mt4 Niiiil,iliaii hi' ts lee,
teirges xitied h,, fiti: I- a tatles le t ie d 1in us Ic. bel Ii II I I I tI he Alll Il l \111 e!

tar1 sIntlalet dutst tIMitt IC ileuisities, thle elekttie tield hu11(tstli.t i d u tu i] IId I .11C III 1"-d

inI he plitshnit Is n10 lugerl in~depenfdent (11 ttte cuurirlI kcretiril 9suit he wsu rietitreInII- ; I I terL-i' Mi'i ui

der!isuiI tnd ilii Iitatirig lsrtemntal Lan teach hipigef saties. Itl tile )I1NIstIC 101 deINsityIl OIL tic II i~su A11 sIW

is, 'all he Seen 11) tigitre; Thits kitirespitnlsd to .I OLie \Jdl's itt OL lWIs !oriIlid I . ru 1 ritt i s hl

irtiusitiiiri hlint au siit~tltrii Misbie flthe distmiuc hisAtciwe lIt \i( siiaiHrl~iiii IJ III ii iit] iOf. c
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1)enstx' m~cn)F[gure 5. Variations of (a) sustaining electric field and dust
Figure 4. Variations of (a) floating potential (the potential floating pctential (ths3 potgntial refceence is one average
reference is the average plasma potential), and (b) number, plasma prtential) Prd (b) electron Diebye length and
of negative charges with current density in a dusty argon number of cnarges with current density in a dusts, argot
plasma at 0.1 Torr (300 K) (same condiiions as in figure 3); plasma at 0.1 Torr k iCC K), concentration of oaruculuates,
after [11fl. 103~ cm 3, radius of part1culates 1CC jim: after i111)

4.Priltrpina I icag of dust particles. vte lave developed a 21) sirlt-consistent
Paricl trp8 n n R dichageflujid model of RF discharges which can deal with

Under the experimental cotnditions of Boufendi er al %,4rI au.ý, eltectrodc and chamber geomet .ries. In this model
(i~. vrylare anile oaentation, u i) M c- e) le'e:tron transpor in is described fly cttntinL ii>, tinrmentLrn

(i~e vey lrgeparicl cocenratons up~o 0~ m ~ arn energy equatioiis. Trhe model is more acLUrate
laser light scattering measurements of the dust partcle than the discharge niodels described it 1271 since a
conc-entration showed that the particulates were roughly does not Jise the lical equilibrium approximlation to
unifttrnsty distributed spatially in the plasma volume, calculate the ion ization rate and otiter electron transport
This is the reason why the PIC MC model described above parameters FHcqtencies for ionization.,traovrntuti
assumed a uniform plastma. exchange and energy exchange asý well as the diffusion

However, as already mentioned. at number of experi- coefficient and mnohility' at a Fiven location :ird time,
inents have shov-n that dust particles often accumulate in are a'.sumed to depetoii n thle value of the electron
siimne %er) localit~ed regions of the discharge, generally mean encigy tobtained from the ener,7y equatiton at the
cliose to the plasma sheath boundaries. Measurements of' same potsitiott and time The cotrrespotnding tutictiiitils
the spatial distribution otf' the pottetntial in the plastma by of the mean energy are deteimin-di in such a way
(irha -gal (221 and Carlile and Cieha 1231 have Suggested that they would give the usuial Ucnlliiciuttin Swk~irtn
that the particulates nray he cinintred hy Cle~trOStatiC data under at conistanlt and utiitortu electric lie], (see,
traps A hioie structure and loctat in is very sensitive ti for exanmple cI2X 1 for at discuassion iiiii thliis point)
the elect tde contig urat ii i and nature. Inten a terms are neglecteint i t the tmotentum 3 oi arts le

titi mdcr tin sI ud-\ the queston tinto elect riostatec traps equation w hi ch reduaces tio the classical driftt difttosiin
itn tic dist h.rpe atid it their inftluence tin the cimnfine~nent represenltationt ot ~he electroit tILuK The it .itslhtm
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Figure 6. Contours of constant (time averaged) pott--, a; in a helium discharge (1 Torr,
13.56 MHz, 150 V peak generator voltage), for four 'iffet'iif electrode configurations, front a
2D fluid model. The left (white) elecftrode is powered wirough a capacitor. The (calcujated) Dc

bias on this electrode is indicated in each caýie. The other electrode is giourided. The highest
eguipotenfial contours shown correspomtf to a value of the potential 0,5 V below the maminum.
Cases (a)--(d) correspond to situations of increasing asymmetry of the electrode configuration
ta) the walls of the chamber are dielectric, and the discharge is symmetric, (b) the walls of
the chamber are grounded, (c) the left wall surrounding the cathode is also grounded, (d) the
cylindrical wall around the calhodc is also grounded.

it.ri, os ii the energy equatioin are approximated in the 4.1. Results in pure helium
u sualI way, including the t herninat IIULX term I see fo r Figutre 6 presents the coniitoiurs oi at Lunstant (titte
example 1 29-3111. jim transport is described with aseraged) potential in a 11ý56 rvlli discharge fin I Torr
a continuity and mionentumn tquation in the drift- pure helium, 150 V peak generatoir viltage. lot fiiur
difftusion approxixmatioin. The nitmerical method used dtiferent e lectrode confitgujrat ion, The small (lefct)I
him election and ionttranspolrt equattions is based oiii an electrode is powered through a capactiuir arid the large
implicit tititte-ditlerence technique using the Scharletter- electriide is grounded. The calculated DC~ hits in each
iuninmel schemne 1-7,321 The Poisson equatiomn case is indicated tin the figuire We see that the averaged

is solved with an SOR ( successive Liver relaxation) potential presents local maxtimma att different locations
method. The moidel can deal with variou., electrtode and of the chambher. depending oin the electrode geornectmy
c hambher configur i Ions awit h different kinds iof' boundary The region it ntxis itu in po tent ial fo rills a ring trmound
conditionr )c~ lindrical or rectangular geometry, metallic the discharge gap in figure 6ita) "here tile walls of' the

walls, dielectiric walts, flo aiIting potent iat coniiduct ing chnhrare dicl tic sy inmietric cotltiguttatiiin, nio DC
walls, i i periodic transverse bou~indary conmdit ions in bias). In figuLiie 0(1hI (condu~lct in1g, grioittded walls,) the

the reclang itlar case). The tx( hitas is ca ciiiated self iegitin oti potetti ift Imaximuimit formis at iing atroiund thle
sntallen e leciro dc Ini the conit igutration oiiii figutre 0(Ic I

consisteittly so that no DUl Current flowas tftroiugh tlile where tlie walls it the citantoet ot the smtall electroide
di seltatge. stile are also grout~nded, tine cain see taoi egititi oft

The calculatioins desciifted tileltw cotrrespond itt maxitiliti poitenitial, onie in the Itmnin of a ring airoiind
ditsciharges, in pUtt e fc iiiitt atnd konlainttnttated beltium n (he snmall elect ro de, and the oither o tie in the fttril

I seicotndly electron emtissioni foiot the electrides or %aulls ii art ellipsoidl ott the dischatrge axis. Llose tom fthe

is not included)l po weredl electrode lIt figure ft t), aitere [tie es tinder
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Figure 7. Coiitouis of cooltant tinme averaged electron density under the conditions ot igure 6
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Figure S. Contours of constant time averaged ionization rate under the conditions of figure 6.
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Figure 9. Contours of constant time averaged electron density for a geometry with a cavity
in the cathode, in a helium discharge (13 56 MHz, 150 V peak genera'or voltage) for three
values of the gas pressure (a) 2 Torr, (b) 1 Torr. (c) 0 3 Torr.
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Figure 10. Contours of constant time averaged ionization rate in the conditions of figure 9.
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Figure 11. Contours of constant dust particle concentration in the conditions of figure 6(c): (a) small dust
particle concentration, (b) large dust particle concentration (the electri field is affected by the presence of
dust parbi les).

dust particles which has the foillowinig tform i suhscripi% where noa and I'daire the deisist and %elcily it t dust
d, c. and p reter tio dust pailicles. electroins, and piasitnu e particles, /d~ is thel nuimber ot negatn se chiaiges cai Cit
ions. respectively)i by eacti particle, Ji 'Aj/,1 I nid /II iheir innhi hi> and

diftinSdiii COHIinett nt All thiese tiantitics depeint onn
*n V I i s-0pace and tnie I teic mn draiq torte P'&., is tak.en hoinni
di ~the analytical c~ pressnnnn gus Cl tv> liaUgheirts t,4 1 1 S

noVo niakj ei d - Fo,i i Do V nou [he number ofnuteganiise charges , /,i (In te paitLunles
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is obtained, (at each location) by potential distribution induced by their space charge, and
to the increase in electron and ion losses which leads

aZd to an increase in the plasma field. The distribution
t- -d'€ Vd' of dust particles tends to be more uniform for larger

concentrations. For dust particles concentrations above
where vd.,. and idp are respectively the number of 107 cm-1, strong (probably numerical) oscillations of the
electrons and ions collected by the particle per unit time plasma potential appear. When the initial concentration
and are given by classical orbit theory [141 of particles was increased from a few 10' to a few

8k /2 d10 cm-- the number of charges Zd on the particles
'd= ,rrrdne(8k~e ( "e) dropped from a few thousands to a few hundreds,

= d expk T, in qualitative agreement with the results of section 3
(transition from the isolated particles case to the case of

-,=rrrnn (8kTp'"']' (t - ab,. electrostatic interactioii between particles).

where ?a, and mp are the electron and positive ion mass,
T, and Tp the electron and ion temperature. Od is the 5. Conclusion
floating, potential of the dust particle at each location
and is related to the number of charges Zo by (rd is the The results presented in this paper can be triefly
radius of ,he particles) summarized in two points.

(I) The presence of large concentrations of dust
eld :d)}4t'()rd. particles in an RF riasma strong!y affects the distribution

of electric field in the dischargt.. A substantial increase
Lotss terms of the s orm no tde e and iodne were in the plasma electric field is necessary to ensure

subtracted from the source terms of the electron and ion ta lcrnadinlse oteds atce r

continuity equations. that electron and ion losses to the dust panicles are

The Ct ý't transport equations of electrons, positive balanced by ionization. This increase in the plasma
Thense anddut transporticle coupleda th Pof ons, eqation field completely modifies the electron temperature andincdSg an e dust particles cupled w enith , Poison ) e tion distribution function. This certainly affects the chemical

(includii-g tie dust particle charge density, -Zina) i kinetics of the plasma and may !cad to a more efficient
integratt ,I iii space and time until a harmonic steady state production of radicals or active species (due to the
is reachd. In order to make the calculation tractable in a productin ofcr o r actier spcie (n e to theincrease in electroti temperiLttire). One can therefore
reasoii,;ile time, the dust particle mobility Pd(= ekZd()was a'.c:;d t bemuc lagertha it rel vlueand think of using dust particles to increase the process
o f the order of the positive ion mobility. The value efficiency, although this would need a complete controlof the ordero oiieion ofmcnwacosenity. Th) t at lue/ti, of the transport of dust partici. s in the reactor (in ordero f th e d iFiu s io n c o effic ie n t w a s c h o s e n s o th a t D ,j/ j i o a oi u s r a e c n a m n t o .
was a frijction of kTU/e where Tg is the neutral gas to avtiid substrate contaminatin)
tempe,'ature. For iow values of the dust particle density (2) The 21) discharge models have shown that

(whe;, the dust p;irticle space charge can be neglected) potential traps for dust partict,ýs exist in an RF discharge,

the disch irge calculations and the dust particle transport their localization Oepending -rongly on the electrode
tim ~ and chamber cionfiguration, The positio)ns of the

calculations were uncoupled and much bigger time stepsp ontia traps h he been tfond o pr e

coul! be used for the transport of dust particles, Note calculated potential traps have been found to present

tha" il the ion drag force is neglected, in the case strong similarities with the '.ications of maximum dust

of small concentrations of dust particles, the transport particle concentrations obsc, sed experimentally and with

equation above gives a Boltzmann distribution for the those deduced fioni prob)h measurements. Although

dust particles. it is clear that tither f~ices (ion drag, gas flow,

The approximations above on the dust particle gravity, thermophoretic force) affect the transport of

transport are quite crude, but our goal is only qualitative, dust particles under some coditisiis, our results stronglv

The purpose of the calculations was (I) to estimate suggest that the electrostatic force related to potential

the influence of ion drag on the transport and spatial traps plays a central role nt the spatial distribution of
distributiton of dust particles and (2) to study how dust particles, We think that 21) models could be used

this distributi,,n is modified when collective effects are to help) designing reactor t'niigumations allowing ,i better

present (large co)ncentrations of dust particles). control of dust particle distributitn and transport.

The results, for dust particles of 0.2 pin radius and
under the diýcharge conditions oif section 4.1, show that
the electrostatic force is always larger than the ion drag Acknowledgments
force. For low particle concentrations (figure l0ýa)),
particles alL therefore confined in the electrostatic 'This work has been supprted by CNRS-PIRSLNI under
traps descritcd above For large concentrations of contract Nit 89NtO/(X)t)5 and by the ('NRS (;Rti('() 57
dust partilts (typically above 10 ' cm f fur 0.2 pm 'Interactions Plasmas i:t,)ids-Matnriaux'. The authors
radius particulates) the distribution of dust panicles would like to thank A Bouchutule, I. Boufendi. J Ph
is modified (figure 10(b), due to the changes in the Bltndeau, C Bihin, J P ('ouderc, B l)espax, J Perrin,
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Spatial distributions of dust particles
in plasmas generated by capacitively
coupled radiofrequency discharges

Seung J Choit, Peter L G Ventzek*, Robert J Hoekstra
and Mark J Kushner§
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Illinois,
1406 W. Green St. Urbana. IL 61001, USA

Abstract. The transport ot panticles ('dust') in low-pressure electrical glow
discharges is of interest with respect to contamination ot semiconductor wafers
during plasma etching and deposition. The distribution of dust particles in these
reactors is determined by a variety of forces, the most important being electrostatic.
viscous ion drag, gravitational, thermophoretic and neutral fluid drag. In this paper we
present results from a series of computer models to predict the spatial distribution of
Atjsf particles ,. capacitively coupled electrical glow discharges considering these
forces. The results are parametrized over power deposition, gas flow and particle
size. We find that Mne spatial distribution of dust depends on the spat~al dependence
of the sheaths and plasma potential in bulk plasma which in turn depend upon the
electrical topography of the surfaces. Experimentally observed 'dome' and 'ring'
distributions of dust particles are compufationally reproduced for specific
comthinations of discharge power particle size and substrate topography

1. Introduction plakisma Ii i,issards local maximia in the pi.;ma potei.-
flit I he' at ter ftoreeacIitv part i . e' in the di r-ct ionr

Parliculgo''* ('duist' particles)t arc commnon cinlanoitants of net ion flius, which is gcnieraily tissards the hO~ind..
iin tokk-prc'viire <. hundreds ifmirtorrl, paotially toni/eu aries oif thle plasnia I I tie jon drag force res1i.s froni
(etectro)n dciilsity 10" 10111 ini I) pila~na processnin orbits of positive ion,, aromid tho (!it,[ pa'itcle which
elctirical glow discharyes fi)r sentiiconditicto), etch ing .ii d transfer miomentumi to the Varotil ui. Ine b'redtion of thle
dlepos iiitim [1I1]. Thc d us I particles negatIi '.l ha ige. net Ion flux [11 I, I 2]. 1 hes,- foirces hi * e also been t hcvr-
and particles of a fIteo micronietres in li~e hiase hundreds eticails t'rse hir (iiC ,Ie ,I II s, :61 wif .tirpiita-
to thou atist of elenincrtary charges I 11, 1 ?]. [ )list par. 'inl N iddrecsd bs (toi inot Ku-iinier [It1, 11]
ticies generally accumulate it. SPeciti regionsl Of thle [ he details (Afithe gereiter. '~ ý ,he roercior ire ii~i-

radio lre~tency RIl )i discharges ss hich .- e conimnonit portant in determininig [liei l~catmii t Ahh Itclar~ties
used mi pla nioa poes Roth i nII fir.[ used laser aCcumulnIate InI Il I Ci carges I ut csampl., for L~ire,:
light scattering ito ohservcr that particles accumullate near particle-;, the elect mostatic mit 'iii drav forces balaince
lie hulk pl asmia she .ilth soint na r in these disc'h arge, tear tfite cd gec of tw t hesca th I tic "'tciil ctmtalIopogra pt ' of
II. as, its tia lter conli riied b.\ Selvi',. et 1, [2 41, Melanm the suhstrate, Munch lelermtines tte shape ;' lbs slicith,
et III 1 71, and Watanibe t oil IN, 91 Laurge pirticles is therefore immportant iii cieimtmg ifcfisimbhution of

( l0 1it 111 a1ccumutliate near the sheath cdigc, while small dust particles Viscous Iluid I'trces i~e ýcerate pit ticlos in
p~irtiele- 1.iciumniulaIL! in the .,enttrv of the discharge at tii' 'he Itretmion of tile gas Ibis~ I lie loss field thiit~ugli
lOCatoil Id lie liiiastumumu III tile piAsmum pitet[Citial. Sc'1- iiii//lc' and amiound )ihstascles I.. !h~retrtc Imuportant with

"c t i d 13] and ( arlile -t iI [1ll] also) 'ohsersed that rcspCI. I toI dust d1'1ibutithttmns i he geotinetrs o: flie rot-ac
particles ALIetlatenILtd Ini rigs aroniiid and dimime. abus\e tor kmii atso feicmnine tfhe lc',inematurt: tiel 1, oAticti
oiC seiiii,iiictuctor stlcts itt iceItise ),ii etching (sit1 I eterails thermuipfiiretic utric'. j 17]1
(fiI iic I tic' importance of ttie elc.-tm.;.l topii~raipf. if the

SL Inniuircr et i! I It int Ba~rnk-iel i/ fIt I I.1 propiscit sih~tsiats's III dcteit!itirIrg the 0~.'mfsimmi dust hlet

lI~ii troivpori of niall parud Ic's55lc'i ' i, it i t frecyniioted ht, tfie espovt mentali chsc'roltwns tfit Ilus,
ii1i1"'ttiitll[i i-fotiillAtef h\ i I ices. e0Letstii:ii follt, accumulates iii rings and klium is aho sr erii
tiset.u :,,! sdrat I lie lrittitr lire .mclcric's ticettIli klfiicr safc'rs I IS] SelIsvI .Nn ,I1 als( obser\,s if a

titglstic'tiit d lIe e'irc 1 electctiitisM pliatcles aon imuat the clcd II!ite ,' irtimnlifinf .isho

.it'sIlktiI .i't'ii.iiiiii , Ii s\~ Nk:r' Inii Hischshargc's I fiesc tths'i sittsire prc'simti
t Of",ahll, :\ptoiitef lsN the w'ritumhirip Ifect' ,If the c'

Sli I , i, 'ii's'i L'. 11 oI iiti' it e 12raipics Min lie pitOeutial si tleol, its, tilt Iltises I oitt clc

'),I t O 31ý 081 91 '0 , t!994 R13 'e .' I .



Space distributions of dust particles

evidence for the importance of the electrical topography Thc modelling process begins by computing the
in determining dust distributions can be found with electrical charges on the dust and the ion - dust momen-
recent electric probe measurem-nts of the plasma poten- turn transfer cross sections as a function of ion energy
tial in itF discharges. These measurements sho~wei that and plasma parameters (such as elcctron density and
particles are Commonly icund i-n the virinit' v of positive temperature). These cross sections are obtained from the
potential traps (perhaps as large as 7 V) at the edges of Ptcs which follows electron and ion trajectories in t'.e
wafers [10, 18]. vicinity of a dust particle while solving Poisson's equa-

To predict the accumulation of particles in RIF dis- tion f'o, the electric field. Before executing the ptcs.
charges one must therefore self-consisitritly acco Ant fur Mon,,e Carlo simulations (mcss) of both zhe electron and
the shielding arid cha. ging of particles in the plasma, t~ ic n sv. arms are performed using a specified arid spatially
ion flux which pirov~des the ion urag forces, the 2lectrAc uniform EIN (electric field/gas number density). Tile
field which generates, the electrostatic force, th Rind purpose of performing the muss is to obtain the quasi-
flow field which prov ides the vis,,ous drag force and the steady state electron energy distribution and ion energy
temperature field which geierates thermophoretic for- distribution for use as initial conditions in the nics. The
ccs. A series ofcomrorter moueds has been dcvelopedl to detaiWs of the m( ss are described by Weng and Kushner
predict the dynam~c:. oif the motion of dust particles in [20]. All pertinent elastic anid inelastic collisions of
czapacitively couplled RF discharges conmidering these electrons with the neutral gas and ions are included in
forces. rhe models are described in section 2 followed by the Mliss. %ftc:r the electron anid ion energy distributions
a discussion Of our results in section 3. Our co'icludlig are obtained, at spherical dust particle is introduced inito
remixrks are presented in section 4. the centre of the computational solitme having at speci-

tic~i charge Q. The Pt'ts is then pv'rforn"'d while includ-
Ing M1 the collision processes. [his portion of the model

2. Description of the model diffkr: from the Ntus tin that now (lie sclf-eoiisistent
ehlc:iric field in the vicinity of the dui! particle is oh-

The mnodel we have used in this stud' is a series of ilye taincd by solving Poisson's equation while the equations
linked simiul,.tions. schemattically shown in figure 1. [he of motion of the pseudoparticles are advanced. When
first model is a psciidopar!tcle in cell simuliation (Pi'i s) sol, Ing Poisson's equation. the net charge density tin the
which prov.ids:i the electrical Lharges, on the doist par ticle rl;lsina and on (lie surface of the dust particle are
and io utmmnuo tas rs etos a~ccoantei for. [be surface charge density prov des a
[if. t2]. I he sec oind is . t a o-d imellsion0al M Ioilte boundary cond iti o-, in the form of the elect ic field at
('arlo 11U16 h yhr d (Miii tit wdcl for pl a sma pioper lies the' surface, Pseudopa rticles striking the dust narticlv' arc
of ki discha rge, 111) 1. 1 'he ithi rd .- it t wo-d imeni sionalf assi-'neil to be collected with uit iPy efficiency'. [he col -
plasm a c hctnii "t r, NIont iv (Ut rosltnllll (1i fat t) !,, so sf ed charge drilsir y was avseraged over the st rface of
which pios des Ion selocityN distributions [191 I[lie the, dust particle. Dhe i'ics is executed Ito obtair' dQ (it.
fourth is an advv'cts(e flov. ticlil mo'del. I he tiflth is the Fa~sed o.- the sign of dQ~dt, the 'it s is repeated with
duist particle transport (i I 'It imode' wrhich is thle iiioitile dilibcult values of Q ito search for the s altic of Q which
tot 0Iticli the dlust particle trajectories arc aL ually coml yielIds dQ d tit a 0 hich signals aii equilibrium oft eec-
p lited. f( io void coinfiision cowputational particlLs Ini a t'011 and( ion1 flUXI's to tile duost pitrUi~Ci
',, s or %,( S wi1l he ealleif L0.ndpr ies i'ialoiiiaiing At tile etid of the t'ti s, cross sections for electron arid

p.ýrtucuulalivs in tl'plasmna A Ill he c":,-i disi 1-:i i;tle I ion motmentum transfer ito the dust particle, andi for
t1 feettion by tile dutst particle are calculated using

L molecular dynamnic INi) techniuques. (liSea the electric
MOPITE CA LN' field arouLnd thKi: list particle obltai ned fiom the i'ti 's,
OF M DIIRES j el~ctri'n and Ion peUdiiparttcles are launched Into thle

comipittat ion al sofiine withI varying illpact parameters
________-- y gatfietIng statistics oiti the chanlge titt mniom'mturtl and

OF DUS iR : 111 CAL fAtivilive iolmne: i~f pseutio;'ertielv' ats the) leaveý the violumle, one~ ~.AN ____ 2~~~. ii aflate the nmomentumir transfer atid capture cross
aT. '5.. )a* sections.

S ~ T v.*TcL7' ]tw u-dif rli'ulson al M Ill model of ki idiischiarges Is
L.~ ~ VE ~ RNPR hen used ito ohitairt electric fic-Is as a falcttoul of

poitonar(]sorc funtct ions for Iotns artid radicals t141
X~~~ Ih, two-dimen: ottal Ir.:) t tiodel us a, by rini simtulationi

Figure 1. Schor i~i itthc ,ooiel itc ;i~arl' ltýi~iniqi RLsci is cilisi'. ing ill .,I 1vcciron Monte tlC(arIii simu ila tilln
trotn a Monte Cci to fluid h ybrid mc del fc,; Hi 1isecqoes i: sit s), t fluiid-l. 

1 errt cal k inetic CS 11111at ii' f' It KS), LrIA art
provide Ior sour es. ele~c ru temperature L in~t Ilcl,( oil-linei pla rita chetll st r) Monte Ca rlo sunmulat ion t be
potentia,. A Pic, 9rmutation provioes ion duat i ~o..'iniiii odeuif Is Ntntlintya2) aiciluiguc of thc I D kitIll
transfer cro-ss s~cftonzi ard dtiarge, on ihe d -it A piasia '
cnemistry Morti, C arlo simiti3loCni p1 ovisies lon, fluxes A Modielt fiir itl difuc iia rvs Lies, I ibif Pre itv' i'sf 2 s I lie
separate moo st orosides the ftuid Cow field These 11 11i Mohd eii ile beginis by est i rita ting clectii, iclfcifs ill thle
,re comb~npd in thue dust particle i. ansp.-r n:,d-A pLI .is iius t lili nttion of poiii' 1 aind plwa Feir. :, (P I
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These fields are used in the tiNms to advance electron for momentum transfei between the pseudoparticles and
trajectories to calculate the time averaged electron en- buffer gases during elastic collisions.
ergy distribution, ffit, r, z). This is obtained by averaging The motions of the dust particles are ca~culated in
ekectron trajectories over Zý5ORF Cycles while including the tnt'T model where we com~pute the spatially depend-
all pertinent elastic, inelastic, and Coulomb collisions ent (r = (r, z)) forces on the dust particles. To obtain
L'21]. f(c. r, z) is then i -d to calculate source functions these forces we import the ion - momentum transfer
for electron impact processes, transport coefficients, and cross sections and dust charges (from the Pics), electric
average electron energies as a function of (r, z1. These fields (from the MCFH model), ion momentum distribu-
quantities are then passed to the FKs. The FKS integrates tions (from the PmCs model) and the fluid flow field.
the continuity equations for the densities ot' all charged For this work we have simply specified a temperature
and neutral species and solves Poisson's equation for the gradient. The force on a dust particle i having a specified
electrostatic plasma potentia: using the rncthfý' ýýf sue- radius r, and Y'ass M. i
cess Iive-over-relaxation. A semi-implicit solution of Pois- F(!)=AS+qE+flv)04,YJPd,
son's equation allows us to take time steps tens to F() A1g±qE+ffvIrvlidv
hundreds of times larger than the dielectric relaxation 671rrrR VT
time if necessary. An acceleration technique is used to - (vn 24)C1 R~-~~6p~K
speed the convergence of the 1K% by predicting f'uture(2
species densities based on recent time histories of those 2
densities [22]. The terms on the right-hand side of equation (2) are fo r

We account for the different cifectise areas of the gravitational, electrostatic forces, ion drag, viscous fluid
electrodes by using at simple circuit having at blocking drag anid therinophoretic forces respectively. E is the
capacitor, and calculate the tm bias generated on the electric field (obtained from) the -w iiti model), q, is the
substrate. The surfaces of the chamber are specified as charge on the dust particle fobtained from the it 5). a is
being etther metal or dielectric. We Call also Iinclud oin the ion momentum transfer cross section (obtained
the substrate topography such as ssafers. discs and fromt the t~wsf and 0i is the ion momentum tlis distribut-
grooves of specifictd dielectric constant. After the iks. tion (obtained from the Ntt'c model). The last two
E~r, -, (P) and species denisities .,rc cycled hack ito thle termis, visc-stis f~lid drag and thermiophoretic forces, are
151( s to iterate through the model until the plasmai derivcd fromt classical thermiodynramics base] on the
deICIPty Converges, hard sphere particle assumnption [t17, 24]. T1he constants

In the stI U model, electrons are treated krineticallv i re
while ions are it cated ats at "luiil. V. c the refor- o not ('Kil I Kn ~ 'fle (3a)
generate the in formation orilo the jon enemgy dist r ibution Os J iY ;)
that i requitred to comnpute the fo rces. on the duist IR 0 Of. (107" 1 Re,

particles. l'o obtain these dist ri bitt, iic electric field Cl,(Re , 0 1 1~- i - R~' l3( e
anrd souiirce fit neti o s fromt th lie i iii moidel are itmported 24 1+1 M-Re
into the v it sis In the is %ti s. source fitnctions atid ONh
electric fields rioot te %t( riiti are used to launch arid2,i,' u
followA trajectories of psentdoparticleN ripresentting ions% Re1, 31

and raldiCalsý All pertinent elastic ýinch itteLWisti collisions
fot both tons and radicals dire included. Ani iterative ,[CA Kit]
particle mesh algorithm ircotporal.nig ;a modified null 0 if R(ki 2A A 2 (,k R i's) ft
cross section tech niqueia tis,ued to aecouni t for ion ion

(such ats tueýiativc Noll Positive ions tsciitrali/atioti and r,, is the selocitvy of the dust pirticle, Kit is tie Knudtasen
radical radii col rl IisionOs [23] Statistics atre collected oin numb er I' r, I, Re, is th ftc Rnioffs I tither, p is the fluid
the vhocit~ aNMd spatially resolsed tonl 1,iotnCUiittt fluX viscosity, --- p p fp, is the tpis cietisutý) a.,nd "I is the
dustrihotiiutt 0,V, !, ir1)[g (cm ", 'I mie f ian gas win Iwrattiare In equiatioti il 3f , /f atild arlie

flbe thud Row field to Ofte re ictor' is Obtained bv espeirnetit01af constiruts which depend on the ntdture of'
solving the perturbaitive pressure foini ,I lthe imonaiulty the gal AMI pati le iniciuctil at the part]icl siirfiCC ,ind
arid monnentiut uiquaI1tins. sri ,ure affdete by both gas Co~nupisition and particle

sitrfaice roughiies., A, and k, are the gas and pairti~le
U~ ~ -uu - jsthernial coixducljiisie tsw ties and ( ,, C., aind C,,,

V-U V a) are the therittal cicep coeflicictit. tetiiperaiture t~iiitp
SoefticientM1, aLind relCicut 10liti1) LCIiliciCtit respeciusr-f

i, jo Po V . 4All vallueS ut the contstantts iii equatuioi f0) aite listed iii

It table I
I t, begin the iii MIAMde we specify .i s~oJlttietru rateJ

lit erjuatitt ff1 jj is the ,udecxs f-lx,,.,~ f Aeii-i', dust pariditiI, of ai given radfios We thuen
is the perturbottise pressure 1". is theV gas deisuit), 1, is 010 ptidiici -lriiirticfes representing the dust [%articlis
the sotiiii speedl and 1) is the foi diffUSion1 L0, fi f!'ort1 th"Is Moa:iaid srnupls inutegrat ict% tc qoit iOiis
cuetit I his llos field us also used in) the ti1h st tIo acc"Jili of imniiot of fth-L j'i.-udrrpariucfes Asntic cisititiruorusl
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Space distributions of dust particles

Table 1. Values of constants used in force calculations MAIMU FLUX -s 9 cir6'2.

Constant Value Reference :41111111Ufji~I
21 1.227 (24]
fI 0.42 [24] ~ 11 tttttlll.

0.85 124] ~ f1~i
kg0. 1799 mWcm K' [28] 1

t24Om~ocm K1  [281 01
2.,2 [241 a 10

Gs 1.147 [241 (6 RlADIUS (m)

C. ~~1.146 [241]HWF*DD2E3KTOE WXNMSEE

launching additional pseudloparticles until the dtust dis- 3
9 A!___________

tribution a-iiieves a steady state.2

3. Distribution of dust particles 0 VIAPSR SUBSTRATIF uiJMPPOT

In this work we investigated dlut particle distributiors()RDU m

in a capacitively coupled Rv (13.56M1z) discharge Figure 3. Flow fields for the condifion of figure 2. (a) Ion flux
sustained in 100 mlorr of argon with a nominal power and (b) adiective fluid velocity. The size of the arrow
deposition of ý_ 0 2M0W (see figure 21). T'he electrodes denote3 the magnitude of the ion flux or fluid velocity. The
are separ.ý,d by 3cm and the plasma zone is 10cm in maximum value is shown at top. The ion flu) moves away
diameter. The gas flows through a showerhead nozzle fromn the local maxima in ion source and plasma potential to

the boundaries. The fluid velocity is most negative at the
and out radially to a pump port (figure 3). A Iwafer showerhead nozzle and is almost totally radial near the edge
(dielectric constant r:.i;(, II 1.8, thickness 3 mm I sits on of the wafer.
the lower powered electrodeý. The top electrode is
grounded The radial boundary condition is. approxi-
mated ats .ý ground plaire (at r -- MmI which allows% the
adveclive flow to pass. [or these results we have as could occuir when actisely cooling the wafer. We observe

sumned a constant thermal gradient of I15 K cm as that the calculated thermrophoret ic force is smial lvr thtri
the elect rostat ic or ton drag forces. and thferefore is not
a major consideraItoir Under ourt o peratIing condihtoris.

IO 9 tM KAMMA PTENTIAL M 'Iypical results fromn the m(ii itt models are given in
3 figiire 2 where the time averaged plasma potential, ion

source, ion density and argon metastable densit) are
-a shown. A 10cin diameter wafer is placed oin the powered

40 216electrode. The powered diameter of the lower surface is
I _24' l2cm and is separated from ihe annular t~round plane

0 WMIER b a dielecric spacer. [hfe metal surface iif ihe powered
100~~dcl 31ode- t"O generates, a ix hias of h V, whilche surface

of the wafer aquires a iu bias of -- 31 V. Note that there
are local masimia in the plasn i potential, electron

A,. ~ ~ JI- 7(1) * 1l Ax r10ceI(KD and ion densit ,v in the fo rmr of at Iororidal ring
A~~~~~~ i14i'io ____.5cm Ironm the edge of the wafer.

I lie posioise poteiitial well has a depth if I- I LS V
2 1 "~ hew local niasirna. perhaps similar to those observed

so clectrtcal topograpifr produced by the shuirp edge of the

w a fei, anit by the tranOsitI i1On et en thr dielectric wafer

10 5 01 anrd the metial III this regard, the isitrat Ini

lb) ADIU (WVelectrode itipograph\ reserirhles the metal gas dielec-

Figure 2. Plasma parameter,; from the MCFH model foi a tritc tripi; oo'int at whi~ich lco~ iiheld cirhancerineri
capacitively coupled AF discharQget 113.ý56 MI-z l in 100 mTorr occurs in high \hiag.. .witchti "S], ).he Ion derrsit%
A- (a) i~n sourr.'- and plasma potential, (b) Ar l4si and Atr showsN a %nial II iia iniil "1 I , . roiidal iregi ii as well

dlensities. The contour labels for ion source and densities tire as at the centre III the I ,a I he Ar(4s1 denislit also
a percentage of the maximum value, noted at the top of the
figure. A 3mrm thick wafer (10 cm diarniterl is on the lowei shows .r weak o~- ipeal, >,Ioi that . Ithough the Ion
powered electrode. The electrode topography produces a souirce fias, a local riasirliurriwnar the edge if the waifer,
local maximum in the plasma potential and the ion sourme. Its ihsiilute nasiiniirrr saluc is near [he esposed
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powered electrode. This results from the fact that the full directions. The power is 80W and the gas flow is turned
capacitive voltage drop is across the sheath as opposed off. The smaller sized particles are trapped near the
to sharing the voltage between the wafer and the sheath. centre plane of the reactor at the maximum in the

The ion flux (obtained from the rcMcs) and fluid plasma potential. The dust particles are also trapped
flow fields for these conditions are shown in figure 3. around, but not in, the positive potential well. Ion flux
The ion flux typically flows from maxima in the plasma flowing out of the well is fairly efficient at removing
potential and ion sources to the peripheries of the particles from that region and holding them at the
reactor. The local maxima in thc plasma potential and periphery. We also observe that the plasmra optical
ion source at the edge of the wafer produces a vertex in emission and particle locations do not necessarily co-
the ion flux with ions flowing from that location. Thc incide. Trapped particles follow a contour on which ion
fluid flow starts from the showerhead and gains speed in drag and electrostatic forces balance. This contour
the radial direction as the edoe of the showerhead is moves down towards the edge of the wafer around both
approached. sides of the local maximum in potential on both sides.

Predictions of dust particle locations for dJust diam- These loci of points forming the trapping locations give
eters of 0.5 to 4pim are shown in figure 4 for the the appearance of a *dome' above the wafer and 'ring'
geometry just discussed. These results are an instan- around the wafer its observed experimentally by others
taneous 'snlapsltot' of the dust )article locations 0.15% [2. 26, 27] at a similar power deposition value
after tocginning to generate particles. The dust particles (240 mW cm - ').
are generated at a constant rate oif 2.6 x 10' s- Iin the As the particle size increases, the trapping location
plasma region or the reactor weighted by at cosine moves toward the electrodes and at flatter dome and a
(maximum in +he centre) in both the axial and radial wider ring form. The ion dragR force increases at a faster

rate with increasing particle size than (foes the electro-
static force, and so the large particles are pushed b) the

i 9 ions towards the periphery. The ion drag forces are

Z___ 0. j sufficiently large for particles ý!2 4pm that intertial
effects are important. That is. the dust particles are

S. accelerated to high velocities which overshoot the equi-
WAE l____ i bri um location at which ion) ifrag and elect rosta tic

0 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 forces are balanced. The particles therefore oscillate
(2) ADIL PSITON c.)a bout those locations ats their veloci ties are slowly

0daminped by Iliiid drag force . [he oscillation is showni by
i0 OM thie bhlurring of (lie pairticle locationis ill (lie siiapsfrot ot

figure 4(d) Alilhtiigi %%c collect aill par ides ir.kinug tfie

.. . lecirokle,, rssuruN of thre laiiurer porticles sirike thle dcc-:
_____________________________ jrOLf 11 iiid could conceit .hlls bounce oil the Nurfaice

~ 00 1. 5'a 7. 1. Particle locations arc showkn in figure. ( I pan duarn-
MRADIAL POSIT ION (cmi eter I for timIa r contad nons is iii tigiure 4 e scefif for at

q T IS cn dianmete r wiafe on u titlie tsiiered clcii iode a ad
2.0 PM powker deposition oil '111 240t W I he largest differerncei ~~ L i which occurs with Inacreasinig po wer deposition is a is

inreaSe! In thle ott1 lix A hdil the poterilal profile does
t :ito change apprccuibl% As " itfi the snianller xx ilen, t here

-0, 5~o .0 11 10.0 is at local nirasiunnuti ;ii tire plasma pot olinal aind Ioi ltin
MRADIAL POSITION (cm) near t he edYe of th tic ate r as sho~h a il ig tir'iie (5 Bu t niow

ii with tile lairger t.ufcr. lifici u, 1",is ;1 riiaxiniiit itt In ile

4.0 [IIAIMiitA l'i1CM11 11 itie 01Cetu ofl the 'A.&ii Ai loss.
ptsxxlr l&fptSisilli, thie el'letio saisttu forces toloiiiiiie, itit

(t~[ie p~iitullc .uctulifitiklei at [lie ridge tile uu,1iixunnutini i

the pisiiii poteiitiail A, rflit 1)o1r iiiLJC.istts .iitll tlt
dragR to k %lila v ie1ýII II;r )Ih d A . r n

. 00 25 5.0 7.11 1fi0.csii0etc lepiti~e iepifi' i~~loi
RADIAL POSI104TION I-tfic' iij,iititi~tu ini 1f1c pli 'i.i t it llt.il, .il Jiinf t [i le-iig

Figure 4. Dust particle luctat~ons with as I Ont danieter sItII Nitf.' of OIL ft.ni.i XIInuiriI it) 'fie p)Lsit~.1 poteuuti.ii xx fei e
water on the powriadi elecrode Locations atie shown tor f a) t1 11ir' tintf tI ag -iii'dt f's us11 ft s ilg W.i5aIS rlsion tile
0 5. (ts) 1 0. (c) 2 0 anid loY 4 01'pm parclces. Srnall parlictes nuatuinrui I, l.imef f't l10lt'ttttil. 'It~ls 'N', thl.
are more sensitive to the electric postentiat and may form lecoincIteo d.p1Iedl)
domes and rungs around local maxima in the potential nalxer tndiiiiiii ihc pl it, ise.l tho.'eah aii tri flit. fc If t
caused by ion drag away front these locations L-argersiLitpshii. iiill.5t'l.Si..tfiiiitft
particles have larger ion drag torcef which push thorn fth %a it~r N t high pott .ij, thel. ion sftaLi tlots il, lk.dv'lttie

towards (tile wsundarif-s Inertiai -ifftcts cause ostili1iusri t tile ~first p~r lhl. , to' ull s ioh :1r1k h ip %uyf 5 lok. tilicS t itt1 this

isbou! theS equilitrium locations tllcrsfitllth iil.l.tfuifihimii Icitutius1 Is itfeiie 'If 0t15l.l,
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power deposition, an effect we attilhute to . ae

I V ~The effects of gas flow on trfýpi ,, are si.ýýwn inIfigure 7 for I jarr vartk'les and as lv.Yer deposition of
~ 808I W. Note that . a. is used in thiis seqL :x where

6 00 . .6 7.5 10.0 we varied the gas flow frr-I-, t,) 5tX~s .n. Without
() RADIAL POSITION tom) gas flow, the particles aýe .,apped a. s' cath edstes

- where electrostatic and ion diag for .i- * ice. As the
so w gas flow increases the pat tidle trw. .- ir the top

I grounded clectrode is eliminated b) ' fluid forces. At
-~--------'--.., 1this location the fluid drag force is negttive (towards the

WAIR01J lower electrode) and opposes the ion drag which forces
~ 2. 5.0 7.5 0.0 the particles towards the upper electrode (see figure 3).

() RADIAL POSITION (am)r With increasing gas flow particles are swept i.i the radial

I I direction where they arc lost out of the gas outlet and
1 accumulate to %ionic degree at the radial sheath. This

sow W accumulation may be esaggerated by our electrical
1radial boundary condition. At very high gas flow, the

___________________________ jInertia imparted to the partidices by the high axial gas
0.0IAP1 2.l.o.5 1. A near the showerhead cauises particles to oscillate

RADIAL POSITION tc.1 about equilibrium trappitng points;.
(a) T~he disposition of I jim particles is shown in figure

8 where the normali/ed rates of loss oif particles to traps,

240 W

nogas I.

.9 00 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 -

RADIAL POSITION (Cml)

Figure 5. Dust particle (11 ),m) locations with a 15 cm q..__ L .. ~
dliameiv, water on the powered electroc,e Locations are 00.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0
shown for power depositions of (a) 20, (b) 60, (c) 80 and ldcADAfOSTONl.
240W. Increasing p.ower increases the ion drag force.
pushing particles towards the electrodes. The dome and ring 00 b o CCM

st tures result from loczi maxima in the plasma potential. --

PLASMA POU NTIAt. Me at _ L..... L
~ 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0

26-- RADIAL POSITION ions

304 i01 298 ~ c

RADIAL POSITION lonli

Figure 6. Plsaptnilfrteconditions cf figure S . .
20W.The dots denote regions of negative potu. tial 0

o ,. 0.0 2. 1 105I.0
Maxima in plasma potential occur near the edge of the water RADIAL POSIWV)N lost
and in the centre of the reactor (di

Figure 7. Domt parlicie 1-a:o- ..irc i wit a wae powered

tiori itt the location iol the p.irtlcle% car t bci seN t~he* ~tq trode t ocation5i .,re :sr'own lii 1.o1 0. i1t1 100. cL) 200 a1nd
blurred~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~f !iteo)atI e ~cprdc sa eai 00 551cm ol iqas 'iow The gZVc ltoW tetrap)S p~trlde~s at

'bl~f~d 111C f prliICS[hLS ptdicion agce ith thle opper Nwundary whoeir the flusi selucity is riegatlse and0
the ,ýrimeririla~l oriserr itu .i of Scl%4 'it oi ai [261 %% h of); xses the ion dfoqU fofces, Pa, ties ait ,c lost -oI the, ra"dial

note that part idc ra pN cart be emptied h, itsrc east pi um'rp port .it hicr gas flow
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I --- TRAPPING
--. - LOS 1'T, WAFER 20 W
-'- - LOGS TO TOO ILECTROO0 200 $CC.

1.2 A • &. • LOSS TO BOTT4O1 IWLI.CTOO t
. -LOUS TO SOIE WALL Ma.RO-

1.0
0. (1°.0 2.5 0.0 7.5 10.0

C' RADIAL POSTON (cm)

N 0.6 (i

20.4 0o

~~ý ,.,- ' ' .

50 100 150 200 250 300 .POWER (W) _ .o - . .

0 2 5.0 7.5 10.0
..- e-. GE NIR A TIN ROIAL POI1oN (11am)

ý •---TRAPPINO 
(libra)

---.2 Lo P TO PUMltP PORT (10ým) t
12 --.-- T AP_ I (m" A--,O -O Figtre 9. Particle traps are shown when a metal washer is

1.0 placed on the powered electrode for a gas flow of 200sccm
with (a) 20W and (b) 80W of power deposition. With 'he

0. , .higher power particles are trapped on the inside of the wafer
whe;e an axial potential well exists.

0.6", "

.4 ,,and results are shown for 20 and 80 W power deposition.
0o ,The sheath follows the contours of the washer, thereby

0.2. creating a potential well with respect to axial location in

0o "the centre of the washer. At the lower powers, I Jim
200 400 0vO 800 1000 particles are trapped in a flat dome above the wafer and

(b) GAS FLOW (sccm) are blown towards the radial boundarx When the
power is increased to 8t, W, the particles are pushed by

Figure 8. Disposition of particles as a function of ýa) power ion drag to the electrodes. Some particles, which are
deposition (1 pim diameter) and (b) gas flow (1 and 2/pm generated in the centre of the reacto1r, are trapped inside
diameter). Rates of trapping and loss to the wafer, bottom the washer. The particles inside the washer do not have
electrode (but not the wafer), top electrode anu io the side
wall or gas outlet are shown. enough energy to climb the :lectrostatir potential bar-

rier over the washer and exit through the gas outlet. The
the top electrode, the bottom electrode (but not the gas flow inside the washcr has no appreciable radial
wafer), the wafer and to the side wall (or out the pump component to push the particles out of the centre of the
port) are shown. Results are presented ais a function of ring.
power deposition (without gas flow) and gas flow (at
80W). In the low-power regime and without gas flow.
most particles are trapped in the plasma. As the power 4. Concluding remerks
increases the trapping rate decreases and the parti,!e
loss to the reactor boundaries incrcases. This rest,. A seriL•. :( 'iked computer models has been dc ,eloped
from ion drag forLing particles over the pciential hill at and used to investigate the trapping of dust particles in
the boundaries. At 300W (without gas flow), only 10% capacitively coupled RE discharges with various dcec-
of the particles are trapped. Note that the rate of loss of trode topographies. Lower rates of wafer covLlamination
particles t'• the wafer is smaller than to the top electrode are obtained at low-power deposition where particles
because of its more negative sheath (and smaller size). are allowed to be trapped in the gas phase, and high gas
The particle dispositions as a function of gas flow show flow where the particles are blown towards the purip
that at sufficiently high gas flows, the particles can be ports. At higher power deposition, ion drag forces dotni-
blown out of the pump port. Larger particles are more nate and particlcs are pushed through the sheaths to the
easily blown out of the reactor because both the fluid boundaries. Various shapes of particle tripping loca-
drag and ion drag forces increase with radius of the dust tions are formed under different operating conditions. At
particle. These results are sensitive to the starting loca- low powers, we observed both 'dome' and 'ring' types of
tions of the dust particles, particle traps as seen experimentally [3, 26, -7] which

The interplay between electrostatic, ion drag and result from a balance of ion drag and electrostatic forces
fluid forces ultimaiely determines the disposition; of the gencated by perturbations in these quantitie• caused by
partick;. This interplay is illustrated in figure 9 where local extrema in the ion generation and po.tential, ulti-
particle locations are shown when a metal washer is mately caused by electrode topography. At high powei
placed on the lower electrode. The gas flow is 20) seem or high gas flow, the dust particles can gain suflictent
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inertia that they will oscillate about the equilibriu:., [9] Watanabe Y. Shiratani M and Yamashita M 1992 Appl
trapping locations, or climb potential hills of tens of Phys. Lett. 61 1510
volts to reach the substrate. [101 Carldc R N. Geha S G, O'Hanlon J and Stewart 1 1991
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Particle transport modelling in processes

s'ectiori and diffusion of a dispersed particle phase in the
I, iv..flow. U'nder ihese simplifications. the equations used to

calculate the velocity field are mass conservation:

I ~ I I __ and momentum conseorvation:

9 ~here I is ltae fluid selocitt, %esttr. P is ihe pressure.
rind ;, aind ji aure the tconstant .ulucs of the fluid dcrositN

ond s soi~rcspocciisceI,

F"gw I Sise',atwe (*"a- ~ ~ t'~ ~o tx"W~eato 3. Particle trmWspr #wry

atioh ilsc plisr-ioA turned .ff seivrnfg piurgingf Ajlcr !hissarkto,,n p;.,ids iea hrief resc% tea tfhe tharorct voil

harodlons anid ,hiAmhar prieparAiti, 041, Ahiuk vhc sei.xik iidu i-be , prcssing ensrtimnts trnp~iin thc ight i

("mh i o nc 'ir- plasmainduetwpnt A ic roicplan. r , in5 tac he hrcs its if the disi. ussi,,n referentoes hasc been pr,,

*sen .ItKr irq~ryt 'ntttun-Alill On pahule irc plasm d %d.-d %hcfcc pa-sthlo: fi-r ilddmiin.o h.,1.kg 'u nd

1ahcn the plAsm.. ifi ond Arcfe ý Nhe pAnr"tie 'mrte ri-lease With the kI i.ig.ngoanf itrpririh tin %hich indiasiluil

rhim ra-t'sIM uu did .rc 4ee1 i-% lerssfrcl hr the mine particle litale li-ries ire ak.I~ulitedi ond the I ti
t rian

plasm.,lt s dc-sribard here It prrisle10 Lh..rge hiss time, rippriath tion iAhith ptrtislc- ire nuisicIledit a1 .1 timutii

Arch.ýt ,1Ai~cf. paijke Y~j~rNrttim, ihoh a unil ire t,,nsisered In ill dissttsiriw Th..m ila par

A'suricl hrroit te iirýirer~ibst ni~gh.the tutle s.ncnr~itiiutwn ire snt-titne t,, Ix, lA eriuih thai
massuniet hI-rettif th ur.,rs..tic rihui 4intigh trhah partitle: paurticle mteraiti,am tria partitie itffcst% in the

.-.,urs %Ahen the plasm4 is of! I inuall the particle 111110 hl d intart Ie neftiested

ira nsp 'ft K rnvmuat ins presented here pr 'side .. genet ml
framcAo-rk tatihin aiihioh inuistls fair plasnia-induiced 3.1. Mir? ls'romngan formulaimon
fiirtcsi ostosh is trsisi ia.inl win Iragi int hew iii
LIuded as' the. htt-'me a~iil thle i( hmitij al/ 1494) Al Ini the I agrangiai .mppri,.msh i, pittite transpairi. matit

the firtcs dcstruised here :oinlinuc 1,, att in) a partic: siditial pirticle tralceetites ipifri intl set.11id .is .1

%a hcn j pl~asruua -s present, Amlhiiugh the niagnit ude if the Itrictiiin f itmnei tic leiernijioed hi imcrigatitig he

forces% oaN ha ngc is i result~ 4 i plasma effectIs on 0~l~ )rd~ ten iri iair% differentital scctair eq ni iii Its

process cindIirisi Isuti as . ternperatI r-c tia fldIiuid priop di ri-3
ertic %tessith as pcedwisulmrtuttn a nd vsc,)Sit I air

the soilutioin of the parallel-plate flows field is dis
c~ussed nekt followed h) a description of the basic 17 r) 1, + F, (41
modelling tethiniques for partidcl transpiort. Hoth Lag- d,-
rangian (in which individual particle trajectories are hr ,i h atceIa)im acr ,i h ald
calculated) and 1 ulcrtan (in which particle% are wheeloia ,ct~r irs the particle pmatiiissco. adiste, pFrtiFl
modelled ats a continuum) approaches aie considered andocits sector flidd5 g s rwtinl th1. ohoci
Rtesults foi the simple parallel-plate geometry folloiw, and an, aredtheonaud-dragesgasintatdtnag.plhsmatiphdrcti

tgte htadiinldiscussioin and anl~ins adiii a ocs(nldn lsa-nuetogthe i it mdir00a an cnclsios. electrostatic and ihun drag forcesl acting (iii the particle
E-quation 13) relates the change in a particle's positioun
tol its velocity, while equatiton 14) equates particle accel-

2. Fluid transport theory eratitin to the forces acting tin it In this wsiik the
chaotic effect o~f particle Browntan motion (particle

Calculations of' flutd v'elocity and temperature are diffusion) on particle tralecitorics is neglected.
made using the most recent version of the comimercial
fluid dynamics analysis code FIDAP (Version 7, Fluid

Dynamics International, Evanston, Illinois. UiSA). This 3.1.1. Non-continuum considerations. In the following
general purpose finite-elemenit code allows steady-state discussion, frequent mention will be made of the con-
or transient simulations of fluid and thermal transport tinuum or free molecular regimne%. These terrms are used
in kiwo or three dimensions and axisymmetric geomet- here to distinguish between the two lirmiting cases char-

ries. Although EtOAP is capable of analysing a wide range acterizing the nature of the particle gas interaction. In
of problems, the code is used here to model laminar, the continuum limit (large particles or high g~s pres-
isothermal, incompressible flow and subsequently, ad- sures), the gas surriunding the particle appears as a
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continuous fluid and the Navier- Stokes equations ap- In equation (7), a, #3 and y arc parameters that depend
ply. In the free molecular limit (small particles or low on the nature of the gas- particle interaction at the
gas pressures), however, the discrete nature of the gas particle surface, and so are affected by both gas compo-
becomes important and individual molecule/particle col- sition and particle surface roughness (see Rader (1990)
lisions must be considered Discrimination between for a recent review). In general, only small errors result
these two regimes is made by comparing the particle if the slip factor is calculated using the fitted constrints
diameter with the gas mean free path (the average for oil droplets in air (ac = 1.207, #3 = 0.440 and y = 0.78)
distance a molecule travels between collisions with other for different gases or for particles of different surface
gas molecules); the Knudsen number is commonly used roughness. Note that C(Kn) approaches unity in the
for these comparisons:* continuum limit, and approaches (a + fi)Kn in the free-

2ý molecule limit.
Kit= (5) The requirement of low particle Reynolds number is

met practically for Re, = pdllVt, - Ull/j < 0.3. where p

where ;. is the gas mean free path (cm) = ji(p) d0 is is die gas density. At higher values of particle Reynolds
the particle diameter (cm), cis the mean velocity of the number (called the non-Stokcsian regime), the linear
gas molecules fecm s 'I )KfRT'nAlI' '. R is the untiver- relationship between drag and velocity represented in
sal gas constant (S 31449 10' g cm-' K Imol '), equation (6) breaks down and calculation of fluidi drag

%fis lici gas molecular weight (g mol ')and T ii; the must he done using empirically based correlations (Tur-
absolute temrpeirature (K). ton and Levenspiel 1986). Note that low particle

Also, i0 is a dimensionless para;meter thai depends1 on Reynolds numbers are expected for most semiconductor
the kinetic-theor% model used to deline the gas mrean process applications. so the Stokes drag law itself (cqua-
tree path in this whork the value 0 A) 491 has been tion (6)) can generalls he wsed with negligible error.
adopted (Allen and Riaahe 19142, A largec Knudsen Strictlý speaking. equation (6) applies to the uniform
numbe-r (saS - 10) corresponds to, the frec-molecuL~ir (non-accelerating), straight-line motion of a sphere in a
regimie. while a smill Knudsen niumber isas - 0 1 crrnstant-tclocits flurid ýn the present application, how-
* or rcsponds to the continiiu um regimre At .itimrospsherik cS Cr. the d rag on an accelerating particle in a non-
pressures, i Ie ttican firee paith for inost 4raes is is pc-all uniform toir fiwreld is needeil I Uchs (I 1964. ch I3) and (lift

oIf order (10 tintm (ma .mean free patl. i. roersels propor t- 1 ti (I75, ch I II rcsiew% the issues related to noin-

ronim lot pressure at ýo sianii '-miper aturc. (,r e am pie. unifo rrm red Ii near rmoton oif aerosol particles Although
the mean free path in .itir is) (,74 pmoil 7~t) I orm. 6 74 tim It %kill intro~duce some1 rIaccUracs. the instantaneous.
atl 7 6r 1 orr,.,litd ti? 4 01111 at 76ltr un orr ai 14,16 K I hus. for drag acting oni .iri accecleraiurig particle is ipproxinmated
low%-pressujre apphtations. the pknidsen nrimiber for sub here with the .ibrse rtonstatrtseilocits driag expressuion%.

mioucirotre si/c particles call be large w~ith the fluid anti particle selrkiliies taken ats their local.
rustantane us I elocit Cs

1.1.2. tIL futaid-pertieck drag force. A particle nirsing at
I dififerent selocilt, than khe surr ouriding gas wiltl expert 1..1 1rminal velocity .110%011 -MiAINiior~l ,"r~l ssOf tiqud1-

ence a gas reslisance or fluid-drag 1 rrc~ A great deal ot lion (4) us~ing the drag; lawi giseiihbt equaitioim4(r) reIseals

research has bee n det otvd ito desc ribhinrg thils Holud drag, a characiteristic particle rcspriose niti r. irs Jl~d( )Iko
rrrlý a brief resiew oif this birth of literature is treporter) IX,. which is a mecasure of Owe particle's .ihilits to

here I- or at rigid sphere of dita,-. rter J, morsing at respoind III changes inl the flors fheldt I or t pical

constant feri) 7 (relative Ii. the locre fluid selrrcmt semiconduiLtrr applitatiros% in wmhitr srmill particles are

V.andi low particle Reynolds numleri r;hrrugh a fluid rrf interest. the resporisc time beIt-Lines small And the

if tstiositt p. the drag force is ýli,. :r h% the slip- itcceleraltirri t erin r in the left hand sife o f equnationi 4 I

correctec
t form of St)kL,' law I Hinds 14142. p 4S) can be neglected I his apprirsimationr corrrrepnnds ito

the ph% sicil sit nation oi which the particle rostan
Fir -. , UI timnerrusly achieses its terririnal ielntiit, andi extema)

(itt forces acting it)r mose the parm~tie balatnce the drag firrcc

where the sltp correction factor first proposed biN ( tin- itarding the nioltrnn I nit Strikes dralrg the net teirminal

ningbam f19 10) is given b) Viclocrti ,1 aI particle relairsie IrI t1-C lnrril fluid sinrertis is

()Kn)~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~I I 11 11)+~(~ ? ~-~(~ ir F)Ia 4ns1

(KMI= I XF1 I +#cli (7) Ill

t he flow rived enirnaming t he p~io itk .iii a'sir her hs-r rim C i 11.1 ri 1-f

crnirnurm iinaiurntnhsa. n, irrmnrrrieirei- It is the lirnear nature rrf the prrrblemr resulting frrom the
regimes is indne h, tirrmpiring -nrne tharAticirsir k-itirh --ss,srinJ

*iih the recirrif genrnreir writh irre gas nitair (ree pnaih -, Krridwr Stiokes-drag assurnptirnn that allorws the frinal eqir oI, ili

nnmber lrrt the lt-n held torid he detrrs-d hrs repining the p~rlide equatiotiris),1 rihirnel thati the net terminal' I ciric
diAmneier rn esiUAIInri (itS wiih A chairdcovonrsicnacirrr lengthrIr 1-kF ~ equals the sum rof the terminal velocities .ising frront
wnrAlt parrictesi it itreswtue IN ih cisctd i ha 4- he tin wnnire a-r ir ahfreatn ioeeietIaai s i eitarc
onsintiered orniinnuum wilre the furd rrarrr.,k nieinr-t n5,cc oc cigidrcieikaars ',ýs~aicI

tharAtienied 4s tiee nritietuiAi the fluid I he ,bsoltuie selicrils oIf the -.i! tidec wr ,uldi be
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the vector sum of the loca! fluid velocity and the net 3.1.6. Platilsa-juduiced forets. In addition to the forces
terminal velecity, described above, Sommcrer e( at (991) and Barnes et at

(1992) have p~oposed theit th,; transport of small par-
3.14. ravtatona foce.Thegraitaionl frceactng tidles in a plasma reactor is dominbted by two forces:

o.n4 Ga itartiona is orie. The gravtatdna fore8atin electrostatic and ion dinitg. The electrostatic force acced-
on aparicl is ive by(Hins 182)crates; negatively charged particles towards the centre of

Fo = Mg= V( - Mg ~ (9) czctropositive plasmas or 'awards local maxima in the
wher m vandplasma petento .1. The ion drag force accelerates particles

whr ,,, vpan pp, are the particle mas&, volume and in the direction of net ion flux, which is generalF.
density, respectively, and g is the gra-otational acceler- towards t~e boundaries of the plasma (the ion drag force
ation vector, Considering; only ',he gravitational and reutfompn risfpstveosaondheut

fli rgforce an particle ~itin bndoygancy, th eria particle, which transfer momentum to the particle in the
velocity fo atcestigudrgvt sdirection of ihe net ion flux (Choi and Kushner 1993)).

ýýElgC(Kn) In the Lagrang~abi framework, these plasma-induced
-(10) forces are added to equation %4) as for each of the forces

above. When paritcle ineriia can be neglected, bo'h an
electirostatic and an ion-drag-induced terminal velocity

3.1.5. lwiermopitoretic force. Becausc of the ther- can also be detined. Models for the force aicting on dust
mophorctic force, parli-les suspended in a gas with a particles in a plasmia are complicated. as the forces can
temperature gradient will migrate in the direction oppo- depend on the local electric field, the ion momentum
site to the gradient, namely away' from hot region% and flux,' particle size, the gas flow rate, the plasma density,
!owards coid regions. This phenomenon results in pref- anid the electron temperature, 7* Numerical models that
erential deposition of particle-s on a cold wal,. and can predict these forces, are i-ow becoming available
explains the appearance of a pariicle-free zone near a ((hoi et tit19l9'4
hot wall. The currently accepted formulation for the
thermophoreii- force on a spherical particle (spanning
the free-molecular to the continuum regime) %%wa% des-el- 3.2. Fie Eukerian formulatioe

opcd y I lbotef, t I 9FOWhile the !.agraniti-ink (particle iracking) methodi prc-
F, .. 37~~~ ~ ~' ll I dicts particle transport hs considering aingle particle

I ~motion, the I- ulerian formulation predticts particle tirns-

where prt~r 11) sieing the particle concentration and %elocit '
fields1 a, at confitinuum In 'his acase the solution of the

+ ~~(l. AI t~i particle transport problem bc-,,omes- -'Nin much like that
I 11 1 k 2 - R .&I] 2 posed bý [he flow field. I here Is one con iniiiuoo% u eqal io n

fort part icl nIcass icincrit ra itoni conwer ation andi one
and where V1Ii the temperature gradient in the ga ciiniintuiu equatlion for particle niomeniumn I selicit) I
is the mean gas temperature about the particle. , t t torisersitiort Particle transport (is difffusion I rowniAn
A arid k, are the gas antil particle thermal ci ird ct is iesc. moiori,,, Ii natural Is inc tided ii this, ornioiiiaion A%
and C,,- ( ,and (,, arc the thernmal creep. tenipecraiture greort simplification is obtained if particle inertia is
tump and vclociii Itump c..eflicicnts, respmtiseli I or neglesiled. that is. o it ii is .sumned that the particle

- iiom ic gases. T albhot c-i a! recomimend the us~c if i he instant ane usl% r eac ics the terfmima I s lti ii, at whi4ch
isamnlthermal csindctis itsl, wIh:(h is gisen (is dt ag and imp.ised tiirces are tin hal am II lIihis LASC. the

simnple kineltic thctir. as k, III, 4l10R II I lalit el al partk~ im nicneitkill equaiiit isn ii. 1,onger iieedlel. andt
(I1990) com pa red their ci rrelat 'in with oithter e pr icrien- nNteprii otnoNcuto o aicekrcr
ter%' data user a Aide range iii K nudscn nunibers. andhl ,initn tbr particl cIntin it fequaItion 1or particl p oilce
found that it agrees with asailable experimental ialat
within 24)". tor less I he currenills ac4cepted salues if the ' V +, '1.i lt

coeflicients are ( 1 147. 2 201 andi 1 146 1 ,O :7 Iý?l Ilf

(Blatchelor andi Shen 190)l
I he thcrmophoretic terminal %elocitN resulting htrnt shere / , os' is, the partii.cl ,hiftsiiio cotelitisciii

the ha lance iof ther mi phuireL aiid I rag tot ces aloi ne taiiilIiA
be found hý equaiting equations I1i1 and tIlI I S1

v, K Ok,( ni ilk I ((IkAnItR I, it .1id A is Hi~lt/11iiMii Loykii-iani I j.uaiioi~i 14t ha, !he
I' 1 iSV fiormt Ai art adselseiii ditlusiiir equa'ioit -isiidiitr toithait

linterestingl,. therermitial %eliimis~ giscri hN equattiri tIt I hi t secic Inass traiispoii that cai hei s,dirds 1s ititi)
depends tin particle diameter onk irnplicitls through (tie with :i m~iitrc equal I,- the sekind tiit ,Fi the uight hand
slip correction, factir aind h I. specihicallk. in hoilt large side Relor.: slImII) thi ihse ,11 n *iffus"I~i esjimiion
and small particle limits the thermiphuircmic kelicitsi the tlidt sc-si It I, is k,ilc'attd Yitiegetisni the
becomes i ndepenmdcril tif particie site parlticl phas , %is- hai the Iteý I tenikii' i i.II I"
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appearing in equation (14) can include contributions r

and thea mophoretic forces; in this case the net terminal
velocity would clearly vary spatially. In this work, how-
ever, the particle diff'usivity and terminal velocity arec~-
assumed constant (the latter implies V - V, = Vii);
also, only steady state solutions are sought.

4. Problem description

To demonstrate the relative capabilities of the Lagran-
gian and Eulerian schemes, we consider axisymmetric
flow (no plasma) between two plates as discussed above
and as shown in figure 1. The flow entering through the Figure 2. Streamlines for S 4 4cm, U,~ 1 cr, i s and
top plate (showerhead) is assumed to be uniform and Re 4.
steady in velocity arnd concentration. For all calcula-
tions, both plates are assigned a dia~meter D.ý 24 cm;
we assume a fluid density 1) = I gem 'and a fluid
siscisity it ý- I gecm Is I. and an inlet concentratton

n I particle cm '.Two gap.spacings IS =4 or H cmt
and two inlet .clocitic% (I U',, I or 4 cm ') are used in 10
the calcuflations ito explore th4L %ensitivitN of the solution
to these rarameters Boundary condition% at the wall are
taken a% ,cro for both %elocitý components and for
par ticle concen tralt ion ft Ni~ i example thti pa it ice ter.
miial I etocit i, is akcn it, consi ant anin i% directed 06
1oc ard and normal ito the loweCr plate Im so % to enhance f 2c

deprst),1oiu I ollow ing grid refinemnent studies. ,i graded IN
grid of 4ý elemnents, in the axial and S1t elemcnts in ihi: 041

raodial drirectirin %as Lk''.sen for all calculations. ill
Cierricnis are nine nKrust- hiquaidraiii. tqiiadrritr~ilat I A 0

misied presure: shchme Aas ipplied
SioC Aleil La k ulat ion is.are iiiadle Ats ih dinreicnionol

paraimeter, the rufust Of the result LAnI he iritreosed hs
expressinig the resuilts in diimerisionless terni, F of 11i, 0 06 Is 24 &.2 4.6

puirpose. etquatimon 114) is n iw ninr ailt hs Owirsim
rIng S .as t iharactetOI istit egth I as a harocttritiik Figure 3. A.ral YPiert(Y is a 'nchoen of amrai pos~tron (A1 at

selrtmi, and pi, INis a hard~i~rIrrtr Lr'ntei.trarroi IMu t rider 'aia) sitions , 4 a antj I (m (_S 4 CMT. U 1 crms

tire present 'issainptiurns. Crqimlton I141 N-krrries am)W Re. 4)

* ~i ~ '', F ~r IIi hikh torcresriirlsI I.r i fluid Resril4ds ruitsirr -I Hr
"Pc ýt 1 4 AN' csilxitem irrtih iith lom% Hesid n sMinm

'Alier the POI'te riimOer Is dletined is1 PC ,I In her, V s mi ltef (s 4l1mr1ii1,iiC And .1 stfir rgis pu .uhm11t
standard prirhienis Of *pcues trnas' Irrairier thi. t'i~di radi~al %eiruitii prminleisc Ir mijiti In the tentr~il core the
nurnbtr %%orild ht:' nflircienit I,' thar, Otfter. NMPIripeel tirri I, pSCiidmr mii't dhinieiisirm~aih ibis III$ %cii fn i hthfie

the probierir for a giteri georneirs and llo..% fieldl F or *iat tl, tlt slý eponrls mmIiil iin duail position i:i. %11ile

paorlidcls hm'i~cser the presetnce oft A rernmiril tvirtitS the ratio1 mmic litri.idai teim'tit% disiititeri Ht rirliuis ft-peiiiis

termn (the stritnd terni in the fight h~and sirii irrear. .'Ik mi I hii it thet iadia~l m~irii isstled h *s the
that the I'eclei mnumber nor !,,iger im.tin ckit sjwitifics ih radius theniilt.e pahil seloirits pirfilcs till trllapsi hr-
*.rlutitmon I or uif csamrpie. in %%hitb the iteiunril %clt rine tufe I ier:Iifi.Il teirtitie, rniiis intreawise i ra,hius
oN is eorrstant Intl norirnal itr the paict .i rlrrcisic;1rriess I tm ~nssrse nirrasI Fpt gur d% firmrs fitles il axial

se's~ratiormnuius alsor Fi- tonsirlerr,', , 1 iO'ti'i j, .s I Iiiiit10iiiOf t%1i1l ts'msimrn 1:1 ltrr sstifil
radlial pirstiotis the imie thniiinsionial tbjai~atr of thte
AX.11~i INi sit isstrrglý eIideirt Creptl %ers rica! Ihe cit

5. Results and d~scusislon

3. L Flow Field cakcuhatiomr 5.2. Lagisaltian paticle irsmprt

Streamlines from the Notadtiron Ai the flrm. Fsittrt-n the Ani esanipic. of a0 I .#gr.miirgin tIfiiisriif taitrilatirmit

two plate, ire sbo~n in figure I tirN 4 antl I I shonr,~ in tig-ire- 4 uhiith shoAt iraotitmnrics toi 11
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7* 2i 3 A 5 6 7 5 9 It0 li1

\~~ \N 1.340J

F 1.3"j L___ _ _

0.006 0.2466 0.4861 0.7254 0.9617 1.20
Figure 4. Particle tracks for particle respons4e time cn)0)
T- O.0025is with terminal velocity Vp = 1 em s ' (S 4 4cm,'ltIxl

U 0 =l1cm s 'and Re = 4). Figure 5. Local flux to the lower plate as a function of radial
position (S =4 cm, U0 -=lcmas ',vY= 2 crm s ,Pe=- 2.

particles, which started from the upper plate at I em Vp'U.o - 1 ano Re - 4).

radial intervals. Particles with a very small response Re = 4. Although there is a distinc ncrease in deposi-
timre IT = 0.0025 s) were chosen !or this calculation, so tion rate near the outer radius of the domain, the
that the particles are always moving at close to their net edge-to-centre variation is less ihan about 2%. The
terminal velocity. lhereý, a gravitational acceleration was average flux to the lowe-r plate is calculated to be 1 34
used, which gave at graviiational ierminal velocity iii paitidles cm -' s% as compared witih an inlet flux of
I em s 'The particles were started 'n equilibrium, with 2.16 particles cm 2 s'. which give% af collection efli-
an initial velocity of 2 cm %s ittl vector sum of thre ciency of b 5%" tAhere collection efliciency is defined as
I cmi -, ' uid velocity plus the i cm s gravitational the traction oiC particle eniering the reactor that end uip
terminal velocity). In ithi calculation, eight if the 11 kring de-posited on the lower piate;
particles were deposi ted on the lower plate. Addi Itional ( iii ccii n efliciencies -s a i fnet'ion of Irc are plot ted
I rajectorsV calculations were made to ideiiiifs the tntitial in figu re b for the same lIi. iw u di lions, IN 4 cm. I.
location of a particle KWing deposited on ,he sers outer I cn s andl Re 4) for throee sakesc of I, ( , Ilao
edge iof the lower phiate. this enritecal iral taorn was fou rndl interesting qnallitatiset obser s atii ns should he niital

st tait at[ r - 541cm I r at uniform influx of panrticlts irst. i n- th lifnt of --mail lie iotujiosin-dirinitated
a, the top plate. thesec calculations sb-ia% that ql"% of iraisnpiiril. the ciiltectiiti etli ~iic tends it) untsw cc
particles etiterin? Shc di,'i tn wiiuld hie collected on the mint. in the limit 4I ;irge Pt- tMeinnimal-eo

w c~r pla e Inrcraing the particic respiiselittlnc in di rniimtater tran',..-rt i the illck tutn elbi :ents% t,,ttt!s Ii

creases this ciillee:ion eiffhic ietics. in the lititi oIt large
Particle irspoutis I fie, parfiti, scuintinlui 1,, I raid w4ith O'--L....... . . .

their initial etcisnormal it, ihe towe&r plate and the
colectiii cic cncbe'VMC til's1111, t

08

5 53. Fulleiran particle Iranwprt 6

U 06A set.. ,-if cait~ulaiions were arlsii nmade in, A hic.h parttce z
transport wias i-haractert/eit using lieth I iic'nria forms
ton I he ta!-ilat ions sliow that i he parlt iIc coinvenira
tin fild is inc .dimensiiital Idtependling tifl! o>n axial w ut

pristitin) ex eptf t ens near the exit Ithis resulit hoild, liii
all :ombinations of parameters, fur example th, ~on en
tratton fildS is iinn-dimnrensiinal in ti-ith diffusion 02a
dominated and ternitnal-seluwtts -tlriminatert regenes (,ii 00
both gap spae:;ngs IS 4 or Kicml andi both ReiinoihtsN
nurrber lite L4 atid 161 An imtplicatioin ot thit resutis 1,0 ..- .. . .. -

that the particle flu% 10 itte hio~em plate is unifiirmi, tigunt01e
S show~s a calculation it( patticle flux it) the lower platit- ue6 -iotoneiib~sa Lwto i vfri,(
as A fiontiotun of radtial p. t)-iteim htr the ca-c N 4 t i. parts in teWrmii-,i velox ties (S 4 ern tJ 1 MNi anld
I , tern. t crm' PC 2 t1 " l and Re 4)t
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V,'/(U. + V,). For example, for Il'~ = U, =I the collec- Free Manufacturing Research Center jointly operated
tion efficiency tends to 50%. As expeeced, this result by Sandia National Laboratories. and Seritatech.
agrees with the calculations of the same physical prob-
jem using the Lagrangian formulation presented in sec-
tion 5.2. Rellernces

Alten M D and Raabe 0 G 1982 Re-evaluation of Millikan's
8. Conclusions oil drop data bor the motion of small particles in air

J. Ae'rosol Sci. 6 537- 47
The algorithms underlying both Lagrangian and Wuee- Barnes M S. Keller J Ai Forstcr J C, O'Neill 'A anl Coultas

ian orm~at~ns or prtile tans~rt avebeenbrifly D K 1992 Transport of dust particles in glow-dischargeian ormlatonsfor artcletraspýrt hve eenbrifly plasmias Phwvs. Rev. Lett. 68 313 6
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Abstract. Once particles are formed or injected into plasmas used for materials
processing, such as in plasma etching, plasma-assisted chemical vapour deposition
or sputtering plasma systems, the nature of particle trcnsport will largely determine
whether a processing surface will be contaminated. We investigate the situation in
whicn the particle density is low enough to ignore particle particle and
particle plasma interactions. Emphasis is placed on obtaining expressions for the
forces experienced by particles. These expressions depend on the local plasma
condition: plasma density, electron temperature, positive ion directed and random
kinetic energies, electric field and ion mass. We apply a model of an electron
cyclotron resonance discharge to prediction of the existence and nature of particle
trapping. Model predictions indicate that a high-density source such as an electron
cyclotron resonance discharge is unlikely to trap particles mainly because of the large
ion drag force sweeping particles out of the discharge. Finally, we present a model of
particle heating in discharges. Under typical radiofrequency discharge conditions,
particles are generally predicted to be near the neutral gas temper,,ure in the
discharge. We have conducted experiments and found results in agreement with
these preiý;,tions. However, under conditions typically encountered in high.density
plasma sources such as an electron cyclotron resonanre source, the model predicts
that particles may be heated to temperatures of two to three times room temperature.

1. Introduction applied to the analysi,, of electroslatic probes. Once we
have the form iif the sheath profile, expressions for the

The reduction of particulate contarnination in plasma- rarticle capacitance and the minopolar and dipolar

aided semiconductor processing is a matter of nia.jir forces on the particle can he obtained. 1 he potential

economnic importance [I]. It is essential, therefore, to profile and particle charge are used to obtain expres-

understand the behaviour of particles in processing %ions for the rnonienturn transfer croýs section due to tion

plasma' in order to toinlmize their etlect i•t microclec- drag

tronic device production. In this article we consider I he expressiins for the forces on particles are used

particles to be objects of larger than atomnic dimensions, to predict particle trajectories in a high density electron

typically spheres or agglomcrat,,s of spheres ranging in cyclotron resonance (i .() plastna. Model predictions

size from nanometres to tinicronictr•s in diameter. We suggest that particles in high-dcnsity plasma,, are iot

review the charging and transport behavioiir of such trapped by the plasma potetntial, untlike i Ri discharges.

particles in plasmas, and apply this knowledge to under- thc ion drag force is iutch stronger in high-citeity

standing how particles reach surfaces. In addition, we plasmas. and the neutral drag and plasma poternial are

inwv'.stigate the temperature of particles. 'I his is of inter- relatively sinal Particles beconte entrained in tihe !n

est for understanding particle growth and morphology, flux, arid can often sc;.lc tire retarding sheath polenritals

The main thrust of this paper is to outlinc a theory and leave the discharge Inhrlia plays an important rele

of the forces on particles in processing piswas g lvin a in particle transport We v.ýplore partlicl trolt'lorieN

model of the plasma. 'Ihe first requirement i, a model of that originate at the Lttha.iber %,,ils, following c%)dencc

the sheath around the particle and thi partl charge-. presecnlcd by I ogan anrd Mc( ill that stressed lin dc

these require a niodcl for the pparticle capatance arid piosits eject mnicruinlictire-,cale partilh." A lh coll c

the ion and electron currents to the particie We sum- helocity [21
mat1iie teslt-, from at model based fn theories first I intallv, ',e prent-set inodel it)predict parle icoi-

'S6:-10252 94 030433 , 0951950 , 1994 10P Publlshmg Li 433
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peraturc, Particle surfaces are hezted by ionl electron -____________

recombination and are cooled by rradiation and cotiduc-

tion. particles are predicted to remain at or slightly -
above room tenpierature. Experimental measurements

confirm this prediction. However, relative to RI' dis- - 11
charge conditions, she higher plasma density and lower 2
neutral gas density in the high-density sources greatly q
rncreases the he.,iing of particles and reduces conductive I

cooling. Since: A particles tend to be relatively inef-
ficient radiatot. ti infrared wavelengths, par' ices; are .. .....

predicted to reach temperatures of the order of 1000 K. 2 S

X oi a)

2. Particle charging and sheiath structure 'i

In this section wL summarize our model for particleNo
charging and the asscciated issue of the structu-c of the
sheath that forms around a small particle immersed in
the plao~ma. 'rhe results that we present are based oin the C

solution of the coupled fPoisson Vlasov equations ibhis
theory was first formulated and applied to the problem 4

of current collection he a spherical electrostatic, probe ~
by Bernstein ;ind Rahinow~tz [31. In ihis theory. ions
and electrons are assumcd to move vsilhout collisions in
the vicinity of the pairticle. alihc ugh collisions must-
et.abtish some distirhution function ýir fromi the par-
ticle. Electron and ion dcr~silies can therefore be oh-
tamned, in orinciplt. by ihe solution o, the Vlasot. X li-alIX
equ~liton. Ions, are assumned ito be niio noenerget ic and
electrons are assumed to have a Maxwell btiliintnn Figure 1. (a) Plot of potential as a function of p, sition for a

distibuionin he erntei an Hainoitithery. particle of radius 0.05 prm The full curve in tbe usi It showsdistibuion n te Bensiin nd Rbinwit/thery. the same result plotted to display the similarity to
Laframboise [4] extended the Bernstein and Rabiniiwit/ Detiye Huckel solutions with the following screfning lengths
approach by generali/ing ito non-noltonwergetic ion I ) electron Debye length, (----) linearized Debyc
vel.oclty distributiotn functions. lIi general, the space length (equation j 1)), and (- - -) :on Debye length (b) Ion,
ch.arge in the parlticl -heath Influences tfie ton and electron aiid net charge density profiles neat the particle.

elect ron t rajeet o net. so x pressioliis m ust be otbitai neil for
the net charge dcnsiiý as a fuinction tif radial position presont I igt. e lJO is a ploit oif the potential profile in
fromn the particle. lFh.csecxpressitins, oibtainied froti orbit tf.k' 5icinit i' lio te particle. I[lie inset iii ligure 1(0

tfheory, are inserted into Ploisson's equation to solve for itidicates that the POISson1 VlaSitsoluiV NOL11is Well ap-
the potenitial profile The result i!, the spherically sy no proxiiiialed (except far frotii the pairticle. vilici e the
metric sol ution of the coupled Poisson V lasov eqita- pot en tialVi e as r -) t a Oc)byN e liticke I or screenecd
tioris .The major complicatitins in this iheor ', base 10l dIi ( oilombh potenialtI iprlr fqt1,t r) cxpi Ir j)ll

with the cxsitc rice of bhe a bso'pittill r'adius a nd a sso- svi i the lii iteIsicsereeilliqu lengitt

ciated cotrema in the curses of effective potentiatl [

Addlitional comrplicatitins that we doi not deal with tA i( l
incl ude not-ri -mcnohenerget ic it' i eniergy di1strib uttiots in ,

compuiting the sheath potential (although this is ac-
coiunlted for in the c-ha rg ing and ftirce calc-utlat iotns that where it is the par ticIe r'AdiU 0t.q, ifil01 is I hc 1r.Flic I
follow). tluctuatitons in particle surface potential dfue ito surface potential, it, is the pltsiiia tfctusit t;ir frtirm the
finite-charge effects, collisicns in the sheath, tie effects of particle. e is the elementary unit fl chiarge. iis the
tions, in trapped orbits arid deviations fromn a centrail vacukini perrnitotliiy. k is Btiltltianiis clinstalit. 1, is (ifc

foirce hield. due to si rearni og pl asma~ [S]. electro nht n tpero ;i irc and f , is the ion ene rg) (ar fr tin
r igilles Iltal and (h) sumnilarize the ir-estlts of the the particle I-quattitr 0It resuits front the fincrieartiiiii

sheath struc' ore predicted by soilvinlg the Poisson of tOic''tl set of I'iis-tii Vlasis eqila Iiils. atndt loti th1is
VIliso% equatioins for a typical set ol conditions of reaisonl we cAllý t hc liitivr.:tei lDc'bc length We little

interest for particles in high-tlensity plasmna sys~tems [5,] that in thle lPtii tn Vla',cv cquatitls, IK h n lil nstitst

Fahie I lis~s the conditions a~sstmed for the plasma far depenrds ott the .qwitrc, rout (it qtr; f E,, the factor
from tfhe pa~licle surface We assumne that the, particle_ rintilt iplyroig f. , in ,qtiation HIl results frontir the htucarte
has a ((iOpjm radius arid that ric) negativse ions are atutir oh this st4kLlatrt ti 10 ICI (1ti the LAtiiitfiinSIniil
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Table 1. Conditions assumed for plasma for example of figure 1.

Gas Argon (ion mass 6.634 x 10 2~'kg)
Piatima density 5 X 10m I
Electron temperature 2.5 eV (electron Debye length 17 jmr)
Positive ion energy 0. 15 eV (positive ion Debye length 4 Am)

table 1, ;. is 6lim, which is smaller than the electron Figure 2(a) is a plot of the net positive charge as a
Debyc length (17 urn) because kT 7 > E . function of radial position from thte particle surfae -. "The

Figure I(b) is a plot of the charge density profile quantity PIrf dr that is ploited in figure 2(h) is the
corresponding to the potential profile in figure I(a). 'The probahdivit of finding charge in a spherical shell between
most striking aspect is thai the ion density increase.,- the radial posttion~s r and r + dr, [The peal. in this curve
rapidly near the particle surface. It turns, Out ftht the is abovt one linearized Debyc length from the particle
local rise in the ion density around small particles results surface. Figure 2(h) indicates that most of the charge
from the spherical geometry and the corresponding shielding the plasmia from the particle resides at least
importance oif ion angular mnomentum,. one lDeb~c length front the particle. We expect that. very

Fta mi nat ion of figu re H(a) shot'4 that near t~ie near the particle. the iuaninouscharge densitis A ll]
particle. the Poisson Vlaso s potenti al profile differs show signitficant fluctetuatton, si nce the average niumb er
litll,. from a piirely v 'ulam b potential profile. U sen of ions In a sphere of raditus abhou i .5 pm (for the
thou~gh the ion density n, increases lii the siicinitN of the conlditions, of figure I ) is onl he order of one [6].
particle. the number Of positive cha~rges cor responding Iloviieser. viithin ak hlCariied Dcbh~e sphere I radiustj
to this density is rel anits lv smiall in siteh a m nall svalutme abhouti 6 pYOn t there are hutnd reds of'charges. We concelutde
This is illustrated more clearlIN in figures 2iat and fbi[5] thai the predeitios of Ion densitv break do" ni for radial

posititons imuch less t hani habot one D ebe lenrgt h, hut

510------------- thie are iippropriate for radii oif the order ot .. Particles
- sith radii greatiei thaii one liticari/ed lDehsc length have
- cieninug lengt hs tha t a ppioaa f or exsceedt the elect r i

We ha.te stovii tha iutsS if. si.ihe 1 1 , or-
ft21 ilial itiotionl tut111 1,i n m, 1" 1 canl he used] to pros ide

r iii estinlIte tof III, L-1 ol d-c~troim etrivit% it) the
~ lxiiiparticle [s] lIn thi h-t- i J\ tic sitrflicc ltxiiintttl

iv affcts LUMIrr iii "!t '1k 11, 11101i1 exif pilIteIlt,il Stir-

E ritundiig the pillix l'- ji~in ii oi i~ t thiimi Oiiit s t t ()s
UitisIN, tifis simiphii -i~. 0, ixi cirisidleraihi. fllts

xiii~~~ hetcrv bmreakts xliii \,!i, si iti~ i itie cml:Nx ofi

I efecise piuitial i hill i it n i 'il 111,1 thed c c o fc

U ~~~tfises colitplikattii lon i kiikitiii 'i moiist clidixttoit'll of

: ntl ler t'cs t or hi apphii.P -Pwu pIm Ilex r, bs i Ott fit

.ttiu I angorittir [71 Ln-: 'CAillits1 derisecd the kharging
C j uirrenis for bohii %1\i. !1o .111i 1 til tlt butt slixt

ý:l hI.-IC Itixi 0.C I\ ix--mIttxiS Ai fniltitig %lasxsel-

taf thim ithcter ali %I isxxclliimi tit I tretiiam l

( xiiisex CIeIiti. c lx - ic i'.1ixci tile ()k xi~t t ligIIIg
. exqttatioii liii a dti iiiiqt'I, \xxxLii.tiii xIo xisirihoiitxi Ihut.

OS l~~ion t I ý!, oi d (u I iihx -i lii k it1t11.11 ( hent andI ( [seli
I )ie isesttlti l x iii [ti t Ol f.oiriig titrrx-tIIS

-, .. . . ** Isinig (il theirs 111, I'M xxii-iit I, ii

X~~ - Iai. Vr114

Figure 2. (a) Cumulative charge noiq This functxion gives4
the net positive chaige as a function of thue radial position
from the parbicie, surface (bi RadfiaI charge- diStIitxtiiri hO Ce
tu.tiction P~r) -; Itin. iid~rrrdft This function gises the Ilk
probability of finding net charge in a sphi-ucai seltol bt-wirietn .ix - ) -
the radii r and, f #l (i k I,
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In equation (2), P.,, = vi', - P,, is the ion drift velocity This result may be simplified by using the Debye
relative to the particle velocity P., , + is the ion drift Huckel capacitance (C) of the sphere, C=47rcoa(l +a/A),
velocity relative to stationary coordinates, v,, = JvPJ is to give the final result [13]
the relative ion drift speed, c I. is a measure :f the ion
thermal speed, m+ is the ion mass, n, is the average ion ( (a/) 2 )
density in itf,- vicinity of the particle, 0, is the pacticle F,, = QEo I + 3( + a/') (6)
suriace potential with respect to the local plasma poten-

tial and T+ is the ion temperature. We note that equ'- Equation (6) indicates that the electrostatic force on a
lion (2) reduces to Mott-Smith and Langmuir's current particle immersed in a plasma is at ltast QPEo. In the

y•rprssion for M , ,wellia n " .s w hi ' . . , -, ::7 d '
reduces to their expression for bean~ing ions when majority of cases in which the Debyc Hiickel theory isrdc to t e [7]. applicable [5] a/l << I and the force is almost identically

Since the electron drift velocity is much smaller tha[ QE°.
A similar calculation for the dipole moment p gives

the electron random thermal velocity, we use Mott- the expression p = 4,rcaoE. (in this expression, we
Smith and Langmuir's original expressions for the elec- have dropped terms of order of a/A and smaller [13].)
tron charging current [71 Note that this result is identical to the dipole moment of

a charged sphere in vacuum. Since the dipole moment p
-e , /87\t /exp \ is proportional to a3

, the resulting dipole force on theI, = -•-( na / --- h, exp/--e k34 \ rmJa /T, 3 particle from a gradient in the electric field is generally
much smaller than the monopole force.

In ,-'i:'?tion (31 tit, is the electron mass, iii is th'! local A very important force on particles in discharges is
electron density and 7• is the electron temperature. The the ion drag or ion wind force 14 18]. When positive
total charge on the particle, Q, may be found by ions drift towards walls, th, teract with the sheath of
requiring charge conservation at the surface of the the particulate, transferring momentum in what are
particle essentially Coulomb collisions. In order to compute the

magnitude of this force, we use the following expression:

dQ,dQt I, + I, (4) F- K,.n h m ,vP(7)

where Kin., is the momentum transfer rate coelficient. The

Under the conditions of interest, it can be shown that momentum transfer rate coefficient can be calculated from

the screened Coulomb potential profile determines the

capacitance relation C :- Qo/'0P = 47ticall + a/;) [13].
The charge in equation (4) may therefore be expressed K,,. = Mi(r), ý) , f(i', dr, ()
as Q,, = 

4 7coael I + a/ll) 47t:rr,a0, since usually
a/A < I.

An initial condition is needed for equation (4). We if the cross section a(rf t and the ion speed distribution
have assumed that the particle comes off the wall with f(il ) are known.
no charge. In fact, since dielectric surface films could be In order to evaluate equation (8), we need an esti-
charged, a particle could come off the wall with a mat, for the cross section, and this can be obtained from
considerable amount of chýrge. We have found that the classical scattering theor) and knowledge of the poten-
particle charging time is very rapid z- I Its or less) tial around the particle. Details can be found elsewhere
for particles with sizes a !! 0051im and larger in high- [14, 15]. but a result predicted from a screened Coulomb
plasma-density systems [23] Consequently, the particle potential profile and classical scattering theory is shown
trajectory is not sensitive to the assumption made about in figure 3.
the initial particle clarge. In order to evaluate the integral in equation (f?), we

generally use a screened Coulomb foim for the cross
section, and a shifted Maxwellian for the ion speed
distribution function fli , I. An example is piovided in

3. Forces on particlos figure 4, where the rate coefficient Is plotted as a function
of ion density with the ratio of ion drift speed to randoniOnce we obtain the form )of the sheath potential profile thermal speed as a parameter. The other discharge

and we have an expression for the charge on the particle, conditions are listed in ligure 4, 1 he general trend is that
we can calculate forces on the particle due to an applied, the rate coefficient declines with increasing plasma den-
external electric field and field gradient, [ he monopole silv. T'his is because the sile of the 'heaih decreascs as
force, F_, on a particle due to the applied field E,, can plasnia density goes up. 'I he dependency of K_, on i,
be shown to be [13)] and ion drift speed can change as othe, discharge

parameters (iant particle si/el change I[his illustrates the
F,4 /r~4, 11YI2 1 3()+3 0 complex parameter deperidencies that are often ob-

3\', serwed in modelling particles in plasmas.
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Figure 3. Ion particle momentum transfer cross t.ection as / .... L .-..... . ... ,,
a function of ion energy for the following conditions: electron O114 1015 '018 1o

17  O18 12019
tem.,ordlut. 2.5 eV, ion temperature 0.15 eV, plasma
density 5 x 10 " m-

3 
and particle diameter 0.1 tlm. At high n, (m-3)

ion energies, the cross section approaches the hard sphere --
cross section. which is 7.85 x 10- 

15m2. Figure S. A plot of ion drag force versus positive ion density
for various ratios of ion drift speed to random thermal speed,

." fordth conditionsshown.

0. v From gas kinetic theory the neutral drag force can be

At .-. written as [20]

T, = 2.5 eV 2 = 2+,nnfkTfa 2  c%
' 8 Argo ffi 0.05 gm

T, = 0.1 eV ( 2

--- ------------- + + T 1 + 2 -serf(s)

- 10 ~ where

2 1. 8kT
__ __ _ __ _ ( in )i.

10"10 - 1 1W1111i " i

o10" 1 101 6 1018 101 1018 1019 In equation (9), n, is the neutral gas density, ,, is the

n+ (m-
3
) neutral thermal speed, "n, = "M - V, is the average

Figure 4. A plot of momentum transfer rate coefficient relative velocity between the neutral gas and the particle,

versus positive ion density for various ratios of ion drift speed 1. is the neutral temperature, and rn is the mass of a
to random thermal speed, for the conditions shown, neutral molecule. Note that when s << 1, equation (9)

reduces to the more familiar Epstein expression for
neutral drag in the kinetic regime [20,21]:

Figure 5 is a plot of the ion drag force for the same

conditions and parameters. Note that, while the rate F"= 34naf i 'nV

coeflicient declines with density, the force increa:;es with
density. Note that the ion drift speed will greatly exceed
the ;on random thermal speed by the time ions attain
the Bohm velocity near the sheath edge. For the condi- 4. Particle trajectories In high-density plasmas
tions of this example, the ion drag force is predicted to
drop when the drift speed exceeds the thermal speed by We now come to the point where the model for the
a factor of two. forces on the particles can be combined with a plasma

Additional forces on the particulates include ther- model to predict particle trajectories. In this illustration.
mophoresis [19], gravity and drag due to the relative we assume that particles are emitted from the chamber
velocity between the particle and the neutral gas. Only walls due to film stress, as hlas been reported by Logan
the last force is significant for the conditions of interest and McGill [2]. We speculate that this is an important
in the following section, so we limit the discussion to it. mechanism for the introduction of particles into a high-
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the electron cyclotron resonance chomber
configuration. Tha arrows labelled V. represent the initial positions and
velocities for the particle trajectories that are discussed in the text.

density plasma device. In the analysis that follows, we 225 and 530ms ' intersect the 200mm diameter wafer
use our model of the forces that particles experience and centred at the bottom of the chamber (z 2 21.5cm,
a model of the plasma to predict particle trajectories. We - 10cm < r < 10cm represents the wafer position). The
assume that particles are emitted from walls at a given trajectory on the far left has insufficient initial velocity
velocity, without attempting to model the actual ejection (145 m s 1) to make it to the wafer. The one on the far
process. For the results presented, a particle diameter of right has a very high initial velocity (620ms ') and it
0.1 14m has been chosen, overshoots the wafer and hits the opposite corner. If the

We consider the ECR geometry shown schematically particle were started from a different point on the wall,
in figure 6 [8]. Discharge and plasma conditions are the range of initial velocities that result in the particle
listed in tables 2 and 3. The plasma model has been hitting the wafer would be different. For example, figure
discussed in detail elsewhere [8,9]. The essential plasma 8 also illustrates five trajectories that originate on the
features are that the peak plasma density is of the order top surface of the reactor (_ - 0cm, r = 8cm). For this
of 10"2 em ", the ion current to the walls is of the order starting location, particles with velocities greater than
of 5 10mAcm -, the electron temperature is about 485ms - will hit the wafer. The trajectory labelled A
2.5eV, and the sheath potential is about 15V. Ion has an initial velocity of 332m s '. This trajectory is
velocity distribution functions are close to drifting Max- discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.
wellians with random energies of the order of a few The particle : position and kinetic energy as a
tenths of an electron-volt. The ion flux vectors are function of time are shown in figure 9 for the 0.1 pim
shown in figure 7. These conditions are typical of a diameter particle that follows trajectory A. Note that
variety of high-density plasma devices currently tinder this trajectory is also shown in figure 8, and that it
investigation, including for example, 1t inductive, heli- terminates near the bottom corner of the chamber at
con and helical resonator devices [22]. r = 15.7cm, z ý 21.5cm. Initially the particle loses kin-

Illustrative trajectories for two different initial
positions and ten different initial velocities of the par-
ticle are shown in figure 8 [2,23]. First consider the Table 3. Typical parameter values in the electron cyclotron
five trajectories that originate on the left side wall, resonance discharge.
The three trajectories with initial velocities between

Plasma density, n. 5 - 10"m I

Plasma potential, o,.. 15 V
Electron temperature, T. 2.5eV

Table 2. Operating conditions for the electron Ion temperature, kT, 0.1 eV
cyclotron resonance simulation. Wall ion flux, j, 70Am -

Ion drift velocity, vD. 10"mrs
Gas Argon Neutral thermal velocity 400ms
Neutral gas p.essure 5mTorr Particle diameter, 2a 0.1 jim
Neutral gas temperature 420 K Particle charge, QU 270e
Microwave power 850 W Particle shielding length,. 6 jim
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,T -

I • i• iF"gr 9. Plos of particle axial (4t posdoo (Droken line,' and
[ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ kei a •~•,• . ' HK ne*gy (full line) along trollecory A (see figure 8) a•s a

Figure 7. Io~n ftux vectors from the plasma Simulation functon of time after being emittedl from the wall This
partic.le remained in the discharge for about 1 2 rrs. and1 hit

0 T- -T the sheath edge will, about 500keV k netic energy This is... ...... more than enough kne energy to sae the sheath

J [ e.3ctrostatic potential

7 the strong tendency t) push particle-; through high-

I +. • density plasma dischar z, %heath% predicted in this modele
•1 may seem surprising. I he relative lack of trapping ia

10 !-- - high-density plasmas can be understood qajalitativi~ly
IA\ with the following aigument. The ion drag force tends

I/'\\. -I to drive particles to the sheath in both Rv- and high-
SI/\\\. • j density systems, but when the ion flux is lower and the

1.55 *5 ii .

\. sheath potential is higher (the Rf• case), particles tend toS. be trapped at the plasma sheath boundary. The mo-

• "• "~ns "4, Fmenturm transfer cross section drops off when ion ener-

u . Io/ flu eor from"'p\-magies increaset so. as ions are accelerated into the sheath,
pa-t- -ne ion dials force decreases, and the increahe in the

!1 0 10 electric field in the sheath can cause the particle to be

Figure S. Particle trajectories for 0.1 14m diameter particle, trapped [14]. The lower neutral drag a particle encoun-emitted normal to the wall at the various velocities shown m ters in a high-density plasma is also a factor in increas-
For the particles emitted from the side wapl, particles withinitial velocities of at least 225 m s 'andlessthan530ms d ing particle momentum at the sheath edge. The lower

illhitthe200mmwdiametertwafer, assumed to be positioned neu tral drag is simpl t consequence of the lower
at z = 21.5cm and -t0cm < r< 10cm. Partcles emitted neutral presstire in high-density discharges compared
from the top surface location will hit the wafer if their initial with that in Rs systems. We emphasize that the indrta
velocity is greater than 485 m s '. Properties of the of the particle is often responsihe for particles traversing
trajectory labelled A (initial velcity 332smes h) are shown infigures m and 10. sheaths since the ion drag force tends to become much

smal!er in the sheath. There has been some experimental
eric energy as it moves against the ion wind and the evidence that particles are not trapped in hrgh-denmeity
neutral gas. After about 500es, the particle crosses the plasmas [26 28].
point whertie trez component of the ion flux changes

sign (see figure 7) and its kinetic energy; b ,gias to,
increase as it accelerates downward towards the wafer.
For this case, the particle hits the sheath edge about
1.2ms after starting from its initial position, and the z 5. Particle temperature
component of the directed kinetic energy at the osheath
edge, (K2), is about three fifths of the total particle s i t ueu pressore ihigh-de dlasma it is heated by

kineticencergy(KE),o_ Since(KE), :,- •](KE),,,, z 300keV ion electron recombination (in its surface. We antici-
in this case, the particle easily scales the sheath poicential pate that the high I,( R plasma density will result in a
(about 15V) and hits the wafer. Note that a sheath large amount of particle heating, and the low neutral
potential exceeding 800 V would N. necessary to repel pressure will reduce conductive cooling of the particle
the particle since the particle charge is 270e. compared with that in Rf- systems To test this hypoth-

It is well known that particles are often trapped in tsis, we couple a particle temperature model [23, s 91 to
tr capacitovely coupled glow discharges [24 26]. soence the particle transport model to predict how the particle
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twa-a" at. f*Kxlrat lls the,iikl " O'.CIe -ri the pristrtai on a eimilar trawclors almo reai~hcs An exilt
it..ailg cnritti Issarise tempel"rtature in eCrs of IMOKi Also %hiown in figure 10

i. he irfnpef3tute of a larper parlwik (I jum diameter or
A ~ ~~~ .Oi .* i,,a :ml INhi particle also originated at r - X CM.

4 , J [,1 4.1 Hip - sam e .tc s tra~ettors A) but its. initial velocity
v iý 190~m, t his %clocits wa% chosecn so that the
residence itnic Af the larger particle would he i:milar to

ehr I. hc PAIIakI IVI'perVAiureC 1' It' nit A1s the residirnti time of thc smnaller particle on trajectory
,kri~itx 1% isit heat lat'acais Q", I' tOx heLating rate .lK A Of iourse, the larger particle followsN a slightly differ-
to ion ek-Ofo.n fev.mhinAti.'n And v, Ainti1 , a.re the eni tralectlor'.. but it samplesý roughlN the same plasma
heat ftuses froni thr- pariftle duer to imfiaiiie cooling )rid L0nditions %ote -hat the larger parltcic reaches a tern-
Knutidsen tondus tion ricsrteti'.el Note that ;nfrared1 Meature of onls 45W) K before leasing the plasma after
,Aas tk-ngths Are la(JtVi than the dariaeter of a parltclc 1 2 mns I he larger particle remains cold miainly becaise

itor, of thermal .cparticles tirIte 'emi . NaiSinetiiant radio of thermal inertia that is. because of its greatc. mass.
ator ofthemalenery ad te eitisis ts nd ahsr . the larger particie has at larger total heat capacity, and

pusit'.% arc functain. oif particle radius andtei ciperature therefore it gets heated more slowly. if this particle were
I quation 4101 %*as .,pplied to particle heating in somehow trapped in the plasma, it would eveniually

a RI paralIlel- plate electrode plasmat system in .z 0.6 reach a stead", %tate .emperaturc of about IOOO K. We
. 10'' m ,1 2.sev. Jý zt 335K [29] The model conclude that small particles can reach high tempera-

predicts that particles% in an argon glow under these ture%. but largier particles (diameter ->0.51im) are swept
conditions arc stightly above the gas temperature. Ex froni the discharge before they can get hot (23].
periments that merasured particle temperature directly
confirmed these predictions [29]. U~nder these mnore
conventional plasma eonditi.mns. part~cle hicattng by 6. Conclusions
electron ion recombination is relatively nitld, arid con-
Juczive cooling to the neutral gas is relatively efficient. We reviewed a model of the particle sheath structure

Fie'ure 10 shows the temperature along the sante and the forces on isolated particles in plasma processing
trajectory of the 0. 1 jim diameter particle (ii = 0.05 jim) discharges. These expressions can be coupled to a
that is shown in figure 9 (trajectory A). The initii.1 plasmia model to predict the particle traleetory, if infor-
tenmperature of the particle was takein as 300 K (the wall mation ahout how the particle enters the plasma is
temperature), and the neutral gas temperature was as- aalbe
sumed to be 420 K [30]. We assume that the particle has avalabekyrsl rsne eei h rdcinta
the density and opticýal properties of solid aluminium, particles that are emitted from the walls of high-density
The particle gets quite hot (T. i, 1300 K) even Zhoughit plasma sources can be carried to the wafer surface, or
is only in thec plasnia for about 1.2 ins. We point out that back to other walls, by the strong ion flux. Particles
the prediction of high partic~e temperature is not restric- larger than a few nanometres in diameter can easily
ted to aluminium I.artieles. For examnle. a 0.1 pm quartz attain enough momentum to scale the sheath potential

and escape the plasma. Although the instantaneous
1400 particle density in at high-density plasma tool may be

low, pirticle contamination on the wafer might still be
1200 ) 0 1jiMi unacceptably high. depending on the rate at which

particles are emitted from walls. Thc model results
2'- lisa) siug~es that high-density tools might be intrinsically

quite clean if walls are kept sufficiently clear of stressed
film deposits.

gfx)We suggest that it might be possible to test the
E predictions of this model by deliberately depositing

(AX)s stiessed films oif different composition at d~illerent loca-
- OM - tions within the chamber. The Viodel predicts that

404) .particles emitted at certain locations along the wall are
most likely to reach the wafer sirface. By collecting

215)~ *- ."-. -.. ~ A deposited particles and measuriiig their composition, the
1) (AX KX 100 12M particle wall emission characteristics could be explored.

Time (ps) It is, conceivable that tool chamber design could be
altered to minimize the probability that particles emnitted

Figure 10. Plots of particle temperature as a function of from walls could inipact the wafer surface.
time after beling emitted fromn the watt. The dashed line is for The particle energy balance predicts that stiatll par-
a 0. 1 1im diameter particle (a -. 0.05 pm) tiravelling on
trajectory A (see figure 9). The full line is for a 1 prim diameter ticles get heated to high temperatures in high-density
particle (a - 0.5 pm) on a trajectory chosen so that the plasmas. Small particles that remain in the discharge for
residence lime in the plasma is the same as trajectory A. more than afew tens of milliseconds are likely to
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become par~i--ularly hot (7, > 1000K). Larger pa. ticles E A. Pershing H and Hlamers J S 1991 SPIE Prot
(diameter >O0.5 jim) are swept from the discharge before 1594 366
they reach high temperatures. [It] Uglov A A and Gnedovets A G 1991 Plasma C/iem.

Plasma P. ov. 11 251
[12] Chen X and Chen X 3989 Plasma Chem,. Plasmia Plot, 9
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Abstract. Spatially resolved optic:al emuission from an argon discharge is used to
detect regions of enhanced emission over a jIroiived electxrode designed to trap anid
channel parlicles, A groove extends the entire length of the electrode and is aligned
with the optical detection axis Thus we nioasire The integrated line-of-sight emission
inside, abovei and next to The gjroove Enhance~d rnuissio i s seer, and shown to be
pressure-depenident for at gliven groove design At low ; riSsur#!( 1 00 m T'orr) at
single 'bright' spof is noted above the icentre if the ijrio Th)i fis spot splits into two
with increasing separation as the pressun#- increases 1-aser light scattering detection
of suspended particles hwscorrelated ,phtlittnq iof I ,irsn;.q Trapipingj roslio at low
pressure intio two Traps5 it hiqfiir pressuref# A twii (tinioinsionl radiofreguency
discharge model is app1 ietit to the (iroiovo J i~loit-'it T ri nioltel consists of solvinil
fhe electrioni -Ion andt ,iintiniuily eoiutioris thi rrl-,,i. -i i n,,(,Iy balance arid Poisson's
equation ovir the twoii-nitens,iinal tiirnaiun rhi'itiil dt iftiisiin apiprioximation is usied
for elIecition ant on flujx#s Moiill results ot lhi' nijai;,tii rat#i ;iro in ri'asonanitli
ligreernent with r-leilrili ri~'ur.rt i,u r''itq rii -tii'n.l iriifilo', froin tfiu
nioidi milutiiin May lii us'st ti Iry. !huh ii oi alo

1. Introduction ".title paitII ticIirippiniz, his fcreti oibsciied t it

t'Lisiii.i lnc'sii!'giuininii'iit It I, ucntl ccii 11ii4,1 h.*fiid it (cisc ill fhcevi clirIS itunderstiiid Aii isuiliteu

tieeox' il o-k-is'thic I, poiitticilitte 'iirtiit particle' fii I plasmar is ntiftitciNe e~iar'eut Ini order Toi

I 1 11 t'.irtidles fttined or iiitr'tidc. iam virij pl~isnit cltiail/c lie electrnnt anid ion llii~c's inidenieit oni the

prnro ii cc,, i iqi rk I net legZA1ise c ttige i IT the plint MI prt1"1ilc suirliec'. iind Tiiis creates a puisitis space cthirge
I ItIetIicTti,1 hleCeeti tieC Vteg~itil%l chtrigit' particl iruuiiln Ifie palttiLe t his u, ianaloigious To shethctt tirnia-

aut Itie hoitiueit pla'Inai~ Initieiuiiii us l etorcriple\ 14 1) tuimi it a vii)l I tie esIle oi tlie space chargr.e eltiiuu has%
.inid leadls Toi Uirexpctled Anud ItII triferslinu pairticle teen cestuittied toi he oif the iirder it the uon Debye
hchttiokit II p~iriuittiar. etiarged midtii fx-riticRiu l par leiigtht labout slaiir 101 t( it adituiin to tlie electric

tidesý iOlieul III Atl-dclitiiedi liucili/ci regionts I particle heid forces I triorropo. Atnd ditiputu. particles are also

tirapsI I inset ligfht sLaittroiti stiuuics Indiucite that part irbuic Thy fe struaaiirug motutuion if the pIamsnla (ion
tiiie itrips L.,n he tinned hN siriius TiopographicalI dragt), and other forces Itcliuding ciraxitS. neutral drag

featuiires (i i the elect ride A step cera ted hN the edge ii) anrd the rmon ipfriress )iN tie~ren t cromhinrat iois uuf these
at iialfer ort clamp ring. tint exaniple. roas iresult in it 'ring' hase been tisedit) iiicnstrijet santulus forrce balanice

trap anu-itni the pieripheri oif the A afur itnd iir a 'ditine' intidels to ex plain experimntrrtal rihsenv~attiins of particles
trap eetttred oser the A afer Sitntiar ethects hive alsot ciltectitng at tlie plaisnia sheath edge [4 9[ l-o daite.
been noted fuir materiral dusci in Ii r i ics i n elect ro de hi wex er. foirces oin particles ha xc general)' b eeni anra -

surfaces [2) tf traps occur in the vicinity of substrates lysed in iiily oine spatial (]intensisorn

( as in the ease if rintg or donre traps usei wafers), it is Spatially re,;olvedl I ninmuir prohe mecasuremients

likely that s ome particie,, Aaill lan ortin the sitbst rate at iover elect rode fea tles (step% anod material bouinda ries)

the end oif the process when the plasma is Turned off. indicate that these cause perturbations In ttre plasmia
Since substri-ic contamination is 3' tnalor cause oif proid- potential that coirresponrd in loicatrion to the trapping

uct yield loss, it is important to1 understand the nature regions (lLeetrostatue traps) [3]. Hlowever, interpiretation

of prarticle trapping in plasma iequipment. of probe mcasurements is made difficult by the necessary

0963-025294 03G442 +06$19.50 1 1994 lOP Publishingn Ltd



Electrode topography effects on particle traps

closeness of the measurement ito thc sheath edge, by the 2. Experimental
intrusive nature of the probe and by the uncertainty of
probe behaviour in the presence of particles. Here, we Details of the experiments have been described else
show that non-intrusive,. spatially resolved optical where [12). Figure I is ,a schematic diagramt of the
emission spectroscopy (ouhs) of the discharge yields valu- apparatus. Biriefly, the plasm~a chamber is ;a modified
able inforniatioti regarding particle traps. Gaseous lHleetroiics Conference reference cell f(131. Fhe

One scheme to counteract particle tr..ppfine that hats uipper electrode (including thie carthing shield) has been
been dcmcnstrated! involve% isitrdut iiq, particle traps removed. Nominally 311W (ii RI power at 13.56 M~lii s
into plasma equipment. which serve the special function ::ipac~ikcIly coupled to the lower electrode. Because of
of directing paitidles awayv from other ( wea ker)I traps, the a sym metrnc reaclor confligu raItion ii, saosu a nat al I),
such as those i reared bN the wafer. I hUs a grooC Calt into self-bias develops, on the electrode, mealsured to be
the elect ode, which traps, pa il11ieS, enM) be Used 1o guide .. 3101 V ait 510 nil orr T he Ar flow ratw is 5(1secm lin all
particles away' frorn the wafer region towards ia chaninher extper i lienis.
pumping port C I I]. [In aits paper. \se present cspeitmeii- A 111ci - 1Men Al platle is placed on the lower
tal] mneasuremienis of spatiall * resokced optical ciniis-lon electrode ito 'square' the discharge tin the %icinity of the
over at grooved lc~itr~dc alt Si). 2(M and 4111 ii I orr (lo%%. electrode, thus% maiiinii/ing any sampling length sari-
in terme aict~i and high pressiire. respecli i sd . t hese ation in the ()s mecasu reiiieiis [1 2]. the ex perimentis are
nieasureiments are correliated ss ith the location oh oh- performed over at 22mfim 6mmini groove ciii inito time Al
ser ed particle traps in thie grooe at ciiech pressure plate ('he plate iiid the groose arc also shoss i with the

IIn .tddition to thle esperiimiental resuilts,1 toiliskclirge emiiission plots), [hle groose is centrcd laterally in the
siniilation solutions over thle groseld elecirodc are sitiare: platec and runms the eintire length of thle platte
presented it! iiieriinediaie and high p'essiire. Siim~cc%%c I 1ll cml.
use aI thud model of the dischitirge, the Io%%, pressure cise Spamtiill resohedt ItIs tineasurenlienis are maide Using aI
is outtside the ranige of thie sinniialioni. Siiiulationi results colliiiiaied slew of tlie discharge throuigh two aligned
are -it retsoniiihlc agreciciiet with optical cinissiomm aperiutres. which deliticie a slindriciml limie-if-sighi W olume.
mieasureiieiit. lihestes, pros divg e\plimiatiomi (or tilie elemnent oser %kislic the ineasitrerineit is aseragesh. the
optical ciiiission hchlwi~iiir, (lie siiimulaiioni resiilis Iiia 'ci'lliiiiaed light is focused (11 tile slit of a; 1ono1-
he useCd ats a haistS to m41ds' thle iccu~traýs "I saiiiis ciroinaittr. ishich is tisci to measu~re the spatial sairi-
particle force miodels [4-10] lit describiiig the obsersel iiitio fii the ititciisitv of thle .420J nut N4[3 21 (21.- 5[s
trap licatiiins. 23110) imeimral Ar line. Ot)her ineitril Ar emission lines

filie followimug sectiiiis descrihe thle :spnruuiueiitt l1JStI. 1,)92 and 61143nninl shois (tic same behav~iotr.
alpparatus% and thle RI discharge siuntlattioi I lie es sri. I hie pllasma region mnapped I Iis N~ picallr " 5 cut
mnianl and simutlattion restalis ire presenuted iogei (icr usLI id 3cm high [le meaisured spAtial resoluition if
with the dIsICItssiomu Pa.rticle- ~iuce models are discussed thIsI appatratuts is I mmi hortiontualk and +2mmn ser-
fin thle coitchisii'uv ILia II.N

Phoio-unuiiefm and ,nonocr.,omalof Mdfited G EC chfhmber

/o'en Squre t ngl

OChambe stag.

Cross- IWi,0 of grooved A I

Fgr1.Schematic diagram ot the experimental apparatus.
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Particles are introduced in controlled sizes by means wall is slightly greater than the groove height, and
of a filtered particle generator mounted over the elec- zero-gradient boundary conditions are enforced there as
trode. Light scattering off the particles from a lic Ne well. The lower boundary is the grooved A: electrJde,
laser beam, aligned with the optical axis of the of-- and we place an artificial earthed upper electrode 4cm
.,ystem, is used to locate the position of particles Mdc- away from the bottom of the groove (the actual counter
pendently with respect to the groove. electrode in the experiment comprises the chamber wall

and the top flange considerably further than 4cm away).
Only the lower half of the domain is displayed in the

3. Radlofrequency discharge simulation results.
lhe current boundary condition used for the cath-

Details of the RI- simulation, including the transport ode in [14] is replaced by an external circuit consisting
parameters used to approximate Ar discharges, have o" a resistor, cpaitor and voltage sourcei Vsin(2nI'7".
been described elsewhere [14]. Hrielly. the fluid model where T is the Itt period) in series, as shown in figure 2.
consists of the time-dependent electron and Ion continu- The driving voltage amplitude is V, - 50 V. C is the
ity equations, the time-dependent electron energy bal- blocking capacitance 1340pl'm ') and R is the serie,.
ance and Poisson's equation. The drift-diffusion resistance: (0.O06fft m). The values of 1,, C and R are
approximation is used for the electron and ion fuxes. arbitrary (not those of the experimental system, see
The equations are solved using the Galcrkin finte-el- below) The secondary electron emlission cocflicient is set
ement method and integrated in time to a harmonic to 0.03.
steady state. Forward Fulei in time is used to solve the ion

Hlere we describe differences between the current continitmy equation. lit order to satisfy the (I-i condi-
sinmulation scheme and that in [14]. Since the plasma ion, the ion solver us,,es smaller time' steps thai. the
chamber is three-dimensional (a round chamber with a implicit time integrator for the electron equations. [he
square electrode) It is not conipu tailona ly feasible to number of wit imeil steps per electron tinme step range,
simulate the entire chamber. Instead, we focus on the from 5 2". Ixplicit solution of the ion equation makes
immediate vicinity of the groove. and construct i, ,M'n- the acceleration scheme used in [ 14] prohibitively expen-
lation domaint as shown in tigure 2. Since ihe discharge sive; therefore, we rely only on direct timre integration.
is 'square' near the electrode, we use Cartesian : Given the difference between the simulation domain
coordinates in the simulation with the v axis placed and the experimental system, the similawion is not
parallel to the groove length. Ihe centre plaiie of the expected to reprodice the actual relationship between
groove is assumed to be a plane of symmctry with the driving voltage, the gap length, and the plasma
zero-gr'idient boundary conditions. [he distance be- density (or sheath thickness). Rather, the gap length and
I, een the other vertical boundary and the groose side voltage are chosen such that the sheath thickness at

20()mTorr approximates the experimental value for rea-
',onwble plasma density I Ov':ls Owing to the sl-ghtly
larger area of the cathode, we obtain a small positive

Plates of syimetry bias .n the cathode,

4. Results and discussion

Figures 3 5 show contour maps of optical emission
"intensity at Ar pressures of 50. 200 and 400nmiTorr

respectively. Note the different ordinate scale in figure 3.
Figures 3 5 also show the measured locations of par-
ticles (typically a fine of particles along the length of the

1`1831138 10p L"pe, •6drode groovel tiapped by this electrode structure. The
iaiiiioai) groove-enthanced emission is clearly visible in figures

3 5. At .5) ml'orr (figure 3) there is a sing!e bright spot,
centred over the groove, 10 mm from the groove bottom.I- -Particles introduced ;it this pressure form a single hine

S. ... . above the centre of the groove. The emissiorl intensity at

200mTorr (figure 4) shows two bmmgh: spots. symnme, rm-
Grov 64cally placed, closer to the groove bottom (concomitant
G_._L_:rOS9wI with a reduction in the sheath thickness). Particles,

however, still form a single tine in the Lenlre of the
groove. At 40) mIor: (figure 5) the separation between
the two bright spuots increas-es as the sheath continues to
shrink, and here the particles form two distinctly separ.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the simulation domain. ated lines inside the groove Separation between par-
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Figure 3. Contour map of spatially resolved optical emission
intensity 1420.1 nm line) over a 22 mmx 6 mm groove.
arbitrary' units. Ar pressure 50 mTorr.
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Figure .5 Contour map of spatially resolved optical emissionr
intensity (420 i nm ;ine) over a 22 mm . 6 mm groove,
arbitraryunits A pressur e400 mTort

lieles i, smaller than that hM%,-cn emission brigtht srA.i'
Next we howv the ionization rate from the %imuli4-

lion at -(MmI orr (figure 6) and 400 it loi r (figure 7)
T'he groove is assumed symmetricr ariund the Lenlti (sct'
tiglures 4 and 5)1 The low-pressure casc I•OinTorr) is
sonsidered outside the range if applicahihi"i of the fluid HIorizontal posittnci (cm)

model The ionization rite corrmlates well with the Figure S. Vector plot of current Wow to (I - ' 2) and from
emlitsiOn rate since the shapes of the inelas•,ti ollihion (I - T) the grooved electrode Ar pressure 400 mrTorr
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cros., sect tons a re sirinii ar We %thow the 0 f 1.1i/aon rate re pl se iit those tii the enxperi ment. Nevert hcless. cert ain
hecatuse it is more di redily rela ted ito the plasmai dfen It% yfeatutre:s if 'he potential p'rofi les are uiseful to no te. I here
and potentlial profiles. Onie thie siinulatiort conditiiitt is it htgh-licld region at the top edge of the groove side
,ire chosento i match the sheath height tin tigure 4. the wnall, while the hottont edge ot the groose is a low -tield
simulated ioni/atiin and espcrineita'lil iticasureit region, Ithe resuilts do not show, anI, i egiolt that may he
emission agree well (figure 0 with tigure 4. lirore 7 with Identified as electrostatic traps for particles ats ineasuured
figure 5. tin [3]. Rattier. tie poteniial increases rionmitinicailly

Itine groiiin-induICenfeniuhancernent of onivaliioni rate with distanice iwaN firinm the cathode. this is conftirmned
is due toit focusing, iof the iii current near the side wall hy figure 12 at ploit of the IAzeril electric liettlId (/-rs;
of the griootu Since the enhaneu-nenit is stritiger at ttirieintal poiistion tIrni aboIs ttle hottiiin of ithe
4(rt fiorr, the siitnulatiuti at that pressuire is used tit giooiive, I he g.r.lime side wall is liicated at I I em t tIhe
analyse this effect. I igures 8 and 9 are drawn front tie electric field Increases niinoitonicsllv. with tit, sign
400mff) orr cisc. I giiie 8 shows the currenit flow to and chantge. ti'warfs tite side wall [Ihis sui.ge'.s Iltal t rap-
front the griosecd clectio(e at Ito dtifferenit timnes in the ping III this S)stneni occurs tfrmri~gti bahlaiiie of tiliererit
Ri period. I:F 2 and t - 1: the physelil step tii the forces [4 i9] rather titan throiugti .i single. l,'ininantt
L Ieotrodcte ciuss the cu rretnt to ibe nd ne-ar the sidle walt, tra ppinrg f iri. e.DIi fferences he t w [iite si inkii i n do-
antd ereu tes at region of 'excess cii rrent' tIsII cuir renit mia in. the en rernieriltaids st~ein aindt the snstcioi used tin
foc using creates en Ira electron heating near the top if [ 3) niay en p1ain thle dittferenit resuiltIs
the side wall. stiuntwit i figure 9. 1 he htigher electronu
heatintg rate results in greater joni/attiti antd exetita'i-in
iatcs near the sidte wall [ 14]. 5. Discussioni of particle trapping

Fi-gures If) andt I I show th- simulatled pitetntial ltth afsic iFatiiatteetrstu trt o
profiles o'btained at 2(1 and 4W0 rn I *'rr respectisely IItea~neo nioiidcetotlcta o

Uonstd~icrig the arbhit rary choice of discharge eonditidont% particles, !hatl is. ai ot loa ttxia it ii rtitt tlasttta pi 'ent al

us~ed intt he sintulatioi, the actual 'oiitage values do not

C IV

1 0

I ~ ~to'

At

____to00 Q'25 050 0 75 to
00 01 04 0, 08 'Horizontal position l,-n,

Horizontal position (end) Figure 12. Plot of tIN lateral etmetric Iield fE,; versus

Figure 10. Contour map of simulated potential (V) Ar hori'ontat position at height z 3 mm above the bottom of
pressure 200. mTorr. the groove. Ar pressure 400 rnTorr.
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[3], it is unclear whether there is a direct causal relation- Sheath non-uniformities, which may be responsible for
shin between the enhanced emission (ionization) rate trapping particles in grooved electrodes, may be detec-
and particle trapping. Rather, both phenomena may be ted by non-uniformities in the emission profiles. A single
caused by sheath perturbation due to the groove. Never- region of enhanced emission at low pressure centred
theless, optical emission is a sensitive and non-intrusive over the groove splits into two symmetric, off-centre
indicator of sheath non-uniformities, which are believed bright regions mt high pressure. A correlation is noted
to trap particles in this system. between the emission behaviour and the observed split-

The trapping mechanism in the groove is believed to ting of a single particle trap, centred over the groove at
be - two-dimensional variation of the force balance low pressure, into two traps as pressure is increased. A

discussed in the literature [4 9]. Before proceeding to two-dimensional simulation of a grooved electrode indi-
analyse the applicability of various published models, it is cates that emission enhancement occurs near the groove
necessary to have a more reliable prediction of the ion side wall because of RI- current focusing effects, which
flux, si-ice ion drag is believed to be one of the crucial create ext.a electron heating near the side wall. Particle
forces affecting particle location [4]. With the drift- trapping in the groove is believed to occur through a
diffusion model u.,cd here, the ion drag is always anti- balance 4f axial and lateral forces.
parallel to the electric field force on the particle if the small
ion diffusion term is neglected. It is unclear what effect ion
inertia may have on the ion drag force. While ion inertial
effects are important in the sheath, they may be small in
the prcsheath where the particles collect. Inclusion of ion References

inertial effects, to allow the ion drag force to deviate from
the electric field direction, is currently under way. [I] Selwyn G S. McKillop J S :Ind Haller K L 1990 Proc.

It seems clear on comparing figures 10 and It that the SPIt. 1185 86
[2] Selwyn Gi S, Hleidenreich J F and tMiller K [ 1991t J. I[m.

high-pressure case in figure II shows a larger region Syi. Tle'idl h A 9 2817
inside the groove with relatively flat isopotential con- [3] Gefi S G, Carlile R N, O'Flanlon J 1 and Selwyn (G S
tours. I'he 200()mTorr case therefor, shows stronger 1992 J Appi Pho. 72 374
latera; fields inside the groove (which might cause i)ar- [4] Barnes M S. KCl((r J Ii. I orster J C aind ('Neill J A 1992

ticlks to collect in the centre of the groose as observed) Phu .v Rei, - len 68 ;13
than at 400 mlorr. This is consistclt with the thinner [51 Daugherty J /, Porteous R K and (irascs I) B 1993

,I .4ppl. Pito. 73 1617
sheath thick ness at 40M ml orr. The llatter contours imply [6! J.ditnm (6 M. Ri uihetiy J tF azd (trawls I) B 1991
that, based on considerations of electric field and gravity .1 A.Ippl PhtI% 69 6923
alone, the particles have a smaller tendency to collect in [71 (ioree J 1992 I'/Ii% Rev lii 69 277

the centre at 4(8)mIorr than at 200 mlForr. Therefore. [8] (hoi S J and Kuihner I J I.';3 J t19 0 /'/i.. litt 62 2197
[l9] Bmiaehoiile A, Plain A, Biiiifeiidi I_. B1isndeaii J P1h anidany force pushing the particles away from the centre (such [ aure Ch 11 .1 ))li .1 ppi Phi. 70 1991

as the dipole force EVE [9]) would encounter less 1 (01 Daugheriy J I. Porteous R K, Kilgore M ) and (iravcs
resistance at 400 retorr than at 20)0 mIorr. Prediction of D) B 1992 J 4pp1 Phi.,. 72 3934
the off-centre particle trap at 4)0 m Torr is expectedi to I I ] Selwyn (i S and Pattersoin E I 1992 J. Ii(, St fi,li.

yield valuable insight into trapping forces. A It 1(153
[12] [)al(,ie M, Selwyn Gi S. Surendra M, Guarnieri C R and

Mcihll J J 1'993 4ppi/i vshý'. Leit 63 1279
[1] Roherts J R. Olthoff J K, Van Brunt R J and Whetstone

Summary J R 1991 Pros. SPII 1392 428
[14] Oatie M, Slrendra M and Selwyn Gi S 1993 Appl. i.

Spatially resolved optical emission i,; shown to be a Lit 62 "207

sensitive indicator of particle traps in ai discharges.
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Abstract. One observes in radiofrequency-heated vacuum chambers that dust, if
present or being produced within the chamber, may float in layers close to both the
upper and lower electrodes. Important forces un the dust are the electric force.
gravity, plasma drag and the thermophoretic force, which is caused by temperature
gradients in the background neutral gas in the vacuum chamber. We here discuss
the thermophoretic force and show that the normally adopted formula for this force,
which is computed on the assumption of an infinite plasma in all directions from the
dust, must be modified when close to the plasma chamber walls. Taking into account
the closeness of the plasma walls, we find ihat the thermophoretic force will be
reduced out to many neufral gas molecular collision lengths from the wall, compared
with the, results from the standard formula. This modification of the thermophoretic
force should be of importance to, the force equiiibrium and stability of dust in the dust
layers observed in so many dusf levitation experiments.

1. Introduction loII rn (11a 199 If, k niiwledge of its form nie,,r the walls
where the particle% ýire Suspended will he of crucial

Ihere hats recently been increased interest ill stuadying i iiiport a ce riot tillIy to fillid posit ions with force eq nlllb
stt- spenision ol dust in gatses, T he realiatton that dust ri ur but also to determine If Such equilihrium posititins

is formed and sitspended in the Sheathsb near plasnia airc stable or nut.
chamber walls and that it canl cause Sever,- contarnina- We will in the following discus,; the fsim of Ill:

[ion pro bleni, in, for examnipie, plasma etc hing processes therm ophoret ic foirce aid itemon st rate that !m~ist he
of microelectronic circuits (Selwyn I 111 1989. l99Oa~t. mo idified, cimipared w itti its conserittinal fu,rmii t, dust

is one reason for this, t'he dulst is suspended in I a , ers particles withini a d tstao,ite frirri the ,tasmii sa ;i Is :,lr rt-
near the chantber electrodes, with a topology that is. sponwting toi several ciillisioni lengths of rec iiitorl ga,.
depeniuenn I tn the elect rode %t ruc t tres, anrd it may fall
diiwi onto and contamino te the nitcrochips. 'Ihe dust
particl., are charged iii the ridihofrequeneytteated plas. 2. The thermophoretic force distant from and
mas and art electric force acts tin the dhist in tlire electric close to piasma wails
shieaths near the wall t Barnes it ill 1992). O)1tier major
forces that act on the suIsptilded dlost particles are I albott tel atl I i9511) base jisrin a retc if eatiter works
grait yrI, ton and neut ral gas d rags If these Species arc oil thterniophoiresi s I ttey sht ow t hat at dtis! particle tif

dIrift inrg and a t berm a phoret ic force if a tentperat ure radlIits R in aI gars ,r Ilquidt with a iciiipera itire gradthent

gradient is present (Talbot r al 19811, icllun i a tl 19911. iil Os it ýhe position of the tlust. A ill he acted upon by
Since dust pirtricles are suspended in the platsma isit a ocal ledt thelrerhr i latric fur cc aloirg the directio torif
follows that there must exist rein in which there is a 5.Aqtiat 1()

stabhle equilibrium betweert the different forces. Nitter
and Flas-tes ( 1992) show that, for dJust suspented in the h 8R sRnir4 (
electric sheaths near moon, atsteroitdal suit planetary
satellite surfacees, one wilt normally tinid twit equilibrium
points. Ho wever, tintly tone of these wilt be stable. The He re k is the Bott/itttart const,t at. I[tic ic til a I gas
calculations of Nittera~nd Ilavnes 119921 ufd not include dcniisit t,, nt wh ile Ilk ai .rage collisitnictigllnt in the
the thermophorette force, which is (if nii importatuce Ini neutral gXts IS A We ItegleCt the efkCci 01f A tuSt sIrt.ce
the rarefied gases in space. temperature tin the therinritpttretic fori.e Since this is,

Sinie the thermophoretic force may be one of the sniiil fur dust teinperaititres less. tha~n SIX) K (I slhor it al
dominant forces in low-pressure RIi -heated plasmas lJid- 195f0).
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o Havnes et al

Talbot et al (1980) (see also Waldmann (1961)) where F, is the thermophoretic force given by (1). The
compute the thermophoretic force F. by using a velocity reason for this is simply that the force due to collisions
distribution function for gas molecules colliding with the by the dust with gas particles from the wall is now larger
dust of so that the net force towards the wall is decreased. This

assumes that the temperature gradient points away from
[ / 5',]the wall as it normally does in ist plasma experiments

f~ =f "foP + D(~ 2
- ) 1  c,, < 0. (2) (Jellum et al 1991) since energy is ,-eated in the gas and

Or has to escape through the walls.
At intermediate distances from the wall (out to

We here use relative velocities, the molecular speed is - several collision lengths from the wall) we expect the
and thermophoretic force gradually to approach the one

given by (1). The manner in which the thermophoretie
i~i\force changes as we go .ýway from the v -;I is; dependent

(3) onl how the velocity distribution for c, > 0 changes from
(5) at the wall to (2) distant from the wall. We will make

where the gas thermal velocity of particles of mass ini and an approximate estimate of this by solvring the Bloltz-
temperature TO is I, )2kT_ 'tin)' 2. In equation (2) 1~ m ann eq~uation for neutral particles with a simple model
and in arc the components of ( along the temperature for the colision term
gradizrnt (.v direction) and along the outward normal
to the surface of the grain with the positive direction of P -- I7
I, being out front the surface. The par,-eter t+ilV r1(7
D = - 6;jtT lx), , Yr7r,. The unperturbed velocity dis-
tributioin function is. t.keii to he M~axwcllian: WVe consider a ociieiialstatrlinary case. In1 17)

is the neutiralI neutiiral collision imi m and we have as-

/0 n4 Ii ---- cxp p1 (4) sun ted that / dovs not deviate inuch from the eq iiiIil
/ z 71 riunt distribution IIn general we could have used

The disirib..tion function given in (2) corresponds to / 1,,(1 4 q 8
that which is formed in at gas with I ieiniperit ure
gradient end where there is an 'infIiniite' aniount of gas W here f.ýj 1%i the dieviation1 from Ifor particles- movinrg
Surrounul ", the dust. Infinite in this contextt means that aa rn h kl n ýqtedvainfo , o
thfere is. gas present for many gas mTolecule 11(MomenItull particle-. rioving wk ards the wall We will assume that
tra nsfer collision lengths on bitthI sides oif sI his leads is - kniown and equal ito the deviation for t ,. Ii given
to, comnpa red with /0, a surplus of slow G Ž1 S ti k) ;Int I byeuton I 2) Hoiiwever, sinice /,,q is sinallt relative ito
hieticit of fast particles fIm that pat t of tlie distribution I, we neglect q when cilcultitiang the variation of fl
function that moves iii the dircctioir of V/it , - 0 fronm the wall and outwards t sIing c dt and insert-
(namiely fromt lower to highmr icmnperaures) anrd the Ing equation (tX in cquatioii ( 'I ittu' usi ia equation,
opposite for that part that moses against Vlt,,- 0) 12, (4) we find for the one-diriensional cast:
An instegrationt of the force due to the i m paic of particles
with the velocity distribution given by equation (2) leads
to equation (I1) ( lalbot et a) 1981)). Hlowever, these t'2 1 -d-' -Id
calculations do not take Intlto account that tecry low t d, I r \2 Id
the wall the distribution furicti,nr lor partit.'es moving
away front the wall must be intlueiced by* the manner iii where we bave utsedf the Londition of pressure equilib.
which riarticheN are reflected from the wall. If we assume nrint (d dt)s(lii I' ) - 0b is cani he, integrated ito give
that the particle% are rehiceted with a Maxwellian veloc-
ty distribution at wall temperature 1. their I2) is hit 1x\ /- i1 Id)K
corr-ct very rcie., to t~ie wall At the wall itself we %ill -- ql)ep 4 2 t

have

ri I I sp( 101)

whilc fmtr i 0) 12) night still htold since the devtiation \hern we nieglect the s;ýriatioir of I relative ito the

front lo for I , ) is minlj,, f ormed due to catce xponential term t the p:111I~les ire reltleced Irimiri the1

ktreaming towards the wall If whe now folIliw fialbot et wall with ib- wall ietij~iai..uie then 1,(0)) I attd wt,

a)j (1980) atnd calculate the tartmtophoretic forte .tt tho: get

wall by using (5) for 0 ( and (211 or ti we titid
that F ~



Thermophoretic force close to wails

We now calculate the correction to the thermo- 3. Discussion
phoretic force by using (11) for y, * nteadl of the one
*ised by Ttdbot et aI(1980) where g, = - y_. Fol~owing The action ofthe thcrmophoretic force in RFdusty plasma
the method of Talbot et at we iind that the correctedl F, experiments is apparently one reason that a layer of dust
becomnes can be found near the upper electrode (Selwyn et (il 1989,

J.-Illum et crt 1991). Both gravity and the electric force on
the duist point away from this electrode while ion drag

/1(25ep and the thermophoretic force will normally point towards
F, . F , -. 2 )e dc\ it (Jellum et (u/ 1991). A stable equilibrium point for the

Atdust requires that the forces pointing away from the wall
F lx~ldo-rinate inside the equilibrium point and that, in this

=F, [ I - 7I (12) cas.e, the therrnophoretic force, which points towards the
wa/I, dominates outside the equilibrium distance. If we
assume a parabolic temperature profile near a wall then

whenwe se T ;ý,rs. e se tat P: -0) bt ta'. the uncorrected thermophoretic force will increase lin-
whenwe se K i 5 WesicthatI) (1 = ht tat arly towards the wall ats shown schematically in figure 2.

the exponential term in N: wiji. at large distances v fromt Ibis shape of F, may not arllow stable equilibria of dust
I~he wall, make the intcgral approatch zero However, if close to the wall. Stuch may much more easily be found if
we, ats here, rise a cdlli si o or t hernial iza lion lengthI that the thlerrm phorer ic force is corrected for the wall effect

incrase wih s'locts nd incethefore du to(~)li- since it leaids to a reduction of F, close to thre wall. We
sions with tI-c gals Molecules is mainly deterniined by til ailso show the corrected thermophoretic force F, .i
farst in' ucleuI, at t >, 2,heli drrease of the integral ii 'igo re 2. 1 he correct ion due ito the wall is felt out to abouti
(12) with .:is coisiderably Niolwel thano if we, for lise or six ciollision lengths A. from the wall.
isarniple. replaced c~p( - v' with exp( .wtiat is, Ifv,,, con~sider tlie especrimnents by Selwyn et al 11989)
A'C put ý - I or u.se'd <u)l -(,c Cornputat iorns of the and .1el i n i eiI al (991) , which hot h had Ar ats at
c( ii 'sio n cros's sec.110or, (Y tIIi rs:h fel',i .er (it 1i967. figu re b)ik g.L)Unrd gas, we Iinrd from tlr rsch felder etid0 (1967)
8,1-4)a ,ii It , fLnet i c of., how thlt on-_ use Of k1 constitar
collision time r, nariicly at coltosion leogth ;_0) - i', is at
good approximiation ait our low tempratciuires. Figure I
shows a coryipariscir between thie inteF,'eI in (I 1-) anud
0.5 exp( --. I ibis indlillt'S tihat thle wall etleCt will be
felt out to mrany a ,eragC cllision1 lengths fromt the wall
anrd that the ciii serionai expression tOr th ticher- 1
wiopho ret c force is rnot coirrect in r h s region.
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